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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
A. OBJECTIVES 
The Communications Satellite Technology Assessment Study is an examina­
tion of cost and technology characteristics involved in the provision of special satellite ser­
vices in the UHF, 2. 5 GHz and 14/12 GHz frequency band. These services are intended to 
expand U. S. communication satellite activities which presently emphasize long haul carrier 
type services (leased lines for various data, TV and audio distribution, and high speed pre­
assigned data) to service more in the public interest. Consequently, emphasis in this study 
is on services to users in both thinly populated rural areas and urban areas, both lacking 
access to cost effective flexible communication facilities. These communications services 
relate to health, educational, and informational services and to expanded emergency and 
disaster services. These services are either services not now provided by the satellite 
carriers or are services which are not prevalent in existing carrier systems for one rea­
son or another. Concommitantly various new system configurations and technology are 
examined with the intention of minimizing potential costs and improving utility and cost 
effectiveness. 
The services are divided into three generic categories: The first category 
is satellite broadcasting, consisting of TV broadcasting (4. 21Y-Hz video baseband) and 6M1bps 
compressed video, radio broadcasting ( 8 KHz baseband), TV distribution (or rediffusion) 
and radio distribution (or rediffusion). All have receive-only earth stations. A second cate­
gory of services having both receive and transmit capability involve teleconferencing using 
TV (4.2 IvIHz baseband), or compressed TV (6Mbps), or combined audio/facsimile and multi­
channel voice and data for point to point service. Teleconferencing is not limited to commer­
cial application but also has applications in education (interactive educational seminars) and 
medicine (interactive diagnostic services). The multichannel voice/data service is a thin­
route telephone and data service intended for so-called unattended "roof top" installations. 
A third generic service is a satellite-based land mobile service (e. g., commumcations be­
tween moving vehicles such as cars, trucks, buses and trains and fixed earth stations.) 
Applications involve emergency, disaster and security services as well as communications 
with private or public vehicles. 
The total service cost of each user configuration including space segment, 
earth station, installation, operation and maintenance costs is optimized to reduce the user's 
total annual cost and otherwise to optimize service performance. Technology, expected to 
be available between now and 1985 is identified for the various user service configurations 
and comparisons made of selected alternatives. The net result is an imphcit statement of 
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the utility of each service measured by a representative total annual cost each user will 
have to pay. While costs are minimized based on desired performance, available technology, 
and optimal system configurations further reductions are also possible through the innovative 
application of advanced technology. Consequently, the study is a logical extension of the ATS 
series of experimental satellites and U.S./Canadiansponsored CTS experimental sat-ellite 
in which technical feasibility has been demonstrated and useful operational characteristics 
identified. With the total user cost identified, it is now possible to assess both the value and 
cost of each service potential users. 
A key element of the study consists of a survey of earth station equipment 
at UHF (620-790 MHz), S-Band (2500 MHz), and Ku-Band (14/12 GHz), updating past work 
tn the field, providing new insight into the available earth station technology through 1985, 
and evaluating production, including large scale integration, (LSI), and test methods that 
can reduce costs in large production runs. The latter is a key element in providing low 
cost services. Various satellite configurations based on six launch vehicles ranging from 
the Delta 2914 to a Dedicated Shuttle launch are examined with regard to spacecraft and 
communications configurations in order to minimize service costs, identify optimal satellite 
characteristics (such as transponder power and the utility of various antenna coverage patterns) 
and indicate the benefits of the "economy of scale". Satellite costs are based on the assumption 
of a carrier-owned system in winch the total space segment charges depreciate all capital, 
reco er all expenses and provide a fair return on investment. Thus, these charges should be 
similar to those actually charged in the future for satellite services. Various system arrange­
ments are examined to reduce cost or optimize performance. For example, comparisons 
are made between frequency division multiple access, (FDMA) and time division multiple 
access (TDMA), for a teleconferencing configuration, and between U.S. coverage and time 
zone coverage satellite antenna beams. 
Propagation at Ku-Band is attenuated by heavy rain which affects service 
availability. This study updates previous work in this area, and predicts attenuation 
characteristics for various locations within the continental U. S. and selected locations in 
Alaska and Hawaii. The satellite location chosen to provide Alaska communications re­
duces earth station antenna elevation on the eastern seaboard with resultant degradation 
in system availability. Nevertheless high quality, cost effective service is still feasible. 
particularly if the signal characteristics are well designed. 
It turns out that the three frequency bands (UHF, S-Band and Ku-Band) 
each have their unique properties with regard to each of he ser ices and to the various 
technical alternatives such as single or multibeam antennas, wideband or narrow band 
transmission, satellite transponder power, earth station G/T and modulation and multiple 
access techniques. Some services favor one frequency band, other services another. 
Much has been previously reported on this issue. This study attempts to evaluate the 
service requirements in terms of the peculiar or unique characteristics of each frequency 
band. While cost and performance are important in these evaluations other factors also 
appear. Regulations limit satellite flux density and antenna sidelobe levels and in some 
cases, orbital positions. No UHF allocation is presently available so that even if services 
are attractive, considerable uncertainty concerning ultimate feasibility must be extant 
pending resolution of regulation matters. In the study, performance is determined inde­
pendent of the regulation limits, however, where applicable these limits are identified so 
the reader may evaluate the impact of a regulation on a potential serwce. 
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Some of the services do not now exist so that this study cannot be complete 
without recommendations concerning the utility of each service, the research and tech­
nology needed, and general system configuration and user population necessary to achieve 
favorable cost characteristics. Once these factors are understood potential users can 
plan their operational systems in order to attain the desirable cost and performance goals. 
For example TV broadcasting for entertainment purposes -(assuming for the moment it is 
found to be a desirable service) is not practical unless millions of users can be identified 
and a method found to finance a large and expensive satellite. 
'This study also includes an examination of the factors affecting the ultimate 
capacity achievable with the available orbital arc and available bandwidth. Technical char­
acteristics involve satellite and earth station antenna sidelobe characteristics, various 
signals including single carrier per transponder FDM-FM and FM-TV for both broadcast 
and distribution, single carrier per transponder PSK and mulitple carriers per transponder. 
In addition, Ku-Band systems experiencing fading either on the uplink or downlink are eval­
uated. Various methods are considered to reduce the effect of fading due to precipitation 
attenuation and these methods are evaluated with regard to impact on orbit utilization. 
Finally, to determine potential areas where cost and performance improve­
ments can have a significant impact, various sensitivity analyses are carried out. Both 
satellite and ground terminal cost and performance are changed nominally Z 10dB and 
system costs and optimum configurations are then reevaluated. Areas demonstrating cost 
sensitivity help identify potential innovations which can improve service and cost effective­
ness. 
B. BACKGROUND 
Extensive evaluations of diverse services and technology are being carried 
out in the ATS (at UHF, S-Band and C-Band) programs and in the joint U. S. /Canadian CTS 
programs (at Ku-Band). These programs have provided valuable insight and background 
into non-carrier type services which are of keen interest to many users and user communities. 
.Many demonstrations of one way and two way TV and voice and teleconferencing for interactive 
exchanges and computer-computer interaction give evidence of great interest in services of 
this type and the general technical and performance characteristics needed. Previous studies, 
particularly the Stanford University study (1) dated October 1972, provided much valuable data 
on earth station equipment and cost characteristics which served as a starting point for sim­
lar inquiries in this study. Also a Voice from Space (2) a previous study on radio broad­
casting, provided measured data on UHF man-made noise and on the characteristics of UHF 
transmitters. Previous studies, together with the results of this study, provide a clear 
picture of technical and cost characteristics so that potential users can evaluate the utility 
and cost effectiveness of services of interest and express these interests to system planners. 
Hopefully sufficient knowledge and understanding is now available so that the planners can move 
forward toward operational systems of the proper characteristics so that the desired services 
may be economically provided in the public interest. 
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C. 	 LIMITATIONS 
The methods used herein to define service characteristics, (signal-to­
noise, bandwidth, availability, etc.), equipment costs, including space segment charges 
and predictions of technology out of 1985 can only be regarded as approximate and tentative. 
- All costs are in terms of 1976 dollars to rehoVe the uncertainties of inflation. However, 
earth terminal technology changes and more important, industry production costs depend 
critically on demands for equipment and to a lesser extent on production technology. The 
same is true with regard to the space segment. While space segment charges used In the 
study appear reasonable by current practices and the impact of the shuttle has been taken 
into account, space charges can vary widely. In fact this study shows a broad range of 
total system costs depending on separate aggregate traffic supported by the satellite. In 
short, while every reasonable attempt has been made to develop representative costs and per­
formance and anticipate technological impact, the fact remains that we do not know who 
will build future earth stations or satellites, and when and under what competitive cir­
cumstances and with what political or regulatory limitations. Some uncertainties must 
be recognized and accepted. We do contend that the cost and performance methods chosen 
here are mutually consistent and representative on an absolute scale. 
1.2 	 METHODOLOGY 
A. 	 FORMULATION 
The starting point for this study is a definition of specific user services 
listed in the foregoing introduction. They consist of:


Two Way Services


* TV (4.2 MHz baseband) Teleconferencing 
* Compressed TV (6Mbps) Teleconferencing 
* Audio/Facsimile Teleconferencing 
" Multiplexed Data aul Voice 
* Land Mobile Service


One Way Services


* TV broadcasting (4.2 MHz baseband) direct to us er 
* Radio broadcasting ( 8 KHz baseband) direct to user 
* TV distribution (4.2 MHz baseband) - e.g. rediftusion 
* TV distribution (compressed 6Mbps) - e.g. rediffusion 
* Radio distribution (15 KHz baseband) - e.g. rediffusion 
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B. APPROACH


For each of these-services a comnendium of performnce ts listed identifying 
signal format, multiplexing, signal quality (carrier to noise density ratio), bandwidth, bit 
rate. mimmum acceptable faded value, etc., in other words, all of the characteristics 
that define quality of service. For each service a detailed earth station block diagram is 
developed which identifies critical earth station equipment such as antenna, receivers, 
frequency converters, etc. and interface equipment which includes (as needed). MODEMS. 
CODECS. alarm and monitoring equipment. control equipment, power supplies, environ­
mental control equipment, TV cameras, image projectors, loudspeakers, facsimile 
transceivers, etc.. in other words, all the equipment the user needs to obtain his particular 
service. Interface equipment is often a dominant part of the total earth station cost. 
Having defined user services, performance characteristics and earth station 
requirements the next step is to identify earth station equipment costs. For critical com­
ponents such as antennas, transmitters, and receivers, costs must be ascertained as a func­
tion of both production quantity and performance. For these major components, specifica­
tions of salient technical characteristics and specific lists of questions are prepared. The 
questions concern the cost affects of production, production methods, supplier's present volume. 
industry volume, etc. Both the specification and questionnaire are sent to selected suppliers
followed in most cases by a visit in which details are ironed out and supplier' s facilities and 
production and test methods are examined. Compilation of data is performed paranetrically 
For example antenna costs versus antenna diameter (or antenna gain) are plotted with purchase 
quantity as a parameter. The antenna system consists of all of the components and devices 
needed to make it work. Small UHF antennas consist only of a reflector, feed. supporting 
structure and receiver housing. Larger more sophisticated antennas may include tracking, 
feed deicing. waveguide pressurization. etc. Similarly, receiver system cost versus noise 
temperature and transmitter cost versus power are compiled. all with quantity "buy" as 
a parameter. This data is entered into a computer. A computer program, using satellite 
radiated flux density as a dependent variable and taking into account the propagation path and 
signal quality required for each service, selects the required antenna gain. receiver noise 
temperature and transmitter power (if required) such that the earth station and satellite 
annual costs are minimized. 
Interface equipment costs are added to the optimized earth station cost. Inter­
face equipment costs are not dependent on earth station or satellite performance but are 
dependent on both service requirements and quantity "buy", just like antennas, receivers, 
etc. Since interface equipment costs are important, accurate cost estimates are necessary. 
However, the interface equipment, devices and components are so diverse and numerous it 
is not feasible to prepare specifications and questionnaires for each particular item. Con­
sequently except for a few selected critical components such as video cameras, TDMA, systems, 
MODEMS, TV data compressors, etc. these costs are ascertained by comparing them to other 
devices and components of similar construction (not necessarily of similar function) and 
then taking into account special situations such as incorporation of large scale integration
(LSI), and influence of large quantity "buys". Learmng curves also are found to be of 
value in predicting costs of most components. 
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The space segnent represents a significant and sometimes dominant cost. 
The satellite transponder power density is varied over a substantial range. The satellite 
is also required to provide a single US coverage beam or four US time zone beams. 
Sometimes eclipse operation is desired, sometimes north south stationkeeping is not. 
Three frequencies and six launch vehicles are evaluated. It is not practical or necessary 
to design and cost each particular version (there are thousands of them). Alternatively, 
the communications satellite performance and cost are modelled parametrically and the 
program stored in a computer. In the computation the computer starts by selecting a 
satellite with a single and consequently high powered (and redundant) transponder. Through 
the link requirements discussed previously for a specific service, this results in a unique 
definition of the earth station G/T and EIRP. The computer notes and prints the earth 
station and space segment annual cost. Then the computer selects two satellite transponders 
for computation which lowers the transponder power, identifies a new earth station G/T and 
EIRP, etc. However the satellite cost is now (nominally) half the value it was in the previous 
step because the specific user is using only one of two available transponders. The computer 
then selects three transponders, four transponders, etc. until the whole useful range of 
satellite EIRP is encompassed. This data then serves as an input to the overall system 
optimization resulting in computer print outs of the minimal cost case thereby identfying 
the optimum earth station parameters such as antenna diameter, transmitter power, and 
receiver noise temperature and the satellite transponder power. Parametric evaluation 
of the space segment in this fashion provides valuable insight into the important satellite 
characteristics for each service. 
In some cases, the satellite characteristics (transponder power, antenna field 
of new, eclipse and stationkeeping requirements) are similar to existing or planned carrier 
satellites in which case carrier systems can in principle provide these specific services 
economically. In other cases, the satellite characteristics differ widely from those of 
existing or planned carrier satellites indicating that a new approach must be taken to 
satellite design if the minimum costs are to be achieved. This new approach may be crucial 
to the successful implementation of the service itself and is discussed in more detail in the 
following sections. 
Ku band propagation with its severe fading in heavy rain poses a special 
problem. Mach research has been performed on the nature of Ku-Band precipitation 
attenuation in order to characterize Ku band links. Whale the theory is well understood, 
acceptable data on local climatology, particularly that part characterized by thunder­
storms, is lacking. Consequently theoretical predictions of Ku band attenuation are based 
on theory and weather bureau average rain fall data. This is shown to be roughly corro­
borated by ATS and CTS propagation data. Fading effects are minimized by adopting approaches 
taken and standardized in radio relay practice in which the baseband signal-to-noise is 
allowed to fade approximately 7 dB from the nominal or "clear sky" value and still be 
acceptable. The carrier-to-noise ratio, (where applicable) is required to be at threshold 
at this time. 
Finally, the land mobile service is found to differ significantly from the 
other services. Since it is desired to identify service cost versus number of users, the 
satellite model must provide a varying service bandwidth. This is accomplished by defining 
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1.3 
a range of antenna diameters providing a mosaic of antenna beams covering the Continental 
U. S. (with spot beams for Hawaii and Alaska). Frequency reuse (and hence more 
effective bandwidth utilization) is achieved with spot beams. The larger the antennas, the 
narrower the spots and the more frequency reuse and hence bandwidth. Also as the 
antenna diameter (and weight) increases the available satellite prune power (and weight) 
decreases. The land mobile user also has antenna choices ranging from simple "whips" 
to sophisticated antenna arrays. These satellite and earth terminal characteristics are 
also examined parametrically to identify the regions of mimmum cost 
SUM-MARY OF RESULTS 
A. GENERAL 
This section presents an overview of the study results, hn ghlighting as pects 
of the study, i. e., cos-s, te chnology and system configurations believed to be of interest to 
the reader. The particular values used to describe general results are a consequence of 
a detailed data perusal by the authors. Hopefully, a majority of readers will agree with 
observations; however, sufficient detailed data is presented in the two volumes to enable 
an interested reader to either confirm them, modify them with a new point of view, or 
find ba3es for additional conclusions. 
B. SERVICE VIABILITY 
The computer search for mimmum service costs results in a defined annual 
mimmum cost for each service together with a listing of significant system characteristics 
Each defined, generic service may have many applications and while it is difficult to value 
a particular application some discussion of the intrinsic "worth' versus cost of each service 
is believed appropriate. The reader should recall that each service includes space segment 
charges, earth station installation, operation and maintenance costs as well as the annualizsd 
cost of earth station equipment and interface equipment. Inclusion of the space segment 
charges in particular has a sigificant influence on the system parameters 
1. Two Way Services 
a. 	 Point-to-Point TV (4. 2 iMliz baseband) at Ku-Band per a typical total 
network of 100 earth stations time sharing the same satellite trans­
ponder, results in a total annual cost of 351, 600 per terminal of which 
the dominant cost is for the satellite. The earth station consists of a 
9.9 	 meter antenna, a 100 0 K (paramp type) receiver and a 25 watt high 
power amplifier. The earth station includes TV cameras, monitors 
and video/audio diplexers andmodulators. Each user has his own ded­
icated earth station. Increasing the network to 1000 earth stations has 
little impact on annual costs. Further, the earth station and satellite 
parameters remain the same. It is clear that Point-to-Point TV is an 
expensive service; in fact one of the most expensive in the study. 
However, commercial teleconferencing, hospital to hospital diagnostics 
and higher educational seminars may be economically feasible. Use 
for 	elementary schools is not attractive because of the high cost. It 
should be noted that TV is not well suited to the transmissLon of graphics 
data (because of poor resolution) unless the graphics (diagrams, tabu­
lattons, texts, photographs) are specially prepared. Satellite requLre­
ments are not demanding because of the small number of earth stations 
assumed per transponder (25), and may be provided by common carrier 
satellites presently envisioned. 
b. 	 P6int-to-Point (compressed) TV (6 Idrbps) has applications similar to 
those for the uncompressed 4. 2 MHz TV. In this case, the trans­
mission rate and transmission cost is reduced by removing redund­
ancy in video picture elements but at the expense of higher cost in 
high speed digital processors. The earth station equipment is not 
normally on the user's premises but is brought to the user on demand 
by an operating carrier. This results in higher duty factors and fewer 
users per carrier as compared to the Point-to-Point TV service. 
The earth station and TV camera studio equipment is assembled on 
the user premises for each particular prearranged teleconference. 
If 100 total users and 4 users per carrier are considered, the mini­
mum cost earth station characteristics are similar to the previous 
case, e.g., a 9.9 meter antenna, 100 K paramp and a 15 watt trans­
mitter. Satellite transponder power is 2. 5 watts and the annual cost 
is $141K per year per user including operators, setup time and trans­
portation. This breaks down to $395 per user per call which could be 
attractive for commercial and government teleconferencing, and educa­
tional semiffrs but is too expensive for public school education and 
probable not suitable for health diagnostics. 
Compressed TV resolution is the same as for uncompressed TV. 
However, the service has been augmented with a high resolution facsimile 
compatibility. Compressed TV can handle scenes with considerable acti­
vity, however camera "zooming' and similar actions may cause temp­
orary picture degradation. 
c. 	 Voice/Facsimile Teleconferencing is a low cost teleconferencing system 
which omits the "presence factor" of the human image. High quality 
audio is assumed and graphics data transmission is rapidly provided 
(or interactively provided) with high resolution capable of wall pro­
jection. Consequently, this teleconferencing method is suitable for well 
organized meetings with high data transfer requirements 
(diagrams, tabulations, text, etc. ) A total network of 
10, 000 earth stations, with 17 earth stations shanng each carrier 
results in annual costs per terminal of $9. 5K or $90 per user per 
call based on an Atlas Centaur sized satellite and Ku Band operation. 
Optimized earth station parameters consist of 4. 4 meter antenna, 
2600 K receiver (transistor type) and a 2 watt transmitter. The 
satellite transponder power is 75 watts, requiring a special satellite 
design. However, satellite cost is only 18% of the total annual cost 
because this is a narrow bandwidth service based on frequency division 
multiple access (FDMAU). An alternate method was examined for pro ­
viding this servic e based on time division multiple access (TDMIA). 
In this case all earth stations operate in the "burst" mode (e. g. time 
share) at a common, high bit rate. No satellite transponder backoff 
is required. The resulting earth station parameters consist of a 
3. 5 meter antenna. 450OK receiver(transistor type) and a 1 watt trans­
mitter. The satellite transponder power is 60 watts. However. the 
annual cost per terminal more than doubles to $22. 5K compared to 
FDIA, of which 88% is for interface (e. g., TDIVIA) equipment. The 
FDMA service cost can be attractive to all potential teleconferencing 
users including public schools (for interactive educational seminars) 
provided a "medium" without the human image is acceptable. It is 
interesting to note that a comparison with the Digital Data Service 
terrestrial network indicates a break even distance of approximately 
40 miles e. g., if two terminals are separated by more than 40 miles 
it is more economical to use satellites. 
d. 	 Multichannel Voice/Data Service is a dedicated (12 equivalent voice 
channel thin route voice and data) service between two points operating 
24 hours a day. In a 100 earth station total network at Ku band, based 
on a Dedicated Shuttle sized satellite, the optimum earth station para­
meters are a 7 meter antenna. 265 K receiver (transistor type) and a 
2 watt transmitter. The satellite transponder power is only 1. 8 watts 
and 	 can be provided by a carrier type satellite. The annual cost per 
terminal is $38. SK of which 50% is the satellite charge. Break even 
distance with the terrestrial Digital Data Service is approxnnately 60 
miles and hence is an attractive satellite service provided the aggregate 
bit rate can be supported. 
e. 	 Land Mobile Radio Service provides UHF communications between mobile 
terminals such as cars. trucks, buses and trains and fuxed Ku band 
terminals which are connected into the terrestral dial-up network. For 
100. 000 totaL users, 50 sharing each channel frequency qnd a Dedicated 
Shuttle sized satellite, the user terminal consists of a simple crossed 
dipole/folded monopole antenna, a 3000 K receiver (transistor type) and 
a 2 watt transmitter. The U. S. is covered by six contiguous satellite 
antenna beams with 1. 8 kW per beam, e. g., the satellite is large, 
has a large antenna ard high power. The user total annual cost is $1. 1K, 
acceptable for many commercial and governmental applications. 
This service appears technically and economically attractive and is a 
service not available in the U. S. except in urban areas. 
2. One Way Services 
a. TV (4. 2 MHz) Distribution can be provided at S-Band or Ku-Band 
for either distribution of network programming or as an information/ 
distribution service, (for example to universities or to doctors). 
The annual costfor 500 users is $14.3lK per user at Ku-Band 
and $11. 8 K at S band. For 100, 000 users the annual cost at Ku band 
is approximately $2. 1K and $1.1 K at S band, however, in this case 
flux density limits are exceeded. Earth station characteristics at Ku 
band are 7 meter antenna, 4000K receiver for 500 terminals, and a 3.7 
meter antenna and 6000K receiver for 100, 000 terminals. Earth station 
characteristics at S-band are a 3. 6 meters antenna, 2000K receiver for 
500 terminals and a 2. 2 meter antenna, 410 K receiver for 100, 000 
terminals. Ku band satellite transponder powers for 500 and 100, 000 
terminals are 15 watts and 78 watts respectively. S-band satellite trans­
ponder powers for 500 and 100, 000 terminals are 10 watts and 42 watts 
respectively. The S-Band satellite transponder power for 100, 000 ter­
minals exceeds the power flux density Imitattons. 
b. TV (4. 2 MHz) Broadcast-direct to the user can be provided at Ku-band, 
S-band and UHF for entertainment or informational purposes. Servce 
applicability relates to the number of users and to the size of the satellite. 
Considering the Dedicated Shuttle-sized satellite the following annual 
costs are computed. 
No. of Terminals Annual Cost (S) No. of Terminal Ku Band S Band UHF 
1,000 5400 3300 1700


10,000,000 155 95 70


Thus, a consumer-type satellite service is definitely feasible from a 
technical and economic point of view with the UHF the lowest cost. 
The question of feasibility for this service rests ultimately on finding 
an application which is complementary to the available and well 
developed terrestrial broadcast services which provide a diversified 
(publicly and privately) sponsored program with localized programming 
capability. One application possibility is as an instructional education 
TV broadcast service either publically or privately sponsored. 
This seryice could be improved by providing one-way TV broadcast 
capability with a narrowband voice only interactive capability in 
the reverse direction. However, the latter was not considered in 
this study, Even a network of 1000 terminals appears economically 
attractive for university, professional or trade group education. 
The satellite transponder power at Ku band is approximately 10 watts 
and 1050 watts for 1000 and 10, 000, 000 terminals respectively. 
Satellite transponder power (4 beam satellite) at S band is approximately 
10 watts and 1050 watts for 1000 and 10, 000, 000 terminals respectively 
with 20 watts at the flux density limits. Satellite transponder power (4 
beam satellite) at UHF is approximately 10 watts and 1400 watts for 1000 
10 
and 10. 000. 000 terminals respectively. Earth terminal optimum 
antenna diameters for 10, 000, 000 terminals are less than 2. 5 meters 
at Ku-band, and less than 0. 7 meters at S band and UHF. Over the 
range from 1000 to 10, 000, 000 terminals transistor-type receivers are 
generally favored. 
c. 	 TV (6 Mbps) Distribuhon in a compressed TV format for educational 
and informational sernces can be supplied at Ku band and S band. 
Considenng an Atlas Centaur sized satellite the following annual costs 
are 	 computed:


Annual Cost (5)


of TermLnals
No. 
Ku-Band S-Band 
100 21,500 21,500 
10,000 7,000 6,700 
Satellite transponder powers are less than 20 watts at both Ku band 
and 	 S band. Over the range from 100 to 10. 000 terminals the Ku band 
antenna diameter decreases from 4.5 meters to 2 meters and at S 
band from 2. 5 meters to 1. 8 meters. 	 Over this same range transistor 
type receivers are the optimum choice. 
d. 	 Radio (5kHz) Distribution providing all forms of audio programming 
for music and voice can be provided at Ku band and S band. Service 
applicability relates to the number of users and to the size of the 
satellite. Considering an Atlas Centaur sized satellite the following 
annual costs are computed: 
Annual Cost (5)


No. of Terminals Ku-Band S-Band


_____ I (4 beam) (4 beam)


1 4,700 2,900
00 a
 
10,000 1,400 900 
Ku-band satellite transponder powers are approximately 20 watts 
and 120 watts for 100 and 10 000 terminals respectively. S band 
satellite transponder powers are approximately 25 watts and 125 watts 
for 100 and 10, 000 terminals respectively Over the range from 100 
to 10, 000 terminals Ku band eanth station antenna diameters range 
from 4 meters to 2 meters and at S-Band from under 2. 5 meters 
to over 1. 5 meters. Over this same range the Ku-Band and S-Band 
receivers change from transistor types to diode mixer types. 
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e. 	 Radio (8 kHz) Broadcasting direct to the user can provide entertain­
ment, educational or instructional service at Ku-Band, S-Band and 
UHF. Considering an Atlas Centaur sized satellite, the following 
annual costs are computed: 
i 	 Animal Cost ($) 
8No. 	 of TerminalsAnulCs 
eKu-Band S-Band i UHF 
10,000 630 365 260 
10,000,000 210 100 80 
For the range of terminals from 10, 000 to 1,000, 000 Ku band satellite 
power varies from approximately 70 watts to over 180 watts, at S 
band from approximately 100 watts to 350 watts, and at UHF from 
approximately 30 watts to 550 watts. Over this same range antenna 
diameters range between 1 to 2 meters at Ku band and between 6 to 
.3 meters at S band and UHF, and all receivers use diode mixers. 
For large number of terminais, say a million or more, satellite costs 
(and hence transmission costs) are inconsequental. The most domin­
ant tradeoff in this region is the effect of quantity buying. 
C. COMPARISON OF FREQUENCIES FOR BROADCAST SERVICES 
For similar services with satellite antenna beams constrained to illuminate 
similar areas, a direct measure of earth station performance is its aperture area divided 
by system noise temperature. For the same aperture area, lower frequency antennas 
cost less because of relaxed mechanical and electrical tolerance. In addition, lower 
frequency antennas may not require tracking, de-icing, or waveguide pressurization while 
their higher frequency counterparts may. In addition, lower frequency receivers can achieve 
lower noise temperatures for the same cost, and do not require precipitation margins. 
Even for the land mobile service, simple antennas like whips and folded monopoles have 
relatively large apertures. consequently lower frequencies result in lower earth station costs. 
There were no exceptions to this rule in the study. On the other hand, the lower frequency 
satellites are penalized substantially by the larger satellite antennas necessary to illumi­
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nate the coverage area. This low frequency problem is accentuated as the satellite antenna 
beam is narrowed and is only partially compensated by added propagation margins and 
transmission line losses incurred by the Ku-Band Satellites. Finally, for this study, 
multi-frequency multi-service satellites are assumed, in order to explore the economy 
of scale offered by larger "multipurpose" satellites. Satellite size therefore is not 
constrained by the allocated bandwidth of a single frequency band or single service. Under 
these circumstances, the services at lower frequencies are lower in cost almost without 
exception. However, the differences in system annual costs due to use of different frequency 
bands while significant, is not as significant as the economy of scale acineved through 
large numbers of users per service. 
D. hLVIWACT OF REGULATIONS 
Operation in S-Band is subject to the flux density limitation of (-152 + A5) 
tw/4KI~z/A2 where 9 is the earth station elevation angle in degrees. Observance of this 
restricts satellite power particularly for services like broadcasting which involve large 
populations (the minimum cost parameters involve large satellite transponder powers). 
If the satellite power is fixed at the regulatory limit, service costs will increase. In most 
c a s e wh e r e this impact was evaluated, the increased service cost at S-Band remained 
below those of the corresponding Ku-Band system. Further, terminal antenna diameters 
remained, in general, less than those required at Ku-Band. There are essentially no flux 
density limits at Ku-Band, only requirements to coordinate with owners of adjacent satellites if 
satellite separations are less than prescribed. Additionally, broadcast satellites should be 
designed to provide peak powers below 63 dBw in order to comply with constraints on over­
lapping radiation at the edge of national boundries. There are no restrictions placed on UHF 
satellite services because these services are not permitted by existing regulations. 
E. EARTH STATION PARAMETERS 
The optimization process which achieves a minimum system cost is not 
particularly sensitive with regard to earth station (or satellite) parameters. Typically a 
2:1 variation in a performance parameter such as an antenna or receiver (or satellite 
power) results in a 10 to 20 percent change in system cost. Transmitter power and cost, 
while important factors in the earth terminal optimization, are not major factors in the 
overall system optimization. In general, low-cost transistor type or diode mixer type 
receivers are the optimum choices for most services over most of the range in earth 
terminal numbers of interest. However, optimum Ku-Band antenna diameters selected 
tended to be larger than those in current usage. One reason for this, of course, is consi­
deration of satellite charges (for operational systems) as contrasted to the present experi­
mental demonstrations for which there are no satellite charges. A second reason is the 
10-year antenna depreciation assumed in the cost annualizing factor which reduces the 
"impact" of the larger antennas to the user. For example, if a 3-year depreciation 
schedule had been assumed instead, the optimum antenna size would have been reduced. 
Interface equipment is often a dominant cost in the earth station. For those


items which are basically digital in nature, substantial reductionR in cost ean be achieved


by the use of large scaled integration (LSI) particularly the new I-L (ion injected logic)


technology. LSI is having a revolutionary effect on the cost and performance of digital


equipment.
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Unfortunately most of the earth station subsystems are not composed of digital logic. 
Except for LSI and the new GaAs FET low noise receivers, earth station technology is 
relatively mature. 
F. SATELLITE PARAMETERS 
The range of antenna sizes and transponder powers required for good service 
performance and economy are within present experience if the NASA experimental satellite 
experience is included. UHF antennas are large, particularly for time zone coverage. 
TWT efficiency at S-Band and Ku-Band is high and -comparable. Since earth station 
HPA power is not a sensitive item, the satellite G/t also is not critical. Existing tech­
nology with the exception of that required for the Land Mobile Satellite is sufficient to 
achieve good performance and cost. However, significant improvements in cost and 
performance can be achieved with certain spacecraft improvements, for example, ion 
engines and fuel cells, but there are no plans to conduct the necessary in-orbit demonstra­
tions. Use of Shuttle has a significant and favorable impact on system costs because of 
the lower launch costs and the higher reliability (which reduces launch insurance costs). 
In addition, the Shuttle short turn-around time in emergency situations may encourage 
satellite operators to keep spare satellites on the ground; this can decrease operating costs. 
Finally, a substantial economy of scale is predicted for larger, multipurposes, multiservice, 
multifrequency band satellites. In general, high frequency satellites with time zone antennas 
instead of U. S. coverage antennas result in lower system costs. However, at lower fre­
quencies, there is no substantial difference in operating costs due to different satellite 
antenna coverage areas. Further, in many non-mobile narrow band-service cases there 
is no substantial cost difference-at any frequency. Consequently, the use of multiple spot 
beams to reduce costs may be restricted to the wideband services. Note, however, that 
use of multiple beams may be important for increasing bandwidth through frequency reuse. 
G. PROPAGATION 
Ku-Band propagation is difficult to characterize for each location in the U. S. 
because experimental data still is lacking (CTS data is not yet available). Satellite designs 
considered in this study focused more energy toward the Gulf of Mexico--Florida area (where 
substantial attenuation is experienced because of precipitation) than elsewhere in order to 
achieve a more uniform "outage" characteristics across the U. S. Excess costs due to pre­
cipitation attenuation (by the cost of added "link" margin) are insignificant for outages as low 
as 0. 2% but costs increase rapidly for lower outages. For outages of . 01%, the services to 
the Gulf of Mexico--Florida region are not economical for single antenna earth stations with 
fixed margins; more complex satellites and earth stations configurations are needed. Satel­
lite location is an important consideration for Ku-Band systems because of the added path 
length through thunderstorms encountered at low elevation angles. For this study, a satel­
lite longitude of 1240 W is chosen in order to provide service to Alaska. This substantially 
reduces earth station elevation angles on the eastern seaboard further exacerbating the pre­
cipitation attenuation problem. Propagation at S-Band is nearly ideal. At UHF, however, 
circularly polarized antennas are needed to overcome the effects of Faraday rotation. Pro­
pagation through trees, buildings and ,other structures, and multipath from nearby water 
and land can be troublesome to mobile terminals having low gain antennas. Manmade noise, 
characteristics of large cities and caused primarily by automobile ignition systems is signifi­
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cant (as is "showing' by large buildings), so that a land mobile UHF, satellite service 
for cities will be expensive or have poor performance or both. Suburban and rural areas 
are better suited for a satellite mobile service. 
H. ECONO1MY OF SCALE 
Mo at services achieve practical costs only if sufficient numbers of earth 
stations can be procured. Earth stations and related equipment all cost substantially 
less if purchased in large enough quantities. Satellite costs are borne by all the users 
supporting that satellite or fraction thereof. Finally, the optimum earth station and 
satellite performance are critically dependent on the size of the earth station network 
and, of course, on the nature of the service (e. g. bandwidth, modulation, etc.) What 
results is a "chicken and egg' issue relating to how the system costs are to be supported 
as the network grows, perhaps over many years, to its final, optimum configuration. 
Compounding tins problem are the uncertaanties with regard to the user community as 
a viable market, the limited resources per user (the aggregate resources, however, 
can be enormous), and the problems of billing the users and marketing user services. 
These problems suggest that some form of government-sponsored or supported program 
may be necessary durnng the "infant' years of service in which properly designed satel­
lite services can be made available and earth station equipment, meeting proper specifi­
cations and perhaps produced in limited quantities to achieve lower prices also can be 
made available. 
I. OR BITAL CAPACITY 
The orbital capacity is dependent on the satellite and earth staton antenna 
sidelobe characteristics, modulation parameters, access techniques, the earth station 
aperture diameter, frequency, satellite spacing, the mix of services exverienceing mutual 
interference, uplink and downlink fading characteristics, and many other parameters. It 
is apparent that improvements in antenna sidelobe characteristics can have significant 
benefits. In the case of Ku-band link fading, link power control and antenna diversity can be 
effectively used to increase orbital capacity. Ku-Band link fading is due to rain attenuation 
resulting in reduced signal level relative to interference and thermal noise and increased 
receive system thermal noise level. Application of interference rejection techniques such 
as multibeam satellite antennas, spread spectrum modulation, active interference cancellation, 
dual polarization, etc. can also increase orbital capacity. In the absence of any fading 
compensation or interference rejection techniques, Ku-Band satellite spacings as low as 10 
to 20 appear acceptable for either broadcast or fixed services, if these services are isolated 
to different parts of the orbit (as was agreed at the 1977 WARC). Consequently, the orbital 
capacity for telecommunications at Ku-Band is substantially larger than at C-Band. S-Band 
satellite spacings of 2-30 also appear feasible. 
1.4 OBSERVATIONS 
A. The generic services eonsidered herein, e.g., TV and radio broadcasting, 
TV and radio distribution, teleconferencing, thin route voice and data, and land mobile 
are attractive satellite communication services with regard to cost and application. Some 
of these, namely TV and radio distribution and thin route voice and data are already pro­
vided by existing satellite and terrestrial carriers for commercial applications. However, 
many attractive applications also exist which are not being provided by exmsting carriers, 
because the satellite characteristics are not optimum and result therefore in excessive 
system costs (e.g. large satellite powers are needed for broadcasting) or the correct 
frequency band is not available or the low cost earth station equipment is not available 
(in production quantities), or the user market is not developed or is uncertain - or a com­
bination of these. 
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B. Economy of scale is the most dominant cost controlling mechanism. This


relates particularly to the earth station network size.


C. Operating frequency band, while important ( in general the lower the frequency 
the lower the cost) is not significant compared to the economics realized from-achieving the 
proper earth station population and a properly sized space segment. 
D. Flux density limitations limit satellite power of some services (S-Band broad­
casting) to lower-than-optimum vawes. These limitations increase system costs but for 
reasonable sized systems (e.g. (10 receive only stations) do not increase them substantially. 
At the flux density limit, the satellite power density and earth station G/T are fixed. As the 
network grows from this point, the satellite costs are still being prorated over a broader com­
munity, thus reducing the satellite cost per user. The user is also obtaining lower cost 
"
terminals because of larger production "buys. For example, increasing the earth station 
network size by an order of magnitude past the point at which satellite flux density is limited 
reduces the space segment user cost by a factor of 10. If learning curves apply, the earth 
station cost, by virtue of larger "buys" also is reduced by approximately 30%, so that consid­
erable economies still apply. If the satellite power could be increased past the flux density 
limit so that earth station G/T also could be reduced, further savings of approximately 10­
20% result. 
E. Proven satellite and earth station technology is available for the low risk 
implementation of all the generic services except for the Land Mobile Service. The latter 
requires R&D for: 
o Low cost, mulitple channel mobile transceivers. 
* fightweight satellite transponder development 
* Mobile antenna development and test under operational conditions 
* Large aperture, multiple beam, deployable satellite antennas 
* Linearized UHF satellite transmitters 
F. Precipitation attenuation at Ku-Band does not have a serious impact on cost 
unless outages of less than 0. 2% are envisioned. A satellite location chosen to accomplish 
satellite service to Alaska has a significant impact on Ku-Band precipitation characteristics 
for the northeast. City ignition noise multipath fading and building shadowing limits the ef­
fectiveness of the UH-F Land Mobile Service in urban areas. Even in suburban or rural areas 
shadowing (by trees etc.) and multipath still may be major problems. 
G. orbit capacity is affected by antenna sidelobes, the ability to make use of orth­
ogonal polarization to permit frequency reuse, and the earth station aperture size. Modulation 
parameters, signal bandwidth, fading due to precipitation attenuation, have lesser impact. Mix­
tures of earth stations with different antenna sizes, e.g. intermixed broadcast and fixed service 
satellites also may have an important impact on orbit capacity. lbwever, this issue was not 
evaluated in the study. It appears that satellite spacing at Ku-Band can be as little as 10, and 
as little as 2-30 at S-Band. Much additional R&D, particularly with small antennas to improve 
sidelobe and polarization, can greatly enhance the orbit utilization. 
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1.5 
H While significant, industry-sponsored R&D is performed in satellite com­
munications components such as antennas, TWTs, lightweight transponder filters, and 
low noise (GaAs FET) receivers little additional progress is being accomplished on com­
ponents requiring orbital test flights, such as ion engines, fuel cells, magnetic bearings, 
ultra lightweight solar cells for synchronous orbit and more complicated access systems 
such as satellite switched TDMIA (SS-TDMA). Development of these components to oper­
ational readiness can reduce space system costs and ought to be accomplished by on-going 
experiments in communication satellite programs. The UHF land mobile satellite is such 
a radical departure from the state-of-the-art that its development can only be accomplished 
by a major R&D ground and flight test program. An example of the impact of R&D on re­
ducing communications satellite system costs is described herein with regard to the Shuttle 
development. 
I. The dominant earth station performance parameter is the so-called figure 
of merit G/T. This, in conjunction with the satellite EIRP and cost form the dominant 
tradeoffs. It is found that for services requiring uplinks, the optimum arrangement 
of GiT and EIRP is normally near the value determined if only the downlink is considered. 
That is, while the transmitter costs can be high, transmitter performance has only a small 
impact on optimum earth station G/T. 
REPORT ORGANIZATION 
Tihs report has been divided into three volumes in order to assist the reader 
in Ins task of assimilation. Volume 1 is an executive summary giving major study objectives, 
conclusions, and implications to the future of special user satellite communications services. 
Volume 2 contains the essence of this study with the analytical and computational aspects 
omitted except for brief summaries. Readers interested in essential characteristics-­
cost, performance. and general characteristics - can obtain these from Volume 2, Detailed 
knalyses and data tabulations are confined to Volume 3, where they may he consulted 
f desired. 
Volume 2. Section 2, defines the generic services and lists the service per­

formance characteristics, and general system considerations. An earth station block


dliagram is defined for each service. In addition, each generic service has examples


of potential applications to aid the reader in identifying service possibilities. Section 3


describes the tradeoffs for the receive/transmit services leading to a definition of ser­

vice costs and the optimum earth station and satellite characteristics for each particular 
service. The earth station model (G/T and EIRP vs. cost) and satellite model (transponder 
power vs. cost) are briefly described. Section 4 describes similar tradeoffs for the receive 
only services, again leading to a definition of service cost and the optimum earth station 
and satellite characteristics for each service. Section 5 describes factors influencing the 
orbital capacity considering both broadcast and so-called fLxed services. Section 6 de­
scribes significant technology for earth stations, satellites and the overall system (through 
1985) which appear to have a high impact on service costs and performance. 
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Volume 3, Appendix 1, contains the details of the earth station equipment 
survey leading to the formulation of the earth station G/r and EIRP vs. cost, with pro­
-duction "buy" -as x paramneter. -Earth stitofftechnoroiy an-d technology trends and the 
methods used for conducting the supplier surveys also are discussed. A list of contacted 
suppliers is given. Appendix 2 develops the satellite models for the three frequency 
bands and six launch vehicles leading to the formulation of the transponder cost versus 
power, with six launch vehicles as parameters. Appendix S summarizes the research 
into Ku-band progagation and gives the detailed Ku-band outage characteristics vs. margins 
used in the tradeoffs for the different areas of the country. References also are listed. 
Appendices 4 and 5 present the complete results of the transmit/receive service tradeoff 
evaluations and certain detailed analyses better treated separately. The tradeoff results 
are provided in graphical and tabular form. Appendix 6 lists the detailed methodology 
for the orbit capacity computation. Appendix 7 presents the complete results of the 
broadcast service tradeoff evaluations. The results are again in graphical and tabular 
form. 
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The capabilities of the fixed , broadcasting, and land mobile services 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
2.2 CAPABILITIES OF THE FIXED SERVICES 
A. INTERACTIVE TV TELECONFERENCING 
Interactive Point-to-Point TV service has the capability to improve the 
quality and availability of educational and health care services to all sections of the 
population, and provide effective means for information exehange. In the past few 
decades it has become apparent that medical training requires up-to-date course material 
and information in order to acquaint both the practitioner and the student with the rapidly 
expanding body of scientific knowledge. Interactive Point-to-Point TV service can ful­
fill this demand in an economical and efficient way. The vital role that interactive 
Point-to-Point TV service provides in extending educational and medLcal servLces 
to the thinly settled non-urban areas has been demonstrated by the ATS-6 experiments 
in Alaska, the Rocky Mountain states and Appalachia. 
The evolving medical and professional courses, adult education programs, 
open university classes, and corporate training programs are all evidence of a trend 
requiring non-traditional (outside the classical classroom setting) type of programs. This 
trend is caused by 
o 	 Escalating energy and travel costs. 
* 	 The increasing cost of new traditional educational facitilies. 
* 	 The demands of work or household duties being such that many 
students can afford to study only at their own pace and convenience. 
o 	 The fact that many students cannot afford the cost of conventional 
education. 
o 	 Many geographical areas being so remote from the traditional learning 
centers that the student finds it extremely difficult to reach the nearest 
learning facility. 
The feasibility of higher education and information exchange (on a nation­
wide basis) is presently being demonstrated by the various CTS experiments. For example. 
the CTS digital Video Curriculum Sharing experiment is designed to demonstrate the re­
mote classroom principle by classes conducted between Stanford University (in Stanford 
USA) and Carlton University (Ottawa, Canada). 
The emergence of organizations like the Public Service Satellite Consortium 
(PSSC), or the Public Interest Satellite Association demonstrate a growing general national 
commitment to improvements in health and education. 
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SECTION 2


SERVICE DEFINITION


2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this section is to identify the generic services evaluated 
in this study, define service operating charactertstics, indicate examples of applications, 
provide system block diagrams, and summarize service performance characteristics. 
Each service requires characteristic interface equpment, e.g. the equipment between 
the earth station IF and the user. The cost of this equipment is significant. It is added 
to the basic earth station and space segment cost to obtain the total annual cost of the 
service. Service characteristics in terms of equipment redundancy, test equipment 
and miscellaneous items such as alarm and control equipment can also affect the earth 
station cost. The basic services are defined as: 
Audio Teleconferencing (interactive) 
TV and Radio Distribution (for retransmission) 
Video Teleconferencing (interactive) 
TV and Radio Broadcasting, (direct to user) 
Multiplexed Data and Voice (point to point) 
Land Mobile 
These services may be regarded as generic services: First each consists 
of a basic capability for which many user applications may be found, for example TV and 
radio distribution may be for commercial or private networks or for educational, in­
structional or medical purposes. Second, some of these generic services can be sub­
divided into other service categories; for example, TV may be broken into 4. 2 MHz 
video and compressed video. 
An important objective of this study, therefore, is to determine the cost 
and technology of each of the generic services in order to provide a measure of utility or 
worth. It is hoped that these analyses will prove of value in evaluating various methods 
by which the most cost effective and useful services may be developed into operational 
services for the public benefit. 
It should be noted that in defining the services and service characteristic 
emphasis is placed on quality characteristics which favor educational, instructional, med­
ical and entertainment type applications and not the existing common carrier services. 
Of course, it may turn out that some of these services will be provided by the existing 
carrier services. Others will not be economic unless new satellite facilities with different, 
technical characteristics are created. 
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B. INTERACTIVE COMPRESSED TV, TELECONFERENCING 
One of the most important applications of this service is teleconferencing. 
A conference in general can be defined as: a meeting of two or more persons who inter­
actively participate in an exchange of ideas and express their opinions on subjects that 
are of common interest. When face-to-face communications or instantaneous picture 
transmission of two dimensional moving objects is required, (e.g. patient monitoring 
or medical diagnosis) then the teleconferencing process must involve both video and 
audio communications. 
Teleconferencing has the advantage of reducing thecosts involved in 
business travelling. Normally, a two to three day trip is required coast to coast for a 
one or two hour conference. Another advantage is employee participation. For example, 
an entire project team cannot attend a conference that includes three days travel for each 
project team member. With a teleconferencing capability, all of the involved personnel 
can actively participate. 
If a video conferencing service requires only a limited amount of time per 
week, then the same service channel can also be used for company (or organizational) 
traimng, for transmission of data. for remote job entry terminals (for computer 
applications), or simply for voice or facsimile services. Alternatively, many users may 
share the same channel, gaining access to it on an "on demand" basis: and in this case, 
the users will share the space segment charges. This service potentially provides econ­
onncal alternatives to some of the interactive full bandwidth TV services. Some examples 
of these services are: 
a Education (for example curriculum sharing) 
* Law enforcement activities 
a Patient monitoring 
C. INTERACTIVE VOICE/FACS-IILE TELECONFERENCING 
This service can provide an economical and effective means for telecon­
ferencing. It can supply a rapid facsimile service along with voice or data traffic. The 
facsimil service permits the rapid (several seconds) transmission of graphics data, such as 
Ivugraph" material, photographs, contract wording, business plans, lecture notes, etc. 
in a secure form (if needed) and can provide wall projection with excellent resolution. 
If the teleconferencing service requires only a limited amount of time 
per week, then the same channel can be used for other purposes such as voice or 
facsimile traffic, or it can be used by other users. 
D. INTERACTIVE M1EULTI-CHANNEL VOICE/DATA 
This service is applicable to library exchange, consumer services, business


data, electronic mal, and telephone. This service is presently emphasized in the
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satellite carriers and the service is available commercially. An objective in this study 
is to examine the service for applicability to noncommercial purposes, for example, 
computer and library data exchange between universities or hospitals. 
2,3 BROADCAST SERVICE CAPABILITIES 
A. TV DISTRIBUTION FOR LOCAL RETRANSMISSION 
This service is of interest to both the private and public segment of the 
country. The Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) has recently acquired three video 
channels from the Western Union Satellite service to broadcast video services to some 
160 earth stations. It is expected that the needs of PBS (and of government agencies both 
in the federal and the local levels for similar applications) will increase at least by an 
order of magnitude in the decade starting with 1980. 
The private broadcasting networks such as, ABC, CBS and NBC need 
a real-time nationwide sports broadcasting network, that includes programming from 
any point to any point/points in the nation. A nationwide on-the-spot emergency or 
disaster broadcasting service presently depends on the broadcasters' ingenuity; and 
often this type of coverage is lacking. Due to financial limitations, many points in the 
nation are not covered by the three major networks. 
Thus, it can be seen that both private and public broadcasting companies 
can greatly benefit from a media that provides easy and economical nationwide TV 
broadcasting coverage. 
B. BROADCAST TV DIRECT TO USER 
TV broadcasting instead of TV distribution with retransmission can be 
attractive in thinly settled areas of the country. In this case, it can be regarded as an 
alternative to conventional broadcasting or a complement to it. In addition to its national 
entertainment function broadcast TV may be used for: 
* 	 Thinly settled areas not accessible to conventional broadcasting service. 
* 	 The dissemination of Governmental information 
* 	 Communication services for law enforcement purposes 
* 	 Educational services (this case is similar to an educational service 
using TV and voice or voice and fax one way and voice the other way 
for interactive applications). 
* 	 Weather and emergency information services. 
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C. 	 FM VOICE/M'IUSIC DISTRIBUTION FOR LOCAL RETRANSMISSION 
FM Voice /vusic Distribution for local retransmission can provide several 
categories 	 of services, for example: 
" Music service for commercial use (hotels, motels, factories, etc.) 
" Music for the general population (commercial networking) 
* 	 Federal and local governmental use for


- emergency and warning information


- law enforcement information
 

- information distribution 
D. 	 BROADCAST COMPRESSED TV DIRECT TO USER 
This service is similar to TV (4. 2 MHz) broadcast direct to user, however, 
it requires additional hardware expenditure to provide the desired compression level along 
with the required broadcasting quality. It can be used to disseminate local emergency, 
weather and agricultural information. It can also provide a broadcasting capability for 
local educational and health care facilities. Local governments and public services can 
use it for employment services, consumer information and family planning. 
E. 	 BROADCAST VOICE/MUSIC DIRECT TO USER 
This service can complement broadcast facilities and can provide enter­
tainment, information and education services direct to the user. 
2.4 	 LAND MOBILE SERVICE CAPABILITIES 
The land mobile satellite service can provide communication services 
between a moving terminal such as a truck, train, plane, bus or car, and a fixed terminal 
winch connects the call into the telephone network. Example of uses are: 
* 	 Emergency communications for ambulances, police, fire, rescue 
vehicles and security forces. 
* 	 Communication services to trucking and railroad industries in their 
efforts to optimize their routing. 
* 	 Communications between travelling personnel and headquarters to 
coordinate routes and provide information while in transit, (e. g. a 
salesman). 
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* 	 Communication services to various transportation industries (for 
example taxis, busing and inner city train services). 
" 	 Communication services to private organizations in their marketing 
and sales efforts for accessing customer files, and pricing and in­
ventory information. 
* 	 Communication services to all public and government employees while 
enroute in thinly settled non-urban areas. 
2.5 FIXED SERVICES CONFIGURATION/CHARACTERSTICS 
A. INTERACTIVE TV, TELECONFERENCING 
This system is configured to occupy a single satellite transponder; however, 
the transponder can be time-shared with other users and made available on an "on­
demand" basis. A TV camera system with appropriate user interface system is provided 
with this configuration. The configuration is based on a studio operation since the operating 
mode is primarily teleconferencing. Earth stations for this service are unattended, non­
redundant receive/transmit earth stations; and they access the satellite on a demand 
assigned basis. Figure 2-4 is a typical block diagram of the interactive point-to-point TV 
earth station. In some applications, a switching system could route a number of microphones 
into a common audio system. 
Normally, both the video receive and transmit capabilities are desirable. 
However, there are a number of applications where only video receive with audio talk-back 
capability is desired. For example, in our educational or instructional application, only 
the instructor is required to be televised. The students (or the audience) needs can be 
satisfied by a talk-back capability. Thus, the complexity of this earth station is governed 
by the selection of specific user types and their particular commumcation needs. 
Signal Characteristics 
The TV picture is generated by a 525-line TV signal whose frame rate is 
30 frames/sec. Modulation characteristics for this service are derived in Appendix 5.1 
and are summarized in Table 5-1. These characteristics are: 
a. 	 Maximum audio frequency; fm = 15 KHz 
b. 	 Maximum video frequency; F = 4. 2 MHz 
c. 	 Audio subcarrier frequency; fsc = 6.5 MHz 
d. 	 Threshold video carrier-to-noise-ratio 
[(C) v ] Threshold =12dB 
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e. 	 Threshold audio carrier-to-noise ratio 
[(MCa Threshold = 12 dB 
f. Audio subcafierbandwidt, BS- = 	 245 Kz 
g. 	 TV signal predetection bandwidth, B = 22 MHz 
n 
h. 	 The video peak-to-peak signal-to-rms weighted noise ratio, 
Spp/Nw = 40.16 dB which is a minimum requirement. With a 
7 dB carrier-to-noise ratio margin the SppiNw is between 40. 17 dB 
and 47.17 dB. 
i. 	 The audio test-tone signal to weighted noise ratio, SIN, = 43dB. 
This S/N is a minimum performance criteria, and with a 7dB 
margin the S/N is between 43dB and 50dB. 
j. 	 Peak carrier deviation due to the video signal, AFp, = 4. 8 MHz 
k. 	 Peak carrier deviation due to the audio signal, Afc, = 1.1 ?vtHz 
1. 	 Audio modulation index, Mz = 7.166 
B. INTERACTIVE COMPRESSED TV 
In this configuration, multiple TV signals per transponder are time shared 
by the users in an FDMA system. Each link is assumed to have a full duplex TV receive 
and transmit capability. The earth stations of the interactive compressed TV service are 
non-redundant receive/transmit earth stations and access the satellite channel on a de­
mand assigned basis. Transportable stations are provided allowing users-to pay for the 
total service on a per call basis. Service personnel erect the stations and operate the 
video equipment during conferences. Figure 2-2 is a typical block diagram of the inter­
active compressed TV earth station. The RF, IF and user interface equipments are the 
same as in the full bandwidth TV service, except for the digital compression/expansion 
which is accomplished by the NTSC/TDM (or TDM/NTSC) converter and the interframe 
codec (coder/decoder). At the transmission end the picture camera is directly connected 
via the NTSC video amplifier to the NTSC/TDM converter, which converts the incoming 
NTSC color television signal (which has a 4.2 MHz baseband bandwidth) into a TDM (Time 
Division Multiplexed) signal composed of a time compressed chrominance signal and lum­
inance signal. Subsequently, the TDM signal is encoded by an interframe coder at the rate 
of 6.3 Mbps. The interframe coding works on the basis of frame-to-frame differential 
coding and conditional replenishment principles. The frame rate is 30 frames/second. 
The interframe coder uses a 0. 176 13bps 	bit rate per frame. Thus, changed elements 
are 	delivered with a 5. 28 Mbps bit rate. A bit rate of 0. 5 Mbps is used for the fixed 
background transmission and 0.52 Mbps 	for an error correcting code with a rate 11/12 
coding. Thus, the transmission rate is 	(5.28 + 0. 5 + 0.52) IVbps = 6.3 Mbps. During 
reception the reverse of the above processing takes place. 
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It has been observed that for scenes where general motion seldom occurs, 
(e. g. camera zooming an. panmng) a 6. 3 Mbps interframe encoded video signal gives an 
acceptable picture quality . Thus, this system is readily (and economically) adaptable 
to most informational, educational, and instructional, conferencing applications. It is 
appropriate to note that in the instructional and educational applications a number of 
microphones may be-sed. 
Signal Characteristics 
The TV picture is generated by a 525 line TV signal whose frame rate is 
30 frames/sec. Modulation characteristics for this service are derived in Appendix 5.1 
and are shown in Table 5-1. These characteristics are: 
a. 	 The video interframe encoded bit rate is 6. 3 Mbps. 
b. 	 The interframe encoded video baseband is rate 1/2 convolutionally 
coded; and the resulting bit rate is 12.6 Mbps. 
c. 	 The digital video baseband is QPSK modulated onto a video subcarrier. 
The modulated video carrier bandwidth is 7.56 MHz. 
d. 	 The audio signal is 64 Ebps PCM. 
e. 	 The PCM audio signal is rate 1/2 convolutional coded, and has 
a coded bit rate of 128 Ebps. 
f. 	 The audio digital baseband is QPSK modulated onto an audio subcarrier. 
The modulated audio subcarrier noise bandwidth is 74. 4 KHz. 
g. 	 A 12 MHz TV channel bandwidth is allocated for the combined audio 
and video signals. 
h. 	 The minimum performance objective is a BER of 10 - 4 , CiN = 9. 1 db. 
i. 	 With a 4 dB C/N margin the BER will be about 10 . 7 for 99% or more 
of the time. 
C. INTERACTIVE/FACSIMILE TELECONFERENCING 
In this configuration a multiple carrier satellite transponder is time 
shared by the users in a FDMA system. Each link is assumed to have a full duplex 
voice/facsimile or data receive/transmit capability. The earth stations of the interactive 
voice/facsimile teleconferencing service are unattended non-redundant receive/transmit 
earth stations and they access the satellite on a demand assigned basis. Figure 2-3 
is a 	 typical block diagram of the interactive voice/facsimile teleconferencing earth 
station. 
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Signal Characteristics 
Modulation parameters for this service are derived in Appendix 5. 1, and 
are 	 as follows: 
a. 	 The information bit rate for the voice, data and facsimile services 
is 12a Kbps. 
b. 	 The digital baseband is QPSK modulated onto an IF carrier, with 
a noise bandwidth of 76.8 KHz. 
c. 	 A 140 KHz satellite channel bandwidth is considered for this service. 
-4 
,d. 	 The minimum performance objective is a BER of 10 with a C/N 
of 9.1 dB. 
e. 	 With a 4 dB C/N margin it is expected that the BER will be about 
10 - 7 for 99% or more of the time. 
D. INTERACTIVE MULTICHANNEL VOICE/DATA 
In this configuration multiple carriers per transponder are shared by 
users in an FDMA system. For each voice/data link, a separate ground terminal is 
assumed. The earth stations for this service are locally maintained, redundant, 
receive/fransmit earth stations, and they possess a limited test capability. Figure 
2-4 is a typical block diagram representation of the Interactive Multichannel Data 
Service. 
Signal Characteristics 
Modulation parameters of this service are derived in Appendix 5. 1, and 
are as follows: 
a. 	 The information bit rate for the interactive multichannel voice/data 
is 768 Kbps. 
b. 	 The information baseband is rate 1,' convolutional encoded to a 
1. 536 Mbps transmission bit rate. 
c. 	 The QPSK modulated carrier noise bandwidth is 921. 6 KHz. 
d. 	 A 1. 7 MHz satellite channel bandwidth is considered for this service. 
e. 	 The minimum performance objective is a BER of 10 -. 
f. 	 With a 4 dB C/N margin a BER of 10- 7 is expected for 99% or more 
of the time. 
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2.6 BROADCAST SERVICES CONFIGURATION/CHARACTERISTICS 
A. BROADCAST TV FOR LOCAL RETRANSMISSION 
The system is configured to have a large number of receive only earth 
stations. The earth stations are locally maintained, unmanned, redundant, receive only 
earth stations, and they each have a limited test and control capability. Figure 2-5 is a 
typical block diagram of the broadcast TV for local retransmission earth station. 
Signal Characteristics 
The TV picture is generated by a 525 line TV signal whose frame rate is 
30 frames/seconds. The modulation parameters are derived in Appendix 5. 1; and are 
shown in Table 5-1. These characteristics are: 
a. 	 Maximum audio frequency; fn = 15 KHz 
b. 	 Maximum video frequency; F = 4. 2 MHz 
c. 	 Audio subcarrier frequency; fsc = 6. 5 MHz 
d. 	 Threshold video carrier-to-noise-ratio 
[(sC) v] Threshold = 12 dB 
e. 	 Threshold audio carrier-to-noise ratio 
= 12 dB[(i) a] Threshold 
f. 	 Audio subcarrier bandwidth, Bsc = 245 KHz 
g. 	 TV signal predetection bandwidth, Bn = 32 MHz 
h. 	 The video peak-to-peak signal-to-rms weighted noise ratio, 
Spp/Nw = 50.6 dB. This Spp/Nw is a minimum requirement; 
and with a 7 dB carrier-to-noise ratio margin the SppANw is 
about 57 dB for most of the time. 
i. 	 The audio test tone signal-to-weighted noise ratio, SIN = 43 dB 
This SIN is a minimum performance criteria, and with a 7 dB 
CN margin the SIN is between 43 dB and 50 dB. 
j. 	 Peak video deviation due to the video, AFp = 18.3 MHz 
k. 	 Peak video deviation due to the audio, AFe = 0.9 MHz 
1. 	 Audio modulation index, Mz = 7.166 
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B. BROADCAST TV DIRECT TO USER 
In this system, a large number of receive only terminals are utilized. The 
earth stations are unattended, non-redundant receive only terminals. Figure 2-6 is a 
block diagram of the broadcast TV direct.to user earth station. Figure 2-7-is a-block 
diagram of the remodulation system needed for compatibility with a home receiver. 
Signal Characteristics 
The TV picture is generated by a 525 line TV signal whose frame rate is 
30 frames/sec. Modulation parameters are derived in Appendix 5. 1, and are shown in 
Table 5-1. These characteristics are: 
a. 	 Maximum audio frequency, fm = 15 KHz 
b. 	 Maximum video frequency, F = 4. 2 MHz 
c. 	 Audio subcarrier frequency, fse = 6. 5 MHz 
d. 	 Threshold video carrier-to-noise-ratio 
/c1 = 12 dB


MCI!v Threshold


e. 	 Threshold audio carrier-to-noise ratio 
Thredhold


f. 	 Audio subcarrier bandwidth Bsc = 245 KHz 
g. 	 TV - signal pred etection bhndwidth, Bn = 22 MHz 
h. 	 The video peak-to-peak signal to rms weighted noise ratio, 
Spp/Nw = 40. 17 dB This Spp/Nw is a minimum requirement, and 
with a 7 dB carrier-to-noise ratio margin the Spp/w is 47.17 
dB for most of the time. 
i. 	 The audio test-tone signal to weighted noise ratio, SIN = 43 dB 
This S/M is a minimum performance criteria, and with a 7 dB 
C/N margin the SIN is 50 dB for most of the time. 
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C. BROADCAST FM VOICE/MUSIC FOR LOCAL DISTRIBUTION 
In this configuration a multiple carrier satellite transponder is shared 
by the users in an FDMA system. A large number of receive only ground terminals are 
utilized. The earth stations of the broadcast voice/music for local distribution service 
are locally maintained, unmanned, redundant, receive only earth stations. Figure 2-8 
is a typical block diagram of the broadcast FM voice/music for local retransmission 
earth station. 
Signal Characteristics 
The modulation parameters of this service are derived in Appendix 5. 1 
and shown in Table 5-2. These parameters are: 
a. 	 Maximum baseband frequency; fm = 15 KHz 
b. 	 An FMFB threshold extension demodulation is used. The 
threshold carrier-to-noise ratio is 7 dB. 
c. 	 The modulation index M is 5. 7 
d. 	 The channel' bandwidth is 240 KHz 
e. 	 The test-tone signal-to-weighted noise ratio is at least 46 dB. 
f. 	 With a 7 dB C/N margin a 53 dB SIN is provided for most of the time. 
D. BROADCAST COMPRESSED TV 
The system is configured to have multiple carrier satellite transponders 
which are time shared by the users in an FDMA system. A limited number of receive 
only ground terminals are utilized. The earth stations are locally maintained, unmanned, 
non-redundant, receive only earth stations. Figure 2-9 is a block diagram of the 
broadcast compressed TV terminal. 
Signal Characteristics 
The TV picture is generated by a 525 line TV signal whose frame rate is 
30 frames/second. Modulation characteristics for this service are derived in Appendix 5. 1 
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and 	 are shown in Table 5-2. These characteristics are: 
a. Video interframe encoded bit rate is 6.3 Mbps. 
b. Interframe encoded video baseband is rate 1/2 convolutional coded; 
----. and-the resulting bit rate ib 1a. 6 Mlbps. 
c. 	 Digital video baseband is QPSK modulated on a video subcarrier. 
The modulated video subcarriers bandwidth is 7.56 MHz. 
d. 	 The uncoded audio signal is a 64 Ebps PCM signal. 
e. 	 The PCM audio signal is rate 1/2 convolutional coded to a bit rate of 
128 Kbps. 
f. 	 The audio digital baseband is QPSK modulated onto an audio sub­
carrier. The modulated audio suboarrier noise bandwidth is 74.4 
KHz. 
g. 	 A 12 MHz TV channel bandwidth is considered for the combined 
audio and video signals. 
h. 	 The minimum performance objective is a BER of 10 . 4 with a CAN of 
9.1 	 dB. 
i. 	 With a 4 dB C/N margin the expected BER is 10-7 for most of the 
time. 
E. BROADCAST FM VOICEAVIUSIC DIRECT TO USER 
In this configuration a single satellite transporider is shared by the users 
in an FDMA system. A large number of receive only earth stations are being utilized. 
The 	 earth stations are unattended, locally maintained, non-redundant receive only 
terminals. Figure 2-10 is a typical block diagram of the Broadcast FM Voice/Music 
Direct to user service. 
Signal Characteristics 
Modulation parameters for this service are derived in Appendix 5. 1 and are 
shown in Table 5-2. These parameters are: 
a. 	 Maximum baseband frequency fm = 8 KHz 
b. 	 An FMFB threshold extension demodulator is used. The threshold 
carrier to noise-ratio is 7 dB 
c. 	 The modulation index M is 3.9. 
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d. 	 The channel bandwidth is 100 KHz. 
e. 	 The test-tone sLgnal-to-weighted noise ratio is at least 40 dB. 
f. 	 With a 7 dB C/N margin a 47 dB SIN is provided for most of the 
time. 
THE LAND MOBILE SATELLITE SERVICE 
A. THE PRESENT LAND MOBILE RADIO SYSTEM 
Terrestrial two way mobile radio systems have been in operation for several 
decades. In the last few years high performance state of the art mobile radios have been 
provided by the mobile radio industry. In order to handle this, terrestrial mobile com­
munication traffic, repeaters, base stations and central office control, e. g., Mobile 
Telecommunication Systems (MTSs) have been built. 
Presently a High Capacity Mobile Telecommunication System (HCMTS) 
is being developd to accommodate the growing urban and inner city needs. In order to 
improve the mobile telephone service, new mobile telephone service, new mobile telephone 
control terminals are being provided for the Improved Mobile Telephone System (h-ITS). 
The present day land mobile radio equipment is discussed in Appendix 1, Section F. 
The Operational Concept of the Present Mobile Radio System 
The present land mobile radio system is a multi-access system. In this 
system, a number of users are being serviced through the shared use of a few base radios. 
Figure 2-11 shows the block diagram of a multi-access mobile radio system. In this system, 
the user's radio is equipped with all the usual telephone signalling modes. For example, if 
a radio channel (of a trunk) is busy, the user's own radio will furnish a "busy" tone. A 
maximum of 8 to 12 radio channels per user's radio are used. Initially the mobile radios 
had less than 8 radio channels, however, expansion to 8 or 12 channels is possible by the 
addition of "plug in" crystal oscillators. 
The 	 base station serves as a relay between the mobile radio user and the 
telephone exchange terminal. A block diagram of the exchange terminal is shown in 
Figure 2-12. The exchange terminal is equipped with Line Termination Modules and 
Channel Link Modules. There is a Line Termination Module for each line (or trunk) in 
the system. Each Line Termination Module is extended by a radio. For each base radio 
in the system there is a Channel Link Module. The Line Termination Modules and the 
Channel Link Modules are housed in the Line Termination Card Cage and in the Channel 
Link Card Cage respectively. 
Each Line Termination Card Cage accommodates Line Termination Modules 
for 10 user line circuits. For example, if a user line (or a trunk) is shared by 7 users; 
then each line termination module handles 1 line of 7 users, and each Line Termination 
Card Cage can accommodate up to 10 Line Termination Modules of 70 users. Each Line 
Termination Card Cage is also supplied with one Master Distribution Module. The Master 
Distribution Module is used to interface with the telephone network. To accommodate an 
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increase in the number of mobile radio users an additional Line Termination Card Cage 
is added for each additional 10 user lines. The Channel Link Card Cage contains a 
Channel Link Module, which interconnects each base radio in the system. 
2. 	 The Signaling Arrangement of the Present Multi-access Mobile 
Radio System 
The system automatically selects a free channel and it provides signaling 
only to the desired customer. For example, a four-digit code is assigned to each user 
radio and to its associated line termination unit. (it Is appropriate to note here that 
mobile radios with up to 7 digit codes are available). These codes are transmitted on the 
"signaling tones", which can be arranged in the following manner: 
TONE CODE FREQUENCY TONE CODE 	 FREQUENCY 
R 487 6 1387


1 637 7 1537


2 787 8 1687


3 937 9 1837


A 1087 0 1987


5 1237 C 2137


Each tone is used to identify one digit out of the user's identification code 
(or mobile radio phone number). Both the users radio and the line termination module 
at the exchange are programmed with the same identification code. The "RI' and "C" tones 
provide the supervisory and control functions. The signaling sequence for placing a 
call between the exchange to the user and from the user to the exchange are shown in 
Figures 2-13 and 2-14, respectively. The tones are used sequentially, and they are used 
only during signaling and supervision intervals. 
When the user's radio is not in use the receiver logic continually steps the 
local oscillator from frequency to frequency. When an RF carrier is received in one of 
the scanned frequencies, the receiver logic determines whether or not it is the user's 
identification code. If it is not identified as the user's code, then the receiver continues to 
scan. When the correct code is received, the receiver stops scan and the transmitter is 
turned on. The user's radio automatically sends its code back to the exchange. This 
"handshaking" or round trip test is accomplished while the user's set is still idle (6r 
"on-hook"). At the time of the call initiation, the exchange is placing a ringing signal 
on the selected user's RF frequency. After the "handshaking" takes place the ringing 
signal is heard by the user. This ringing signal is generated by the "E" and "C" tones 
(See Figure 2-13). When the user acknowledges the call (lifts off the handset) "E" and 
"C" tones are generated by the user's radio. The exchange upon reception of the "E" 
and "C" tones connects the calling party to the user's mobile radio set, and a call is 
established. 
When the user initiates a call, he lifts the handset from the hook. and with 
this he turns on his transmitter. The idle voice channel for transmission has previously 
been selected by the receiver logic which has been continuously scanning in search of an 
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idle channel. At the instant when the user's radio has turned on, it transmits the user's 
identification code. When the exchange recognizes the user's call attempt, it sends back 
the users identification code, and again a "handshaking" procedure takes place. After 
"handshaking" the user's logic sends a "connect" signal utilizing the "R" and "C" tones. 
The exchange generates an-audible-tone-which indicates-the user is ready to dial. The 
user dials the same way as he would a regular telephone set. After dialing there is a 
"ring back" signal sent from the exchange, and subsequently the parties are connected 
for their call. When one of the users "hang up" a disconnect signal is sent by means of 
the "R" and "C" tones. Thus all signaling, ringing, supervisory, and control functions 
are the same as in a regular telephone set. 
3. Performance Characteristics of the Present Mobile Radios 
a. 	 With a 12 dB SINAD ratio the sensitivity is 0.25 uV to 0. 35 uV; and 
with a receiver preamplifier a sensitivity of 0. 175 uV is available 
(See Appendix 1, Section F, for specification of present day mobile 
radios). The term SINAD ratio is defined in the EIA standards, and 
its definition is given as: The SINAD ratio is "A measure expressed 
in decibels of the ratio (1) the signal plus noise plus distortion to 
(2) noise plus distortion produced at the output of a receiver that is the 
result of a modulated signal input." The SINAD sensitivity is 'the 
minimum standard modulated carrier signal input required to produce 
a specified sinad ratio at the receiver output." The 12 dB SINAD is 
equivalent to a 3 dB IF carrier to noise ratio, C/14. 
b. 	 The channel spacing at the UHF frequencies is 25 KHz. The signal 
noise bandwidth is at most 20 KHz. 
c. 	 Audio distortion is 2% to 5%. 
d. 	 RF output impedance is 50 ohms. 
e. 	 The modulation deviation is ±:5 KHz to ±-7KHz. 
f. 	 Frequency stability is at least ±-0. 0005%. 
g. 	 An omnidirectional antenna with a gain of about 0 dB to 5 dB is used. 
Ii 	 Transmitter powers of 10 watts to 65 watts are available. 
i. 	 The mobile radio noise temperature can be estimated from the 
expression, (in decibels) 
C


T=C -2 -K- B
N 
C


Where C = SINAD -9 dB


N 
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T = Mobile Radios Noise Temperature ( K) 
C = Carrier signal power at the receiver's input 
K Boltzman Constant = -228. 6 dB/atts/degreeHz 
B = Receiver noise bandwidth = 20 KHz 
C = (Modulated Carrier Sinal Input (in uV)2 where the input 
Input Impedance 
Impedance = 50 ohms. 
With a receiver preamplifier the modulated carrier signal input is 0.176 uV. Thus, the 
carrier power can be approximated as: 
C (0. 175 x I0-6i= 
o ( 50 = 6.125 x 10 - 16 Watts (i.e. C = -152.13 dBw) 
The mobile radio noise temperature T is given by: 
T = -(152.13 + 3 +43) + 228.6 =30.47dB OK 
Thus, if we assume a correction factor of 2. 5 dB°K, then the mobile radio noise tempera­
ture is 20000 K. In this study it is assumed that the mobile radios (with a receiver preamplifier) 
have a noise temperature of 2000 K. 
j. The output signal-to-noise ratio is given by: (See Appendix 5. 1) 
SN3- 2 /B I I
N 2 (-f (T7f )) 
Where fm = Voice Channel baseband bandwidth = 3. 1 KHz 
B = Noise bandwidth = 20 KHz 
C 
= 12 dBN 
I = Total Improvement (I consists of pre-emphasis plus weighting plus 
companding improvements) (i. e. 16. 5 dB) 
f = Peak frequency deviation 5  KHz 
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The output test-tone signal to weighted noise ratio SIN is 42. 5 dB. 
It is appropriate to note here that according to CCr Rec. 533-2 the 
S/Nrequirement is 43 dB for at least 99. 7% of the time, and for at least 80% of the 
time a SIN of 50 dB is required. 
B. THE SATELLITE LAND MOBILE RADIO SYSTEM 
1. Svsten Concept 
The UHF land mobile satellite service is assumed to be provided in the


620 MHz to 790 MHz frequency band. The uplink frequency band will occupy the band


from 709.5 MHz to 790 MHz.


Since this service will be mainly used in areas outside urban centers,
the communication-traffic is between a mobile user and a fixed location having access 
to the nationwide telephone network. The overwhelming majority of traffic requirements
from mobile user to mobile user are within a relatively small geographical area. This


type of traffic is 
 already handled (or planned to be handled) by other means, for example,;
by the "cellular mobile radio " concept, by the CB radio concept, or by the local tele­

phone networks.


The UHF land mobile radio can be connected to the nationwide telephone
network via several larger Communication Routing Terminals (CRT's). The CRT's ' 
use Ku-band and will be situated across the country. Calls from the UHF mobile radio 
are received by the satellite in the UHF uplink band, translated to the 12 GHz downlirk 
band for relay to a CRT. The CRT connects the calls to the nationwide telephone net­
work. The return path is from the nationwide telephone network to the CRT and thence 
to the satellite via the 14 GHz uplink frequency band. In the satellite the call is trans­
lated to the UHF downlink frequency for broadcast to the mobile user. For conversa­

tion between mobile users, both having UH-F sets, 
 the number of passes through the


satellite is doubled. However, it is expected that the mobile to mobile 
 user calls will


be at a minimum.


The 	 overall advantages of the above configuration are: 
* 	 All signal processing is performed on the ground so that the satellite 
transponder weight is reduced. 
* 	 Provisions can be made to update signal processing methods during 
the life of the satellite. 
* 	 Since, a Ku-band CRT has a relatively high earth station sensitivity
figure of merit (G/T), the downlink Ku-band portion of the satellite 
transponder can operate with substantially less power than the UHF 
downlink. 
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e 	 The Ku-band antennas can be "rooftop" size allowinE mounting on 
buildings within urban areas. 
* 	 With frequency coordination and additional antenna mounting, the Ku­
band terminals also can be used as commiumcation rerouting centers, 
e.g. CRT's. 
* 	 The Ku-band portion of the link can provide six times as much usable 
frequency band as the UHF portion. Thus, Ku-band can be 
advantageously adapted to provide a nationwide connectivity for the UHF 
land mobile user. For example, a 4 beam Ku-band antenna can provide 
about the same coverage as a 25 beam (120) UHF antenna. 
§ 	 Billing, control and system modifications are relatively easy to accom­
plish. 
2. The Capacity of the Land Mobile Satellite Service 
The land mobile satellite service system capacities for the four distinct 
satellite antenna alternatives considered in this study are shown in Table 
2-1. The system capacities of the table are maximum system capacities and 
are derived in Appendix 5.4. 
3. Access In The Land Mobile Satellite Communication System 
The satellite land mobile system is a single channel per carrier (SCPC) de­
mand assigned multiple access (DAMA) system. In this SCPC-DAMA system, the users 
are being served by the shared use of the satellite and the Ku band earth stations. The 
user has complete privacy, For example, when a channel is busy the user will receive a 
"busy " tone. Figure 2-15 shows the block diagram of the communication paths of the 
SCPC-DAMA land mobile satellite commumcation system. These paths are: 1) the path 
from the UHF mobile user to the fixed user or the urban mobile user, 2) the path from 
the fixed user or the urban mobile user to the UHF mobile user, and 3) the oath from 
the U1H2 mobile user to the UHF mobile user, In this system (just like in the terreatrial 
mobile radio system) the user's radio is equipped with all the usual supervisory and con­
trol telephone slgnalltng modes. 7^e satellite serves as a relay between the r mobi'e 
radio user and the Ku band earth station. The Ku band earth station is used as an inter­
face between the telephone exchange (or other terrestrial systems) and the satellite. 
4. 	 The Commumcation Rerouting Terminal (CRT) 
The Communication Rerouting Terminals (CRTs) operate in the 11. 7 
to 12. 2 GHz downlink and the 14. 0 to 14. 5 GHz uplink bands. In Table 2-1 it is shown 
that the mimmum capacity land mobile satellite system can accommodate up to 160, 000 
users. Por each 160,000 users 3200 satellite channels (distinct frequency or trunks are 
used. 
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Table 2-1. The Capacity of the Land Mobile Satellite Commumcation Service for 
the Various Satellite Antenna Alternatives Considered in This Study. 
B (i-iz) 	 Number of Users 
In the System 
Number of 
Contiguous 
Satellite Beams 
Antenna 2.5 3x 6o = 150 Single Dual Single Dual 
Diameter Square Polarization Polarization Polarization Polarization 
210' 77 2066 	 3099 4,106,334 6,159,502 
201' 25 671 1006 1,333,664 1,999.502


60' 6 161 242 320,000 480,000


30' 2 80.5 161 160,000 320,000


Note: 1. The probability of loss or blocldng of calls 
(P) is computed from the Poisson equation 
e - y  (P = C(n/n!); n = number of frequency slots or trunks and 
y =traffic offered in erlangs). 
2. 	 P = 0.01 (or the grade of service is 1 in 100) 
3. 	 n = 48 frequency slots per user. 
4. 	 For a bandwidth B = 25 KHz per frequency slot, there are at least 
3200 frequency slots per each 80.5 MHz UHF bandwidth. 
5. 	 No. of Users = 2 x (UC) where UC = Unit Calls. 
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For capacities greater than 160, 000 users, the number of satellite channels


(or trunks) are given by:


The Received Number of = (No. of Users) X 3200lines 
Trunks of A Given Configuration ) 160,.000 users-) 
The multiple beam antenna alternatives (of this study) provide an increase


in the effective UHF satellite bandwidth. The number of users and their corresponding


number of satellite channels (or trunks) are linearly related to the available effective


UHF satellite bandwidth (See Table 2-1). It is desired that the terrestrial tail be limited


to an average 100 mile long land line. If the U. S. is covered by 100 CRTs, then the Ku


band earth stations are about 200 miles apart thus providing an average tail length of 100


miles. 

For the minimum capacity system 3200 satellite channels (trunks or


frequency slots) are used (See Table 2-1 and Appendix 5.4). With 100 CRTs, each having


on the average a 100 channel capacity, it is expected that at least a 2 to 1 redundancy in


the channel availability of an individual CRT can be achieved. When the capacity of the 
system (and the number of satellite channels) is increased; the number of channels per


CRT is increased by a factor of the ratio of the number of users to 160,000 users. That


is the average number of channels of a CRT for a given satellite antenna alternative is


given by: 
The Number of lines N = 100 X ( Number of users 
per Earth Station 160,000 users 
The average number of lines per CRT for the different satellite antenna


alternatives of this study are given in Table 2-2. A more accurate channel number


allocation for each CRT will depend upon the traffic densities of the individual CRT


locations.


The Ku band CRT is shown on Figure 2-16. The earth stations of this 
service are fully redundant with receive and transmit capabilities (note, the CRT 
redundancy is not shown on Figure 2-16). The received signal is preamplified and down­
converted to a 70 MHz IF carrier. The up and down converters are controlled by the 
pilot reference frequency which is sent by the master station, the Communication Manage­
ment Facility (CMF). The CMF communicates with each CRT in the TDMA mode through 
each one of the individual CRT system computers. The CMF also sends a status check on 
the current pilot frequency. The CRT' s system computer in conjunction with the pilot 
reference generator checks the status of the received pilot frequency. Furthermore, 
the CRT's system computer also sends a periodic status report to the CMF; and the 
sent report also includes the received pilot frequency status. If the received pilot frequency 
is unacceptable then the CRT's system computer immediately relays this information to the 
CMF. 
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Table 2-2. The Required Number of Voice Channels (or trunks) for 
The Land Mobile Satellite 
Number No. of Satellite 
of Conti- B (MHz) Voice Channel (ortrunks 
Satellite guous Beams 
Antenna 2.5 °x 60= 15 Single Dual Single Dual 
Diameter Square Polarization Polarization Polarization Polarization 
210' 77 2066 3099 82,127 123,191 
120' 25 671 1006 26,674 39,991 
60' 6 161 242 6,400 9,600 
30' 2 80.5 161 3,200 6,400 
Note: 1. The Number of users are based on Table 2-1 and Appendix 5. 
2. 100 CRTs are considered. 
3. 50 users per satellite voice channel (or frequency slot) are considered. 
System Satellite Antenna Alternatives 
No. of Unit Calls (UC's) Average No. of Voice 
per busy hour (or Lhe Channels (or trunks) 
I number of users) Per CRT 
Single Dual Single Dual 
Polarization Polarization Polarization Polarization 
4,106,334 6,159,502 2,567 3,850 
1,333,669 1,999,502 834 1,250 
320,000 480,000 200 300


160,000 320,000 100 200
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On the receive side the 70 iVIHz IF carrier signal is amplified, then passed 
to a splitter and to the AGC circuit. The AGC signal is used as the control input to the 
Ku band antenna step tracker, (the antenna step tracker operation is described in Appendix 
5. 2) In the splitter the IF signal is divided among several demodulators. The demodulator 
frequency is set by the frequency synthesizer which continuously scans (both at the modulator 
and at the demodulator) an average number of 32 frequencies (per voice channel). The 
control signals to the frequency synthesizer are sent by the channel adapter's logic, which 
interfaces with the CRT system computer. When a signal is present on one of the scanned 
frequencies. the channel adapter (along with the frequency synthesizer) stops the scanning 
for that voice channel. The modulator frequency is synchronous with the demodulator 
frequency. Thus, when a frequency (or satellite channel) is seized on the receiving side, 
the corresponding transmission frequency also is assigned. Similarly, when an outgoing 
frequency has been assigned. then the corresponding incoming frequency is also automatically 
assigned. 
With adaptive delta modulation (ADI) and 4 OPSK the output of the QPSK 
demodulator is applied to the rate 3/4 Viterbi convolutional decoder, then to the ADM codec 
(The ADMI Codec's operation is described in Appendix 5. 5). The output of the ADII codec is 
expanded, amplified, and passed to the channel adapter, which routes the signal to the 
designated terrestrial interface. When companded FM is used the discriminator's output is 
deemphasized, expanded, amplified and passed to the channel adapter. The channel adapter 
routes the signal to the dqsignated terrestrial interface. 
During transmission the channel adapter receives the signal from the incoming 
terrestral interface and routes the signal to the designated voice channel for transmission. 
T"ne voice channel is then selected by the frequency synthesizer. The output of the channel 
adapter is amplified and compressed. When FM companding is used, then the compressor's 
output is pre-emphasized and frequency modulated. 
When ADlI is used, the compressor's output is passed to the AD-M codec 
and thence to a rate 3/4 Viterbi convolutional encoder. The IF signals of all the CRT 
channels are combined, amplified, up converted, amplified and transmitted to the satellite 
The channel adapter provides an interface between the telephone exchange 
and the satellite. The channel adapters can respond to the following instructions: 
a.) Satellite channel (trunk) seizure


b.) Satellite channel (trunk) release


c.) Terrestrial channel (trunk) seizure


d.) Terrestrial channel (trunk) release


e.) Supervisory signals


f.) Control signals


g. ) Test signals 
h.) User's identification codes (user's phone numbers) 
i.) System computer commands for the frequency synthesizer 
3.) System computer status controls 
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The channel adapters can provide the following functions: 
a.) Dial tone 
b.) Busy tone 
c.) On recognition of a user's identification code the "handshaking" 
function can be provided. 
d.) Termination of calls, when either party on the line decides to 
"hang up". 
e.) With the aid of the system computer the proper frequency for 
transmission and reception is selected. 
When a call is addressed to a terrestrial (telephone) exchange, the channel 
adapter looks for an idle terrestrial trunk. When an idle terrestrial telephone trunk is 
found the channel adapter routes the call from the calling party to the terrestnal telephone 
exchange. If all the trunks are "busy" the channel adapter imtiates a "busy" tone to the 
calling party. 
5. The Communication Management Facilitv 
The Commumcation Management Facility (CMF) can perform the same 
operations as the CRT; however, in addition to its regular operations it also performs the 
required commumcation management functions for the entire system. 
In order to provide a redundant CMF operation, it is assumed that there will 
be two CMF earth stations for the land mobile satellite communication system. 
Each CMF will have a master computer to coordinate all the system super­
vision control and testing functions. In addition, the CIMF will also perform the required 
bookkeeping and billing for the entire system. The CMF, in conjunction with the individual 
CRT system computers, periodically checks the status of each CRT. Each and every 
function of a CRT is tested by the CMF. Upon detection of a failure the corresponding re­
dundant CRT equipment is turned on. Also when a failure is detected by the CMF, a service 
crew is dispatched to repair the particular failure of a given CRT. 
Each and every CRT system computer will have an Automatic Message 
Accounting System (AiVlAS). The AMAS provides records for billing and accounting 
purposes, and also provides traffic statistics records, which allow the CMF to evaluate 
the performance of each and every CRT in the system. The records of each AINLAS is 
recorded on magnetic tape, which are periodically sent to the CMF. The CMF upon 
inspection of these magnetic tape contents can generate two kinds of information these 
are: 
a. Preparation of the users' bill. The billing procedure also accounts 
for the usage of the terrestrial system, (the users' bill, for example, can be automatically 
prepared on computer cards). 
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b. The initiation of an expansion action for a congested CRT. (this pro­
cedure takes place when congestion is indicated by the analysis of an individual CRT's 
traffic statistics). 
6. The Mobile Radios of the Land Mobile Satellite Commumcation System 
The mobile radios of the land mobile satellite service will possess all of 
the assets of the present day mobile radios. When frequency synthesizers are used 
operation in more than one frequency band is possible. For example operation in both 
the 800 MHz band and the 620 to 790 MHz band can be provided. The use of the 450 to 
512 ivHz and the 1700 to 1900 MHz bands can also be accomodated in the same fashion. 
The economic break-even point for the use of a frequency synthesizer versvs t~e -Ise 
of individual crystals for carrier frequency generation seems to be in the region of 8 
to 12 frequencies at the present time. In fact, it has been indicated that the manufac­
turing plan for the new 1978 800 iHz band mobile radios include provisions for hun­
dreds of carrier frequencies. Projected cost of these new mobile radios will be about 
the same as the cost of present day mobile radios (which possess only an 8 to 12 carrier 
frequency capability). This study assumes that the mobile radios of the land mobile 
satellite system will have a minimum of 48 distinct carrier frequencies, (the require­
ment for the 48 distinct frequency capability is derived in Appendix 5. 4.) 
The mobile radios of the satellite land mobile system also include a module 
to process a pilot reference. This provides a reference frequency for the synthesizer and 
its levelalso adjusts the transmitter power so that the satellite or transponder receives the 
correct power. Thus. except for changes in the frequency synthesizer application, the 
addition of a pilot reference module, and the possible introduction of a new modulation 
technique (such as QPSK-ADT) the radio system configuration of the satellite service is the 
same as that of the present day mobile radios. The pertinent specifications and perform­
ance features of the present day mcbile radios also are applicable to the radios of the land 
mobile satellite service 
A block diagram of the mobile radio for the land mobile satellite services 
is shdwn in Figure 2-17. The received signal is prenmphfied and down converted. The 
up and down converters' LO frequencies are controlled by the Pilot Reference System which 
receives the pilot signal from the Pilot Reference Generator/Processor. The pilot reference 
CRT's and to all the mobilesignal is transmitted by the CMF via the satellite to all the 
radio users. The downconverter output is an IF carrier signal; when a steerable antenna 
is used. then the first IF amplifier also provides the AGC signal for the antenna azimuth 
step tracking equpment, (the step tracker's operation as described in Appendix 5.2). 
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Figuze 2-17. 'The Land Mobile Radio of the Land Mobile Satellite Service 
The signal from the first IF amplifier also is applied to the voice signal 
demodulator, (the demodulator receives a reference carrier from the frequency synthesizer). 
The frequency synthesizer in conjunction with the microprocessor logic continuously scans 
at least 48 frequencies. When an incoming speech signal is detected by the systems logic, 
the scanning stops and both the modulator and the demodulator are set to corresponding 
frequencies When transmission is requested by the user, the frequency synthesizer (in 
conjunction with the system logic) sets both the modulator and the demodulator at the first 
idle frequ&ncy pair found during the frequency scanning. 
If the modulation is QPSR-ADM type, then a QPSK demodulator is used, 
followed by a rate 3/4 Viterbi convolutional decoder, and by an ADI coder, which provides 
the input to the expansion unit. The expansion unit's output is applied to an audio amplifier, 
and subsequently to a speaker. If the modulation is companded FM, then a discriminator 
is used followed by a de-emphasis circuit, thence amplified and routed to the speaker. 
At the transmit end the microphone audio is amplified and compressed. If 
an FiVM-eompander is used, the compressor's output is applied to a pre-emphasis circuit. 
and subsequently to a frequency modulator. If QPSK-ADMI modulation is used the signal 
from the compressor is passed to the ADMI coder and thence to the rate 3/4 Viterbi con­
volutional encoder. The output is QPSK modulated onto an IF carrier, up converted, 
amplified, filtered and transmitted via the antenna. 
7. 	 The Siaoallins Arrangement of the Land Mobile Satellite Communication 
Service 
The signalling arrangement of the Land Mfobile Satellite Communication 
Service is similar to the signalling arrangement of the Present fulti Access Mobile radio 
System. In the satellite land mobile system, a free channel is automatically seized and 
signalling provided only to the destination user. 
A seven digit code with area codes and the mobile radio user's a designation 
code is used. The codes (or phone numbers) are transmitted on the "signalling tones" 
which can be arranged in the following way 
TONE CODE FREQUENCY (Hz) TONE CODE FREQUENCY (Hz) 
R 487 7 1537 
1 637 8 1687 
2 787 9 1837 
3 937 10 1987 
4 1087 C 2137 
5 1237 1l1 2287 
6 1387 M2 2437 
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The Mi and M2 tone codes are used for differentiating a mobile user 
from a fixed user (These are the mobile radio user's designation codes.) Each tone is 
used to identify one digit of the mobile radio user's "phone number". Both the user 
radio and the CRT system computer are programmed with the same identification code. 
The tt11" and the "0"' tones provide supervisory and control functions. The signalling from 
the CRT to the moble radio user abud frofm the mobile radio user to the CRT are similar 
to the signalling sequences depicted in Figures 2-13 and 2-14 respectively. In fact, the 
only difference between the signalling sequences of the satellite land mobile system and 
the signalling sequences shown in Figures 2-13 and 2- 14is that in the satellite land 
mobile system a 9 digit tone (7 identification code tones plus 2 user designation tones) 
are used; w'ile in the signalling schemes of Figure 2-14 and 2-15 only 4 signalling tones 
are used. Due to tis difference, the signalling time is also extended by about 40 milh­
seconds. 
The signalling tones are sequential and are used only during signalling and 
supervision or control intervals. The speech signal is passed between the CRT and the 
mobile radio only after the signalling is completed. 
When the user radio is not in use, the frequency synthesizer, along with 
the system logic, continuously scans the assigned radio frequency slots. When an RF 
carrier is received system logic determnes whether or not the user identification code is 
present. If the user code is not identified, then the mobile radios frequency synthesizer 
continues to scan. When the user code is identified, the frequency synthesizer stops scan 
and both the transmitter and receiver are set to corresponding frequencies. The mobile 
radio automatically sends its code back to the CT. This "handshaking!is accomplished 
while the user set is still "idle". At the time of call initiation the CRT is placing a ringing 
signal on the user frequency. The ringing signals are generated by the "1" and "C" tones. 
When the user set goes "off hook" (e. g. acknowledges the call) a set of "1" and "C' tones 
are generated by the user radio back to the CRT which connects the calling party to the 
user mobile radio set and a call is established. 
When the mobile radio user initiates a call, he lifts the handset from the hook; 
and thereby turns his transmitter on. An idle voice channel for transmission has 
previously been selected by the frequency synthesizer. When the user radio is turned on, 
it transmits the user's identification code( and the mobile radio designation code). When 
the CT receives the user's call attempt, it sends back the users identification code, 
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completing the "handshaking procedure". The user radio then sends a "connect" signal, 
"
which is accomplished by the use of the "R" and C" tones. When the CRT receives the 
user's "R" and" C' tones, it generates an audible tone, which indicates to the user that he 
is ready to dial. The user dials the same way as he would a regular telephone set. The 
dialing tones are generated by the microprocessor and the dialing tone generator (See 
Figure 2-17). After dialing, a "ring back!' signal is sent from the CRT and subsequently 
the parties are connected for their call. 'When one of the users hangs up a "disconnect' 
signal is sent by means of the "R" and "C" tones. Thus, the signalling operation of the land 
mobile satellite communication system is wholly compatible with the signalling operation 
of the present telephone system. 
8. 	 Sigial Characteristics 
The modulation characteristics of the FM companded system and the 32 kbps 
ADiM system are drived in Appendix 5.1. 
The Modulation Characteristics of the FM Comnanded System 
a. Voice channel baseband bandwidth fm = 3.1 kHz. 
b. The peak frequency deviation Lf = 7.316 kHz. 
c. The allocated satellite channel noise bandividth, Bn = 25 kHz. 
d. The threshold carrier-to-noise ratio is 10 dB. 
e. Companding improvement of 8 dB is considered. 
f. The pre-emphasis improvement is 6 dB, and the weighting 
improvement is 2. 5 dB. 
g. The mimmum audio test-tone signal to weighted noise ratio, 
S/N = 44 dB, and with a 6 dB C/N margin the SIN is 50 dB 
for at least 80% of the time. 
h. The peak modulation index, M = 2,36. 
The Modulation Characteristics of the 32 kbns (information bit rate) 
QPSK-ADM System 
a. 	 The required uncoded bandwidth is 19. 2 kHz. 
b. 	 The reqired Viterbi rate 3/4 convolutionally coded noise bandwidth 
is 25. 6 kHz. For this mode of operation a 28 kHz bandwidth is 
assumed. 
c. 	 The required rate 7/8 SCPC forward-error corrected coded noise 
bandwidth is 21.95 kHz. In this study a 25 kHz noise bandwidth is 
used. 
d. 	 The C/N requirement for the uncoded case is 54 dB. The C/N used 
in this sudy is 13.2 dB, which includes equipment degradation. 
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e. The rate 3/4 Viterbi convolutionally coded C/N° is about 50 dB; 
while the required C/N is 9.2 dB. 
f. When the rate 7/8 SCPC channel type FEC is used, then the C/N 
is about 52 dB;-whLle the required C/N is 1-1. 2 dB. 0 
g. The expected performances of all three cases results in a articulation 
index (AI) of 0.65, which corresponds to a 98% speech intelligibility. 
9. Aplications of Microprocessors and Digital Codecs 
In the past few years, the microprocessor and the digital codec technology 
has advanced considerably due to the introduction of LSI. 
a. Microprocessors


The IEEE Spectrum of the March 1977 issue provides an elaborate 
survey of microprocessor applications. The examples to follow are 
from this survey. Microprocessors assist the complicated hand­
shaking procedures required to make a mobile radio call. In the 
Radyx Incorporated radiotelephone system base-station equipment 
microprocessors handle many of the required switching functions. In 
one of the Motorola (Schaumberg Ill.) mobile radio terminals, a micro­
processor controls the terminal and displays several lines of alpha­
numeric information. In the ESL, Incorporated (Sunnyvale, California) 
mobile station the handshaking also is accomplished by a microprocessor. 
The Martin Marietta (Orlando, Florida) mobile telephone communica­
tion systems microprocessor controls the communications with the 
nationwide telephone network, including handshaking and decoding of all 
tones and markers from the base station. The microprocessor based 
GTE Automatic Electric (Northlake, Illinois) GTD-120 PABX (private 
automatic branch exchange) can serve up to 120 lines from 28 trunks. 
The Wescon Incorporated (Downers Grove, Illinois) 580 DSS can serve 
up to 2400 lines from 600 trunks. The DAMA (demand assigned multi­
ple access) microprocessor based system of Motorola, Incorporated 
(Scottsdale, Arizona) can take data at 75 to 4800 bps and time division 
multiplex this data into a satellite communication channel at modulation 
rates of 9600 to 32, 000 bps. Another microprocessor in this system 
provides buffer storage to absorb clock timing differences, and adds 
synchronization codes to the error correcting encoder circmts. Micro­
processors also are used to perform the error correcting algorithms. 
Signal processing also can be conveniently performed by microprocessors. 
Digital filtering associated with A/D and D/A conversions also can be 
performed by microprocessors. 
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b. Di-ital Codecs 
In the February 1977 issue of the IEEE Spectrum ("Clipping in 
Digital Telephone") a number of available d(igtal codecs are 
described. The significant codec applications from this issue 
are dfscussed in this section. Presently the DAC 76 from 
Precision Monolithics (Santa Clara, California) can perform a 
4 255 law companding D/A conversion, (the p 255 law companding 
is used in the United States, Canada, Japan and some Latin American 
Countries ). The 4 255 compresses the input signal according to 
a piecewise-linear approximation of a logarithmic relationship, 
the g is a coefficient in the logarithmic expression). This chip is 
sold for $19.00 in quantities of 100 to 999. Signetics expects to 
have its ST-100 PCMI codec (coder/decoder) available by the first 
half of 1977. National Semiconductor also plans to have a PCM 
codec on the market in the near future. Both of these codecs will 
cost about $10. 00 in quantity. The additional filters requred at 
the input and output of the PCM codec will cost about 810. 00 in 
quantities. Motorola also expects to introduce a PCM codec early 
this year. Harris Semiconductor has announced its HC-55516 and 
HC-55532 (for 16 and 32 kbps operation) Adaptive Delta Modulation 
(ADM) codecs. (These codec operations are described in Appendix 
5. 5) Motorola is also developing its M1C3418 ADI codec, which 
will be aimed at commercial applications. National Semiconductor 
offers two fifth order elliptic filters for use with their PCM codec. 
these are the AF130 and the AFI31. The cost of these filters in 
large quantities are about S4. 00 to S5. 00. 
Thus, in the near future beginmng with 1978 or 1979) a significant 
drop in the cost of design, development and manufactuning of switching 
equipments, SCPC earth stations, mobile radios, and telephone 
routing systems can be expected through the use of the microprocessors 
and digital codecs. 
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2.8 PROPAGATION EFFECTS 
A. PROPAGATION EFFECTS AT UHF AND S BANDS 
In the UHF frequency range, the atmospheric and tropospheric 
effects are negligible. Rain attenuation and depolarization effects due to rain also are 
negligible. Faraday effect, although present, can be compensated by the use of circular 
polarization. S band is virtually immune to propagation effects. 
The propagation effects of significance in the UHF frequency range are 
o Man made noise 
o ~/ultipath 
Man made noise (which is primarily automobile ignition noise) is encountered 
in urban and suburban environments and the net effect of this on both analog and digital 
modulation schemes is that larger carrier power has to be provided. To counteract typical 
suburban noise about 2 to 3 dB of additional margin is considered to provide adequate pro­
tection. Operation within an urban environment is not considered in this study. 
The multipath phenomenon at UHF has been examined by adequately repre­
senting it by a multiscatterer model of reflecting surfaces. Such a model has been struc­
tured and variability of resultant received signal has been estimated. The variability is 
based upon the assumption that the reflected power is 1% of the direct power. Moreover, due 
to the low gain mobile antenna, no discrimination to multipath signals has been assumed. 
In a multipath environment, the received signal consists of the direct-path


signal and the multipath signal. Due to the environment, the multipath signal is not a


single signal but a multiplicity of signals. The case which is much more representative


of actual multipath in an urban environment involves a multiplicity of multipath signals
 

along with the direct path signal incident on the same receiving antenna.


The multipath fading behavior can be appropriately modeled by consider­
ing the direct path signal as a constant phasor and each of the large multipath signals as 
a phasor with uniformly distributed random phase. The multipath signals are allowed 
unequal amplitude with the resultant vector sum having a rms amplitude"k" which is 
related to the reflection coefficient. The resultant of the multipath signals will have a 
Rayleigh distribution and the total signal consisting of the direct signal and various multi­
path components will be the vector sum of the direct signal and the Rayleigh distributed 
multipath signal. 
The cumulative probability distribution function of the resultant signal


R as modeled above has been derived by Rice 4 and is given by the expression
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where Io (.) is a Bessel function with imaginary argument and is defined as 
1 (Z)J1 (i Z) 1 f exp[IZ cog 9] dO0 
and R is a particular value of R. o 
The amplitude variability as a function of the cumulative probability 
with k = 0. 1 has been plotted in Figure 2-18. In the multipath model if the various multi­
path signals have the rms amplitudes 
Mi-------------------------Iv! 
- -- 2- _-----­then k I M1 2 
2  
From the plot of the probability distribution function it can be seen that 
99% of the time the amplitude variability due to multipath effect is less than 1.5dB 
when k = 0. 1. Under these conditions, a margin of 6 dB should be very adequate to protect 
against man made noise and multipath propagation effects. For larger values of k which will 
hold in areas that are more reflective, the fades will be deeper. Under such conditions 
larger margins will be required. 
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B. K-BAND PROPAGATION EFFECTS 
The RF attenuation statistics at Ku band due to rain have been included 
in the study. Rain is the only climatic condition which has a significant effect. * Since 
the climatic conditions and the rain activity varies significantly within the geographical 
boundries of the U. S., local attenuation statistics must be considered. Models which 
consist of the cumulative distribution functions of rain induced RF attenuation have been 
constructed for NE, SE, Central and Western regions of U. S. which are described in 
Appendix 3, Volume 2. Since the RF attenuation depends upon ram rate, the cumulative 
distribution functions of attenuation are developed using average rain rate data and 
techniques for converting this data to RF attenuation. Significant factors which influence 
the conversion and the methodology of conversion are explained in Appendix 3; the rain 
rate data has also been given there. Furthermore, in Appendix-3 it is demonstrated that 
these models are supported by data collected from experiments conducted by NASA and 
Comsat on ATS-6. The models constructed for the four geographical divisions of U. S. 
coupled with NASA measurements data for other selected geographical regions such as 
Alaska, Hawaii etc. are used in the study. Typical results derived from this data and 
models are given in Table 2-3, 
In the study, margin is provided in the links to take care of rain attenuation 
such that outage does not exceed 0. 1%. Additionally, in the case of the interactive ser­
vices, the margin has been sized to include the impact of rain induced increases in re­
ceive system noise temperature. A nominal 200 K clear sky receive system termperature 
has been used in deriving these margin increases. In the case of the broadcast services, 
the receive system noise temperatures are much higher. Consequently, rain induced 
noise is of minor importance and the link margins are sized to reflect attenuation alone. 
Where the margin necessary to meet the outage requirement is large, methods have been 
discussed to ameliorate the impact and such methods have been used where necessary 
in the study. For example, rain attenuation in the Gulf of Mexico and Florida regions 
is high, and in the study the satellite models direct more energy to these regions. Other 
possible methods are discussed in Appendix.3. Attenuation margin as a function of outage 
is also given in Appendix 3. 
*Depolarization due to rain is ignored because dual polarized Ku band systems are not 
considered in the services. 
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Table 2-3. Typical Rain Attenuation Effects 
Rain Attenuation and Equivalent Sky Noise 
for 0.1% outage at GHz 
Geographical 
Region Rain Attenuation Equivalent Sky Noise (1 ) 
(dB) (Tsky) OK 
NE 4 164 
SE 10 246 
Central 4 164 
West 1 56 
Alaska 8 230 
Note: (1) Tsky - 2730 K, where cy = attenuation 
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3 0 TRADEOFFS, INTERACTIVE SERVICES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
A. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 
Five special transmit/receve communications services, four operating 
at Ku-band and one at UHF, have been subjected to tradeoff evaluations, as a function 
of a wide variety of system options, to develop optimized satellite/ground terminal 
configurations and annual cost to the user. The services are special in that they are 
not presently being supplied on a major scale by the communications carriers. They 
are also somewhat unique in that small earth terminal technology is employed to pro­
vide direct, flexible, long distance user to user interconnections. The five services 
and representative samples of the tradeoff results are depicted in Table 3-1. The 
mobile radio service is the one operating at UHF. 
The table's results are based on the specific operating scenarios 
associated with each service. The "Point-to-Point (I. e. two way) TV" service has been 
configured to supply medical diagnostic interconnections between multiple rural hospi­
tals-medical technicians and urban-unLversity specialist. The "Compressed Bandwidth 
TV/Facsimile" service provides teleconferencing to the government, industry, the 
medical professions, and educators. A transportable terminal brings the facdilies to 
the customer's location and charges are levied on a per call basis. The "Voice/ 
Facsimile" service gives another level of teleconferencing capability at a far lower 
cost. The user owns or leases his own terminal which can handle independent voice, 
facsimile and data transmissions as well as teleconferenctng. Both FDvIA and TDMA 
approaches to system implementation are considered. All other services are configured 
in an FDIVA mode alone. The "Multi-channel Voice/Data" service supplies dedicated 
thin route trunking between users. Eleven voice channels plus a 64 Kbps data capability 
is provided. The "Mobile Radio" service provides telephone service to mobile users 
(e. g. trucks, trains, cars, law enforcement vehicles, etc. ). Both mobile/mobile and 
mobile/fixed interactions can be handled. Connections to fixed users are made by 
accessing the conventional telephone system. 
The basic system configurations, displayed in Table 3-1, were chosen 
to be representative of the small terminal networks that might reasonably be implemented 
before 1985. The satellite and earth station configurations and costs for a wider range of 
networks sizes and launch vehicles are displayed in Section 3. 3. As shown by the table, 
it is expected that the requirements for terminks supplying wideband services will be in 
the hundreds while the need for narrowband service terminals may be in the ten to one 
hundred thousands range. 
The average number of terminals/satellIte signal "slot" is a major factor 
in determining the annual costs per user and the most cost effective tradeoff between 
satellite and earth terminal requirements. A large number of terminals/slot reduces the 
cost allocation for satellite power and reduces the annual cost per , 3er. It also allows 
a cost effective increase in satellite power and corresponding decr ise in earth terminal 
requirements. The values for this parameter, indiaated in Table 3-1, are fixed for all 
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'Table 3-1 Summary Optimized System Annual Cost/Configfuration 
System Conig. Gn'd 	 Term Config. Sat. Config. Average System Cost/Term (2) 
Per %Due toRecvr. Xmit- No. Pwr/ No. Sigs. TotalService total No. Term! 	 Launch Ant 
term 	 Sat. Sig. Vehicle Dia. Temp. er Beams Trans- Trans- Annual Call Sat. Term Fixed 
Slot Pwr. ponder ponder I 
Pouit-to 102 25 Shuttle 9.9 100 25 4 2.2 1 $5K $360 44 27 29

Point TV A/C (meters) (OK) (watts) (watts)

Coal- 102 4 Shuttle 9.9 100 15 1 2.5 3 $14Lt2 $495 34 11 55

pressed A/C (meters) (0K) (watts) (watts)

BW TV/

FAX

Voice/ 104 17 	 Shuttle 4.4 260 5 1 75 112 $9.5K $90 18 40 42 
FAX A/C (meters) (OK) (watts) (watts) 
(FDMA) 
Multichar 1102 2 Ded- 7.0 265 2 4 1.8 16 $38.8K $3 59 26 15 
nol Voice teated (meters) (oK) (watts) (watts) 
Data Shuttle 
VoiceFAX 10 17 Shuttle 3.5 - 450 1 4 60 295 $22.51C $215 2.5 1).5 88 
(TDMA) A/C (meters) (OK) (watts) (watts) i 
Mobile 105 50 	 Ded- Crossed 300 2 6 1.8 1065 j $1.IK $2(0) 25 40 35 
ladlo 	 icated Dipole/ (OK) (watts) (kilo- I 
Shut- Folded watts) 
tie (1) Mono­
pole 	 I I 
Notes: (1) A 60 toot antenna 	 is used on the satellite 
(2) Cost for one terminal and one satellite access This is the total cost of the Polnt-to-Point TV service where 
many rural terminals interact with one central terminal in a half duplex mode. In all other cases, it is half of the 
total since full duplex one-to-one interactions are supplied. 
(3) 	 Cost based on each terminal handling an average of 2 calls per day, live clays per week. See Section 3-3 tor the 
basis of the other per call cost estimates 
system options evaluated. They range from one terminal per slot, for a fixed trunking 
service, to 17 to 50 terminals per slot for low duty cycle terminals owned or leased by 
the individual user. An intermediate value of about 4 or 5 is applicable to high duty 
cycle terminals made available to a number of users (e. g. by employing transportable 
terminals). 
Typical launch vehicles, for the satellites serving networks of the size 
indicated in the table, will be in the Atlas Centaur and Dedicated Shuttle classes. Big 
satellites give an economy of scale that reduces the annual costs per user. Further, 
the magnitude of the total load depicted is compatible with the big satellites. The mobile 
radio service alone requires the total capability of a Dedicated Shuttle size satellite. 
The other services individually require from 8%to 40% of the total RF power available 
on an Atlas Centaur satellite and the composite load of the four is about 70%. if a 
Dedicated Shuttle is employed, the loading is about half as large (I. e. less than 35% 
composite load) and a considerable capability remains. 
The ground terminals, displayed in the table, provide Ku-band antennas 
having diameters ranging from about 3. 5 meters to 9. 9 meters. Antennas up to 4. 5 
meters have a manual steering capability while larger antennas are autotracked. Ku­
band receivers range from cryogenically cooled paramps (i. e. 30K to 1200K devices) 
to GaAs FET low noise receivers ( i. e. 300°K to 950°K devices). At inter­
mediate device temperatures (Le. 120'K to 300K), uncooled paramps are used. These 
receive system temperatures are clear sky values. Rain increases Ku-band system 
noise temperatures Sufficient margin has been provided to insure link outages due to 
rain of - 0. 20% The UHF receiver is a bipolar transistor. Transmitters are all at 
relatively low powers ranging from about 1 to 2 watt solid state GaAs FET devices up 
to 25 watt TWTAs. The UHF transmitter is a transistor amplifier. The Ku-band 
requirements can be reduced somewhat by allowing a modest increase-in system costs. 
G/T reductions of 2 5 dB to 4. 5 dB result in cost increases of only 10%. This results 
in antenna diameters ranging from 3 meters to 9 meters, receiver temperatures ranging 
from 230'K to 745°K, and transmitter powers ranging from 1.5 watts to 45 watts. Some 
further reduction in both terminal G/T and EIRP can be realized if the satellite antenna 
is not configured to provide extra gain into the high rain outage areas (i. e. the South­
eastern United States) at the expense of reduced gain into other areas of the country 
(See Section 3.3. A. 4). This gain reduction amounts to about 3.5 dB for 4 beam satel­
lites and is negligible for one beam satellites. Thus, the maximum requirements, for 
four beam satellite terminals, can be reduced to a 7 meter antenna and a GaAs FET 
(L.e. 3500K) receiver. With or without this last reduction, the results show that the use 
of a multibeam satellite antenna results in reduced ground terminal requirements. 
The Ku-band satellites, displayed in the table, provide either onebeam 
U. S. coverage or four beam time zone coverage antennas together with modest trans­
ponder RF power requirements. The UHF satellite is another story. Multiple beams 
are needed to increase the available bandwidth, through frequency reuse, and increase 
satellite EIRP to low performance UHF mobile receivers. The latter also requires 
high transponder power. The satellite, configured to meet these requirements, employs 
a solar array having a higher sunlight to DC power conversion efficiency than those pro­
vided on current spacecraft. 
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The Ku-band results Indicate that time zone antennas can be effectively 
used to reduce system costs in selected applications. These being FDMA systems where 
the traffic requirements are regionalized and TDMA systems involving high levels of 
traffic volume per terminal (e.g. "> 1 Mbps). In an FDMA system designed for U. S. 
wide interactions, the beam to beam cross strapping channelization required increases 
the routing filters as the square of the number of beams. Further, the inflexibility of 
the channelizatton means that it must be oversized to effectively handle demand assign­
ment traffic. Consequently, the four beam approach has been considered applicable 
only to cases where the user interconnectivity requirements can be regionalized (I.e. 
Point-to-Point TV), or the user requirements are semi-regionalized and fixed and pre­
dictable in advance (i. e. Multichannel Voice/Data). Note that TD-MA has the potential 
of overcoming all the disadvantages of an FDMA approach to multibeam systems. How­
ever, the high cost of TDMA modems makes such a system cost effective only when the 
data rate per terminal is high. 
The optimum transponder power level is found to be an important para­
meter in the optimum cost per user. Power levels below about 10 watts represent 
inefficient satellite designs which inflate user costs. At these power levels, the weight 
of channelization hardware exceeds that of the RF power amplifier. As seen in the 
table, the results for the Point-to-Point TV, Compressed Bandwidth TV/Facsimile, 
and Multichannel Voice/Data all fall into this category. The most effective means for 
increasing transponder power is to increase the number of signals sharing an individual 
transponder. This implies widening the satellite transponder bandwidth. Variations 
in the bandwidth are used in this study as a means for varying the number of signals 
sharing a transponder. A 36 -MHzupper bound, consistent with present INTELSAT and 
DOMSAT channelizations was assumed. Further, even when narrower band channeli­
zations are considered, the use of the 36 MHz transponders is not precluded. However, 
the trends indicate bandwidths wider than 36 iIAHz should be considered for at least the 
three services listed above. 
The costs, displayed in Table 3-1, appear to be reasonable except for 
those associated with the "Compressed Bandwidth TV/Facsimile" and "Voice/Facsimile" 
(TDMA) services. These amount to $990 for a full duplex 1-1/2 hour video conference 
and $430 for a full duplex 1 hour audio conference. Teleconferencing must be compared 
with typical U. S. Business expenses of about $300 to $500 per person for a face to face 
conference. As indicated by the table, the high costs are primarily the result of the 
fixed performance items (e. g. IF/baseband equipment, control/test equipment, packaging, 
shelters, environmental control equipment, operating expense, etc. ). In the case of the 
video service, it is operator costs associated with the cameras and transportable terminal 
that are unreasonable. In the case of the audio service, it is the TDIMA modems that 
drive the overall costs out of reach. In the other services, satellite costs dominate if a 
wideband capability (I.e. 700 Kbps) is needed while ground terminal costs dominate the 
narrowband (i. e. 150 Kbps) configurations. Various innovations and revisions, to the 
Ku-band service configurations modeled herein, which may decrease costs, are summa­
rtzed in Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2 Potential Cost Reducing Factors/Innovations 
SERVICE FACTORS/LNNOVATIONS 
Point-to- (1) Multibeam (e. g. 8-16) FDTIVA sat., (2) Longer life/! 
Point TV higher reliability sat., (3) Shuttle optimized sat., 
(4) Improved sat. technology (i. e. higher efficiency 
solar arrays, ion jets, etc.,) (5) Video camera per­
formance/cost trade-offs, (6) Audio only return link 
to remote hospitals, and, (7) More sigs, /sat. chan. 
(i. e. wider bandwidth transponders). 
Compressed (1) Multibeam synchronized TDMA* sat. system, (2) 
Bandwidth Items (2), (3) and (4) above, (3) Conferences durations 
TV/Facsimile reduced to an average of an hour, (4) Lower data rate 
TV (e. g. 1. 5 Mbps), (5) Combined teleconferencing/fax. / 
data services with terminals owned by individual users 
and (6) More sigs. /sat. chan. (i. e. wider bandwidth) 
Voice/Facsimile (1) Error correction coding/decoding, (2) Lower operat­
(FDTWA) ing frequency (e.g. C-band or S-band),_and (3) High volume 
i procurement/implementation (e. g. 10 units) 
Multichannel (1) Items (2), (3) and (4) under Point-to-Port TV, 
Voice/Data (2) Multibeam FDMA or synchronized TDMA sat. 
(3) High volume procurement/implementation, 
(4) Delta modulation for voice channel A/D, and (5) 
More sigs. /sat. chan. (i. e. wider bandwidth) 
Beam switching in the satellite is synchronized to the TDIMA 
frame format. 
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The variation of average annual cost per user as a function of the link 
outage requirement is examined for all Ku-band services with identical results. An 
almost negligible cost increase occurs as the acceptable link outage decreases from 
1% to about 0.25%. Cost increases become significant at an outage of about 0. 075%. 
Costs are totally unreasonable at an outage of 0. 01%. 
The means for handling the differences in Ku-band rain attenuations across 
the country also are examined. It is concluded that an equal distribution of antenna gains 
and identical ground terminals can be used across the country for link outages >0. 5%. 
As outage requirements are reduced further to about 0. 075%, unequal satellite antenna 
gains can be effectively employed. At still lower outages, the satellite antenna gain 
offsets need to be compensated by variations in the ground terminal performance 
requirements. Finally, to provide a system outage of 0. 01%, it maybe necessary to 
accept a slightly poorer outage in the Southeastern U. S. 
B. SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM OPTIMIZATIONS COMPLETED 
The basic system options, considered in the tradeoff, are the satellite, 
launch vehicle, the probability of link outage, the number of users in a nationwide U. S. 
network, the number of beams on the satellite and the number of user signals accessing 
a satellite channel. The range of variation for each parameter is defined in Table 3-S 
for the Ku-band services. All possible permutations of the listed parameters are selected 
and satellite and ground terminal optimizations completed to determine the minimum cost 
and corresponding satellite transmitter and ground antenna, receiver, and transmitter 
requirements. This amounted to thousands of system optimizations requiring the use of 
a computer. 
In the case of the land mobile service, the range of options is more limited 
and manual tradeoffs could be performed. Link outage is not a consideration (I. e. a fixed 
link margin is provided) and the number of user signals per satellite transponder is a 
dependent variable determined by the selection of the launch vehicle, number of beams per 
satellite, and the number of user terminals in the network. The Shuttle A/C launch 
vehicle together with 2, 6, and 25 beam antennas plus the Dedicated Shuttle with 2, 6, 
25 and 77 beam antennas are considered. In each option, the user network is allowed 
to vary in small increments from 10, 000 to the maximum supportable. UHF band­
width is the constraining item determining the maximum number of users supportable. 
It is increased through greater frequency reuse as the number of satellite antenna 
beams become larger; use of dual polarization also increases the bandwidth. Up to 
320, 000 users can be efficiently served by two beam satellites, 480, 000 by six beam 
satellites, 2, 000, 000 by 25 beam satellites, and 6, 000, 000 by the 77 beam satellites. 
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Table 3-3 Basic Ku-Band System Options Subjected to Satellite/Ground 
Complex Tradeoffs 
Options Considered 
Launch Link Number of Number of 
Service Vehicle Outage Terminals Sat. Beams 
Point-to-	 Delta 2914 	 1% 
Point TV 	 Delta 3914 	 0.25%

Atlas Centaur 0.1% 10 	 1 
 
Shuttle 3914 (1) 0.075% 102 	 4

Shuttle A/C (2) 0.05% 103

Dedicated Shut. 0. 025%

0.01% 
Compressed Band Same as above Same Same Same as 
width TV/Fac- as as above 
simile 	 above above 
Voice/Facsimile 	 Same as above Same 102 Same as 
(FDMA) 	 as i03
 above 
 
above 104 
 
105 
 
Voiceiacsimile Same as above Same 102 Same as 
 
(TDVA) as 103 above 
 
104

above 
 
Multichannel Same as above 	 Same 	 10 
 Same as 
as 102 above
Voice/Data 	 
above l03 
 
Notes: (1) A Delta 	 3914 equivalent payload launched on a shuttle vehicle. 
(2) An Atlas centaur equivalent payload launched on a shuttle vehicle. 
No. of User 
Sigs/Sat Chan. 
1

1


2


3


14

56


112

224


295

442


1
2


2


16
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C. OPTIMIZATION APPROACH AND SECTION ORGANIZATION 
The Ku-Band system optimizations are accomplished in a series of three 
major c6om teized routines. These are: (1) the satellite costAransponder versus 
power/transponder (2) the ground terminal cost versus EIRP and G/T, and (3) the 
average annual cost per user versus satellite and ground terminal performance. After 
the system options are selected, the output curves from the first two routines are read 
into the last to allow the satellite vs ground terminal tradeoffs to be completed. This 
routine employs uplink and downlink performance equations to relate the capabilities of 
the space and ground segments to the system requirements and options selected. While 
these equations are being satisfied, the allocated satellite cost per user and the average 
ground terminal costs are totaled. A systematic search, over a reasonable range of 
satellite and earth terminal capabilities, is conducted and the lowest cost system con­
figuration selected as optimum. The routine handles variations in ground terminal re­
quirements over four major sectors of the country (i. e. the Northeast, Southeast, West 
and Midwest). Its outputs for the optimum configuration include: average annual cost 
per user, satellite power, number of satellite transponders required, percent of satelltte 
consumed, and earth terminal EIRP, G/T, receiver, transmitter and antenna required 
in each area of the country. Fixed item costs are manually added to satellite and ground 
terminal costs. The routine is explained in detail in Section 3.4. 
The Ku-band earth terminal routine employs the antenna, transmitter and 
receiver costs versus performance curves, described in Section 3.6, to generate the 
optimized ground terminal cost versus performance curves. The cost of antenna, re­
ceiver and transmitter combinations satisfying EIRP and G/T requirements are totaled. 
A systematic search, over a reasonable range of subsystem capabilities is conducted 
and the lowest cost combination selected as the optimum. This routine can provide 
optimizations for both redundant and nonredundant versions of the transmitter and re­
ceiver, and is described in detail in Section 3.5. 
The Ku-band satellite routine provides a method for subdividing spacecraft 
RF power capability and cost such that a cost/performance curve can be generated. It 
is not an optimization since nothing is traded off. A communications payload capability 
is allocated (nominally 40%) from the total available geosynchronous orbit payload capability 
of a given launch vehicle. A channelized communications transponder model is adopted. 
The weight of the antenna, various transponder components (e. g. receiver, frequency 
converter, channelization filter, and transmitter), and the transponder prime power 
source is developed. The annual cost of the total space segment is established, including 
an active satellite, an in orbit spare, a ground spare, two launch vehicles, launch/orbit 
insurance, and various other operating costs. The computer starts with one transponder 
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3.2 
and increments the number of transponders to vary transponder power downward. At each 
increment, the transmitter weight and power compatible with the available weight allo­
cation is determined and the space segment costs are suballocated to each transponder. 
This process proceeds from a single transponder maximum power configuration until 
the power per transponder is less than one watt. Up to six different launch vehicles are 
handled in the model. Both one beam and four beam satellites can be configured. The 
model is explained in greater detail in Section 3.7. 
The UHF Mobile Radio optimizations are similar to those indicated above 
but can be performed manually since the range of the system parameters and options 
are less. A limited range of ground antennas (i. e. 7 antennas having gains ranging from 
-5 dB to 17 dB) and a fixed transmitter simplify the ground terminal tradeoffs. Several 
satellite configurations are considered but the power and cost per channel are not varied. 
The entire capacity of the satellite is consumed in all cases. The tradeoff with the ground 
complex is accomplished by varying the bandwidth provided by each satellite. Decreasing 
the bandwidth from the maximum feasible decreases the number of users possible. This 
increases the satellite power per user and allocated user cost in a linear fashion and affords a trade­
off with the mobile receiver's G/T and cost. In this service, overall operating and fixed 
equipment costs increase modestly as the size of the network increases. These costs 
are also computed manually and added on to the satellite and ground complex costs. They 
are a sLgnificant portion of the overall costs. They decrease on a per user basis as the size 
of the network increases. As a result, they are a strong factor in making large networks 
cost effective. 
The output of these optimizations is summarized and analyzed at length in 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Section 3.2 examines cost variations as a function of Ku-band link 
outage. The results are quite srimdarfor all services eliminating the need for a de­
tailed service by service evaluation. The reman-g results are evaluated service by 
service in Section 3.3. The format, for Ku-band services, involves considering in order: 
(1) annual cost versus satellite transponder bandwidth; (2) annual cost versus number of 
beams per satellite. (3) satellite requirements, (4) satellite and ground terminal cost 
versus network size, (5) ground terminal requirements, and (6) total system cost breakdown. 
In the "Point-to-Point TV" service, cost versus satellite transponder bandwidth is not a con­
sideration. In the UHF "Mobile Radio" service, the format is unique since the approach to 
the tradeoffs and evaluations is unique. 
AVERAGE ANNUAL COST VS PERCENT Ku-BAND LNK OUTAGE 
A. RESULTS


After examining a wide variety of transmLt/receive services, the major 
conclusions are' 
0 The trend in system cost as a function of link outage 
is quite similar regardless of the system configuration. 
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a 	 Average annual satellite/ground terminal costs experience a negligi­
ble increase as the link outage requirement decreases from 1% to 
about 0. 25% and increases do not become important until the outage 
is reduced .to less than 0. 1%. 
a 	 Cost increases become unreasonable at a link outage of 0. 01%. 
Thi full set of link outage versus cost curves are displayed in Appendix 4. 
Representative examples are shown in Figures 3-1, -2 and -3. As illustrated, there is 
a sharp threshold in the cost trend at a link outage of about 0.1% Average annual cost, as 
used above and in the figures, represents the annual cost per terminal for the satellite 
plus one fourth of the sum of the annual cost of the ground terminals needed in the South­
east, Northeast, Central and West sections of the U. S. Thus, it is ground terminal costs 
that are averaged based on an equal distribution of ground terminals across the country. 
The system design has been structured to equalize the outages per area even though the 
rain attenuations and required margins differ markedly. This is accomplished by providing 
7 dB of extra satellite antenna gain in the direction of the Southeast and by choosing ground 
terminals of differing EIRP and G/T performance capabilities per area. 
B. BACKGROUND OF COST VERSUS LINK OUTAGE RESULTS 
Factors having an impact on the cost as a function of link outage include: 
* 	 The rain attenuation data employed to develop link margin versus 
outage requirements. 
a 	 Minimum margins established to ensure adequate clear sky per­
formance. 
* 	 Differences in minimum margins between digital and analog services. 
* 	 Impact of rain attenuation on receiver noise temperature. 
* 	 Margin variations from one area of the country to another. 
o 	 The approach to allocating the overall outage requirement between 
the uplink and downlink. 
The Ku-Band rain attenuation data employed is summarized in Section 
2.5 and 	 discussed in depth in Appendix 3. Separate attenuation curves are defined for 
each area of the country at 14 GHz and 12 GHz. The data is generated by a link model 
based on recent data collected by NASA in an ATS-6 experiment. A model was nec­
essary since actual data is not available for all areas and ground antenna elevation angles 
of interest. The model uses U. S. Weather Bureau rain rate data to make attenuation 
predictions. The model is confirmed by actual link attenuation measurements made 
on a satellite located at about 95 west longitude. This location gives relatively high 
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elevationanglesfor terminals tntheeasternU.S. However, the satellite location assumed in 
this study is 1240 west longitude giving low elevation angles for terminals in the eastern 
U S These elevation angles plus high rain rates made the attenuations for the northeast 
and southeast-quite high. -As a-result, the average-cost obtaineid for 16w outages fis high. 
The attenuations in the east are fairly high in almost all projections currently being made 
Consequently, it is believed the conclusions stated above are valid even though the exact 
magnitude of the average costs for low link outages is a matter of conjecture 
The specific margins, used in the computerized system optimizations, are 
displayed in Section 3. 4. D. These margins are given as a function of link outage. They 
include a minimum margin as well as the margin required to combat rain attenuation. The 
minimum margin ensures high performance during clear sky conditions. The rain margin 
ensures a minimum acceptable performance level in situations where propagation attenuation 
is a factor. The rationale employed in developing the minimum margins is explained in 
detail in Section 3.4. D. These margins are a major contributor to the flatness of the cost 
curves as the link outage varies from i% to 0. 25%. Degraded equipment performance due to 
failures, aging, changing temperatures and frequency instabilities are also included in 
the link margin. 
As indicated in Section 3.4. D, different mimmum margins are applied to 
digital and analog services because the difference between ±inimum performance and high 
performance is less in the case of the digital services. It should also be noted that the 
C/N values stated for the digital services include 2. 5 dB of modem loss relative to theoretical 
performance. Thus, while the minimum listed margins are 7 dB for the analog services and 
4 dB for digital services, the total effective minimums for the two are 7 dB and 6.5 dB. A 
comparison of the average cost versus outage data for digital and analog services reveals 
no major differences in the cost trend. 
Rain attenuation also produces changes in the effective receive system 
noise temperature. This change is additive. Therefore, its impact is a function of the 
clear sky receive system noise temperature. The results presented in this study have 
been adjusted to account for the noise temperature increases in a 2500K receive system. 
When link outages less than 0. 25% and receivers of a differing performance are con­
sidered modest adjustments in the data are appropriate. At link outages of 0.25% or 
greater the minimum margins are sufficient to equalize the results, 
The average annual cost data encompasses a considerable variation in 
costs per user from one area of the country to the other. This is due to propagation 
variations and the added satellite antenna gain to the Southeast. At outages <0. 1%, the 
Southeast is the highest cost area followed by the Northeast, West and Central areas. 
This trend is a direct result of the propagation phenomena. For outages between 0. 1% 
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and 0. 25% there Ls lttle cost deviatLon from area to area In this range, the extra 
satellite gain compensates for the high propagation degradation into the Southeast. 
For outages greater than 0. 25%, the Southeast was the lowest cost area while the 
other areas were equal in cost. In this case, the minimum margin is being applied 
in all areas and the extra satellite antenna gain into the Southeast produces low cost 
ground stations 
Finally, the average annual cost data presented is based on prowding 
equal outages and corresponding margins on both the satellite uplink and downlink. It is 
given in terms of the outage experienced on either of these links. An upper bound on the 
total link outage, PTO' can be obtained from: 
PTO<[1PU ) (I Pd) 
where: 
p is the probablhty of uplink outage, and 
o is the probability of downlink outage 
a lower bound is approximated by: 
PTO > p u d (1-Pu) Pd P d 
since the uplink causes only a minor degradation in overall link performance in all cases 
(see Section 3.3). As a result, at a link outage Of 0. 1%, as shown in Figures 3-1, -2 and -3, 
the overall link outage is between 0. 1% and 0. 2%. A calculation of the exact outage requres 
a precise knowledge of the margin and attenuation probability distributions on both the 
uphnk and downlink. 
The precise allocation of margin and outage requirements between the 
uplink and downlink is a matter that bears further consideration. It is not expected that 
major cost improvements (over those developed here based on equal allocations) will be 
found. However, it is cost-effective to overdesign the uplink when the margins are equal 
(see Section 3.3). It may also be of some benefit to overdesign the uplink margin and outage 
allocation. 
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3.3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE/COST TRADEOFFS 
A. POINT-TO-POINT TV 
1. Average Annual Cost Versus Number of Beams Per Satellite 
The potential advantage of time zone coverage (i. e., four beam) 
versus U. S. coverage lies in the additional antenna gain provided. The extent to which 
this can be turned into a cost-advantage for the Point-to-Point TV sernce is depicted in 
Table 3-4. As shown, the cost improvement ranges from about 6% for a Delta 2914 
launched satellite to 31% for a Dedicated Shuttle launched satellite. The reduced improve­
ment for the Delta 2914 satellite occurs because of the inefficiencies introduced into the 
satellite design by the four-beam approach, e. g. three additional wideband receivers and 
antenha feeds making a total of four. The resultant weight penalty is much more severe 
on small satellites. 
The indicated cost improvements demonstrate the attractiveness of multi­
beam designs implemented at the higher frequencies (e. g., Ku-Band). The a ntenna 
weight penalty is sufficiently,small so that it becomes reasonable to oversize the reflector 
and use multiple feeds to contour composite beams to fit the coverage desired. For ex­
ample, the approach used in designing the above four-beam antenna, is to oversize the 
reflector such that eight beans are needed to give U. S. coverage. The eight feeds are then 
sum med in pairs to give four beams. The resultant gain improvement, relative to a U. S. 
coverage beam, is about 5.5 dB. In addition this gives the flexibility to provide an unequal 
distribution of gain. If a circular antenna has been used, sized to provide only four beams, 
the gain advantage would have been only about 3 dB. 
One assumption important to the results shown in Table 3-4, is that the 
user-to-user interconnectivity requirements are regionalized by considenng a medical 
diagnostic service with a number of remote rural hospitals/health care units (e. g. , 24) 
interacting with a team of highly knowledgeable specialists at a big city or university 
affiliated hospital. Such nets can easily be structured on a time zone basis. If this were 
structured as a teleconferencing service, where low duty cycle connections are required 
all across the country. four-beam FDTMA operation would not be nearly so attractive. 
For example, consider a network of 100 teleconferencing terminals 
interconnected nationwide. Further, assume that an average of 25 terminals can be handled 
by each transponder in the satellite. If U. S. coverage is considered four satellite channels 
are adequate and all terminals have ready access to all satellite channels. On the other 
hand, in a four-beam design, 16 channels are required. Each of the four wLdeband satellite 
receivers must be cross-connected to all four satellite transmit beams. This represents 
a 6 dB satellite power and bandwidth penalty which more than offsets the advantage of 
increased antenna gain. In addition, there is a satellite weight penalty due to all the 
channelization hardware required The satellite power penalty can be reduced if satellite 
transmitters having a linear DC input to RF output transfer function can be provided. In such 
cases, the DC power required by an inactive channel is zero and the spacecraft prime 
power capability doesn't need to be oversized. The power and bandwidth penalty is 
further reduced as the Size of the ground network and the minimum number of satellite 
channels required increases. Even so, the multibeam FDA approach does not look 
attractive. 
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TABLE 3-4. AVERAGE ANNUAL COST/TERlINAL VS NUMBER 
SATELLITE (Ru-BAND 102 TERMINALS) 
(POINT-TO-POINT TV) 
SATELLITE LAUNCH VEI-lCLE 0.20% OUTAGE 
BEAM1 
Exp. 2914 85,780 
Exp. 3914 75,105 
Shuttle 3914 64,705 
Exp. A/C 56,450 
Shuttle A/C 49,480 
Ded. Shuttle 39,865 
Exp. 2914 80,590 
 
Exp. 3914 64,400 
 
Shuttle 3914 54,590 
 
Exp. A/C 42,895 
 
Shuttle A/C 36,830 
Ded. Shuttle 27,650 
 
BEAMS/ 
0.1% OUTAGE 
92,165


81,105


70,210


61,810


54,445


44,245


85,220


68,735


58,710


46,440


40,230 
30,705
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2. Satellite Recuirements 
Satellite requirements for tins service, are depicted in Figure 3-4. As 
shown, the number of required channels varies from 1-to-4-to-40 as the number of terminals­
in the nationwide network increases from 10-to-100-to-1000 respectively. This is based on an 
average of 25 terminals per satellite signal in all cases except that involving 10 terminals. 
The required satellite power per channel is shown to be quite modest (L e., 
less than 4 watts) even though the link carrier-to-noise density (I. e., C/No) requirement 
is high. Modest channel powers are typical of transmit/receive services since there is a 
limited number of terminals associated with each satellite signal. As a result, satellite 
costs can't be widely distributed over the grQund complex and channel powers must remain 
low. It also reflects the relatively low cost of modern Ku-band earth terminals (e.g., $100K), 
and in this case, the use of a four-beam antenna. The increase in the power per channel, as 
the number of terminals goes from 10 to 100 o curs because the number of terminals per 
satellite channel increases from 10 to 25. This increase represents a decrease in the 
satellite cost per terminal and allows the use of more satellite power. The decrease in the 
power per channel, as the number of terminals increases from 100 to 1000, results because 
the per unit ground terminal cost decreases modestly as the size of the "buy" increases, 
allowing the use of higher performance ground terminals. The increase in the power per 
channel, when bigger satellites are used, is a result of the corresponding decrease in the 
cost of providing satellite power. 
The percentage of the satellite consumed in handling this service is shown 
.to be quite modest until the number of terminals served reaches 10 At this point, 40 
satellite TV channels are assumed to be required and the size of the demand has become 
unrealistic. A 100-terminal network is more representative of a possible requirement. 
As might be expected, the percentage of the satellite consumed increases as the size of 
the satellite decreases. A 100-terminal network can easily be served by a Shuttle 3914 
or a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized payload. 
The 3 watt power per channel limit marked on Figure 3-4, defines the 
maximum allowable power, without coordination, if the satellite-to-satellite separations 
.are 4. 50 Higher power levels are permissible if wider separations are accepted. Con­
versely, the levels must be lower if the separations are less. This is not a flux density 
limit. It merely means the two systems have to do frequency planning, employ cross­
polarization, tailor their satellite antenna patterns, etc. such as to ensure tolerable levels 
of system-to-4ystem interference. The basic CCIR requirement applicable to the U. S. 
(i. e., Region 2) states that coordination is required if the flux densities at the earth's 
surface exceed: 
o -147 dBW/M 2 in any 27 MHz bandwidth and the satellite-to­
satellite separations are -< 0.440. 
o -138 + 25 log a dlW/M2 in any 27 MHz bandwidth where a 
1° . represents the satellite-to-satellite separation and 0.440 < a < 19 
O -106 dBW/M 2 in any 27 MHz bandwidth and the satellite-to-satellite 
separations are 19.10. 
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The equation -138 + 25 log c defines the transition curve between the 
upper and lower flux density founds. Its implications in terms of power per satellite 
channel are as follows: 
EIRP 	 (dBW-)-+ 10 log 1 0 (-1,/ 4-It B2) - 10 log 1 0 (B/-27x-10 = -138+25 logl1 Y­
where:


EIRP is the radiated satellite power per channel


R is the distance from the satellite to the earth and is 3. 88507x10 7


meters at a nominal slant range in the U.S. corresponding to a 250 
elevation angle.


a B is the band center to band center frequency separation of the


satellite channels.


Furthermore:


EIRP (dBW) = Psc+Gs-Ls-MBo


where: 
o 	 Psc is the output power of the satellite transmitter when operated 
at saturation. 
" Gs is the peak on axis gain of the satellite antenna pointed at the 
U.S. Gs is about 36 dB for a 4-beam Ku-band satellite. This does 
not consider any gain enhancement into a particular portion of the 
country. G. is about 30 dB for a 1-beam satellite with no gain 
enhancement for the Southeast. 
o 	 L is the loss between the satellite transmitter and the antenna 
feed. It is 1 dB for a Ku-band satellite. 
" 	 MBO is the amount of output backoff from satellite transmitter 
saturation needed to ensure quasilinear operation. 
If no backoff is used (L.e., MBO=O) and the band center to band center 
separation of satellite channels is 27 MHz, the coordination power limits for 1-beam and 
4-beam Ku-band satellites are as shown in Figure 3-5. In the case of the "Point-to-Point 
TV" service, the 4-beam curve shown can be applied directly. 
There is one additional Ku-band flux density constraint that should be mentioned 
It siztes that another admimstration (e.g., Canada or Mexico) experiencing flux densities 
exceeding:2 
o 	 
-105 dBW/M 2 for broadcast reception 99% of the worst month or 
* 	 -111 dBW/M 2 for community reception 55% of the worst month can 
claim interference. Applying these limits results in allowable flux densities so far above 
the levels here that they will not be considered further. See Section 4. 3. B for a further 
definition of the broadcast limit. 
3. Satellite/Ground Terminal Cost Versus Network Size 
Representative average annual costs/per terminal for this service, are shown 
in Figure 3-6. The figure dramatizes the cost reductions available in going to larger satellites. 
The modest cost decrease as the number of network terminals increases from 10 to 100 occurs 
because the number of terminals/per satellite channel increases from 10 to 25. The resulting 
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reduction in satellite cost/per terminal produces a lower system cost. As the size of the 
network increases from 100 to 1000, the only factor causing cost reductions is the increased 
size of the terminal buy. The cost reductions are lmostnegligible. This is because: 1) the 
ground terminal cost reduction was not large (e.g., 25%) and 2) the satellite is the 
dominating element in system costs (see Section 3. 3. A. 5). 
Cost/per terminal for a network of 100 terminals serviced by a four beam, 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite is shown to be about S38K per year. This does not include 
the cost of the fixed performance equipment (e.g. modems, power supplies, TV cameras 
and TV monitors). This amounts to $3.17K per month or about 3244 per diagnosis. The 
latter is based on a rural terminal making an average of about three calls per week. It also 
assumes that the cost of the terminal at the urban medical center is negligible. The latter 
is a reasonable approximaton since terminal costs are substantially less than satellite costs 
and the urban terminal is shared by 24 rural terminals. The operating scenario associated 
with this service is described in detail in Section 3.4. D. 
4. Ground Terminal Recuirements 
Curves depicting the trends in ground terminal G/T, EIP, antenna 
diameter, receive system temperature, and transmitter power a s a function of the 
number of terminals in the network are presented in Appendix 4. The G/T and EIR 
trends track those seen in the satellite power per channel data (See Figure 3-4) except 
the variation is in the opposite direction (i. e., when satellite power increases the terminal 
EIRP and G/T requirements decrease). In sumnnary, basic trends are: 
@ Terminal EIRP and G/T decrease as the size of the satellite 
increases and the number of terminals in the network varies 
from 10 to 100. 
a Terminal EIIP and G/T expenence an almost negligible increase 
as the size of the network increases from 100 to 1000. 
It is not surprising that terminal EIRP and G/T react in the same manner. 
The system optimization algorithm does a three way tradeoff between terminal EIRP, 
satellite FIRP and terminal G/T. (See Section 3.4.A.) The earth terminal performance 
variations are accomplished primarily by varying the size of the antenna. A non-redundant 
transmitter and receiver is employed and a large antenna (e.g., 10 meters diameter) is involved 
For a network of 100 terminals, operating through a four beam Shuttle 
Atlas-Centaur satellite, the optimum ground terminalparaneters are: 1) G/T=37.5 dB/ 0 K, 
2) EIRP=75. 3 dBw, 3) antenna diameter=9. 9 meters, 4) receiver noise termperature=1000K 
and 5) transmitter power=25 watts. This is a Cassegrain auto tracked antenna, a cooled 
paramp low noise amplifier, and a TWTA transmitter. Representative deviations, in terminal 
parameters, that increase system costs by no more than 10% are depicted in Table 3-5. 
The indicated parameter bounds are observed from the system optimization curves displayed 
inAppendLx 4 As shown, the point of 10% cost increase is reached by varying 
either the ground terminal EIRP with G/T constant or vice versa. Allowing the terminal 
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Table 3-5. 	 Bounds on Ground Terminal Parameters 
(Ku-Band, 4 Beam Satellite, 0. 20% Outage) 
102 Terminals) (Point-to-Point TV) 
Launch Terminal Bound Reached By 
Vehicle Parameter G/T Reduction EIRP Reduction 
Shuttle 	 G/T (dB/°K) 34.5 39 (1) 
 
EIRP (dBW) 76.3(2) 74.3 
 
Antenna Dia. 8.0 11.0 
(meters) 
Receiver Temp. 200 110 
Transmitter 50 15 
Power (watts) 
G/T (dB/°K) 33.5 37.5(2) 
Shuttle 	 EIRP (dBW) 75.3(2) 73.3 
Antenna Dia. 7.5 10.5 
(meters) 
Receiver Temp 230 130 
(OK) 
Transmitter 45 15 
 
Power (watts)


Ded. G/T (dB/°K) 32.5 36.5(2) 
Shuttl EIRP (dBW) 74.3(2) 71.3 
Antenna Dia. 7.5 9.5 j 
(meters) I i 
Receiver Temp. 280 130 I(OM)


Transmitter 	 35 10 
PPower (watts) 
Bound Reached By 
G/T Increase EIRP Inrease 
39(1) 39 (1)


76.3(2) 88.3


11.0 11.5


110 	 130


25 280


39 37.5 (2) 
75.3(2) 82.3 
11.0 10.0 
110 1 150 
20 	 160


39(1) 36.5(2)


74.3(2) 82.3 
11.0 10.0


110 190


15 160


NOTES: (1) Corresponds to maximum G/T cormidered in the study 
(2) Corresponds to optimum value. 
hQ 
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G/T to decrease appears to be the most attractive option. It gives antenna size 
reductions in an applcation where large antennas are inconvenient. When a reduced G/T 
terminal is operated with a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite, the ground terminal 
parameters become: 1) G/T = 33 5 dB!°K, 3) EIBP = 75.3 dBw, 3) antenna 
diameter = 7. 5 meters, 4) receive noise temperature =230°K. and 5) transmitter


= 
 power 45 watts. This is still a Cassegrain autotracked antenna with a TWTA 
transmitter. However, the antenna size has been reduced to less than 25 feet 
and an uncooled paramp or possibly GaAsFet receiver can be employed. 
The ground terminal results indicated above are for a terminal located in 
the Northeastern U.S. and reflect the provision of an extra 7 dB antenna gain into the South­
east by the satellite model. Providing this extra capability causes a reduction in the 
antenna gain available in the Northeast. The gain available at the edge of the pattern (i.e., 
3 dB down point) is 30.5 dB. If no distortion is applied to the eastern beam, the four beam 
satellite antenna gain in the Northeast can be expected to be about 33 dB. With this gain 
improvement taken into account, the above terminal parameters become: 1) G/T 31. 0 dB/°K, 
2) EIRP=72. 8 dBw, 3) antenna diameter=6. 6 meters, 4) receiVer noise temperature=3050 K, 
and 5) transmitter power=30 watts. 
Finally, it should be noted that the ratio of uplink to downlink carrier-to­
noise (i. e. C/N) ratio for this service is low, about 3.6 (i. e. 5.6 dB) for the four beam 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite with 102 terminals. The ratios are tabulated on the system 
optimization curves in Appendix 4. It is shown that the ratio decreases as the satellite size 
increases. This indicates that the required uplink capability is less as the cost/watt of 
satellite power becomes less. 
5. 	 Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including the fixed performance items, 
are summarized in Table 3-6. Again taking the four beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite 
and 10 2 terminals as a representative system, the annual cost per terminal is shown to be 
351,620. The total cost per diagnosis, CD (3), is then determined as follows: 
Table 3-6. 	 Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/Terminal (Ku-band, 
4 beam Satellite, 0.20% Outage, 102 Term inais) 
(Point-to-Point TV) 
Launch Total Annual 	 Percent of Cost 
Vehicle Cost ($) 	 Satellite I Ground Terminal Fixed 
1 
Shuttle 
3914 69,380 57 22 	 21 
Shuttle 
A/C 51,620 44 27 	 29 
Dedicated


Shuttle 42,440 36 29 35
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(36,820 x 1. 1+ 14,800) (1 + 1/24)= $369 
CD(G) = 3 x 53 
This cost includes a 10% increase in costs to allow a lower G/T rural terminaL Also 
included is the rural terminal's fixed equipment cost, (see below), the cost of the urban 
terminal plus its share of the satellite cost as distributed over 24 rural users, and 
an average rural terminal call rate of three times per week. These costs are high__ 
enough that the service is applicable only to the more serious medical cases. How­
ever, they are not completely out of reason. 
The fixed items, shown in Table 3-6, include equipment costs of $45,905, 
based on a buy of 10 items/manufacturer/year, and operator costs for the video cameras. 
(See Appendix I for a detailed breakdown of fixed equipment costs.) Operator costs are 
based on part time use of a trained hospital or local TV service technician. If the terminal 
operates 3 times per week, the terminal requires 1. 5 hours of operator time/transmission, 
and the operator is paid $10/hour, and the overhead rate of the hospital or service company 
providing the operator is 75%, the yearly cost of the operator is $4,095. Fixed equipment 
tests can be annualized by multiplying capital costs by a factor of 0.233, which provides for 
ccpital recovery and maintenance costs (See Section 3.5 for a detailed discussion). When 
the equipment and operator costs are combined, a yearly cost of $14,800 results. 
Table 3-6 shows that costs are evenly distributed among the satellite, 
ground terminal and fixed items when a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur or larger satellite is used. 
If any item can be considered dominant, it is the satellite. The indicated distribution of 
satellite/ground terminal costs is further verified by the sensitivity analysis. Results of 
this analysis are displayed in Appendix 4. The analysis involved +10 dB variations of 
satellite and ground terminal costs with performance held constant. When a four beam 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite is paired with 10 3 terminals, a 10 dB reduction of satellite 
costs produces a'66% decrease in satellite/terminal costs. A corresponding reduction of 
ground terminal costs produces a 34% decrease. 
These results suggest an FDMA satellite, providing higher gain beams, 
could reduce system costs. For instance, 8 to 16 beams and a corresponding number of 
channels might be applied in a regional coverage scenario. Bigger satellites, longer 
satellite lifetimes, shuttle optimized designs, more efficient solar arrays, ion jets, 
etc., are all possible means of reducing costs further. Further investgation into 
reasonable picture quality/video camera cost trade-offs could produce cost benefits. 
A service reconfiguration also has cost reduction potential. For instance, video/audio 
transmissions, from the urban terminal to the rural terminal might be replaced by audio only 
transmissions. 
B. COMPRESSED BANDWIDTH TV/FACSIIVLE 
1. Average Annual Cost versus Satellite Channel Bandwidth 
Satellite channel bandwidth is varied in the system optimization runs for 
some services in order to vary the number of user signals/channel. It also changes 
satellite channel power and cost allocations. Channel bandwidths can be varied from at 
least 10 MHz to 100 bMz without affecting the satellite transponder block diagram or weight 
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allocations. It's variation, in this service, permitted an investigation of the impact of


eliminating the transponder back-off. As discussed in Section 3.4.D, the back-off varies


from 0 dB to 1.6 dB to 5.1 dB as the number of signals/channel increases from i to 2 to 3


or more. The corresponding satellite bandwidths are 12 MHz,,24VIzM nd 2A MW7. Thp
 
results of this investigation are summarized in Table 3-7. As shown, there was no benefit 
from saving the back-off. In fact, the trend is in the other direction; indicating bandwidths 
even reater than 36 MHz should be considered. Understanding this result recuires some 
insight into the satellite power per channel versus cost per channel curves. 
The curves are generated by increasing the number of transmit channels,


thereby decreasing the power available per channel and decreasing the portion of spacecraft


cost allocated to each channel. This process continues with cost changes being almost


directly proportional to power changes (i. e. constant 1 cost/ A power) until the weight of


each transponder's receiver, frequency converter, channel filter, and transmitter driver


begins to approach that of the transmitter. Note that the weight requirements of the prime


power source are part of this tradeoff. At this point decreases in the power per channel


no longer result in corresponding cost decreases. Rather. the cost trend begins to flatten


(i. e. decreased A cost/ Lpower) since spacecraft cost allocations per channel are made 
on a weight basis. A minimum transponder cost, independent of power is reached and 
spacecraft costs dominate the system optimization. The threshold channel power level, below 
which below which the cost declines become limited, occurs at about 19 watts. Widening the 
channel bandwidth and increasing the number of signals/channel causes the system optimi­
zation to occur at higher channel powers which represent more cost effective satellite 
designs. 
This service is one where the system optimization should occur at relatively


low power densities. The average number of terminals per signal accessing the satellite


is only four (See Section 3.4.D) making satellite power expensive. Further, the link carner­
to-noise, C/N, requirement is only about 3 dB (See Section 3. 4. D). As a result, increasing 
the channel bandwidth allows these power densities to be realized in a more cost effective 
manner. In fact, the savings far outweigh those available from reducing or eliminatim the 
output back-off. In addition, it appears that even wider bandwidths should be employed.


Section 3. 3. B.3 shows that satellite channel power requirements are less than 5 watts even


when a 36 MHz bandwidth is selected.


2. Average Annual Cost Versus Number Beams Per Satellite 
This service is a typical example of a situation where four beam FDMIA service 
is not likely to be applicable. It is structured as a teleconferencing service where low 
duty cycle connections are required across the country. The disadvantages, of trying to 
provide such demand assigned interconnectivity in a four beam design, were discussed in 
the description of "Point-to-Point TV" service results. In essence, there are two 
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Table 3-7. Average Annual Cost vs. Satellite Transponder Bandwidth 
(Ku-Band, 0. 20% Outage) 
(Compressed Bandwidth TV/Facsimile) 
I Beam 4 Beam


Launch


Vehicle Badwidth 10 10 10 10


12 MHz 292,955. 291,125. 383,595. 382,875. 
Expendable 
2914 24 fHz 159,695. 156,685. 196,375. 195,245. 
36 1VIHz 122,815. 119,976. 137,790. 135, 705.I ~ I 
12 Mz 92,060. 90,325. 87,840. I 86,660. 
Dedicated -I i 
Shuttle 24 MHz 55,275. 53,455. 49,245. 48,060. 
I 36 MWHz 47,070. 44,645. 38,610. 37,205. 
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problems, the extensive cross beam channelization required and the statistical averaging 
that could occur if all the traffic requirements were lumped into one channel. As a 
result of the I atter, greater total satellite power and bandwidth is required to serve 
the same number of users with the same probability of blockage. This extra capacity 
requirement is not addressed in the results presented in Table 3-8. Even so 
there are few instances where the four beam design produces lower system costs. This is 
a result of the low satellite power densities associated with this service. In the low 
power region of the satellite curves, the penalty of having to carry four receivers becomes 
a burden The smaller the satellite the greater the burden. With all factors considered, 
one beam configuration has been selected as preferable for the "Compressed Bandwidth 
TV/Facsimile" service. 
3 Satellite Requirements 
The low satellite power densities indicated above are verified in Figure 3-7. 
As shown, two to three watts of channel power is being spread over 36 MHz. The same 
basic trends in the data, as discussed for the "Point-to-Point TV ' service are observed. 
The only exception is that the power requirements do not increase as the number of terminals 
increases from 10 to 100 because the average number of terminals/signal accessing the 
satellite stays constant at four. The overall power level per channel is also very similar to 
that for the "Point-to-Point TV ' service. There are compensating differences in the two 
services. A lower C/N ratio, due to digital operation and the use of coding, plus Rsmaller 
number of terminals/signal accessing the satellite tend to decrease the satellite power re­
ouired. However, the use of a lower gain (i. e. one beam) satellite antenna and a vider 
channel bandwidth (i. e. 36 MHz rather than 33 MHz) increases the po ..er nepded. Both 
sets of power requirements are well into the region where the satellite cost trend begins 
to flatten (See Appendix 2). This indicates channel bandwidths up to S MHz or higher 
need to be considered. 
Figure 3-7 shows that the number of satellite channels required increases 
from 1. 3 to 8 to 83.3 as the number of terminals in the network increases from 10 to 10to 
1000. This is a result of placing three signals in each satellite channel and having require­
ments for 4, 24 and 250 signal accesses. When there are four terminals/access. The 
figure also shows that satellite capacity requirements are modest until a network size of 10 
terminals is reached. A reasonable sized network is on the order of 100 terminals. In 
this case, Shuttle 3914 or Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellites appear to be attractive choices. 
The satellite coordination limits displayed were based on the one beam satellite 
curve shown in Figure 3-5. However, in this case, the satellite output power backoff 
and a channel bandwidth wider than 27 MHz must be taken into account. Accordingly, 
=PCoord PCurve + 5.1 dB + 10 LOgl0 (36/27) 
= PCurve 6.4 dB 
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Table 3-8 
Table 3-8. Average Annual Cost Per Terminal Vs. Number of Beams Per Satellite 
(Ku-Band Satellite, 102 Terminals, 36 MHz Bandwidth) 
(Compressed Bandwidth TV/Facsimile) 
Launch Vehicle 0.20% Outage 0.1% Outage 
Expendable 122,815. 138,170. 
2914


Expendable 105,185. 118,205.


3914 
Shuttle 88,070. 98,805. 
3914 
Expendable 75,285. 83,940. 
A/C 
Shuttle 63,505. 71,010. 
A/C 
Dedicated 47. 070. 53,320. 
Shuttle 
Expendable 137,790 143,975. 
2914 
Expendable 110,380. 114,775. 
3914 
Shuttle 90,385. 94,780.
~3914 
Expendable 67,215 72,065.


A/C 
Shuttle 55,890 60,165. 
A/C 
Dedicated 38,610 42,405. 
Shuttle 
100 
-Dedicated Shuttle3.0 
Shuttle A/C 	 Sat.- Sat. Coor,(Sep. =1.25 
.		 2.0 _ 
O Expendable 2914, Shuttle 3914 
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4. Satellite and Ground Terminal Cost Versus Network Size 
Average annual cost per user terminal for the satellite and ground complex 
is depicted in Figure 3-8. The cost decrease, observed-for the '-P-oint-to-Point TV'

service as the number of terminals increases from 10 to 100, is not present because

the number of terminals per satellite access is constant. The same negligible

decrease in cost due to an increase in the size of the buy, as the number of network

terminals increases from 10 to 103, is observed. The cost per terminal for a network

of 100 served by a one beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite is shown to be about $63K 
per year. This is exclusive of the cost of fixed performance equinment. It amounts 
to about $220 per terminal per call or a total of $440 per call since a full duplex 
capability is provided. The cost per terminal per call is seen to be about the same as 
for the "Point-to-Point TV" service. This is somewhat surprising in view of the lower 
link C/N. However, in this case the average call duration is 1.5 hours rather than 0.5 
hours. The cost per call is based on each terminal handling an average of 5.5 calls 
per week (See Section 3.4. D). 
5. Ground Terminal Requirements 
Curves depicting the trends in ground terminal G/T, EIRP, antenna diameter, 
receive system temperature, and transmitter power as a function of the number of terminals 
in the network are presented in Appendix 4. The G/T variations are in the opposite direction 
to those observed in the satellite power/channel curves (See Figure 3-7). However, the 
terminal EIRP is constant regardless of the number of terminals in the network. Tins 
is not surprising since the G/T and satellite power per channel variations are modest 
(1. e. I dB to 1. 5 dB). The G/T variations are all increases accomplished by employing 
a larger diameter antenna. A larger antenna makes a modest reduction of transmitter 
power possible. 
For a network of 100 terminals served by a one beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur


satellite, the optium terminal parameters are: (1) G/T = 37.5 dB/°K, (2) EIRP = 73.3


dBW, (3) antenna diameter = 9.9 meters, (4) receiver noise temperature = 100 K and


(5) transmitter power = 15 watts. These are equivalent to a Cassegrain autotracked 
antenna, a cooled paramp low noise amplifier, and a TWTA transmitter and are very similar 
to the terminal for the "Point-to-Point TV'service. Thus, the lower link C/N require­
ment results in a lower satellite EIRP/link. The satellite power per channel is almost 
the same. However, the antenna gain is lower and the channel power is split between three 
signals. 
Variations in the terminal parameters that increase system costs by no more 
than 10% are depicted in Table 3-9. The parameters are read from the system optimization 
curves in Appendix 4. The most effective way, for relieving the problems of a 10 meter 
antenna and a cryogenically cooled receiver, involves reducing the G/T by about 3.5 dB. 
For a network of 100 terminals operating with a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite, the terminal 
parameters become: (1) G/T = 34. 0 dB/°K, (2) EIRP = 73. 3 dBW, (3) antenna diameter 
102 
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Table 3-9. Bounds on Ground Terminal Parameters .


(Ku-Band, 1 Beam Satellite, 0.20% Outage, 10- Termnals,


36MHz Bandwidth (Compressed Bandwidth/TV Facsimile)


Bound Reached By Bound Reached By
Launch Terminal -- - I 
G/T EmP G/T EIRPVehicle Parameter Reduction Reduction Increase i Increase 
I t(1 1(2) MI 
37.5 (I)  
 'G/T (dB/°) 34.0 39.0 37.5


EIRP (dBw) 73.3 e8.3 73.3 88.3


Shuttle ,
iAntenna Dia. 10.0 10.5SutA/C )i 8.0 11.0 
A/Ct (meters) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Receiver 110 10 12.5j230 
 
1Temp. (S) 1 1 
Transmitter 25.0 5.0 12.6 445 - ­
-Power wattsj 2 5 1 
G/T (dB/°K) 33.5 37.0 (i) 39.0 (2) 37. 0 (1)j 
EIRP (dBw) 72.3 (1) 68.3 72.3 (1) 90.3 i 
'Antenna 7.5 i0.0 ii.0 10.0 
Dedicated IDia. (meters1Shuttle


Receiver 30 110 150.
Temp. (jK) '0 
Transmitter .... 
1ansm 20.0 5.0 1 10.0 795Power (at 
(1) Corresponds to Optimum Value 
(2) Corresponds to Maximum G/T considered m the study 
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8 meters, (4) receiver noise temperature = 230 0 K, and (5) transmitter power = 25 watts. 
The antenna size has been reduced to a little over 25 feet and an uncooled paramp or 
possibly GaAsFet receiver can be employed. 
As in the case for the four beam satellite antenna, some further improve­
ment can be realized if the 7 dB advantage to the Southeast is eliminated. However, the 
satellite antenna gain in the Northeast increases by only 1 dB instead of 2. 5 diS because 
the Southeast advantage trades off against the gain in all areas of the country rather than 
that in the Northeast alone. As a result, eliminating extra gain into the Southeast has a 
negligible impact on one beam satellites. 
The uphnk-to-downlink C/N ratios for this service are displayed on the system 
optimization curves in Appendix 4. A vale of 12 (i. e. 10. 8 dB) is shown for the one beam 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite serving 10 terminals. This is considerably higher than the 
corresponding ratio determined for the " Tint-to-Point TV' service. It again points to 
the higher cost of satellite EIRP. 
6. Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including the fixed performance items, 
are summarized in Table 3-10. The costs shown, when a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite 
is selected, are $141, 175 annually per terminal and $495 per call per terminal. The fixed 
items include the fixed equipment costs, the price of a truck and trailer, and the salary of 
an operating crew of two individuals. The fixed equipment capital cost is 379, 270 based on 
a buy of 10 items per manufacturer per year. (See Appendix 1 for a detailed breakdown 
of fixed equipment costs.) This converts to an $18,470 annual cost when the 0.233 annu­
alizing factor is applied. The capital cost of the truck and trailer is estimated at S20, 000. 
A 10% rate of return and five-year lifetime results inan annualizing factor of 0.2638. 
Combining this with a 7%7c the annual costallowance for yearly operation and maintenance, 
for the vehicle becomes $6, 675. The operating crew is composed of one engineer earn­
ing $18, 000 per year and one technician earning $12,000 per year. A 75% overhead rate 
is assumed for the organization providing the service. This results in a yearly cost for 
operators of $52, 500. The total yearly cost for fixed items is then S77, 645. 
1-

The major cost items for this service are clearly the satellite and the 
operators. Further, the operator and vehicle cost given are conservative in view of the 
fact that the terminal antenna diameter is about 8 meters. The breakdown of costs 
between the satellite and earth terminal is further verified by the sensitivity analysis. 
Results of this analysis are displayed in Appendix 4. When a one-beam Shuttle 3914 
satellite serves 10 terminals, a 10dB reduction of satellite costs results in a 77% de­
crease in overall costs. A corresponding reduction of ground terminal costs results 
in a 20% decrease. 
One potential means of making this a more cost-effective service involves 
applying high burst rate (i. e., wide bandwidth) TDMA multibeam satellite technology. 
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Table 3-10 
Table 3-10.Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/Terminal 
(Ku-Band System, 1 Beam Satellite, 102 Terminals, 36 VMJ-z Bandwidth) 
(Compressed Bandwidth/TV Facsimile) 
Total Cost Percent of Cost 
Launch Average per Terminal 
Vehicle Annual per Call Satellite Ground Fied 
Cost j($) (1) Terminal 
IShuttleS t 141,175. . 495 34. 11. 55. 
IA/C 
Dedicated 
Shuttle 124,745. 435 26. 12. 62. 
(1) 	 Cost/Terminal/Call = Total Cost/Terminal/Year 
286 Calls/Year 
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As previously discussed, an FDMA multibeam approach is not likely to be attractive due 
to the satellite weight penalty for extensive channelization. The TDMA modem costs 
will substantially increase the fixed equipment costs but will significantly reduce satel­
lite costs. Further, reducing the satellite output power backoff and employing higher 
gain satellite antennas will result in lower performance ground terminals. Ground an­
tenna sizes of less than 4.5 meters are necessary in order to make the existing assump­
tions on the vehicle and operating crew valid. 
Additional improvements can come from the use of wider satellite channel 
bandwidths, bigger satellites, longer life/ higher reliability satellites, shuttle optimized 
designs, more efficient solar arrays, ion jets, etc. A further substantial improvement 
results if conferences are structured to average no more than one hour in duration 
rather than 1 1/2 hours. The alternative of providing this as a combined TV/facsimile/ 
wideband data service with terminals sold to ,individual organizations should also be con­
sidered. This will result in higher satellite/terminal and fixed equipment charges but 
will substantially reduce the operator charges. The possibility of using even lower data 
rate (e.g., 1.5 Mbps) compressed bandwidth TV should be evaluated to see if adequate 
quality is available. 
C. VOICE/ FACSIMILE (FDIVIA) 
1. Average Annual Cost Versus Satellite Channel Bandwidth 
Satellite channel bandwidth variations were examined in the '"Voice/ 
Facsimile" service. In view of the results in the "Compressed Bandwidth TV/Facsimile" 
service and the narrow bandwidth of this service, no attempt was made to eliminate 
the satellite backoff. The lower bound of the search was extended no further than 2 MHz. 
The results are disnlayed in Table 3-11. Once again, increasing the oandwidth is shown 
to result in lower costs. However, the rate of cost decrease does seem to level off at a 
oandwidth of about 15 MHz. This can be expected since this service will optimize at a 
higher satellite power density than the "Compressed Bandwidth TV/Facsimile" service. 
A relatively large average number of terminals are associated with each satellite access 
(i.e.. 17). Consequently, satellite power is comparatively inexpensive. Further,, the 
link C/N requirement is about 11 dB since a digital capability incorporating no error 
correction coding/decoding is assumed. The bandwidth selected for all further trade­
offs was 15 MHz. 
2. Average Annual Cost vs Number of Beams per Satellite 
As in the TV/facsimile service, a four-beam FDMA satellite cannot 
be used advantageouslj. Low duty cycle demand assignment connections are required 
all across the country. However, the excess satellite capacity needed to ensure the 
required probability of blockage may not be great. For instance, at a network size of 
10 terminals, 588 satellite signal accesses must be available in a one-beam sdtellte 
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Table 3-11. 	 Average Annual Cost -PerTerminal Vs. Satellite Transponder 
Bandwidth (Ku-band Satellite, 0.20% Link-Ontage) (Voicer/Facsiniile) 
L I Beam 	 4 Beams1Launch i B57 
Vehicle MHz) 10 2 Term. 1 10 4 Term. 10 Term. 10 Term. 
I I 
1.961 10,925. 8,810. 9,015. 7,320. 
I 7.84 I 8,840. 6,625. 6,325. 4,555. 
15.681 	 8,670. 6,430. 5,950. 4.125. 
C11 
31.36i 8,665, 6.400. 5,925. 4,040. 
1.96 9,025. 7,050. 6,885. I 5,285. 
j7.84 1 7,730. 5,680. 5,335. 3,720. 
15.68 7,600. 5,545. 5,170. 3,505. 
31.36 770..	 5.510. 5 150. 1 .2,Ar5 
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aesign. This results in an averag. o136.75 accesses required on each of the cross 
connects of a four-beam design. The access blocks are large enough that considerable 
statistical averaging is available. Costs for tie two satellite design approaches are 
.compared in Table 3-12 without considering the excess channelization requirements of 
the four-beam case. When the latter are taken into account, it is expected that the ­
two approaches will be approximately equal in cost. Consequently, in the interest 
of design simplicity, a one-beam approach is adopted for further evaluation of this 
service. 
3. Satellite Requirements 
The high satellite power densities indicated above are verified in Figure 
3-9. As shown, 20 to.90 watts of channel power is being spread over 15 MHz of band­

width. The basic trend of the power per channel curves is downward as the number of


terminals increases. This is because per unit terminal costs decrease as the size of


the ground terminal buy increases. However, occasional reversals of the basic trend are 
observed. These are a result of modest changes in the slope (i.e., Acost/Aperformance) 
of the ground terminal data curves as the size of the buy increases. The exact balance 
point between the satellite and the ground terminal is a function of the composite per­
formance required of the two and the slope of the two cost-performance curves. A 
"flatter" G/ T curve causes a slightly higher G/ T and vice versa. Such reversals in


the basic trend are made possible by the "mildness" of that trend.


Figure 3-9 shows that the number of required satellite channels increases 
from 0.05 to 0. 52 to 5.25 to 52. 5 as the number of terminals in the network increases 
from 102 to 103 to 104 to 105. This is a consequence of placing 112 signals in each sat­
ellite channel and employing a constant factor of 17 terminals/ signal accessing the 
satellite (see Section 3.4. D for an operating scenario). The figure also shows that the 
satellite capacity requirements are reasonable until a network of 105 terminals is 
reached. The more likely network size is in the range of 103 to 104 terminals. A 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite appears an excellent choice for serving such a network. 
It is interesting to note that at a network size of i0 4 terminals, the capacity requirements 
for a'Shuttle 3914 satellite are greater than those for an Expendable 2914 satellite. This 
is because of the unusually high power/ channel required on a Shuttle 3914 satellite at 
this point. 
The satellite coordination limits displayed are based on the one-beam


satellite curve shown in Figure 3-5. In this case, the satellite output power backoff


and a channel bandwidth of less than 27 iMHz must be taken into account. A channel


center-to-channel center spacing of 18 MHz is reasonable for this service, accordingly:


PCoord = PCurve + 5.1 dB +l0log1 0(18/27) 
= PCurve + 3.3 dB 
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Table 3-12. Average Annual Cost Per Terminal Vs. Number of Beams 
Per Satellite, (Ku-Band Satellite, 0.20% Link Outage, 
15.68 MHz Bandwidth) (Voice/Facsimile) 
4 Beams1 BeamLaunch 
 
Vehicle I10 10 10 2
10 
Exp. 9,895. 7,345. 6,810. f 4,895. 
2914 
Exp. 
 9,265. 6,960. 
3914 6,305. 4,420.
 
Shuttle 
5,950. 4,125.
3914 8,670. 6,430. 

Exp. 8,080. 5,960. 5,440. 3,715.


A/C 
Shuttle
A/C 7,600. 5,545. 5,170. 3,505.


Ded. 

Shuttle 6,830, 4, 925. [ 4,650. 3,110. 
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4. Satellite and Ground Terminal Cost versus Network Size 
Average annual cost per user terminal excluding fixed equipment is 
depicted in Figure 3-10. A steady downward trend in the cost is observed as the size 
of the network and the ground terminal buy increases. This is exactly as expected. 
The average annual cost per terminal for a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite serving a 
network of 104 terminals is about $5. 5K. This amounts to about $54 per terminal per 
call or about $108 total cost per call since a full duplex capability is provided. The 
cost per call is based on each terminal handling an average of two calls per week. 
Each call averages one hour in duration (see Section 3.4. D). The modest costs are as 
expected based on the relatively low link performance requirements and an average call 
duration of only one hour. 
5. Ground Terminal Requirements 
Curves depicting the trends in ground terminal G/ T, EIRP, antenna 
diameter, receive system temperature, and transmitter power as a function of the 
number of terminals in the network are presented in Appendix 4. The G/T variations 
are in the opposite direction to those observed in the satellite power per channel 
curves (see Figure 3-9). So are the terminal EIRP variations when the Shuttle Atlas-
Centaur satellite is the choice. However, when the Shuttle 3914 satellite is chosen, 
the terminal EIRP variations follow those of the satellite power per channel curves. 
In the first case, all aspects of ground terminal performance trades off with satellite 
performance. In the second, only the ground terminal G/T does. The latter is be­
lieved to be a consequence of the higher cost/watt of satellite power when the Snuttle 
3914 satellite is used. When the Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite is used, the terminal 
performance variations are accomplished by changing transmitters and receivers while 
the antenna diameter remains constant. The constant antenna diameter is about 4.5 
meters, which is just below a break point m the Ku-Band antenna performance and cost 
curves. (See Section 3.6). When the Shuttle 3914 satellite is used, the terminal G/T 
variations are accomplished primarily by changing antennas. The antenna size varies 
between about 4. 5 meters and 6 meters. In other words, it moves in large increments 
across the break point in the Ku-Band antenna performance/cost curves. This results 
in large swings in the terminal transmitter requirements (i. e., 2 watts to 8 watts) 
since the EIRP variations are in the opposite direction from the G/T and antenna 
variations. 
When a one-beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite serves 104 terminals, 
the optimum terminal parameters are: (1) G/T = 28 dB/ *K, (2) EIRP = 61.3 dBW, 
(3) antenna diameter = 4.4 meters, (4) receiver noise temperature = 2600K and (5) 
transmitter power = 5 watts. This is a Cassegrain antenna with a manual steering 
capability, an uncooled parametric amplifier, or possibly GaAsFet receiver, and a 
GaAsFet solid-state transmitter. It is a terminal of modest requirements such as 
might be expected for this service. 
Deviations in the terminal parameters that increase system costs by no 
more than 10% are depicted in Table 3-13. The bounding parameters are read from the 
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Table 3-13. -Bound on Ground Terminal Parameters 
(Ku-Band, 1 Beam Sat., 0.20% Outage, 15.68 iNIHz Bandwidth) 
(Voice/Facsimile) 
TermianI Bound Reached by Bound Reached by
Parameter G/T Rpduntion p o G/T lurease. ElRPlToraaa 
G/T (dB/ 0 K) 25.5 28.0 (1) 31.0 28.0 (1) 
EIRP (dBW) 63.3(1) 55.3 63.3 (1) 68.3 
" Antenna


Dia. (Meters) 4.0 4.5 	 6.5
 4.5 

4 ReceiverTemp. (OK) 450 265 305 265 
Transmitter


Vower (Watts) 10. 1.5 3.5 25


G/T (dB/°K) 25.5 	 28.0 (1) 	 31.0 28.0(1) 
o 	 EIRP (dBW) 61.3 (1) 55.3 61.3 (1) 67.3 
< 	 Antenna 
Dia. (Meters) 4.0 4.5 6.0 4.5 
3 ReceiverM) Temp. (K) 450 265 265 265 
Transmitter


Power (Watts) 6.0 1.5 2.5 20


Notes: (1) Corresponds to optimum point. 
(2) 	 102 Terminals in the network. 
(3) 	 104 Terminals in the network. 
01v
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system optimization curves depicted in Appendix 4. The most effective way for relieving 
the terminal subsystem requirements is to reduce the G/ T by 2.5 dB. When a one-beam 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite serves 104 terminals, the terminal parameters become: 
(1) G/ T = 25.5 dB/° K, (2) EIRP = 61.3 dBW, (3) antenna diameter = 4 meters, (4) receiver 
noise temperature = 4500K, and (5) transmitter power = 6 watts. This is a 13-foot antenna 
with a GaAsFet low noise receiver and a GaAsFet solid-state transmitter. No significant 
improvement in these requirements results from eliminating the 7 dB of satellite antenna 
gain advantage provided to the Southeast. 
The uplink-to-downlink C/ N ratios for this service are displayed on the 
system optimization curves in Appendix 4. A value of about 10 applies when a one-beam 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite serves a network of 104 terminals. This is less than the 
corresponding ratio indicated for the "Compressed Bandwidth TV/ Facsimile" service 
(i. e., 12), but not as little as might be expected based on the difference in the number 
of terminals per satellite access (i. e., 17 as compared to 4). The difference makes 
satellite power less expensive but this is offset by more inexpensive ground transmiters 
due to a large ground network and terminal buy (i. e., 104 terminal network as compared 
to a 102 terminal network). 
6. Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system annual costs per terminal, including the fixed performance 
items, are summarized in Table 3-14. The costs for a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite 
are $9,475 per terminal and $90 per call per terminal. The fixed items included in 
the cost tables are for fixed equipment. No special operators are required. The 
fixed equipment capital cost is $17,080 based on a buy of 103 items per manufacturer 
per year (see Appendix 1 for a breakdown of the fixed equipment cost). This converts 
to a S3,980 annual cost when the 0.233 annualizing factor is applied. 
The major cost items for the service are clearly the ground terminals 
and the fixed equipment. The breakdown of the costs between the satellite and earth 
terminals is further verified by the sensitivity analysis. Results of this analysis are 
given in Appendix 4. When a one-beam Shuttle 3914 satellite serves 102 terminals, a 
10 dB reduction of ground terminal costs results in a 78% decrease in satellite/ ground 
terminal costs. A similar reduction of satellite costs produces a 40% decrease in 
satellite/ ground terminal cost. 
Although the above costs appear reasonable, further cost reductions are 
possible. The use of error correction coding/ decoding equipment can substantially re­
duce link performance requirements. A lower operating frequency such as C-Band or 
S-Band can substantially reduce ground terminal and system costs. A more detailed 
tradeoff 6f facsimile and audio equipment cost and performance also might produce mod­
est cost reductions. 
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Table 3-14. Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost Terminal 
(Ku-band, 1 Beam Satellite 0.20% Link Outage, 15.68 MHz Bandwidth) 
(Ku-Ban (Audio Fax Teleconferencing Voice/Facsimile) 
(Voice/Facsimile) 
Launch Total Cost Percent of Cost In:


Vehicle Average Per


Annual Terminal i Ground i 
Cost ($) Per Call($)(1) Satellite Terminal Fixed 
16,870 165 14 37 49 
9,475 90 18 40 42 
Cost/Terminal/Call = Total Cost/Terminal/YearNotes: (1) 

104 Call/Year


(2) 10 2 Terminal in the network. 
(3) 104 Terminals in the network. 
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Finally, if network sizes beyond 104 terminals can be promoted, stamped antenna 
technology and LSI circuit designs for the fixed equipment become practical. 
D. MULTICHANIEL VOICE/DATA 
1. Average Annual Cost versus Satellite Channel Bandwidth 
An optimum satellite channel bandwidth search, similar to that conducted 
for the Voice/ Facsimile service, was conducted for this service. However, the band­
width requirements per signal were wide enough that eliminating the satellite output 
backoff could be considered. The results are given in Table 3-15. In the case of the 
1. 7 VIHz bandwidth, no output backoff is required. At 3. 4 MHz, the backoff is 1. 6 dB. 
For the other two bandwidths, the backoff is 5. 1 dB. Obviously, the cost savings avail­
able from widening the bandwidth overpowers those produced by eliminating the backoff." 
Further, it again appears that much wider channel bandwidths (e.g., 95.2 MHz) can 
produce significant cost savings and should be considered. In view of previous results, 
this is not surprising. In fact, the need for wide channel bandwidths is stronger here 
than for any of the previous services. Digital signals and error correcting coding! 
decoding are employed producing a link C/N of only about 3 dB. Further, satellite 
power is expensive since only one terminal is associated with each signal accessing 
the satellite. The impact of these two factors is a very low satellite power density 
requirement. As a result, very wide channel bandwidths are needed to produce power 
requirements in the cost-effective region of the satellite performance/ cost curves 
(i. e.,> 10 watts). The bandwidth selected for all further tradeoffs is 27.2 MHz. 
2. Average Annual Cost Versus Number of Beams Per Satellite 
This is a service where a four-beam FDVA satellite might be used to 

advantage. A fixed trunking capability and a large number of satellite accesses are re­

quired. If the fixed trunking requirements are known in advance, the beam-to-beam 

crossconnecting channelization can be efficiently planned. Further, if the number of 

satellite accesses is large, a big satellite and wideband cross connecting channels can 

be justified. A big satellite suffers less impact from the multiple receivers needed in 

a multibeam FDIA satellite. Wideband channels produce a more efficient satellite 

design as indicated above. Average annual costs for the one-beam and four-beam ap­

proaches are compared in Table 3-16. The cost differences are not large. The four­

beam approach enjoys an advantage when Atlas-Centaur sized satellites or larger are 

are used. Based on the implementation of a reasonably large network, the four-beam 

FDMA approach has been tentatively chosen for further consideration. A one-beam 

system may be equally applicable. 
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Table 3-15. Average Annual Cost/Terminal Vs Satellite Transponder 
Bandwidth (Ku-Band, 0. 20% Link Outage) 
(Multichannel Voice/Data) 
Launch EW 2 Beams 4 Beams 
Vehicle MHz 10 Term. l03 Term. 10 Term. 103 Term. 
1.7 744,390. 742,645. 975,175. 973,865.


I I 
i3.4 380,800. 378,710. 490,940. 489,560. 
* I 
13.6 116,975. 113,755. 130,420. 128,455. 
27.2 72,120. 68,895. i 71,980. 69,725. 
11.7 321,220. 319,140. ' 326,785. 325,355. 
13.4 169,385. 167,440. 168,385. 166,590. 
13.6 59,400. 56,905. 52,510. 50,505 
.27.2 40,385. 37,845.32,865. 30,835. 
I 
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Table 3-16. 
Launch 
Vehicle 
Exp. 2914 
I Exp. 3914 
Shuttle 3914 
Exp. A/C 
Shuttle A/C 
Ded. Shuttle 
Exp. 2914 
Exp. 3914 
Shuttle 3914 
* Exp. A/C 
¢0 Shuttle A/C 
Ded. Shuttle 
Average Annual Cost/Terminal Vs 4umber of Beams 
Beams/atellite (Ku-Band, 102 Term., 27. 2 MHz) 
(Multichannel Voice/Data) 
Link Outage 
0.20% 
98,125. 
85,130. 

72,120. 

62,080. 

52,885. 

40,385. 
'107,880. 
1 86,980. 
71,980. 

55,030. 
46,125. 

32,865. 

0.1% 
106,325. 
92,535. 

79,050. 

68,145. 
58,930. 
45,580. 

113,185. 
91, 120. 
76,120.


58,945. 
49,880. 
36,130. 
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3.0 Satellite Requirements 
The low satellite power densities indicated above are verified in Fig­
ure 3-11. As shown, about i to 2 watts of satellite power is spread over 27 1Hz. 
The basic trend of the power per channel curves is flat as the number of terminals 
increases. This is because only-he size of the terminal buy varies-as the network 
size increases from 100 to 1000. This factor does produce a modest decrease in the 
satellite power/channel requirements when Shuttle Atlas Centaur and Dedicated 
Shuttle satellites are used. Notice that the "flatness" of the trend is also due to the 
low powers chosen which are on the flat portion of the satellite cost/performane 
curves where little benefit is realized from reducing channel power. The figure also 
shows the number of satellite channels required Increases from 0. 6 to 6. 3 to 62. 5 
as the number of terminals increases from 10 to 100 to 1000. Sixteen signals access 
each satellite channel and there is one terminal per signal accessing the satellite (see 
Section 3.4. D for an operating scenario). The figure also shows that the satellite 
capacity requiremerits are modest until a network size of 10 terminals is reached. 
Such a network size might be attainable in the period prior to 1985. As a result, a 
Dedicated Shuttle sized satellite may be required. 
The satellite coordination lints depicted are based on the four-beam 
satellite curve shown in Figure 3-5. However, in this case, a satellite output power 
backoff must be considered. Since the channel bandwidth is the same as that applicable 
in the' coordination limit regulation, no bandwidth adjustments need to be made. 
Accordingly: 
PCoord PCurve + 5. idB 
4.0 Satellite and Ground Terminal Cost Vs Network Size 
Average annual cost per user terminal for the satellite and ground ter­
minal, excluding fixed equipment, is depicted in Figure 3-12. The almost inobservable 
downtrend as the size of the network increases from 102 to 103 is due to the increase in 
the size of the terminal buy. Other than that, the relationship between the satellite and 
ground terminal remain the same and costs are constant. The average annual cost per 
terminal for a Dedicated Shuttle satellite serving a network of i0 2 terminals is about 
$33, 800. This amounts to about $2, 730 per terminal per month or about $5,460 total 
cost per month for a full duplex capability. These costs appear high, but a continuous 
high data rate capability is being provided. Notice that the total cost per duplex voice 
channel is only $455 per month. If this channel handles an average of three calls per day, 
the cost/call is only about $5. 
5.0 Ground Terminal Requirements 
Curves depicting the trends in ground terminal G/ T, EIMP, antenna 
diameter, receive system temperature, and transmitter power as a function of the num­
ber of terminals in the network are presented in Appendix 4. No terminal G/T or ETRP 
variations are observed if the Shuttle 3914 satellite is the choice. This is in complete 
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agreement with the satellite power per channel curves. When the Dedicated Shuttle satel­
lite is chosen, the terminal G/T moves in the opposite direction to the satellite power/ 
channel. This is in agreement with the results observed for the "Voice/ Facsimile" 
service. It means that the link uplink-to-downlink Cl N ratio remains constant, as a 
consequence of the high cost of satellite power, but the terminal G! T trades off with 
the satellite. In both cases mentioned above, the ground antenna diameter increases as 
the size of the network increases from 102 to 103 terminals, while the transmitter and 
receiver capability decrease. 
When a four-beam Dedicated Shuttle satellite serves 102 terminals, the 
optimum terminal parameters are: (1) G/T = 31.5 dB/° K, (2) EIRP = 61.3 dBW, (3) 
antenna diameter = 7.0 meters, (4) receiver noise temperature = 265' K, and (5) 
transmitter power = 2 watts. This is an autotracked Cassegrain antenna, an uncooled 
parametric amplifier or possibly GaAsFet'receiver, and a GaAsFet solid-state transmitter. 
Variations in the terminal parameters that increase system costs by no 
more than 10% are depicted in Table 3-17. The bounding parameters are read from the 
system optimization curves depicted in Appendix 4. The most effective way for relieving 
the terminal subsystem requirements, is to reduce the G/T by 4.5 dB, When a four­
beam Dedicated Shuttle satellite serves 102 terminals, the terminal parameters become: 
(1) G/T = 27 dB/° K, (2) EIRP = 61.3 dBW, (3) antenna diameter = 4.5 meters, (4) 
receiver noise temperature = 350'K, and (5) transmitter power = 5. 0 watts. This is 
a 14.5 foot Cassegrain antenna with a manual steering capability, a GaAsFet low noise 

receiver and a GaAsFet solid-state transmitter. 

If the 7dB of satellite antenna advantage for the Southeast is eliminated 
another 2. 5 dB of ground terminal, ETRP and G/T capability can be eliminated. In this 
case, the above-ground terminal parameters become: (1) G/T = 24,5 dB/oK, (2) EfRP = 
58.8 dBW, (3) antenna diameter = 4.5 meters, (4) receiver noise temperature = 620VK, 
and (5) transmitter power = 3 watts. These requirements are deceptively modest; 
however, they do reflect the use of a high gain four-beam satellite antenna and a relatively 
modest irk C/No requirement. On the other hand, they are somewhat distorted by the fac, 
that the system optimization occurred on the flat cost portionof the satellite cost/performance 
curves. In this region, little cost saving is realized by reducing satellite power density. 
When the satellite channel bandwidth is appropriately widened, the optimum satellite power 
density will be somewhat lower and the terminal parameters higher. 
The uplink-to-downlink ratios for this service are displayed on the system 
optimization curves in Appendix 4. A value of about 21 (1.e., 13.2 dB) results when a 
four-beam Dedicated Shuttle satellite serves a network of 102 terminals. This is a veryhigh ratio and it reflects the fact that satellite power is very expensive for this service. 
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Table 3-17. 
Launch Terminal 
Vehicle Parameter 
G/T(dB/°K) 
EIRP(dBW) 
Shuttle 
AntennaDia. (Meters) 
Receiver 
Temp. C K) 
Transmitter (Power (Watts) 
G/T (dB/O K) 
EIRP(dBW) 
AntennaDia. (Meters) 
Shuttle 
Receiver 
Temp. CK) 
Transmitter 
Power (Watts) 
Bounds on Ground Terminal Parameters 
(Ku-band, 4-Beam Satellite, 0.20% Outage, 
10 2 Terminals, 271.2 MHz) (Multichannel Voice/Data) 
I Bound Reached By Bound Reached Bv 
G/T Reduction EIRP Reduction G/T Increase EIRP Increase 
29.0 33.0(1) 38.5 33.0(1) 
62.3(1) 60.3(2) 62.3(1) 80.3 
6.5 8.0 11.0 10.0 
510 265 150 450 
3.0 1.5 1.0 80 
27. 31.5(1) 37. 31.5 
61.3(1) 60.3(2) 61.3(1) 75.3 
4.5 7.0 10.5 8.5 
350 350 175 505 
5.0 1. 5 1. 0 30 
(1) Corresponds to optimum point. 
(2) Corresponds to minimum EIRP available at optimum G/ T point 
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6. Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including fixed performance items, are 
summarized in Table 3-18. The costs shown, when a Dedicated Shuttle satellite is 
selected, are $38, 825 annually per terminal, $3,235 per month per terminal or 86,470 
total per month on a full duplex basis. This breaks down to about $540 total per month 
per duplex voice channel or $6. 00 total per two-way conversation if an average of 3 calls 
per voice channel are handled each day. The fixed items included in the table are entirely 
fixed equipment. No special operators are required. The fixed equipment capital 
cost is $25,558, based on a buy of 10 items per manufacturer per year (see Appendix 1 
for a detailed breakdown of the fixed equipment cost). This converts to a $5,955 annual 
cost. 
Th major cost item for this service is the satellite. Fixed equip­
ment costs are almost insignificant. The breakdown of costs between the satellite and 
earth terminals is further verified by the sensitivity analysis. Results of this analysis 
are displayed in Appendix 4. When a four-beam Dedicated Shuttle satellite serves 103 
terminals, a 10 dB reduction of satellite costs results in a 72% decrease in total costs. 
A corresponding reduction of ground terminal costs results in a 29% decrease. 
Although the above costs are reasonable, further cost reductions are pos­
sible. Wider satellite channel bandwidths applied to either a one-beam or four-beam 
FDMA satellite design can result in considerable cost reductions. Longer satellite life­
times, higher satellite reliabilities, shuttle optimized designs, more efficient solar 
arrays, ion jets, etc. also can reduce costs. The application of multibeam satellite 
technology may be of benefit if network sizes of 103 to 105 terminals become a reality. 
As previously discussed, large network sizes make a channelized FDMA satellite a 
possibility. In addition, with a large network the unit cost of TDIVA modems becomes 
small enough that a multibeam synchronous TDMA design has possibilities. The appli­
cation of delta modulation can reduce data rates and link performance requirements, 
thereby resulting in additional savings. 
E. VOICE/ FACSIMILE (TDMA) 
1. Average Annual Cost Vs Number of Beams Per Satellite 
Two different satellite channel burst rates (i. e., 40.12 Mbps and 60. 112 
Mbps) are considered for the TDMA version of the voice/facsimile teleconferencing ser­
vice. These correspond to channel bandwidths of about 30 M-z and 45 MHz when QPSK 
modulation and a BT product of 1.5 is used. In both cases, the satellite output power 
backoff is typically 0 dB for the TDMA approach to multiple access. Average annual costs/ 
terminal are compared in Table 3-19. As indicated, there is no cost advantage for either 
rate. This is in agreement with the results of the previous FDMLA analysis (see Section 
3.3. C), where both 15.68 iVIHz and 31.36 MHz satellite channel bandwidths are shown to


produce equivalent cost results. The 40. 12 Mbps burst rate is adopted for all further


tradeoffs considerations. At this rate, the modem requirements are less stringent and


the satellite channel power requirements are lower.
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Table 3-18. 	 Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/TermLnal 
(Ku-Band, 4 Beam Satellite, 0. 20% Link Outage, 10 Term.,
27. 2 MHz) (Multichannel Voice/Data) 
1 Total 
Average 
Launch 	 Annual Percent of Cost In: 
Vehicle 	 Cost (S) Satellite Ground Terminal Fixed 
77,935 78. 14. 	 8. 
38,825 59. 26. 	 15. 
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Table 3-19. Average Annual Cost per Terminal vs Satellite Transponder 
Burst Rate (Ku-Band, 0. 20% Outage) (Multi-channel Voice/Data) 
4 Beams 
Lauch Burst Rate 1 Beam 
Vehicle (iV[bps) 102 Term. 104 Term. 102 Term. 1 04 Term. 
Shuttle 40.12 $6.440 34.595 34. 640 S3.070 
3914 60 112 6 465 4. 595 4.66.5 3.085 
I -,o 
Shuttle 10. 12 5.815 4.105 4,080 2,665 
A/C 60.112 5,825 4.105 4,100 2,670 
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2. Average Annual Cost Vs. Number of Beams Per Satellite 
In a TDMA approach to the voice/ facsimile service, a multibeam design 
can be implemented without suffering penalties as far as the efficiency of the satellite 
design is concerned. Extensive channelization to supply beam-to-beam interconnections 
is not required. The time sequential nature of the signalling allows a single satellite 
channel to be switched from beam-to-beam in synchronization with the TDIA frame 
format. Thereby, beam-to-beam connections are made on a temporal basis as needed. 
Further, since one wideband channel is used and terminal burst durations can be flexibly 
varied to handle different data rates, considerable statistical averaging takes place. 
The average annual costs associated with both one- and four-beam satellite systems are 
given in Table 3-20. The four-beam system is obviously less expensive. However, 
both are carried forward to give a thorough comparison of the two.The four-beam model 
used is the same one as employed for the FDMA satellite. It is believed to give a reason­
able approximation of the four-beam TDIA satellite as long as the optimization occurs 
in the constant Acost/Apower region of the satellite performance/cost curves. Notice 
that even a TDMA satellite is likely to contain multiple channels since cost-effective 
modem technology is not available to handle individual channel burst rates of more than 
about 200 NIbps. 
3. Satellite Requirements 
The high satellite power densities observed for the FDMVA version of this 
service are reconfirmed in Fig. 3-13. The basic trend of the power per channel curves is 
once again downward as the number of terminals increases and the size of the ground 
terminal buy increases. The figure shows that the number of satellite channels required 
increases from 0.02 to 0.2 to 1. 9 as the number of terminals in the network increases 
from 102 to i0 to 104. This is a consequence of handling 312 signal accesses per satel­
lite channel and employing a constant factor of 17 terminals per signal accessing the 
satellite (see Section 3.4. D for an operating scenario). The figure also shows that the 
satellite capacity requirements are reasonable over the entire range of network sizes 
under consideration. A Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite appears an excellent choice for 
serving a network of 103 to 104 terminals. 
The satellite coordination limits are based on the four-beam satellite 
curve shown in Figure 3-5. No satellite output power backoff is considered and the 
channel bandwidth is approximately 27 MHz. Consequently: 
PCoord Curve 
4. Satellite and Ground Terminal Cost Vs Network Size 
Average annual cost per user terminal for the satellite and ground terminal, 
excluding fixed equipment,is depicted in Figure 3-14. As expected, a steady downward 
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Table 3-20. 	 Average Annual Cost per Terminal Vs. Number of Beams per Satellite 
(Ku-Band Satellite, 40.12 Mbps Burst Rate) (Voice/Facsimile,TDMA) 
0. 20% Outage 0. 1% Outage 
No. Launch 
Beam Vehicle 102 Term. 104 Term. 102 Term. 104 Term. 
Exp.e


2914 7,100. 5,110. 8,835.- 6,975. 
Exp. 
3914 6,765. 4,856. 8,370. 6,630. 
Shuttle 
3914 6,440. 4,595. 7,940. _6,320.. 
o Exp. 
A/C 6,095. 4,330. 7,440. 5,895. 
Shuttle 
A/C 5,815. 4,105. . , o3 . . .-L5,540. 
Ded. 
Shuttle 5,330. 3,720. 6,305. 4,930. 
-Exp. 
2914 " 5,165. 3,480. 6,260. 4,555. 
Exp. 
3914 4,840 3,225. 5,825. 4,200. 
Shuttle3914 4,630. 3,070. 5,545. 3,975. 
Exp.


2 	 A/C .4,250. 2,800. 5,035. 3,585. 
Shuttle 
A/C 4,080. 2,665. 4,815. 3,415.


Ded.


Shuttle 3,725. 3,410. 4,355. 3,045.
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cost trend exists as the size of the network and the ground terminal buy increases. The 
costs for the four-beam approach are considerably less expensive due to the extra satel­
lite antenna gain. The average annual cost per terminal for a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur 
satellite serving a network of 104 terminals is seen to be about $2,700. This amounts 
to $26 per terminal per call or a total cost of about $52 per call since a full duplex 
capability-is provided. This is based on each terminal handling an average of £04 calls 
annually (see Section 3.4D for the operating scenario associated with this service). 
These costs are considerably below those of the FDMA system as expected. 
5. Ground Terminal Requirements 
Curves depicting the trends in ground terminal G/T, EIRP, antenna 
diameter, receive system temperature, and transmitter power as a function of the 
number of terminals in the network are presented in Appendix 4. The terminal 
G/T variations are in the opposite direction to those observed in the satellite power/ 
channel curves while the terminal EIRP variations track them. This is the same pattern that 
has been observed in a number of previous cases. The variations are accomplished 
entirely by changing transmitters and receivers. The antenna diameter remains 
constant regardless of the number of terminals in the network. 
When a one beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite serves i04 terminals,


the optimum terminal parameters are: (1) G/T = 25.5 db/°K, (2) EIRP = 59.3 dBW,


(3) antenna diameter = 3.9 meters, (4) receiver noise temperature = 350 0 K, and (5)


transmitter power = 4 watts. When a four beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite serves


104 terminals, the optimum terminal parameters are: (1) G/T = 23.5 dB/°K, (2)


EIRP = 52.3 dBW, (3) antenna diameter = 3.5 meters, (4) receiver noise temperature 
= 4500 Y and (5) transmitter power = I watt. Both of these terminals employ Casse­
grain antennas with a manual steering capability, and GaAs FET low noise receivers. The 
FDIMA system employs a GaAs FET solid state transmitter. The TDMA system uses an 
energy storage device that radiates in high power bursts. The TDMA power level indicated 
is the long term average level rather than the peak burst power. Costing of these tubes has 
been on an average power basis assuming the same costs as for a CW tube of the same 
average power level. This is considered to be an optimistic first order approximation 
Deviations in the terminal parameters that increase system costs by no 
more than 10% are depicted in Table 3-21. The bounding parameters are read from 
the system optimization curves depicted in Appendix 4. The most effective methods for 
relieving the terminal subsystem requirements is to reduce the G/T by 2 dB to 2.5 dB. 
The result is still a ground terminal of the type described above, however, the performance 
requirements are somewhat reduced. For instance, the terminal in the four beam satellite 
system uses an antenna having a diameter of only 3 meters. Further reductions can be


realized if the 7 dB of satellite antenna gain advantage provided to the Southeast is elimi­

nated.


The uplink-to-downlink C/N ratios for this service are displayed on the system 
optimization curves in Appendix 4. A value of 6 applies when a one beam Shuttle Atlas-
Centaur satellite serves a network of 104 terminals. This compares with a value of 10 
obtained in the corresponding FDMA version of this service. The reduction in the ratio 
is a result of eliminating the backoff and making satellite output power less expensive. 
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Table 3-21. 	 Bounds on Ground Terminal Parameters 
(Ku-Band, Shuttle A/C, 0.20% Outage, 104 Terminals, 40.12 Mbps) 
(Voe/FacsLmile, TDIMA) 
No. 
Beams/ 
Satellite 
Note: (1) 
Terminal 
Parameter 
G/T (dB/°K) 
EIRP (dBW) 
Antenna 	 
Dia. (Meters)

Receiver 
Temp. (OK)

Transmitter 
Power (Watts)

G/T (dB/°K 
EIRP (dBW) 
Antenna 
Dia. (Meters)

Receiver 
Temp. (OK)

Transmitter 
Power (Watts)

Bound Reached By 

G/T Reduction EIRP Reduction 

Bound Reached By 
G/T Increase j EIRP Increase 
28.5 25.5(1) 
59.3 (1) 65.3 
4.5 4.5 
230 510 
3.0 12.5 
27.0 23.5(1) 
52.3(1) 61.3 
4.5 3.5 
350 510


0.6 8.0 
23.0 
59.3(1) 
3.5 
580 
5.0 
20.5 
52.3(1) 
3.0 
745 

1.5 
Corresponds 	to Optimum Point 
25.5(l) 
53.3 
4.0 
395 
 
1.0 
23.5(1) 
 
47 3 
 
3.5 
 
510 
 
0.3 
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6.0 Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including the fixed performance items, 
are summarized in Table 3-22. The costs shown, when a four beam shuttle Atlas-
Centaur satellite is selected, are $22,460 annually per terminal and $215 per call-per 
terminal. This means the total cost per two way call is about $430 which is well above 
the costs for the corresponding FDMA version of this service. The difficulty lies in 
the high cost of the TDMA modem. Perhaps as these modems become more common 
and are produced in higher volumes the prices will decrease to where they can be cost 
effective at modest data rates. However, it is highly unlikely that they will be a rea­
sonable choice for a 100 Kbps service any time in the next decade. The modem costs 
are so dominant that choosing a smaller G/T earth terminal, causing a 10% increase 
in satellite/ground terminal costs, has a negligible impact on the numbers displayed 
in the table. The fixed equipment capital cost is $84, 953 based on a buy of 103 items 
per manufacturer per year, (see Appendix 1 for a breakdown of the fixed equipment costs). 
This converts into a $19,795 annual cost. The options available for reducing the system 
costs were described in the previous consideration of the FDMA version of this service. 
F. Mobile Radio 
1. Calculations of the G/T Requirements 
Since the threshold carrier-to-noise ratio is 10 dB (see Appendix 5. 1. H. 1) 
and a 6 dB C/N margin is required (to meet the CCIR Rec. 353-2); the overall noise 
budget must be such that a 16 dB C/N (within a 25 KHz satellite voice channel bandwidth) 
will be provided. It can be shown that the Ku-band earth terminal (see Section 3.3. F. 7) 
provides Ku-band downlink and uplink carrier-to-noise ratios of at least 20 dB. If the sum 
of all other carrier-to-noise ratios (e.g. the carrier to interference ratio) are greater 
than 25 dB, then a UHF uplink or downlink carrier-to-noise-ratio of 19 dB will provide a 
total C/N of 15.9 dB. With this in mind, 19 dB was established as the requirement for 
both UHF links. 
If there is one operating UHF channel per antenna feed and the spacecraft 
power is distributed over the channel bandwidth, BW, the EIRP per voice channel (EIRP/ 
CH) can be computed from: EIl{P/CH = (EIRP x 80.5)/(BWxS200) where EWlP is the total 
radiated power of the spacecraft, there are 3200 user accesses /80.5 MHz of spectrum, 
and BW is given in MHz. Table 3-23 shows the spacecraft EIRP/CH. 
The mobile radio G/T required to meet the EIRP/CH requirements are 
shown m Table 3-24. These values are a result of a conventional link calculation. If 
voice activated single channel per carrier equipments are implemented, they can all be 
reduced by about 2.5 dB. 
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Table 3-22. Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/Terminal


(Ku-Band, Shuttle A/C, 0. 20% Lirk Outage, 40.12 Mbps


Burst Rate, 104 Terminals)


(Voice/Facsimule, TDMA)


Number Total Cost Per Percent of Cost In: 
Beams/ Average Terminal 
Satellite Annual 
Cost ($) 
Per Call () 
($) Satellite 
round 
rinal Fixed 
4 13 831 23,900 230 
4 22,460 215 2.5 9.5 88 
Note: (1) Cost/Terminal/Call = 	 Total Cost/Terminal/Year 
104 Calls/Year 
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Table 3-23. Useful Spacecraft EIRP/CH. 
Reduction 
... :BW
________ 
(Pt) Ku (3)
______Channel (Pt) UH Factor per( 2) EIRP/Ch./h 
Min. 
Antenna Antenna 
Diametex Gain MPT(1 ) 
Single 
Pol. 
Dual 
Pol. 
Single 
Pol. 
Dual 
Pal. 
Single 
Pol. 
Dual 
Pol. 
Single 
Pol. 
Dual 
Pol. 
Single 
Pol. 
Dual 
Pol. 
Launch Vehicle feet dB KW MHz MHz I IW Ki IW dB dB dBW dBW 
Dedicated Shuttle 210 48.3 5.2 2066 3099 1.2 1.6 3.5 3.0 49.1 50.9 34.6 32.2 
Dedicated Shuttle 120 43.6 8.8 671 1066 0.4 0.6 7.5 7.3 44.3 46.0 38.0 36.2 
Dedicated Shuttle 60 37.6 11.7 161 242 0.2 0.2 11.0 11.0 38.0 39.8 40.0 38.2 
Dedicated Shuttle 30 31.6 11.7 80,5 161 0.2 0,2 11.0 11.0 35.0 38.0 43.0 40.0 
A/C Shuttle 120 43.6 2.5 671 1066 0.4 0.6 1.8 1.6 44.3 46.0 31.8 29.6 
A/C Shuttle 60 37.6 4.5 161 242 0.2 0.2 4.0 4.0 38.0 39.8 35.6 33.8 
A/C Shuttle 30 31.6 5.0 80.5 161 0.2 0.2 4.5 4.5 35.0 38.0 33.1 30.1 
Notes (1) - Total Useful Power (Including Backoff) 
(2) - Reduction Factor = BW80. 
80.5 
x 3200 
(3) - Total Useful Power at this Frequency 
2. Mobile Radio Antenna Alternatives 
The mobile radio EIRPs which are compatible with the spacecraft antennas 
are shown in Table 3-25. The cost and important performance characteristics of mobile 
radio antennas are shown in Table 3-26. Transmitter powers of 25 to 30 watts are 
standard for present land mobile radios. Thus, even the highest mobile radio EIRP 
requirement (1.e. 11, 5 dBW) can be met with a 50 watt standard transntter regardless 
of which mobile radio antenna is selected. With this in mind, the cost trade-offs have con­
centrated on the mobile radio GIT, the UHF satellite bandwidth allocations and the number 
of users in the system. 
3. Mobile Radio Receiver Noise Temperature 
Typical costs of available 450 MHz band, 25 watt, mobile radios range 
from $400 for a fixed frequency unit to $1, 900 for a unit with eight selectable frequen­
cies. This is based on procurement in quantities of 1 to 10. The typical cost of an 
800 MHz band mobile radio with a frequency synthesizer is $2000 in quantities of i to 
10. Thus a mobile radio with a frequency synthesizer (capable of synthesizing at least 
48 distinct frequencies) will cost about the same as the current mobile radios with 8 
distinct frequencies. 
The cost of mobile radio receivers (which consist of preamplifier, down­
converter and IF amplifier) range from $500 to $550. The results of the mobile radio 
vendor survey indicates the cost may drop by 30% for quantities of 100, 35% to 40% for 
quantities of 1, 000, and 60% for quantities of 10, 000. The results of an independent 
survey of UjHF receive system noise temperature vs cost is shown in Section 3. 6. It 
is indicated that a 20000K UHF receiver costs $600 in quantities of 10, Further, it is 
shown that cost reductions for larger quantity procurements follow the same trend as 
indicated by the mobile radio manufacturers for their sets. Thus, the mobile radio 
receiver costs are determined from the costs depicted in Section 3.6. 
Based on these factors, the cost of the mobile radios, minus the antenna and 
receiver, can be determined. They are shown in Table 3-27. 
Table 3-27. Cost of the Mobile Radios* 
Cost in Dollars for Quantities of 
I0 102 103 104 105 106 
1500 1050 80 600 480 400 
*Not including receiver and antenna costs 
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Table 3-24. Mobile Radio G/T Required To Provide 19 dB Downlink C/N 
Cd BW 
No. of Voice 
Channels 
Max. No of 
Users (2) S/C EIRP/CH 
Mobile Radio 
G/T 
d G Single 
Pol 
Dual 
Pol 
Single 
Pol 
Dual 
Pol 
Single 
Pol 
Dual 
Pol 
Single 
POl 
Dual 
Pol 
Single 
Pol 
Dual 
PcI 
Launch Vehicle 
DedicatedShuttle 
Dedicated Shuttle 
feet 
210 
120 
dB 
48.3 
43.6 
KW 
5.2 
8.8 
MIlz 
2066 
671 
Mllz 
3099 
1006 
N 
82,126 
26,673 
N 
123,190 
39,990 
n 
4,106,334 
1,333,664 
n 
6,159,502 
1,999,502 
dBW 
34.6 
38.0 
dBW 
32.2 
36.2 
dB/°K 
-17.5 
-20.9 
dB/O% 
-15.1 
-19.1 
Dedicated Shuttle 
Dedicated Shuttle 
60 
30 
37.6 
31.6 
11.7 
11.7 
161 
80.5 
242 
161 
6,400 
3,200 
9,600 
6,400 
320,000 
160,000 
480,000 
320,000 
40.0 
43.0 
38,2 
40.0 
-22.9 
-25.9 
-21.1 
-22.9 
A/C Shuttle 
A/C Shuttle 
120 
60 
43.6 
37.6 
2.5 
4.5 
671 
161 
1006 
242 
26,673 
6,400 
39,990 
9,600 
1,333,664 1,999,502 
320,000 480,000 
31.8 
35.6 
29.6 
33.8 
'-14.7 
-18.5 
-12.5 
-16.7 
A/C Shuttle 30 31.6 4.0 80.5 161 3,200 6,400 160,000 320,000 33.1 30.1 -16.0 -13.0 
Notes: (1) - Total useful power (Including backoff) 
(2) - The probability of call blockage is P = 0.01. 
There are 50 frequency slots available in each user's transceiver. 
BW/CH = 25 KlIz and there are 3200 voice channels/80. 5 Mllz bandwidth 
Each frequency slot is allocated for 50 users, 
There is an average of 2 users/Unit Call (UC). 
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Table 3-26. Cost/Dominating Characteristics of the Mobile Radio Antennas 
immum Gain Dimensions 	 $ Cost in Quantities of 
Antenna Type (dB) 	 (inches) 10 0 104 10 106 
X/4 Whip 	 -3.4(3) 	 4.3" High 20 15 13 11 9 
41" High and 49 36 31 26 	 22 
Log Conical Spiral -3.415BaeD.		 15"1 Base Dia. 
Curved-Crossed -4.8 6" High and 25 19 16 14 ]1 
Dipole / 13" Diameter 
Switched Crossed Overall 
Dipole / Folded 3.5 9" High and 50 37 32 26 22 
Monopole 8.4" Wide 
Switched Multiple 30" Ifigh 350 260 224 188 159 
Antenna With 8.0 50" Diameter 
Randome 
Rad,?ye Mounted 35" High 500 367 316 265 224 
UHI' Five Foot 16.0 60" Diameter 
Parabolic Structure 
Four FootRefletoI 1 17.0 	 30" High 450 330 284 238 202 
50" Diameter 
Notes: (1) Automatic azimuth tracking and manual elevation tracking is employed. 
(2) - Elevation angles of 150 to 900 as well as the VSWR losses are considered. 

(3) - Operation up to 50° elevation is followed, 

Table 3-25. Required Mobile Radio EIRPs For Compatibility 
With Spacecraft Antenna Options 
Sat. Mil. Sat. 
 Sat. leceive 
 Required 
Antema Antenna 
 System Noise 
 Sat. G/T Mobile Radio 
Diameter Gain 
 Em1P 
Launch Vehicle (feet) (dB ) ( ° ) 
 (dB/0 C) (dBW) 
Dedicated Shuttle 210 
 47.7 458 
 21.1 -5.2 
Dedicated Shuttle 120 
 43.0 458 
 16.4 -0.5 
Dedicated Shuttle 60 
 37.0 458 
 10.4 + 5.'5 
Dedicated Shuttle 30 
 31.0 458 
 4.4 11.5" 
A/C Shuttle 120 
 43.0 458 
 16.4 -0.5 
A/C Shuttle 60 
 37.0 458 
 10.4 5.5 
A/C Shuttle 30 
 31.0 458 
 4.4 11.5 
4. The Number of Users (or Bandwidth) vs. G/T 
The G/ T displayed in Table 3-24 assumes that all the available satellite 
bandwidth is used. The variation of G/T with satellite bandwidth (or the number of users) 
is shown in Aopendix 4 for the satellite antenna alternatives of Table 3-24. 
5. Mobile Radio G/T Vs Receiver 	 Plus Antenna Cost 
Using the UHF receiver cost/ performance curve of Section 3.6 and the mobile 
radio antenna cost/performance data of Table 3-26, the lowest cost pairing of receivers and 
antennas producing a given G/T can be computed. The results of such an optimization 
are plotted in Figure 3-15. 
6. The Mobile Radio Cost Per Year 
Present mobile radio production quantities are about 10, 000/year. Pro­

duction methods and associated costs are expected to improve with increased volume.


a. 	 When production is in quantities of 100, 000 per year, the mobile 
radio costs in quantities of 10; 100; 1,000; 10,000 and 100,000 
will correspond to the mobile radio costs of Figure 3-15 and 
Table 3-27 in quantities of 100; 1, 000; 10, 000; 100, 000 and 
1,000,000. 
b. 	 When the production is in quantities of 1, 000,000/year, the 
mobile radio costs in quantities of 10; 100; 1,000 and 10, 000 
will correspond to the mobile radio costs of Figure 3-15 and 
Table 3-27 in quantities of 1, 000; 10,000; 100,000 and 
1,000,000. 
Using the G/ T versus satellite bandwidth curves of Appendix 4, Figure 3-15 
and Table 3-27, the mobile radio costs per year, shown in Tables 3-28 and 3-29, can be 
developed. A sample calculation of the second entry in Table 3-28 is shown below: 
a. 	 Given: I. Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite with 10 meter antenna 
ii. 	 20, 000 system users 
2 3 
iii. 	 Mobile radio purchase quantities of 10, 10 , 10 
b. 	 From the G/T versus satellite bandwidth curves of Appendix 4, 
the required mobile radio G/T is -25dB/° K. 
c. 	 From Figure 3-15, the mobile radio receiver plus antenna costs 
for a G/ of -25.B/°K are $950, $650 and $510 for quantities 
of 10, 10- and 10 , respectively. 
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Table 3-28. Mobile Radio Costs/Year (In Dollars) 
Satellite Antenna AlternativesNumber 
of . 
Users A/C Shuttle 30' Ant. Dedicated Shuttle 30' Ant A/C Shuttle 60' Ant. Dedicated Shuttle 60' Ant. 
Buy In Quantities of Buy In Quantities of Buy hiQuantities of Buy In Quantities of 
103 
103 10 102 103 10 102 10
3 10 102 10 102 
10,000 524 382 291 499 375 284 
20,000 571 396 305 503 375 284 403 317 239 375 284 184 
40,000 664 447 340 508 375 284 384 294 196 375 284 184 
80,000 687 461 340 517 382 291 415 308 217 382 288 189 
120,000 711 466 348 534 384 294 436 331 233 384 294 195 
160,000 718 473 356 545 391 298 454 340 242 389 298 203 
200,000 727 475 363 564 398 305 459 343 242 401 308 211 
240,000 734 478 370 594 415 317 461 343 242 415 317 219 
280,000 746 489 375 617 426 324 462 343 242 424 324 227 
320,000 769 513 387 629 431 329 464 343 242 436 331 233 
360,000 465 343 242 450 338 240 
400,000 466 347 245 454 340 242 
440,000 468 350 247 457 340 242 
180,000 469 352 248 461 340 242 
Lots of 105 Lots of 105Lots of 10 Lots of 10 
Table 3-29. Mobile Radio Costs/Year (In Dollars) 
Number S/C Antenna Alternatives 
of 
oeUsersI A/C Shuttle 120' Antenna iDedicated Shuttle 120' Antenna Dedicated Shuttle 210' Antenna 
Buy In Quantities of Buy In Quantities of Buy In Quantities of 
10 ,,1 0 2 10 102 103 10 102 103 
80,000 382 294 -196 375 284 185 375 284 185 
160,000 419 319 221 375 284 185 375 284 185 
240,000 450 336 242 380 284 191 375 284 185 
320,000 454 336 242 384 294 198 380 289 190 
400,000 457 336 242 387 298 202 384 293 196 
480,000 458 336 242 394 303 206 385 295 197 
630,000 463 336 242 415 317 219 298 203 146 
930,000 473 356 249 445 336 238 315 217 157 
1,130,000 475 361 254 452 340 242' 326 226 165 
1,333,664 478 368 256 457 340 242 340 242 182 
1,680,000 490 377 261 459 340 242 340 242 184 
1,999,502 524 391 270 461 340 242 340 242 186 
3,000,000 340 242 189 
4,106,334 345 246 191 
5,100,000 356 249 195 
6,159,502 363 254 197 
Lots of 10 Lots of 105 Lots of 106 After 480,000 
d. From Table 3-27, the mobile radio costs (excluding the receiver 
and antenna) are $1,500; $1,050; S800 for quantities of 10, 102 
and 103, respectively. 
e. The sums of these costs are $2450, 
of 10, 102 and 103, respectively. 
$1700 and $1310 for quantities 
f. Annual costs, based on a 0. 233 annualizing factor, are then S571, 
S396, and $305 for the quantities of 10, 12 and 103 radios, 
respectively. 
7. Telephone Network Interface Terminal Cost vs. Number of System Users 
By spreading 100 earth stations over the lower 48 states, a 100-mile aver­
age coverage radius per station is achieved. This gives a maximum terrestrial tail of 
100 miles and a terminal procurement quantity of 100. 
A Ku-Band terminal, having a 83 dBW EIRP and a G/T of 31 dB/K, work­
ing with a satellite, having a 52 dBW EtRP, can provide 4 dB downlink and uplink rain 
margins. A 4 dB rain margin gives a satellite to earth link availability of better then 99. 5,%. 
From Section 3.5, it can be seen that the cost of the above terminal is S85, 000 in quan­
tities of 100. These costs do not include the cost of channel units. Vendor cost estimates 
for channel units (CUs) are $3, 000 per CU, in quantities of 100. These costs are expected 
to drop by about 8% for each order of magnitude increase in quantity. Thus, the costs are 
$3000, $2760, $2540 and 22335 for quantities of 100, 1000, 10, 000 and 100, 000, respec­
tively. To achieve the required call blockage factor and provide adequate redundancy, 100 
CUs/ terminal are supplied for each 3200 voice channels in the system. Thus when 3200 
satellite voice channels are used, there is a total of 10, 000 CUs in the system. From 
Table 3-24, it can be seen that there are 160, 000 users per 3200 satellite voice channels. 
The number of CUs required per Ku-Band terminal is given by-
No. 	 of Users in the System X 100 = number of CUs 
160,000 Users 
With terminal and CU costs combined, the annual Ku-Band station costs 
vs. 	 the number of system users are shown in Table 3-30. Note that these costs do not 
account for the variation in transmitter EIRP as the number of CUs increases. However, 
this represents a negligible factor in overall system costs. 
8. Annual Cost of the Space Segment 
The space segment annual costs are summarized in Table 3-31. The deri­
vation of this data for the UHF land mobile satellite is described in detail in Appendix 2. 
When the space segment costs are allocated as a function of numoer of system users, the 
annual costs per user are as indicated in Table 3-32. 
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Table 3-30. Annual Ku-Band Terminal Costs Vs Number of System Users 
Total Number of CUs/ 
Number of - Earth Station 
System Users 
10,000 7 
 
20,000 13 
 
40; 000 25 
 
FI 
 80,000 50
 
120,000 75 
 
160,000 100 
 
200, 000 125 
 
240,000 150 
 
280, 000 175 
 
320, 000 200 
 
360,000 225 
 
400,000 250 
 
440,000 275 
 
480,000 300 
 
630,000 394 
 
930,000 582 
 
1,130,000 707 
 
1,333,664 834 
 
1,680,000 1,050 
 
1,999,502 1,250 
 
3,000,000 1,875 
 
4,106,334 2,567 
 
5,100,000 3,188 
 
6,159,502 3,850 
 
Cost-of CUs/ 
Earth Station ($) 
21,000 
35,880 
69,000 
138,000 
207,000 
 
253,920 
 
317,400 
 
380,880 
 
444,360 
 
507,840 
 
571,320 
 
623,800 
 
r 698,280 
 
761,760 
 
1,000,445 
 
1,477,814 
 
1,795,214 
 
2,117,693 
 
2,452,800 
 
2,920,000 
 
4,380,000 
 
5,996,512 
 
7,447,168 
 
8,993,600 
 
I The Cost of Annual Earth 
1 Station Costs/00 Earth 
Stations ) User () 
10,600,000 1 247

12,088,000 141

15,400,000 90

22,300,000 65

i


29,200,000 57


33,892,000 49


40,240,000 47


46,588,000 45


52,936,000 44


59,284,000 43


65,632,000 42


71,980,000 42


78,328,000 41


84,676,000 41


108,540,000 40


156,280,000 39


188,020,000 I39


220,260,000 38


253,780,000 35


300,500,000 35

446,500,000 35

608,150,000 
 35


753,210,000 
 34


907,860,000 
 34
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Table 3-31. Useful UHF Power for Land MVNobile Service 
IAPT * Space Segment 
Launch Vehicle Antenna Diameter (kW) Annual Cost 
Dedicated Shuttle (210') 5.2 S47. 41I 
Dedicated Shuttle (120') 8.8 44. 6 
Dedicated Shuttle ( 60') 11.7 42.4 
Dedicated Shuttle ( 30') 11.7 41.4 
A/C Shuttle (120') 2.5 33.3 
A/C Shuttle ( 60') 4.5 28.3 
A/C Shuttle ( 30') 5.0 27.3 
Total useful instanteous power (including backoff but excluding activity factor). 
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Table 3-32. Annual Space Segment Cost/ User Vs. Number of Users 
Total 
N-umber of 
System Users 
I Annual Space Segment Cost/User, $ 
- -KDedicated- Shuttle Dedicated-
Shuttle A/ C Shuttle 'A/ C Shuttle 
30' Ant. 301 Ant. 60' Ant. 60' Ant. 
Shuttle -Dedicated 
A/ C Shuttle 
120' Ant. 120' Ant. 
-Dedicate& 
Shuttle 
1210' Ant. 
10,000 2730 4140 2830 4240 3330 4460 4740 
20,000 1365 2070 1415 2120 1665 2230 2370 
40,000 683 1035 708 1060 833 1115 1186 
80,000 341 518 354 530 416 558 593 
120,000 228 345 236 353 278 372 395 
160,000 171 259 177 266 208 279 296 
200,000 137 207 142 212 167 223 237 
240,000 
280,000 
114 
98 
173 
148 
118 
101 
177 
151 
139 
119 
186 
159 
198 
169 
320,000 85 129 88 133 104 139 148 
360,000 79 118 93 12 132 
400,000 21 106 83 112 119 
440,000 64 96 76 101 108 
480,000 59 88 69 93 99 
630,000 
930,000 
53 
36 
71 
48 
75 
51 
1,130,000 29 39 42 
1,333,664 25 33 36 
1,680,000 20 27 28 
1,999,602 17 22 24 
3,000,000 
S4,106,334 
59,100,000 
I 
16 
12 
12 
9 
* 6,159,502 8 
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9. Annual Operating Cost 
Given: 
a. 	 Five operators per earth station per 100 channel units. 
b. 	 100 maintenance men to service the entire system, when the 
number of channel units/earth station is 100 or less. 
e. 	 Two Communication Management Facilities (CMFs) for the 
system with 20 persons/ CMF. 
d. 	 Seven operators per earth station and 100 maintenance men for the 
entire system, when the number of CUs per earth station are 
between 100 and 500. 
e. 	 Eight operators per earth station and 150 maintenance men for 
the entire system, when the number of CUs per earth station are 
between 500 and 1000. 
f. 	 Nine operators per earth station and 150 maintenance men for 
the entire system, when the number of Cts per earth station are 
between 1000 and 4000. 
The number of service personnel vs. channel units and their associated 
costs are shown in Table 3-33. An average annual salary per individual of $20K is 
employed in the table. When these costs are converted into annual cost as a function of 
total number of system users, the results are as indicated in Table 3-34. 
Table 3-33. 	 Annual Operating Cost Associated with the Land 
Mobile Satellite System 
Number of CUs/ Total No. of 
Ku-Band Terminal Service Personnel Annual Operating Cost 
7 to 100 640 12,800,000 
100 to 500 840 16,800,000 
500 to 1000 990 19,800,000 
1000 to 4000 1140 	 22,800,000


10. 	 Annual Cost Per User for Terrestrial Tails 
Based on a 100-mile maximum distance/Ku-Band terminal, the average 
terrestrial tail should be about 30 miles. The cost per 30-mile terrestrial line is 
estimated to be 32, 000 for 100 lines, $, 800 for 1000 lines, 1, 620 for 104 lines and 
1,460 	 for 105 lines. 
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Table 3-34. 	 Annual Land Mobile Operating Cost Per User 
Vs the Number of System Users 
Total Number of System Users Annual Cost/ User () 
10,000 1,280


20,000 640


40,000 320


80,000 160


120,000 107


160,000 80


200,000 80


240,000 70


280, 000 60


320,000 53


360,000 47


400,000 42


440,000 38


480,000 35


630,000 27


930,000 21


1,130,000 18


1,333,664 15


1,680,000 14


1,999,502 11


3,000,000 8


4,106,334 	 6


5,100,000 	 4 
6,159,502 	 4 
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Each CU is connected to a terrestrial line. Thus, the number of terres­
trial lines is the same as the number of CUs. The required number of CUs per Ku-Band 
terminal were listed in Table 3-30. When the number of CUs is converted into the num­
ber of system users, the annual terrestrial tail cosi per user is as listed in Table 3-35. 
11. Annual Cost/ User of the Land Mobile Service 
The annual costs per user of the "Land Mobile" service versus the number 
of system users are shown in Table 3-36. These costs represent the combination of the 
annual cost/user for the mobile radios, the Ku-Band terminals, the space segment, 
operation and maintenance, and the terrestrial tail (see Tables 3-28, -29, -30, -32, 
-34 and -35). Mobile radio costs are based on buying in lots of 1000. Costs when 
radios are bought in lots of 10 and 100 are summarized in Appendix 4. Plots of the 
results when radios are bought in lots of 10 are also presented in Appendix 4. 
12. Summary and Conclusions 
The primary aim of the land mobile satellite communication study has 
been to outline the necessary guidelines and criteria required to achieve cost-effective 
service in the 1980s. Results and conclusions are as follows: 
Table 3-36 shows, when tne number or system users are over 
40, 000, the Dedicated Shuttle costs range from about the same 
to somewhat less than the Shuttle Atlas-Centaur costs. However, 
the Dedicated Shuttle cases provide more prime power than the 
Shuttle A/ C alternatives. Thus, the required mobile radio G/ T 
is always less. 
* 	 When the 30-foot antenna Dedicated Shuttle is selected, a switched 
crossed dipole/folded monopole mobile radio antenna is used at all 
indicated G/Ts. It has overall dimensions of 9" high by 8. 4" wide, 
and a minimum of 3. 5 dB of antenna gain between the elevation angles 
of 150 and 9000 . When this antenna is employed with a 355 K receive 
system, a G/T of -22 dB/ 0 K is realized. This G/T gives more than 
adequate link performance in all of the 30-foot antenna Dedicated 
Shuttle applications depicted in Table 3-36. It does this while intro­
ducing only minor increases in annual cost per user. Further, this 
land mobile receiver can be applied to any of the other Dedicated 
Shuttle configurations, using bigger satellite antennas and serving 
larger user networks, with only modest increases in the annual cost 
per gser.
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Table 3-35. The Annual Terrestrial Tail Cost per User in the System 
Total Number of The Required Number of 'The Annual Terrestrial Tail 
Users In TheSystem- CU- Per Earth Staton Cost Per"User In The System 
10,000 7 140 
20,000 13 117


40,000 25 113


80,000 50 113


120,000 75 113


160,000 100 113


200,000 125 101


240,000 150 101


280,000 175 101


320,000 200 101


360,000 225 101


400,000 250 101


440,000 275 101


480,000 300 101


630,000 394 101


930,000 582 101


1,130,000 707 101


1,333,664 834 101


1,680,000 1,050 91


1,999,502 1,250 91


3,000,000 1,875 91


4,106,334 2,567 
 91
 
5,100,000 3,188 
 91
 
6,159,502 3,850 I 91 
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'rable 3-36 AnlnuaiI Cosl/User ot tie Land Mobl Sn lolllite Systom Vs. the Number ol System Users 
Total 
A/C Shuttle 
30' Antenna 
Ded. Shuttle 
30' Antenna 
S/C and Satellite Antenna AlteintLivesA/c Shuttle l)ed. Shuttle A/C Shuttle 
60' Antenna 60' Antenna 120' Antenna 
Ded. Shuttle 
120' Antenna 
Ded. Shuttle 
210' Antenna 
LiNumber of 
,Seis II the 
System 
ost 
Mobile 
Ant, 'Typo* 
& G/T Cost 
Mobile 
Ant. Type* 
& G/T Cost 
Mobile 
Ant. 'Iypo* 
& G/T Cost 
Mobile 
Ant. Type* 
& G/T Cost 
Mobile 
Ant. Type*
& G/T Cost 
MobilefAnt, Type*& G/T Cost 
_________ 
Mobile 
Ant. Type*& cIT 
() ("/ K ($) (d/(dB/K) ( ) (LIB/K) (,$) (dIB/n K) ($) I (dB/*0IC) ($) (dB/*C) 
10,000 
20,'000 
'10,O0 
80,000I0110,000
120,000 
160,000 
200,000 
2[0,000 
280,000 
320,000 
330,000 
4,688 
2 
]1')I
852 
769 
728 
70() 
678 
669 
7 -
,,-28 6091 tL-38 
3,252 4,-35 2,551 
1 812 , 127 
1JL, .1709_______________
,-2909
7,-17,2 916 1,-272 746 
7,-16 799 1.-26 661 
7,-15 740 4c-25 612 
7,-1t 70 4-2,1 576 
7.-13,5 677 4,-23, 5 548 
7 655 1,-9!1 927 
511 
,,-30 5 
1 -27 5 
4,-24.5 
4,-22-7 
7,-21, 
7,-20 5 
7 -19.5 
7.-19 
7,-18 5 
7,-17.9 
3,202 
1767 
1 057 
825 
710 
651, 
(W,l74 
583 
563 
518 
,-:36 
4 
i,-2q 
4,-2L 
,­1 
4,-23 
7,-22.4 
Io 
692 
7 7. 
543 
4.-26,8 1,081 
1 
4.-23 8 706 
-2"i.WID& 
-j8g93j, 
7.-20.8 5,34 
4.-3.32 
4-I 
1-0 2 
4.z2&. 
___-299335 
,-2 
11 
723 
5 
5,P3 
1.-5 
4,-32 
4,-29 
-
'140000 
,,90,000 
'180,000(130,000 
630,4000 
130 000 
______________________ 
.01 
4 
481 
7. 17.5 
7.,-17 
7,-16.7 
533 
518 
507 
7,-2p2 
7,-91 5 
7,-21 2 
510 
188 
13 
4 16 
7.­
7.-19 
7,-17.8 
7,-lfi.1 
58 
476 
458 
417 
,-.2 
4.-25 1 
4.-L 
4,-22 5 
50} 
473 
389 
3169 
4.-28 
4 -27 2 
4,-26 2 
,25 -
1,680, 000 
1,999,502
.110.oooo 
6tMJ 
____ 
AAS 
'1992 5912 
i -1 
7 -14 
7 -12.-111 58 
, 
42i 7.91 1 7Z'.2L I 
4 
4 
5 -]92W.D 
-
-
______ 
___ 
I,0,3w_______ 
__________ 1______7.1 5 
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* '(e Anitenna '1ypos are; 4 ­ swt!rMhed crossed dipole/foldod imonopole, 5 ­ swilehd seven eluoent anolnni wilh radome; 7­ four leel ief lclor 
Vwith aiIonintic ,,iinuth traicking d (See 'lible .1-2b fo1111mnlual olevlilon Iraclrg. clilticte scil;o)
we 
-0 	 Based on the above, the annual cost per user for the Dedicated 
Shuttle with a mobile radio having a G/ T of -22 dB/° K and the 
simple antenna, can be computed. The results of these com­
putations are shown in Table 3-37 and plotted in Appendix 4. 
Table 3-37 summarizes the annual cost per user for a land 
mobile satellite system having graceful growth-potential. This 
system has the following advantages and characteristics: 
a) A G/T of -22 dB/°K using a simple mobile radio


antenna.


b) A cost-effective mobile radio compatible with system sizes 
ranging from 10 to about 4x10 6 users. 
c) 	 A telephone network quality service, with a 1 out of 100 blockage 
in any busy hour. 
d) 	 Nationwide connection from any mobile location to any fixed or 
mobile location, and from any fixed location to any mobile 
location. 
e) 	 Complete privacy for all system users. 
f) Supervisory, control and other signalling modes similar to 
those of the telephone network. 
g) 	 A choice of modulation techniques, FM commanding or QPSK 
adaptive delta modulation techniques allowing data services at 
rates up to 32 Kbps. 
hi) 	 Billing and all supervisory, service and control functions auto­
matically performed by the Ku-Band terminals in conjunction 
with the central monitoring facilities. 
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Table 3-37. 
Number of i Dedicated 
System Users i Shuttle, 
130' Ant. 
10,000 6,457 
20,000 3,618 
40,000 2,208 
80,000 1 1,506 
120,000 1,272 
160,000 1,151 
200,000 1,085 
240.000 1,039 
280,000 1,003 
320,000 976 
360,000 
400,000 
440,000 
480,000 
630,000 
930,000 
1,130,000 
1,333,664 
1,680,000 
1,999,502 
3,000,000 
4,106,334 
5,100,000 
6,159,502 
Annual Cost/ User Vs No. of System Users 
(A -22dB/°K G/T Mobile Radio Ls Used) 
Spacecraft Alternatives 
Dedicated Dedicated Dedicated 
Shuttle, Shuttle, Shuttle, 
60? Ant. 120' Ant. 210' Ant. 
3,491


2,056


1,341 1,369 1,404


1,103


980 994 1,011


913 
866 875 887


829


803 809 818


781


764 770 777


749


738 743 749 
722 623 
682 592 
670 580 
660 570 
640 548 
632 541 
530 
524 
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3.4 Ku-BAND SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION ALORITHMI 
A. BASIC EQUATIONS 
The Ku-Band transmit/ receive system optimization is performed by mini­
mizing the system cost while satisfying the link performance equation. A large number 
of combinations of ground terminal EIRP, satellite EIRP, and ground terminal G/ T, 
meeting the link requirements, are systematically scanned and costed from a compre­
hensive data base. The lowest cost combination is selected as the optimum system. The 
range of combinations searched is constrained only by the satellites and low to moderate 
cost earth terminals projected to be available in the time frame through 1985. The 
searches are conducted in a computer. This allows a large number of system optimiza-
The systemtions to be completed as a function of a wide variety of system options. 
options were generated by varying the size of the satellite, the number of satellite antenna 
beams, the bandwidth of the satellite channels, the link availability, the number of earth 
terminals served, and the frequency band employed. (See Section 3. 1. B for a complete 
list.) 
The link performance equation can be broken into an uplink and downlink 
equation. The uplink equation is: C /N =(E/M) (C/4Rf)2(G /KT) 
where: 
* 	 CS/ N is the uplink carrier to noise density ratio at the satellite.5 
receiver 
* 	 is the 	 EIRP of the ground terminalE0* 
* 	 M is the margin allowed on the uplinku 
* 	 C is the speed of propagation of electromagnetic energy in a 
vacuum (i.e., 3x10 8 n/sec.) 
* 	 R is the nominal range from the earth terminal to the satellite 
° (i.e., 38,850.6 kilometers for a 25 elevation angle to a 
geosynchronous satellite) 
* 	 f is the uplink frequency of operation (I.e., 14GHz) 
* 	 G is the uplink gain of the satellite antennasu 
* 	 K is Boltzman's constant (i.e., 1. 3806x10 - 2 3 
* 	 T is the noise temperature of the satellite receivers 
The downlink equation is: 
[Cs/N +S(CT/N =PSCSGS/ LSCIBOfCsN+B'sJ (Cl 4mRf)2 (G/K M 
s 	 g g D 
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where: 
* 	 CT/ N is the total link carrier to noise density ratio as measured 
at the ground terminal receiver 
o 	 j= (Cs/N )/ [(Cl N)-(CT/ No)] and is the degradation to down­
link performance due to the noise contribution made by the satellite 
receiver. 
a P is the maximum output power of the satellite channel (i. e., 
the TWTA output) 
* BS is the signal bandwidth required by a particular user service 
a GSD is the downlink gain of the satellite antenna 
a 	 L is the attenuation due to line loss between the TWTA and the 
antenna feed (i.e., 1.259) 
o 	 BSC is the bandwidth of the satellite channel 
o 	 111 is the amount of TWTA output backoff to eliminate any sig-O
niticant 	degradation due to intermodulation components. 
o 	 (C / N )/ [ (C/ N )+B ] is the factor determining the loss of 
useful satellite channeq output power due to the noise of the 
satellite receiver 
* f is the downlink frequency of operation (i.e., 12GHz) 
a G is the gain of the ground antenna 
* 	 T g is the noise temperature of the receiver 
* MD is the margin allowed on the downlink 
The cost equation is: 
o:() JN)( B ) 2 ( MN,, 2B MN s'B' 
user($)=(C 	 TA) (Bs/ SC SC 2C 
+(/4)(CTNE+CTSE +CT v+CTW) 
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where: 
Cu 	 ($)is the average annual cost of a user ground terminal and an ser 
appropriate portion of the satellite 
* 	 C is the annuaLcost of a satellite-channel- as-defined from the 
satellite channel output power versus cost curves 
* 	 N is the average number of terminals associated with a singleTA 
signal bandwidth allocation, BS. 
* 	 TV is the number of antenna beams in the satellite 
* 	 Ncs is the number of channels in the satellite 
* 2(~JI (B 9/[2(Bc N '+B 2VNd'8 a factor inserted to2 	 J is 
eliminate the inffation of C C due to the "fill factor (see 
Section 3.7) over the satelfte lifetime. It becomes effective 
only when M=1, N =1 and B =B . In such instances, it equalsCS SScP1/1. 5. In all other instances, it is approximately one. 
o 	 C is the annual cost of the terminal selected for the 
Nogeastern U.S. 
* 	 C_ is the annual cost of the terminal selected for the 
So.i.eastern U. 
* 	 CTC is the annual cost of the terminal selected for the Central U. S. 
* 	 CTW is the annual cost of the terminal selected for the Western U.S. 
B. GROUND TERMINAL COST PER AREA 
Ground terminal costs are determined from data curves as a function of 
EIRP, G/ T and size of the buy. They are uniquely determined for each of four areas 
of the country. Ground terminal EIRP and G/T values for only one area (e.g., the 
Northeast) are employed in the link equation. The G/ T and EIRP values in other areas 
are determined by comparing link margin requirements and satellite antenna gains 
available in the other areas with the reference link. The equations are as follows: 
A(G/ 	 T)other=(GSD-VMD)REF -(GSD-MD)other and 
A(E 	 other (GSU-MU)REF-(GSU-TU)other 
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Therefore: 
(G/T)other=(G/T)BE F -(G/T)other 
and 
(E) =(E) -A (E )g other g)REF gother 
With the unique ETRP and G/T requirements per area determined, unique
costing can be performed provided the size of the buy applicable in each area can be 
established. The basic premise is that the size of the buy will be less than the number 
of terminals served nationwide (i. e., NTNW) even if all the terminals are identical. 
This is because of the competitive nature of the American economy and the fact that the 
number of terminals served is taken to be an end of satellite life number. As a result, 
several companies are likely to be in the business of producing/ marketing ground ter­
minals and several buys will be made from each company in the process of building up 
the system. When all terminals are identical, or if the terminals of any single area are 
the same as those of any other area, the average size of the buy, NB is taken to be:, 
NB=NTW/10 
When terminals are unique for each area of the country, there is further 
fragmentation. If the EIERP and G/T requirements for a given area are different than 
those of any other area, the average size of the buy is taken to be: 
B=- TNW 1o0 
A buy size of N N/10 2 produces a higher cost per terminal than a buy
size of NT/ 10. As a resu!, it pays to be unique only if the EIRP and G/ T require­
ments are sufficiently below those of the other areas to result in a lower cost per 
terminal even though the buy is smaller. The threshold differences necessary for this 
to be true are listed, as a function of NTNW, as follows: 
N TNW AG/T Thresholds 
10 2.0rib102 2.0dB 
10 3 4.0dB 
104 
 3.0dB 

10 5 3.0dB 

These thresholds were established by reviewing the ground terminal data base. 
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The result of this is that the initially computed AG/ T values must be com­
pared against each other and the thresholds listed above. If the difference of the AG/ T 
is less than the threshold, it is cheaper to employ the larger AG/ T in all areas and make 
a common buy. If the difference exceeds the threshold, the smaller AG/ T is not adjusted 
and a unique buy is made. The computer makes all size-of-buy determinations based on 
the AG/T values alone. If an adjustment upward is made; both the-AGtT and the AE of 
the smaller terminal are changed to those of the larger terminal. Computer pritoutg 
of G/T and E per area are based on the final adjusted values of AG/ T and AE . 
The procedure used by the computer in making the size-of-buy and ter­
minal performance adjustment decisions, involves ordering the initially computed 
AG/ Ts from the largest to the smallest. Note that the initial AG/ T of the reference 
link is zero. The second largest AG/T is compared against the largest and adjust­
ments made as necessary. The third largest is then compared against the adjusted 
second largest and adjustments made as necessary. Finally, the fourth largest AG/T 
is compared against the adjusted third largest and adjustments made as necessary. 
The one overriding requirement on all size of buy decisions is that the 
size must be at least 10. Costing curves have not been developed for buy sizes less 
than 10. Further, buying in lots smaller than-this is not likely. 
C. SYSTEM PARAMETER SEARCH OPERATIONS/ BOUNDS 
Each system cost/ performance optimization starts by incrementing earth 
terminal E values into the uplink performance equation until: 
Cs Ns >T T 
This C I N is then employed in the downlink equation. Values of P are incremented 
sinto the downlink equation and it is solved for a G IT correspondingto each P . Satel­
lite (i.e., P o) costs and the cost of each area's frou~d terminal (i. e., E ands8/T) are 
incremented ito the cost equation. Costs per user are computed. The ld \est cost com­
bination is saved and a larger value of E is incremented into the uplink equation. The 
same process is repeated. The sequenc stops when the maximum allowable value of E 
is reached. The minimum cost combinations, corresponding to all values of E , are g 
then reviewed and a minimum of the minimums selected. This is the optimum iystem 
configuration. 
The values of E are scanned over a range from 26.3dBW to 97.3dBW in 
1dB increments. The lowest P3actically usable E is that making C I N >C I N while 
providing values of P and G_/T that are insidegtheir bounds. The alfowaile range of 
G/T is dependent on the E gvalue selected. The ranges are defined as follows: gg ~ 
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-dB/K G /%_<[15+(Ev-26.3)] dB/oK 
for 26. 3dBWE < 50. dBW 
" -SdB/0 K GI Tg<39dB/0 K 
for 50.3dBW<E <73.3dBW 
S [-5dB/0 K+)(Ea-73.3)] <Gg/Tg<39dB/° K 
for 73. SdBW E _97.3dBW 
g 
The allowable range of P is from -10dBW to the maximum available from a transmit/ 
receive satellite launcheJ on a booster of the particular size being considered. The 
launch vehicle options range from the Delta 2914 to the Dedicated Shuttle. (See 
Section 3.7. ) 
The earth terminal performance bounds represent those created by an­
tenna diameters ranging from 2 feet to 30 feet, receive system noise temperatures rang­
ing from 10, 000°K to 100 0K, and transmitter powers ranging from 0.1 watt to 5,000 
wafts. The listed performance bounds are those applicable to the reference link alone. 
The portion of this range actually used is determined by the link equation and the values 
incremented into P sc in 0. 5dB steps. The performance parameters, for areas other 
than the reference area, are allowed to spill over outside these bounds. Ground 
terminal cost versus out-of-bounds performance projections are made by expanding 
the bounds on the antenna, receiver and transmitter curves used in the earth terminal 
optimization (see Section 3.5). The expanded bounds reflect antenna diameters ranging 
from 1 foot to 115 feet, receive system noise temperatures ranging from 65 K to 
20, 0000K, and transmitter powers ranging from 0.025 watts to 25, 000 watts. These 
expanded ground terminal subsystem bounds are used in generating both inbound cost 
versus performance data and out-of-bounds data. This insures smooth projections from 
inbound data points to out-of-bounds data points. 
D. INPUT CONSTANTS TO EACH SYSTEM OPTIT-,-ZATION 
During any single system optimization run, the variables are P , E 
and G / T in the link performance equation plus C N , (I I CT I CT an _Sas TN' TSE' TCTW the cost equation. The performance and cos equation variables are reFated to 
each other by the satellite and earth terminal data curves (see Sections 3.5 and 3.7). 
The remaining parameters are fixed. The selection of these parameters is a function 
of choosing the service, the number of satellite beams, the link outage, and the number 
of users served nationwide. 
Choosing a service defines the parameters indicated in Table 3-38. The 
basis for the table C / N and B values is given in Section 2.2. BCS is chosen to have 
an upper bound on the orger of 29 to 35 MHz. This is compatible withi the bandwidths 
commonly employed in current commercial satellite systems. In cases where BS is on 
the order of 25 to 35 TMHz, B is selected to be the same as B . For the narrower 
bandwidth services, a limiteg number of smaller satellite channel bandwidths are con­
sidered. The evaluations, as a function of BS, were not intended to be exhaustive. 
They are performed merely to give an indication of service cost sensitivity to variations 
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in the satellite channel bandwidth. MB3 is defined to be compatible with the ratio of 
B C/ B under consideration. With one signal in a satellite channel, no inband intermodu­
iafon products are generated and the transponder TWTA can be operated at saturation. 
With two signals in a satellite channel, a limited number of intermodulation products fall 
inband requiring a 1. 6dB output backoff to give sufficiently linear operation. With three 
or more equally spaced signals in a satellite channel, the intermodulation problem reaches 
its worst and a 5. 1dB backoff is required. The ground terminal configuration (i e., 
redundant or nonredundant) is defined for each service in order to select the appropriate 
ground terminal cost/performance curves. The type of baseband signal (i. e., analog 
or digital) is defined in order to select the appropriate link margin versus outage 
tabulation. 
Table 3-38. Service Related Performance/ Cost Parameter Selections 
0 / (dB1 B(Hz) ~iBs(Hz) Back- Configura-

Service CT! No(dB)[ Bs off (dB) tion Signal


Point-to- 85.2 22x106 22x106 0 Non-redundant Analog


Point TV I


Compressed 73.5 12x10' 	 12x106 0Banw~t I 2xi0 --. I Non-redundant Digital 
1Bandwith I124xlW ~1.6 
T/V Facsimile ---- I_-

Voice/ i 6


Facsimile 62.0 140x10 3 1.96x10 5.1


° 7.84x0 5.1 Non-redundant Digital 
15. 68X10 6 5.1 
( 31.36x106 i5.1 
Multichannell 64.6 1.7x106 I.7x106 	 0 
Voice Data 	 3. a-Xl0 i.6


13.6x106 5.1 Redundant Digital


27.2x106 !5.1 
Voice/ . 20.06x 06 0 Non-redundant Digital


Facsimile 62.0 64x10


6i 
30. 056x1o6 	 I(TDMA) 
Choosing the number of satellite beams (i.e., 1 or 4) provides a direct 
input to the cost equation, selects the appropriate set of satellite cost/performance 
curves, and selects the proper uplink and downlink satellite antenna gains. The satellite 
uplink and downlink antenna gains employed are defined in Table 3-39.. 
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Choosing the link outage selects the uplink and downlink margins to be 
employed. These margins are listed in Tables 3-40 and 3-41. The listed margins are 
determined by the propagation losses (see Section 2. 5) and the approach used to estab­
lish link performance requirements. The propagation losses include rain attenuation 
and the increase in receive system noise temperature that it introduces. A 1000°K 
satellite receive system and a 200 K ground terminal receive system were taken as 
typical of the technology applicable. Both clear sky and minimum acceptable perform­
ance levels are stipulated. The latter is the level that must be maintained for a very 
high percentage of the time (e. g., 99. 9%) even in the presence of rain attenuation. It is 
to this level that rain margin is applied. It is rain margin that is a function of the link 
outage allowed. The clear sky requirement is established at a fixed level. This level 
is 7dB above the minimum performance level in the case of analog signals. It is 4dB 
above the minimum when digital signals are considered. The difference between mini­
mum performance and what may be considered high performance is less for digital sig­
nals than for analog signals. The result of all this is to establish a minimum link margin 
of 7dB for analog signals and 4dB for digital signals. These minimum margins are 
reflected in Tables 3-40 and 3-41. 
Choosing the number of users served nationwide, N , establishes the 
number of signals accessing the satellite, N , and the average number of terminals
associated with each access, NTA. The values of'T , N and NT employed, as 
a function of the service selected, are listed in Table T-4Y2. Vach listing reflects the 
operating scenario associated with that particular service. The operating scenario 
determines the NT. With NTA%essentially constant as , NS variesA* a function of NTj"1 
directly with changes in NT -
. 
One additional constraint on N is thaW must be an 
even number when a full dfpex service is under consideration. ooint-to-Point TV is 
the only half duplex service considered. 
Table 3-42. Ground Complex/ Satellite Channel Access Pairing 
Point-to- Compressed BW Voice/ Fax. Multichannel 
Point TV TV/ Fax, Voice/ Data 
TNW NTA ISA NTA NSA NTA NSA NTA NSA 
10 10 1 4 4 .. .. 1 10 
102 25 4 4 24 17 6 1 100 
103 25 40 4 250 17 58 1 1000 
104 .. .... . 17 588 ....


105 .. .... .. 17 5882 ....


The N of 25 employed for Point-to-Point TV, is based on a medical 
diagnostic service. }ke expectation is that the average duration of each medical diag­
nosis will be 30 minutes. Further, it is estimated that operation will be maintained 
12 hours per day, 6 days per week. This amounts to a maximum of 144 calls per week. 
The diagnostic service modeled is one involving highly trained and skilled specialists 
Table 3-39. - Satellite Antenna Gains 	 (Ku-Band) 
DownlinkLocation UplinkLoction 1 Beam-4Beams- -lBeamo A Beams 
West 26.3 36.8 	 25.0 35.5 
Central 26.3 36.8 	 25.0 35.5 
South East 33.3 38.8 	 32.0 37.5 
North East 26.3 31.8 	 25.0 30.5 
Table 3-40. Link Margin (My vs. Outage for 14GHz Uplink 
I
'-Location 
CENTRAL SOUTHEAST NORTHEAST a Si WEST 
Outage Analog Digital Analog Digital Analog Digital Analog Digital 
1.0% I 7 4 7 6 7 4 
.75% 7 4 7 4 7 7 7 4 
0.5% 7 4 7 4 S 7 7 4 
0.25% 7 4 7 4.5 11 11 7 4.5 
0.1% 7 4 7 7 16 16 7 7.4 
0.075% 7 4 8 8 18.5 18.5 9.0 9.0 
0.05% 7 4 9.5 9.5 22 22 11.5 11.5 
0.025% 7 4 13 13 29.5 29.5 16 16 
O.01% 7.5 7.5 20.5 20.5 48 48 25.5 25.5 
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Table 3-41, Link Margins (MD) vs. Outage for 12Glz Downllnk 
Location WEST CENTRAL SOUTHEAST NORTHEAST 
Sig. 
Outage nalog Digital Analog Digital Analog Digital Analog Digital 
1.0% 7 4 7 4 7 4 7 4 
0.75% 7 4 7 4 7 4 7 4.5 
0.5% 7 4 7 4 7 4 7 5 
0.25% 7 4 7 4 7 7 7 5.5 
0.1% 7 4 7 6.5 13.5 13.5 7.5 7.5 
0.075% 7 4 8 8.0 16 16 9.0 9 
0.05% 7 4 10 10 20 20 1I II 
0.025% 7 5 13.5 13.5 28 28 15.5 15.5 
0801% 8.5 8.5 20 20 45 45 25 25 
at big city and university hospitals communicating with general practicioners and tech­
nicians in rural towns and hospitals. The service is scheduled on a week-to-week basis 
with a modest reserve capacity maintained for emergencies. Therefore, a relatively 
high average channel utilization rate of 50% can be adopted. This means 72 calls per 
week can be handled over each signal access allocation available in the satellite. If each 
terminal places an-average of three-calls-per -week, there are 24 rural termiiils plus 
one urban terminal associated with each satellite access. 
The N of 4, employed for Compressed Bandwidth TV/Facsimile, is 
based on its coniiguraTtn as a mobile teleconferencing service. One or more trucks or 
vans operate within a metropolitan area. The TV equipment is transported to a confer­
ence room within the user's facility. One or two trained people are responsible for 
setting up the video/ audio equipment, aligning and setting up a satellite ground station, 
establishing links between the conference room and the ground station, and operating 
the video equipment during the conference. It is estimated that the average duration of 
a business conference is 1.5 hours. Assume 12 hours per day of operation over 5 1/2 
days per week. A full duplex service is supplied. It is semi-scheduled with access being 
reserved about a week in advance. As a result, a relatively high channel utilization rate 
of 50% will be adopted. This means a pair of satellite accesses can handle about 22 calls 
per week. It is expected that each mobile terminal will handle an average of one-call per 
day or 5. 5 calls per week. There are two terminals associated with each duplex circuit, 
therefore, there is an average of four terminals associated with each satellite access. 
The NTA of 17, employed for voice/ facsimile teleconferencing is based 
on a fixed installation of the ground terminal at each user's facility. Full duplex service 
is supplied. The average duration of a business conference is estimated to be one hour. 
Assume 12 hours per day of operation over 5 1/ 2 days per week. This service is semi­
scheduled with accesses being reserved a few days in advance. Accordingly, a 50% 
channel utilization factor is adopted. This means a pair of satellite accesses can handle 
33 calls per week. it is expected that each ground terminal will participate in an average 
of two teleconferences per week. As a result, an average of about 17 terminals are 
associated with eadh satellite access. 
An NT= 1, established for multi-channel voice/data, is based on it being 
a dedicated full duplex trunking service. However, in any of the three previous services, 
an NTA anywhere within the range of 5 to 25 could be applied and justified, dependent on 
the operating scenario. NTA is an important factor in the satellite/ ground terminal cost/ 
performance tradeoff. In most cases, its accurate determination requires considerablestudy involving an operating demonstration of the service and surveys of user expectations. 
E. COMPUTED OUTPUTS AT EACH SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 
The computer outputs supplied, for the minimum cost point determined 
from each system optimization run, are as follows: 
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Annual Cost per User 	 S XXX 
Power per Satellite Channel (Watts) xx 
Number Satellite Channels Required xX 
Percentage of Satellite Consumed 	 XX 
Annual Satellite Cost per User 	 xxx 
Sys Rcvr Xmit Pro-
Cost/ Delta Temp Temp Ant. Pwr. cure-
G/T EIRP User GiT (dB) (OK) Dia. (W) ment 
West Xx Xx xxxx xx xx xx Xx xx Xx 
Central xX X xxx Mx xx x x xx Y-x 
Southeast xx 'x xxx xx xx xx xx 1-0C 7C[ 
Northeast xx ILx =Ux XX ix \x sXX XX a­
whe re: 
* Annual cost per user is the average annual cost of the satellite 
and ground terminal at the satellite power, earth terminal G/ T 
and earth terminal EIRP giving the absolute minimum cost. 
* 	 Power per satellite channel (watts) is the output of a single 
satellite TWTA at the minimum cost point. 
* 	 Number of satellite channels required, NSC is determined 
as follows: 
NSC =(NSAx BS)/BSC 
* 	 Percentage of satellite consumed, % SC, is determined as follows: 
,%SC = N / MN x 100 where N was previously defined as 
the number of channels in the satefiite. 
* Annual satellite cost per user, CSAU' is determined as follows-
CSAU~=(CSC5 NTOS/ BS 0 )2[BS 9 AIN j(fBMNj2_3 2) 
G/T is the optimum terminal's receive system figure of merit. 
Separate listings are made for four areas of the country. 
* 	 EIRP is the optimum terminal's radiated power. Again, separate 
listings are made for each area of the country. 
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* 	 Cost per user is the annual cost of the optimum terminal in each 
area of the country. 
* 	 Delta G/ T represents the adjustments made relative to the refer­
ence link (i.e., the Northeast) to determine the receive system 
figure-of merit in-each area-of the-country. The values displayed 
include the results of deciding whether a less costly terminal can 
be provided by adjusting the G/T and ErRP to those of a larger 
terminal in another area. This saves costs by allowing a common 
and therefore larger buy. Such common buy adjustments can 
occasionally result in a positive delta G/T on the Northeast link. 
* 	 System Temperature (dB), T , is the performance of the most 
cost-effective receive system for the listed G/ T. It is deter­
mined from the earth station optimization algorithm (see 
Section 3.5). 
* 	 BCVR Temperature, TR, is the determined as follows: 
TR=10(Ts/10)-50 
where T is given in 0 Kelvin. The noise contribution 
due to rain attenuation is handled by increasing the link 
margin required (See Table 3-41.) 
" 	 ANT. Dia. is the diameter of the most cost-effective antenna for 
the listed G/ T. The gain of this antenna is determined from the 
earth station optimization algorithm (see Section 3.5). This 
gain in dD, G, is converted into an antenna diameter through 
the use of the following equation. 
D = C x 0(G/ 20) / f 
with '7 = 0.65 for D S ft andn = 0.5 for D<8 ft. 
* 	 XMVT PWR (W) is the power output of the most cost-effective 
transmit amplifier for the listed EIRP. The output power of 
this amplifier in dBW is determined from the earth station 
optimization algorithm (see Section 3.5). The power is 
converted into watts for printout. 
* 	 PROCUREMENT is the size of buy applicable in each area. It 
reflects the result of lumping slightly different ground terminals 
for separate areas together to increase the size of the buy. It 
indicates the set of ground terminal cost and procurement 
curves used in making the cost estimate. 
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F. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
The sensitivity analysis is performed by manipulating the basic link per­
formance and system cost equations. Multiplying the uplink equation by 10 and 0. 1 eval­
uates the impact of a +10dB and -10dB variation in ground trahsmitter performance with 
cost constant. Multiplying the downlink equation by 10 and 0. 1 evaluates the impact of a 
-10dB and -10dB variation in either satellite transmitter or ground receiver performance 
with cost constant. Multiplying the satellite costs, in the cost per user equation, by 10 
and 0. 1 evaluates the impact of a variation in satellite costs with performance constant. 
A comparable operation on the ground terminal portion of the cost equation evaluates 
the impact of a variation in ground terminal costs with performance constant. With any 
of these variations instituted, a complete system optimization can be performed giving 
printouts of optimum system cost and satellite/ ground terminal configuration. The analy­
sis can be completed with any of the basic system options (i.e., service, launch vehicle, 
link outage, numiber of terminals nationwide, number of beams per satellite, and band­
width per satellite channel) selected. 
3.5 EARTH STATION ThADEOFFS/ OPTINIIZATION ALGORITHM 
A. PERFORMANCE VERSUS COST 
Comprehensive Ku-Band earth station performance! cost tradeoffs have 
produced optimized configurations ranging in cost from less than 82K for a low perfor­
mance transmit/ receive station to almost S250K for a high performance station. The 
S2K station provides nonredundant transmitters and receivers. It must be produced in 
average quantities of 105 per year per manufacturer. It includes a 3-foot antenna (I. e., 
fixed prime focus fed parabolic reflector), approximately 10, 000 K receive system (i.e., 
diode mixer), and less than 100 milliwatt (i.e., GaAsFET solid-state) transmitter. This 
corresponds to an EIRP of 26. 3dBW and a G/ T of -SdB/°K. The $250K station provides 
redundant transmitters/ receivers and is produced in average quantities of only 10 per 
year per manufacturer. It includes approximately a 40-foot antenna (i. e., autotracked 
Cassegram), 2500 K receive system (i. e., uncooled paramp), and a 2KW (i. e., klystron) 
transmitter. Throughout most of the performance range, the transmitter costs tended to be 
the driving force in the tradeoffs. The only exceptions were cases where a high G/T (e. g., 
30db/ K) requirement is paired with a low EIRP recuirement (e. g., 55dBW). However, the 
latter is a situation that is quite often realized tn practice. 
The optimizations consisted of selecting the lowest cost configuration from 
all feasible combinations of antennas, receivers and transmitters meeting a given EIRP


and G/ T requirement. These optimizations are sequentially performed with EIRP and


G! T varied in incremental steps over the entire range of values of interest. Both redun­

dant and nonredundant versions of Ku-Band earth stations procured in lots of 10, 102 103, 
104 and 10 5 per year per manufacturer have been examined. This amounts to 10 sets of 
EIRP versus G/T versus cost curves. Within each set, EIRP is examined over a range 
from 26.3 dBW to 97. 3dBW and G/T over a range from -5dB!0K to 39dB/°K. The full 
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set of performance versus cost data obtained is displayed in Appendix 4. Representative 
examples are displayed in Figures 3-16, -17, and -18. 
The overall EIRP and G/ T bounds are set based on the range of capabili­
ties available from antennas between 2 feet and 30 feet in diameter, receive system 
temperatures between 10, 0000 K and 100 0 K, and transmitter powers between 106 milli­
watts and 5KW. These subsystem constraints result in G/T bounds that do not extend over 
the whole range when EIRP is low (e.g., 26. 3dBW) or high (e.g., 96. 3dBW). The figures 
display these restricted bounds. The reason for the restriction is the constraint placed 
on antenna size by the EIRP requirement. When EIEP is low, a small antenna must be 
chosen even if a 100-milliwatt transmitter is used. Likewise, when EIRP is high, a 
large antenna must be used even if a 5KW transmitter is selected. The full range of 
G/T (i.e., 5dB/°K to 39dB/°K) is available only for ETRPs from 50.3dBW to 73.SdBW 
inclusive. (See Section 3.4C for a precise definition of the bounds.) 
The figures clearly show that EIRP and the transmitter can be important 
factors in the terminal's cost. This is reflected in the surprisingly flat trend of the con­
stant EIRP (i. e. , Eg) curves. Compare this with the wide cost variation when a constant 
G/T is selected (e. g., with G/T = -5dB/°K, in Figure 3-16, the cost swings from 5K to 
$50K as Eg goes from 26. 3dBW to 68.3dBW). At low values of constant Eg, the curves re­
main relatively flat with variation in G/T until the upper bound on the latter is approached. 
Table 3-43, at Eg = 40.3dBW, shows that transmitter performance decreases as antenna 
and receiver performance increase along with G/ T. The flat portion of the curve is 
where transmitter cost decreases cancel out antenna and receiver cost increases. Ob­
viously, with the Eg requirement so modest, a point is reached where antenna and re­
ceiver costs dominate. At intermediate values of Eg, a U-shaped cost trend as a function 
of variation in G/T is observed. Table 3-43 at Eg = 68.3dBW, indicates the same kind 
of transmitter cost versus antenna and receiver cost tradeoff observed above. However, 
in this case, the higher Eg requirement is producing a much more costly transmitter. 
As a result, the transmitter cost dominates at low values of G/T where antenna size is 
forced to be small and receiver temperature high. As G/T increases allow the antenna 
size to increase, the transmitter power decreases until its cost becomes small relative 
to the magnified antenna/ receiver costs. At high values of constant Eg, the transmitter 
power and cost requirements remain high over the entire range of variation of G/ T (see 
Table 3-43, Eg = 89. 3dBW). Consequently, the cost trend is relatively flat over the 
entire range. 
Data like that shown in Table 3-43 has been produced in 1dB increments 
of E and G/T over the entire range within the bounds discussed above. It also encom­
passes all of the redundancy and size of buy options indicated above. A corresponding 
ground terminal cost is developed for each point. This is all accomplished in a computer 
and is an input to the system optimization algorithm described in Section 3.4. In some 
cases, the table indicates antennas, receivers, and transmitters falling slightly outside 
the range of capabilities defined above in establishing E and G/ T bounds. This is a 
result of projecting the subsystem data used in the systfm optimization outside the pre­
liminary bounds. Antenna sizes are allowed to range from 1 foot to 115 feet, receive 
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Table 3-43
-	
Optimum Ground Terminal Configuration vs. Performance (KuBand,


Nonredundant Transmit/Receive, 102 Terminals)


G/T I 40.3 dBW E(- = 68.3 dBW Eq=89.3 dBW 
(dB3/K) IPWBR(dBV4ain BW)G6n(dB) PVvdBW GAIN(dB)jTemp(dE×BB) eem(dB)*mPR( 
1-0.	 38.00 43.00 29.0 38.00 43.00 ­
-4.0 -o. 00 39.00 43.00 28.0 0J3S.00 43.00 - - ­
-3.02  >-1.0-Zfoo 	 27.00 L 4-0 . - 43.0-	3.0 40.00 	 ­26.00 [I41 00
42.00 	 -­1 43.00 	 43.00-
4300 	 ­25.00- 42.00 	 ­0.0 
-4.00 43.00 43.00 	 43.00 
­
-5.00 	 24.00 43.00 43.00 
- -
­2.0 	 44.00
-6.00 45.00 4-3.003.  22.00 45.00 43.003.0 
-	 23.00 - - ­00 45.00 42.00 21.00 44.0046.00 43.00. ­

-.-W 50.0 41.003 
 20.00 47.00 43.00 
5.0 
-6.00 45.00 	 ­40.00 19.00 	 48.00 43.00 
-L 6.0 	 
-6.00 [ 45.00 39.00 18.00 49.00 43.00 
­
-7.0 	 ­
5.0 	 4-6.00 38.00 17.00 50.005 0-6.00 1 45.00 37.00 	 43.00 - -i16.00 51.00,0-7.00 V46.00 	 43.001 - _­37.00 15.00 52.00 j 43.00 1 
-_ 
10.0 
-7.00 	. 6-00 36.00 15.00 52.00 42.0011.0 
-7.00 46.00 35.00 	 15.00 52.00 41.00 j 34.00 54.00I I10. 	 -7.o 1 46.00 	
­
I 43.0034.00 15.00 52.00 40.00I 33.00 55.00 43.0013.0 -7.00 46.00 33.00 15.00 52.00 39.001 33.00 55.00 42.00 
114.0 	 -7.00 46.00 32.00 15.00 52.00 38.00 133.00 55.00 41.00 
-7.00 4 4 .00 j 31.00 1 15.00 52.00 37.00 1 33.00 55.00 j40.00 
16.0 -7.50 I 46.50 1 30.50 1 14.50 52.50 36.50 j 33.00 55.00-j 39.00 
I 17.0 -7.50 1 46.50 29.50 1 1[450 52.50 -35...50 33.00 55.00 38.00 
18.0 -8.00 47.00 29.00 14.50 52.50 34.50 i 33.00 55.00 7.0. 
S19.0 -10.00 49.00 30.00 1 .,50 52.-5 33.50 L 33.00 L.00a 36_. 
20.0 -10.50 1 49.50 29.50 (14.00 53.00 33.00 1 33.00 55.00L23.O 
21.0 1-11-.00 1 50.00 29.00 14.00 53.00 32.00 j 33.00 .55 t l.­
i 3 1 0 022.0 1-11.50 1 50.50 28.50 14.00 53.00 . 1 33.00 55.00 3a.00' 
* 23.0 !-12.50 1 51.50 28.50 14.00 53.00 30.00 1 33.00 [ .00 32.00 
24.0 --12.50 	 51.50 	 27.50
 14.00 53.00 29.00 33.00 55.00 31.00 ­
25.0 -13.00 I 52.00 27.00 14.00 53.00 j 28.00 33.00 55.00 30.00 
26-0 -14.00 1 53.00 27.00 14.00 53-00 27.00 330" 9-00 
* 27.0 I--l.00 I 53.00 &LQ0 14.00 i 53.00 I 26.00 33:00 I 55200 28.00 
28.0 -14.00 	 53.00 	 1.00 	125.00 56.00 I 28.00 32 5.-. 1 55.50 -27.50_ , 
29.0 -16.00 5.00 26.00 10.50 5. 50 27.50 32.00 56.00 I 27.00 
56.50 	 ,30.0 - - i 	 10.50 I i53 o$.50_i§_i ! 2_26.50 _ 
- - - 10.50 F56.5o 25.50 1 31.50 56.50 F25.50 
32.0 i 	 - - - j 10.00 57.00 25.00 31.00 1 57.00 1 25.00 " 
33.0 -	 --9.50 57.50 24.50 30.50 57.50 1 24-.50 
-4.
0____I - 9.00 58.10 I24.00 on . 00 L 24, 00 
95- I - - 8.50 58.5C 23.50 29.50 58.50 1 23.5036.01 	 -- _59.bo 8.0 	 ?3. 00 !219.00 59.00 : 23. a_ 
37.0 	 7.00 60.00 23.00 28.00 60.00 1 23.00 
38.0 [ - _ _- 1 6.50 1 60.50 22.50 1 26.00 I 62.00 i 24.00 
36.0 	 - - 600 161.00 22.00_ 26.00 62.00 J23.00 
*Receive system noise temperature represented in dB relative to 10 K 
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system noise temperatures from 65' K to 20,000° K, and transmitter power from 0.025 
watts to 25, 000 watts. This is done by making linear projections from cost data de­
fined over the narrower bounds. However, because these were projections, it is 
believed that only terminal EIRP and G/T costs, corresponding to the narrow bounds 
on subsystem parameters, should be considered totally valid. The expanded bounds 
allow a selection/ optimization process to occur even as the EERP and G/ T bounds are 
approached. Previously, there was only one antenna, receiver, and transmitter that 
could satisfy the bounding EIRP and G/T requirement. The projected subsystem bounds 
also allow smooth projections of EIRP and G/T in the few instances where they are 
needed by the system optimization algorithm (see Section 3.4). 
Going from nonredundant ieceiver/transmitters to redundant receiver/ 
transmitters increases ground terminal costs by a factor of slightly less than 2. The 
extent of variation can be seen by comparing Figures 3-16 and -17. It also causes lower 
performance receivers and transmitters to be paired with higher performance antennas. 
The extent of the change in pairings is illustrated in Table 3-44. As shown, the relative 
antenna gains deviate by from OdB to as much as 3.5dB. At low values of G/ T (e. g., 
3dB/° K), there is no deviation. In this range, the transmitter cost dominates in both 
cases. This forces the antenna gain to the maximum consistent with the required G/ T 
and a 43dB lower bound on allowable receiver performance. However, at higher G/Ts, 
the transmitter costs are driven down by increased antenna gains until an approximate 
balance is realized between antenna, transmitter and receiver costs. It is in this range 
that bigger antennas are matched with lower performance receivers and transmitters. 
As a rule of thumb, it appears that the antenna diameters increase by a factor of about 
1. 3 at the higher values of G/ T (e. g., G/T 15dB/° K). 
Increasing the yearly production volumes decreases ground terminal costs 
as displayed by Figures 3-16 and -18. The average rate of reduction is 25% to 30% per 
decade increase in yearly production. It does not vary significantly from non-redundant 
to redundant terminals but does tend to be slightly higher for the latter. The major price 
break occurs in going from 1000 to 10, 000 units. With increased production, smaller 
antennas tend to be matched with higher performance transmitters and receivers. This 
is illustrated by Table 3-45. It is a result of a higher rate of cost reduction for trans­
mitter/ receiver technology as the production volumes increase. 
B. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 
The optimization consists of selecting the minimum output of the ground 
terminal cost equation while selecting antennas, transmitters and receivers that satisfy 
terminal EIRP and G/T performance requirements. A large data base of antenna 
diameter versus cost, transmitter power versus cost, and receive system temperature 
versus cost serves as the means of obtaining correspondin- cost/ performance values 
for entry into the terminal optimization equations. The data base includes subsystem curves 
for production quantities of 10, 102, 103, 10a and 105 per year per manufacturer. The 
case of redundant transmitter/ receivers is synthesized by doubling the cost of these items 
in the cost equation. The magnitude of the search makes a computerized approach 
necessary.
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Table 3-44. Variation in Ground Terminal Configuration with Redundancy 
(Ku-Band, Eg = 68. 3dBW, 10 2 Terminals) 
G/T Nonredundant Xmit/Receive Redundant Xmit/Receive 
AdB/&I' PWR(dBW)l Gain (dB) ITem(dB)IPWR(dBW)IGain (dB)emp(dB)j 
-5.0 29.00 38.00 43. 38.00 1 43.00 
-4.0 Zd.00 39.00 43.00 28.00 39.00 42.00 
-3.0 27.-00 40.00 43.00 27. on 40.00 I 43.00 
-2.0 26.00 41.00 43.00 26.00 41.00 1 43.00 
-1.0 .25-00 42.00 43.00 5s.0 42.00 43.00 
0.0 24.00| 43.00 43.00 1 24.00 1 43.00 43.00 
1,0 23.00 44.00 I 43.00f 2; -on 44.00 43.00 1 
2.0 21.00 45.00 4.0 22.00, 45.00 43.00 ;3.0 !21.00 46.00 443:.o '2'1. 00 1 46.00 43.00 
4.0 I 20.00 	 20.Oj0 4 043,oo47.00 L L43.00 
5.0 	 1 A9 .00 48.00 43.00 I 1!.0on 8.4800 43.00 
- 18.0 49.00 43.00 18.00 1 49.0-0; 43.00 I 
7.o 17.00 50. 00 4 	 50.00 1 43,00 
8. 16.00 51.001 43.00 16.00 !i51.00 t43.00 I 
9.0 I15.00 L mno. 1c520.0 ; nn 43,. 
00 1 5.00 52.00 42-00 14.00 -3. 0 43.00 
12.0 .o .041.00 	 10.000 .a 4L2.Q4.j01. z.op _ 1 0 	 4. 00_.o 
13.0 1500 52.00T 39.00 i 4.00 1 53.00 39.00 . 
14.0 15-00 52.00 .00 o . 14SQ00fl 53.00 I 38.001 
160-t.T 350 5.2.50 36.50 4 00 53.00 I 37.00 
17. 	 114.50 ,52.. ..35-i f.QD 5-.00 -46.00 1 
-- 14.50 I 52.50 a35.0 
19.0 14.50 a52.50Q.n..o 	 . 00i 37.00 
20.0 1.4.000 5300 33.00 1 10.5o .f.i50l. 36.50 
.- 14.00 {5a 2Q .. a 1 10.50 56.50 35.50 1 
22.0Q) 14. 00 H3.00_ -. Q- SAO 90_._ -4 
.23-o 14.00 53.00 A0-00 1 10.50 56.50 33.50 
24.0 14.00 j53.00 9hb JA5 o - I i2.5 056.50-6
25.0 14.00 53.00 .2 8.0no1 10.50 56.50 I 31.50 1 
20.0 14.00 53.00 2 7 .. 1. 90 5.A- j 30.0g27.0 [14-00 53.00 1 2 6- no I0 il) 5r6-51; 29.50 
28.0 11.00 56.00 28.00 IQ-00 57-, O 29.00 
29.0 10.50 56.50 2Q7.50 0 57.00 28.00 
30.0 10.50 56.50 .650..J 0.00 57;-- f7-0 
3,.0j 10.50 56.50 2 __5Q 5Q S 7.rn 26.50 
32.0 10.00157.00 z5.00L 9.00 58.00 26.00 
33.0 .- 50 57.50 2,9.50 8.50 58.50 25.50 
34.0 9.00- 58.00 24.00 1 8.00 159.00 25.00 
o 8. 3-5 55 5. 0 7. -n .0-0 0 25S.Q_0 
36.0 8.00 59.00 7 -A2-.6l1 6.50 60.50 24.50 
7.00 j,60.00 3f(j.0	 6.00ft._24.0037.0 	 lj 	 
38.0 6.50 60.50 50 i 5.50 61.50 23.50 
39.0 6.00 j61.00 22.00 j 4.50 62.50 1 23.50 
*Receive system temperature represented in dB relative to 1°K 
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Table 3-45. 	 Variation in Ground Terminal Configuration with Increased Prod uction 
(Ku-Band, Nonredundant Transmit/Receive, Eg = 68. 3 dBV) 
G/? L 102 Terminals 	 105 Terminals U 
(dB/D P jdBMV D)T P_G j p d Lj d )LaindB__ e,LB 
-n 	 - 11 E' 
-5.- 29.0 38.00 43.00 - 29.00 38.00 I 300 
-4.0 28.00 39.00 43.00 28.00 G.00 43.0Q_ 
-3.0 27.00 40.00 43.00 27.00 40.00 43.00 
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The basic performance equations include an EIRP and a G/ T equation. 
They are as follows: 
=G/T (dB) G - TS and 
ERP (dB-) = G + PGT + 1_3 
where: 
1. 3 is the factor by which the transmit antenna gain must be 
increased to account for operation at 14 GHz rather than 
12 GHz. 
* 
* PGT is the output power of the ground transmitter. 
* All other parameters are as defined in Sectwn 3.4 
NOTE: G=10 log 1 0 (rfDf/C)q2 where7=0.G65 for D 8 ft and 
=0.5 for D < (8 ft) 
The nonredundant terminal cost, CT($), is determined as follows: 
CT($) = CA+ Cp+ CR 
where: 
o CA is the per unit acquisition cost of the antenna. 
S CP is the per unit acquisition cost of the transmitter. 
* CR is the per unit acquisition cost of the receiver. 
The redundant terminal cost, CT($), is determined as follows: 
CT($) = CA+2 CP+ 2 CR 
The process of generating the desired EIHP versus G/T versus cost curves 
begins by selecting the minimum EIBP and G/ T values within the bounds indicated above 
(i. e., G/ T = -5dB/o K and EMiP = 26.3dBW) and setting them into the performance equa­
tions. Then the minimum value of G within the expanded bounds of the antenna performance/ 
cost curve is incremented into the performance equations. They are solved for T S and 
PGT* These values are compared with the expanded bounds of the receive system and 
transmitter performance/cost curves. If the values obtained are not on the curves, the 
incremental increase in G needed is computed and the appropriate G is set into the per­
formance equations. With the bounding conditions satisfied, subsystem costs can be read 
off the data curves and set into the cost equation. The terminal cost for this configuration 
is calculated and the value stored. G is then incremented by 0.5dB, new values of TS and 
P 0 are established, and a new terminal cost calculated and stored. This continues until 
thetound on one of the subsystem performance/cost curves is reached. When this 
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happens, all of the stored costs are reviewed. The minimum cost and corresponding 
subsystem configuration is selected and printed out. Then the G/ T required is increased 
by 1 dB and the entire process above is repeated. This continues until the upper bound 
on G/ T is reached. At this point, the G/ T is reset to the minimum, the EIRP increased 
by 1 dB, and all of the steps above are repeated. This continues until the upper bound 
on EIRP is reached. At this point, the entire set of data for one size of procurement 
and one type of redundancy has been generated. Producing the other nine sets involves 
appropriately reselecting the subsystem performance/ cost data and terminal cost 
equation and repeating the entire indicated process. 
Examples of the performance/ cost data inputs are provided in Section 3. 6. 
Examples of the EIRP versus G/ T versus cost outputs are given in Section 3. 5. A above. 
The output cost data must be annualized before entry into the system optimization 
algorithm discussed in Section 3.4. Annualization is accomplished by multiplying the 
acquisition costs by a factor of 0.233. This includes a 0.07 factor to account for yearly 
maintenance costs and a 0.163 capital recovery factor. It is assumed that upon failure, 
a trained technician makes repairs. The capital recovery factor is based on making 10 
equal payments, over a period of 10 years, to pay 10% of the undepreciated value each 
year and depreciate the investment to zero. 
3.6 EARTH STATION CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY 
A secondary objective of the earth station evaluations completed, has been 
to identify critical technology which can significantly influence performance through 1985. 
Appendix 1, Volume 2, describes the earth station equipment and technology used in this 
study and presents the antenna gain vs cost, receiver noise temperature vs cost, HPA 
power vs cost, and interface equipment cost data for each service. A summary of these 
results is presented here. The reader is referred to the Appendix for further details. 
Earth station equipment costs, in this study, are based on supplier sur­
veys, catalogue prices and selected available quotations to ongoing equipment procure­
ments. In developing this data, the earth station equipment is divided into two groups. 
In the first group, consisting of antennas, low noise receivers, high power amplifiers 
and related supporting equipment, specifications are prepared describing the salient per­
formance and operating features required to provide the defined services. Occasionally 
this leads to dual specifications for different grades of performance. In addition, a ques­
tionnaire is prepared listing questions to be answered regarding the supplier's production 
rxethods, annual production and market growth, the industry market and sales growth, 
etc. Both specifications and questionnaire are mailed to prospective suppliers and fol-­
lowed up, in most cases, by company visits to review these documents, discuss technology 
and cost, and visit fabrication and test facilities. The suppliers respond with performance 
and cost data and judgment is used to compile the data to establish performance-cost 
trends.


In the second group, consisting of modulation, coding and multiplexing


equipment and certain user equipments like video cameras, facsimile, data compressors
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etc., the problem of identifying and costing is complex because of the equipment diversity. 
In some cases, for example TV cameras, facsimile, and MODEMS, quotes Can be simply 
obtained from qualified suppliers. In most cases, however, such data was too difficult to 
obtain and costs were obtained by comparing the unit in question to units resembling them, 
in terms of components and devices used. Where circuitry is applicable, it is assumed 
that large scale integration is used for. production quantities greater than 100, 00O.- Of 
course LSI already is selectively used in many of the interface equipments. Finally, 
learning curves were either used directly for some items or used to check the cost trends 
developed from the supplier data. 
Degree of subsystem redundancy, test equipment, alarm and monitoring, 
control, etc. were adopted as needed for each service. For TV broadcast direct-tothe 
user, a simple straightforward "single thread" earth station and modulation converter 
was configured, with no "frills." For multiplexed voice and data, full redundancy with 
the usual alarm, monitoring, control and test equipment was considered more appropriate. 
All earth station antenna costs include a 20% or $100 charge, whichever is larger, for 
installation. 
No major technological breakthroughs are expected for earth station equip­
ment through 1985. There is increasing use of solid-state HPAs for narrow band appli­
cations, of FETs for medium thermal-noise performance and a gradual improvement in 
performance or cost (in constant dollars) as the earth station industry grows and produc­
tion increases. Two significant trends are worth noting. One is the expanding use of 
LSI, particularly TMOS and 12 L in digital logic circuitry in particular. Vfuch of currently 
available new earth station equipment uses LSI and the trend toward more extensive use 
is clear. However, much of the earth station equipment, particularly high cost items 
such as receivers, MODEMS, antennas, HPAs, etc. are not applicable to LSI. Where 
seemingly applicable, over the 1985 time frame, LSI is incorporated into equipments 
coted. The second trend worth noting is the substantial cost reductions achievable by 
large production buys. In fact, some of the terminal interface equipments are not cost­
effective unless quantity buying and LSI can be used. 
Results used, in both the transmit/receive and receive only final system 
tradeoffs, are summanzed in this section. Figures 3-19, -20 and -21 show Ku-Band, 
S-Band and UHF receive system noise temperature, including the clear sky antenna 
noise contribution, versus cost with quantity purchased as a parameter. Also shown 
are the appropriate ranges of device performance. Figure 3-22 shows Ku-Band HPA 
power vs cost with quantity purchased as a parameter. Also shown are the appropriate 
ranges of device power nerformance. Ku-Band solid-state devices (FETs, or IMPATTS) 
appear practical at power levels up to 10 watts. TWTs and Klystrons are used above this 
power level. Figures 3-23, -24 and -25 show receive only antenna gain vs cost, with 
quantity purchased as a parameter, for Ku-Band, S-Band and UHF, respectively. Com­
parable transmit/receive antenna gain vs cost curves and complications of interface 
equipment cost are give in Appendix 1. 
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3.7 SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS 
The satellite model used in this study, described completely in Appen­
dix 2, Volume 2, enables an accurate representation of space system performance and 
cost. For the purpose of conducting the system tradeoff optimizations, the space seg­
ment EIRP per unit bandwidth is considered to be the dependent variable. This is ac­
complished, for each of the six launch vehicles, by varying the number of transponders 
per antenna beam per satellite. Thus, for the same launch vehicle the satellite com­
munications transponders will change from a single high-pbwered transponder per beam 
to several or many lower powered transponders per beam. To accomplish this, the 
satellite communications payload diagrammed in Figure 3-26 is broken into its compon­
ent parts and each part assigned a representative weight and, if applicable, power. 
These weights and powers are summed in terms of numbers of receivers, "M", per 
antenna beam, plus an allowance for redundancy, and in terms of numbers of transmit­
ters per receiver, "N", as depicted in Figure 3-26. Also included in the communications 
payload are the antenna reflector and structural support and the prime power and energy 
storage systems energizing the communications payload. This is readily accomplished 
at Ku-Band, S-Band, and UHF. The general computational procedure is as follows: 
1) Select one or four beams (M = 1 or M = 4) 
2) Compute receiver weight and power 
3) Let N = 1 (one transmitter per beam) 
4) Compute transmitter weight (less weight and power of output amplifier) 
5) Find weight and power of output amplifier, solar array and batteries 
(the latter are not included if the satellite is a broadcast satellite) 
that just consumes the satellite's available payload weight 
6) This identifies the satellite transmitter power, antenna gain and 
hence EIRP 
7) Repeat the above for N = 2 
8) Continue incrementing N until the transmitter power falls below 1 watt 
The UHF land mobile satellite is somewhat different in that it has multiple 
beams with one transponder (plus redundancy) per beam, and more efficient solar arrays 
and energy storage. 
In general, there is a non-linear relation between transmitter power and 
weight which is defined by available and projected transmitters in the three frequency 
bands (TWTs are assumed for Ku-Band and S-Band, and multiple silicon bipolar 
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transistors are assumed at UHF). This process results in a variation of transponders 
and hence transmitter power for each launch vehicle for each of the three frequency 
bands. Satellite communications payload is determined in Appendix 2, Volume 2, to be 
a fixed portion of the total beginning of life mass in synchronous orbit. This is an ac­
curate representation for operation6l communications satellites using spin or wheel 
stabilization and monopropellant hydrazine for 7 years oftnorth-south stationkeepingr-
The land mobile satellite's transmitter power versus weight relationship is somewhat 
different. This satellite may use a very large multiple beam antenna, special diplexing 
filters and linearized Class B amplifiers to favor operation with multiple carriers. 
Launch vehicle costs are based on 1976 costs for the Delta 2914, Delta 3914 
and Atlas Centaur. Shuttle capabilities are based on projections of SSJS (solid spinning 
upper stage) performance, essentially emulating Delta 3914 and Atlas Centaur payloads, 
and IUS (interim upper stage) pefformance, allowing a dedicated spacecraft launch on 
shuttle. Costs are based on 1976 NASA projections and are given in Table 3-46. Satel­
lite costs for these launch vehicles are obtained by comparing the subject satellites to 
one or more operational satellites of the same mass (e. g., same launch vehicle) and 
exercising some judgment to arrive at an accurate and mutually consistent set of 
satellite costs. 
Since annual, not acquisition, costs are needed for the tradeoffs, other 
costs including non-recurring and recurring capital costs and operating expenses must 
be considered. Major items included are acquisition costs for three satellites (one a 
ground spare), two launch vehicles, launch and on-orbit Insurance, control center and 
antenna tracker, launch team costs, computer costs, operational engineers, operators 
and maintenance technicians. Capital costs are depreciated over seven years with a 
return on investment of 10%. Typical satellite carrier overhead is assumed to be 100%, 
G&A to be 25% and average profit to be 15%. This results in the annual space segment 
costs given in Table 3-47. 
Annual space segment cost "A" is multiplied by a factor F to obtain the 
annual transponder charge where: 
F 
f NM 
where: N = number of active* transponders 
M = number of simultaneous antenna beams (M = 1 or V = 4) 
f = satellite fill factor 
Satellite fill factor = 0. 65 for fixed service type satellites (e.g., satellites 
with many transponders). It takes into account the fact that the satellite is not fully 
loaded until the seventh year of operation. It is based on a traffic growth rate of 15% 
per annum. 
*e. g., not standby transponders 
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Table 3- 46. Launch Vehicle and Satellite Cost Data 
Sync Orbit Total Cost per 
Capability Launch, 1976 Reliability 
Launch Vehicle Data Kg SM "A" (6) 
Delta 2914 349 (3) 14.2 .9 
Delta 3914 454 (3) 15.4 .9 
Atlas Centaur 998 (3) 24.9 .9 
Shuttle/SSTJS (1)(four/ 454 7.3 - 8.0 .99 
launch) 7.7 (4) (5) 
Shuttle/SSUS (two/
launch) 998 14.4 - 15.8 15.1 (4) (5) 
.99 
Shuttle/IUS (2) (one/ 2268 24.8 - 27 .99 
1 launch) 25.9 (5) 
(1) 	 SSUS - Spin Stabilized Upper Stage, e.g., perigee injection 
(2) 	 IUS - Interim Upper Stage - perigee/ apogee tandem stage, 3-axis 
stabilized - this implies NASA responsibility for transfer orbit, 
e. g., T&C not required 
(3) 	 Estimated from transfer orbit capability 
(4) 	 Converted from 1975 to 1976 dollars at rate of 7 percent per annum 
(5) 	 Includes cost of SSUS/IUS 
(6) 	 Estimate 
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Table 3-47 Annual Space Segment Costs 
Satellite Annual Space 
- I - -Launch Annual Cost Segment Costs -
Vehicles (M) 1976 - SM 
2914 13 19.4


Expendable 3914 16 21.7


A/C 23 32.7


3914 16 17.4


, Shuttle A/C 23 26.1


Dedicated 36 40.2 
Table 3- 48. Useful UHF Power for Land Mobile Service 
MPT* Space Segment 
Launch Vehicle Ant. Dia. KW Annual Cost 
Dedicated Shuttle (210') 5.2 $47.4M 
Dedicated Shuttle (120') 8.8 44.6


Dedicated Shuttle ( 60') 11.7 42.4


Dedicated Shuttle ( 30') 11.7 41.4


A/C Shuttle (120,) 2.5 33.3


A/C Shuttle ( 60T) 4.5 28.3


A/C Shuttle ( 301) 5.0 27.3


*Total useful instantaneous power including backoff but excluding 
activity factor 
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Figure 3-27 shows single beam Ku-Band transponder cost versus power 
curves for the six launch vehicles. Costs are an allocation of the annual cost for the 
entire space segment. The lower (flat) portion of the curves represent satellites having 
many low-powered transponders while the upper portion represents satellites with a 
limited number of high-powered transponders (e.g., a broadcast satellite). Moving 
vertically on this graph indicates the economy of scale in using larger satellites. That 
is provided they are reasonably filled. Figure 3-27 actually depicts a broadcast satellite 
characteristic, because no eclipse capability is provided. However, the fixed service 
satellite characteristic, in which the eclipse capability is provided. is almost the same 
and is given in Appendix 2. 
Figure 3-28 shows a similar Ku-Band satellite characteristic for a four­
beam (time zone case). The extra weight for antennas, feeds and receivers flattens the 
lower portions of the curves. This, and the fact that a minimum of four transmitters 
are provided, terminates the upper end of the curves at lower transponder powers. 
Note that the termination is also at a slightly lower composite satellite power level. 
Figure 3-29 shows similar characteristics for a single beam S-Band 
broadcast satellite. Figure 3-30 shows similar characteristics for a four-beam S-Band 
broadcast satellite. Once again the additional "flatness" and lower composite power, 
because of the added antenna and receiver weight, are displayed. 
Figure 3-31 shows similar characteristics for a single beam UHF broad­
cast satellite. Only the three larger launch vehicles are considered for broadcasting at 
ITHF because of the large antenna needed. Figure 3-32 shows a similar characteristic 
for a four-beam UHF broadcast satellite. In this case, the antenna is even larger. 
These characteristics describe space segment performance and cost for 
the broadcast and fixed services. The reader is urged to read Appendix 2 for more 
details. The land mobile space segment, providing UHF communications to land mobile 
vehicles and Ku-Band communications to the fixed terminals, uses a more efficient power 
system and linearized Class B amplifiers. It is not treated parametrically by the com­
puter. The final characteristics achieved are given in Table 3-48. In the table, iVIP T 
is the total useful transmitter power available and the space segment annual cost 
has been modified slightly to account for the added cost of the large antennas. 
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SECTION 4 
TRADE-OFFS, BROADCAST SERVICES 
INTRODUCTION 
A. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 
Five special broadcast services are subjected to trade-off evaluations 
as a function of a wide variety of system options, to develop optimized satellite/ 
ground terminal configurations and user annual costs at Ku-band and S-Band UHF 
operation also is evaluated in two of the services. The services and representative 
examples of trade-off results are depicted in Table 4-1. The TV Direct to the User 
and FM Voice/iVljsic Direct to the User services are applicable to UHF operation. 
The services are not presently supplied on a major scale by communications carriers, 
and are somewhat unique in that small earth terminal antennas and high powered 
satellite are necessary for a cost effective service. 
The "TV for Retransmission" service is configured for U.S. -wide TV 
signal distribution for the broadcasting networks (e.g. ABC, CBS, etc.) and CATV 
head end terminals, and similar applications. Accordingly, a high quality signal is 
assumed. The "TV Direct to the User" service provides educational and instructional 
TV broadcasts direct to the home, factory or school. Consequently, a lower quality 
signal is assumed. The "FM Voice/Music for Retransmission" service supplies 
U. S. -wide radio signal distribution for the broadcasting networks (e.g. ABC, CBS, etc.). 
A 15 KHz high quality baseband is assumed. The "Compressed Bandwidth TV" service 
is configured as an alternate means of supplying educational and instructional TV, 
based upon reducing transmission requirements to save costs. The "FM Voice/Adusic 
Direct to the User" service makes educational, instructional, and hazard warning 
programming available direct to the home, factory or school. An 8 KHz lower quality 
signal compatible with the user's needs is assumed. 
The basic system configurations, displayed in Table 4-1, are chosen to 
be representative of the small antenna networks that might reasonably be implemented 
before 1985. The satellite and earth station configurations and costs for a wider range 
of networks and launch vehicles are given in Section 4.3. It is generally expected that 
the networks will be larger as the service bandwidth decreases for direct broadcasts 
to the user. The network service ranges from 100 terminals for high quality TV for 
s
redistribution, to 10 terminals, for radio service directly to the user. 
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Table 4-1. Summary Optimized Systems Annual Cost and Configurations 
System Conf. On'd Term. Conf. Sat, Config. 
Sat. 
Average System CosVTerm-
Service TotalTerm, No. Term/Sat. Sig. 
Launch 
Vehicle 
Freq.
Band 
Ant. 
Dia. (M) Rec'v'r Temp. (OK) 
No. 
Beams 
No.Sigs 
Channel 
Pwr. per 
Chan.(W 
Total Per 
Year Month Sat. 
% Due to 
Term Fixed 
'T for i2 25 Shuttle Ku 9.9 265 4 15 
$35K $2.9K 68 27 5 
Retransmission A/C S 4.7 160 4 $39K $3.3K 86 10 4 
TV Direct 4 Shuttle Ku 3.7 640 4 50 $2. 1K $175 40 58 2 
To 
User 
10 2,500 A/C S 
UHF 
2.1 
2.4 
280 
360, 
25 
28 
$1.1K 
$645 
$ 95 
$ 54 
45 
47 
50 
44 
5 
9 
FM Voice/ 
Music for 104 625 
Shuttle 
Ku 2.3 1200 4 32 110 $1.4K $115 18 4 36 
Retransmission A/C 6 1.8 1600 64 125 $930 $ 78 9 36 55 
Bandwidth TV C ShuttleA/C KuS 2.31.8 580510 2 3 
17 
20 
$7. 1K 
$6.7K 
$590 
$560 
15 
9 
4 
6 
81 
84 
FM Voice/ 
Music DirectTo The User 
61Shuttle 
106 250,000 A/C 
Ku 
8S 
1.5 
0.33 
3100 
12004 4 20 
180 
350 
$180 
$105  
$ 15 
$ 99 
1 
2 
71 
0 
28 
4 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 
UIF 
_ _ _ 
0.45 
_ _ _ _ 
2500 
__ _ _ _I_ _ _ __ 
560 
_ _ 
$ 85 $ 7 2 39 59 
C: 
Typical launch vehicles are the Atlas Centaur and Dedicated Shuttle. 
Satellites of this size result in an economy of scale that reduces the annual cost per 
user. At Ku-band, the individual services require from 4. 5%to 20% of the available 
Atlas Centaur satellite payload and the composite Payload of the five services is about 55%. 
If a Dedicated Shuttle is employed, the payload is approximately half as large (is, 30%). 
If S-band or UHF Is used, both-the Atlas Centaur and Dedicated Shuttle payloads are 
reduced by about half. This does not consider the application of flux density limits to the 
S-band service. When this is considered, the S-band satellite requirements become 
even smaller. It is interesting to note that if the "Mobile fladio" service was set aside, 
all of the requirements listed in Table 3-1 and Table 4-1 can be met with a combined Ku­
band/S-band Atlas Centaur sized satellite payload. If a Dedicated Shuttle is employed, 
a considerable UHF mobile radio capability can be added. 
As explained in Section 3. 1.A, the average number of terminals per 
carrier "slot" in the satellite is a major factor in determining annual costs per 
user and is a significant trade-off parameter optimizing satellite and earth 
terminal requirements. In the broadcast services,this parameter increases in 
importance as the network size increases producing lower costs per user, higher 
satellite power , and smaller earth terminal antenna. In the two direct to the user 
broadcast cases depicted in Table 4-1, four signals (one per time zone) access the 
satellite and serve the entire nation regardless of the size of the ground network. 
In the other cases, it is expected that the number of signals accessing the satelnte 
grow modestly as the size of the ground network increases. Consequently, the expansion 
in terminals per satellite signal, (as the ground network becomes bigger), is less rapid 
than in the two direct to the user services. 
The Ku-band ground terminals, displayed in Table 4-1, list antennas 
having diameters rangin from about 1.5 meters to 9.9 meters. Antennas up to 2.4 
meters are fixed pointed. Larger antennas up to 4.5 meters have a manual steering 
capability while still larger antennas are autotracked. Ku-band receivers range from 
uncooled paramps (i.e., 1200 I to 300 0K) to diode mixers (i.e., 9500 K to 5000 K). 
At intermediate temperatures, (i.e., 300 Kto 950 K), GaAs FET low 
noise receivers are good choices. If increase in satellite and ground terminal costs of 
100 are tolerated and the additional satellite antenna gain into the Southeast is eliminated 
(See Sections 3.2 and 4.2), the ground terminal parameters can be reduced significantly. 
The resultant reduced parameters are depicted in Table 4-2. As shown, the maximum 
antenna diameter can be reduced to about six meters. A GaAs FET receiver is compatible 
with the most stringent noise temperature requirements. 
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Table 4-2 Minimum I' Ku-Band Terminal Configurations 
Service (2) 
Parameter TV for TV Direct FM Voice/Music Compressed FM Voice/ 
Retransmission to User for Retrans° Bandwidth TV Music Direct 
to User 
Antenna Dia. 
2.1 1.20 )(Meters) 	 5o.8 2.6 1.8 
Receiver Noise 
450 700 2190 1730 3100
(3) 
Temp (0 K) 	 
Notes: (1) 	 Based on allowing 10% increase in minimum satellite/terminal costs 
and eliminating the additional satellite antenna gain into the Southeast. 
(2) 	 Service configurations correspond to those indicated in Table 4-1. 
(3) 	 A reduction in G/T from the minimum cost point is not possible since 
maximum satellite power is used without optimizing the system. 
The S-band antenna diameters, displayed in Table 4-1, range from about 
0.3 meters to 4.7 meters. All of these antennas are fix pointed. S-Band receivers 
range from GaAs FET low noise receivers (i.e., 1000 K to 1000 0K) to diode mixers 
(i.e. 1000°K to 5000 0 K devices). In general, S-band antennas are smaller than 
corresponding Ku-band antennas and higher performance receivers are required. These 
results are due to lower link margins required at S-band and the availability of inexpensive 
receivers. They do not take the CCCIR satellite flux density limitations into consideration. 
When the flux density limits are applied, the system performance parameters and costs 
axe as shown in Table 4-3. When the costs of Table 4-3 are compared with the Ku­
band costs of Table 4-1, it is seen that S-band costs range from slightly more than Ku­
band costs to significantly less. In particular, the costs are about 50% of the Ku-band 
costs for the "TV Direct to the User" service. Further, when the S-band antenna diameters 
of Table 4-3 are compared with the Ku-band antenna diameters of Table 4-4, it is seen 
that S-band diameters range from slightly more than Ku-band diameters to slightly 
smaller. Further, S-band TV service can be supplied with fixed pointed antennas. 
A conclusion is that S-band is attractive for broadcast services. 
The UHF ground terminal parameters, displayed in Table 4-1, are 
reasonably similar to the corresponding S-band parameters. However, in this case the 
antenna technology is also inexpeasive so that slightly larger antennas and lower perfor­
mance receivers are more optimum. There is no satellite frequency allocation at UHF; 
therefore, there are no flux density limits to be considered. 
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Table 4-3 S-Band System Parameters at Flux Density Limit 
Gnd Term. Conf. Sat Config. Ave. Svs.Cost/Term. 
-ervice() Ant. , Rec'v'r No. Sigs. fPwr./ Total PerDia.e(I Term 0 hann. Chan. M Year Month 
TV 	 ori so (2) 4.7 160 1 4 $39K $3.3K 
ansmis sion 
TV Direct i 
to User 2.4 275 1 20 $1.1K $95 
F Voice/Music 6


for Retrans. 2.3 F 660 64 30 $1. IK $95


Compressed 
:Bandwidth TV2 1.8 510 3 20 $6.7K $560 
FM 	 Voice/ 
MWusic Direct I 
to User .9 550 20 5 $225 $19 
Notes: (1) Service configurations correspond to those in Table 4-1. 
(2) 	 The flux density limit was not reached for the system configuration 
considered. 
Table 4-1 indicates that four beam (i. e. time zone coverage) satellite 
antenna patterns are preferred on all broadcast services,because of regional require­
ments.- If one signal must be transmitted simultaneously to all grbund stations across 
the country, a one beam U. S. coverage satellite antenna pattern is the most effective 
system configuration. Even with regionalized transmission requirements the four beam 
design is only advantageous to Ku-band systems. At S-band and UHF it is found in 
most cases, (See Section 4.3) that there is little cost difference between the two approaches.
Particular Ku-band advantages are due to the feasibility of using multiple feed antennas 
to effectively shape time zone coverages and due to the lighter weight of Ku-band 
channelization hardware. 
As in the interactive systems, variations in the satellite channel'bandwidth 
are used to change the number of signals sharing a satellite channel. This varies the 
satellite channel power in order to identify the minimum cost system. Results are 
similar to those obtained for the interactive systems in that optimized system costs 
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tend to be inflated as long as satellite channel power requirements are less than 10 to 
20 watts. However, results here are different because it is possible in many cases to 
widen the bandwidth and increase satellite channel power requirements such that the 
satellite capability s exceeded. In such cases, an optimization relative to the 
ground complex did not occur and system costs are again inflated. A "U-shaped" 
system cost trend is often experienced as the satellite channel bandwidth is varied. 
Bandwidths ranged from about 2MHz to 36MHz. Notice that since the variations are 
simply a satellite power and cost allocation "tool", the lower bandwidths don't have 
to represent real satellite hardware implementation.Wideband channels (e.g. 36 MHz) 
can be used with all of the power allocated to a limited number of signals occupying a 
limited portion of the available bandwidth. 
In general, the number of signals per channel displayed in Table A-i 
rearesent a wide band satellite channel when the network size is small (e. g. 102 0 
10Jterminals) and a narrow band channel when the network size is large (e. g. 10- to 
10 ). Of course, the HF bandwidth of the user signal is another important factor 
determining the satellite channel bandwidth and the number of signal accesses per 
channel. At the wider signal bandwidths, the satellite channel bandwidth requirements 
are larger and the number of accesses per satellite channel is smaller. 
The optimum satellite transponder power is a function of the required 
link carrier-to-noise (i. e. C/N) ratio, the number of terminals per satellite 
carrier, the number of carriers per satellite transponder,the bandwidth of each 
user signal and the number of satellite beams. Maximum power is required only 
when one U. S. coverage beam is assumed and all other parameters are at or near 
their maximum values. Of the power levels displayed in Table 4-1, only those 
associated with the "TV for Retransmission" and "FI Voice/Music Direct to 
the User" servces represent values which may not be the most appropriate. In 
the first case, the level is too low indicating an inefficient satellite design. In this 
case, consideration of transponder bandwidths wider than 36 MHz may be appropriate. 
In the second case, the required power level is too high, representing a situation where 
not enough satellite power is available to allow a cost optimization. The consideration 
of transponder bandwidths narrower than 2 MHz may be appropriate for this case. 
The costs displayed in Tables 4-1 and 4-3 appear to be reasonable except
for those associated with the "Compressed Bandwidth TV" service. However, when the 
monthly costs are reduced to costs per individual serviced they are modest. It must be 
remembered that in the retransmission services a large community of users is served 
by each ground terminal. Further, in the 'TV Direct to the User" service each 
terminal serves one or perhaps several student classrooms. The "Compressed 
Bandwidth TV" service is too costly based on the cost of the "TV Direct to the User" 
service. The difficulty lies in the cost of the TV signal encoding/decoding equipment. 
This technology is still evolving and may become more cost effective in the future. 
However, for the present and near future it appears to be too expensive for application 
to a broadcast service. The cost savings from reduced link performance requirements 
are not sufficient to offset the signal processing equipment costs, The costs of the 
"FIK Voice/Music Direct to the User" service appear to be borderline. Each terminal 
probably serves a limited number of individuals and only a radio service is supplied. 
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The distribution of costs between system elements shown in Table 4-1 
is variable. When the ground network size is small and/or the user signal power 
per bandwidth is high, the satellite costs tend to be a significant factor in overall 
system costs. Means of reducing these costs include widening the satellite transponder 
bandwidths and innovative satellite design and technology (See Section 3 and Table 3-2). 
When the ground network is large and/or the user signal power and bandwidth requirements 
are low, the ground terminal costs tend to be a significant factor in overall system costs. 
Means of-reducing these costs include lower-frequency-operation (e.g. S-band o UHF) 
and large scale equipment production by industry, Lower frequency operation is 
particularly effective if satellite flux density limitations are not in affect. However, 
low frequency operation can be effective in many cases even when such limits are 
imposed (See Table 4-3). When the ground network is large, the user signal power and 
bandwidth requirements are low. When the amount of signal processing is 
high the fixed equipment costs tend to be a significant factor in overall system costs. 
Means for reducing these costs include volume production by industry, trade-off of 
baseband signal quality requirements relative to costs, and innovative design of 
processing equipment (e~g. LSI). 
The variation in average annual cost per user as a function of Ku-band 
link outage and the means for handling differences in rain attenuation across the 
country were analyzed for the broadcast services. These considerations are similar 
to those for the interactive services. However, in this case the receive system noise 
temperatures of interest are of the range of 3000 K to 30000K. Consequently, uoiqe 
due to rain attenuation does not have a significant impct on results and has not been 
considered in the link calculations. This has the effect of reducing the propagation 
outages at which rain margin starts to significantly impact the cost of the system by a 
factor of about two. Other than that the conclusions are similar to those indicated in 
Section 3. 10 A. 
B. SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM OPTIMIZATIONS 
The basic system options considered in the trade off are the satellite 
launch vehicle, the probability of link outage, the number of users in a nationwide 
U.S. network, the number of beams per satellite, the number of user signals accessing 
a satellite channel, and the frequencyband. The range of variation for each parameter 
is defined in Table 4-4 for each particular service. All possible permutations 
of the listed parameters , with the exceptions footnoted in the table, are selected and 
satellite/ground terminal optimizations completed. The optimizations determine the 
minimum system costs andcorresponding satellite transmitter and ground antenna, 
receiver, and transmitter requirements, resulting in thousands of system optimizations 
requiring the use of a computer. 
C. OPTIMIZATION APPROACH AND SECTION ORGANIZATION 
The system aptimizations are accomplished in a series of three major 
computerized routines. These are: (1) the satellite cost per transponder versus 
power per transponder (2) the ground terminal cost versus GT, and (3) the average 
annual cost per user versus satellite and ground terminal performance. After the 
system options are selected, the output relationshipsfrom the first two routines are 
read into the last (io e. the system optimization routine) to allow the satellite versus 
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Table 4-4. 	 Bastc System Optons Subjected to 
Satellite/Ground Complex Tradeoffs 
atiOoons Considered 
service Freq. Launch Link No. of No. of No. of User 
)Band Vehicle Outage( Term Sat. Beams 51g/Sat. Chn. 
Delta 2914(1) l% j 
I Ku Delta 3914(1) 0.25% 10 iTV for 	 Atlas Centaur 1 2 1i0
Retransnssion S Shuttle 3914()1 0.075% 10 	 1 
Shutle A/C 0.05% 10


Ded. Shuttle 0. 025,0 10
0.0117 101 
TV Direct Ku Same Same 10- Same SameTo 	 105User S as as i06 as I as


UHF Above Above 107 Above Above


108 I 
10 	 8 
FM VoiceAlusic same Same I Same I 
for For Ku 103 0 as Ms 10 as 64r 
Retransmission a as 128 
Above Above 105 Above 
I 	 I 
Compressed Ku I Same Same Same Same 1BadIithV I ] 
Bandwadth TV S gas as as as 3 
SAbove Above Above AboveI I 
F oie/us K Same same 04Same 20 
FM Voice/ Music 1. 
S as as 100 as soDirect To 
106	 1 160User 	 Above 107 Above 320Above 	 0e bv 1 2 
108


Note: 1) These vehicles are not considered in UHF system oprmizationa 
2) Link outages are not considered in S-band and UHF system 
optimizatlons, 
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ground terminal trade-offs to be completed. The system optimization routine employs 
the downlink performance equation to relate the capabilities of the space and ground 
segments to the system requirements and options selected. While this equation is 
being satisfied, the allocated satellite cost per user and the average ground terminal 
costs are totaled. A systematic search, over a reasonable range of satellite and 
earth terminal capabilities is conducted-and-the lowest cost system configuration 
selected as optimum. At Ku-band, the routine handles variations in ground terminal 
requirements over four major sectors of the country (i.e. the Northeast, Southeast, 
West and Midwest). At S-band and UHF, fixed link margins and fxed satellite antenna 
gains can be applied to all areas of the country. As a result, there is no change in 
ground terminal G/T with location. Outputs of the routine for the optimum configuration 
include: average annual cost per user, satellite power, number of satellite transponders 
required, percent of the satellite payload consumed and earth terminal G/T, receiver and 
antenna required in each area of the country. Fixed item costs are then manually 
added to satellite and ground terminal costs. 
The receive-only system optimization routine is similar to the transmit / 
receive system optimization routine, described in detail in Section 3.4. Of course, 
there is no uplink performance equation to consider. The downlink equation is : 
(CT/No) (1 + B) (PSC BsGSD/ LBsc MI) (C/47rRf)2 (G /K T9MID) 
where: 
* f is 12GHz at Ku-band, 2.54 GHz at S-band, and 665 MHz at UHTF 
* 	 L is 1. 259 at Ku-band and 1.122 at S-band and UHF. 
* 	 B is assumed to be 1/10. 
All other parameters are as defined in Section 3.4.A. The cost equation 
remains the same. The Ku-band ground terminal cost per location is the same except 
that there is no ground terminal EIRP (i.e Eg and a Eg), uplink margin (i.e. Mu) 
or uplink satellite antenna gain (i.e. G ) to consider. The system parameter search 
is identical except that Egis no longer involved. The bounds on Ku-band G/T for the 
reference link (i.e. the Northeast) are -5 dB/K G/) :< 39 dB/'K. The bounds 
applicable to all S-band and UHF links are -19 dB/°K < G/ < 26 dB/%K and -30 dB/
0 K < G/T < 12 dB/'K, respectively. The performance bounds on the antenna and 
receiver curves used to generate the G/ versus cost curves are as defined in Table 4-5. 
Input constants for Ku-band antenna gain and link margin are the same except no uplink 
inputs are required. The other input constants are as defined in Tables 4-6, 4-7, 4-8 
and 1-9. The outputs are the same except that earth terminal EIRP and XvIIT PWR 
are not a consideration. 
The receive-only earth terminal computer routine employes antenna 
and receivercostsversus performance curves, described in Section 3.6, to generate the 
optimized ground terminal cost versus performance curves. The cost of antenna and 
receiver combinations satisfying the G/T requirements are totaled. A systematic 
search, over a reasonable range of subsystem capabilities, is conducted and the lowest 
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TABLE 4-5 	 Performance Bounds on Component Curves 
Used to Generate G/iT vs. Cost Curve 
Frequency Ant. 
_min. 
Gain 
Max. 
Rec'vr. Temp.* 
Min. I Max. 
Ku-Band 28, 7 dBI 71 dBl 18dB 43dB 
S-Band 15.3 dBl 58.3 dBl 18dB 43dB 
TJHF 9.5 dBl 45.0 dBl 18.5dB 43dB 
*Total System 	 Temperature in dB Relative to I'K. 
TABLE 4-6 	 Service Related Performance Cost Parameter Selections 
ISignal Sat. Chan. 
C/No. (dB) Bandwidth Bandwidth Back-SERVICE Ku-Band S-Band UHF (MHz) (Mlli_)-- - off 
TV for Retrans­
mission 
86.8 
I 
87.1 - 32.0 
TRedul­
32.0 0dB 
TV Direct to 
the User 
 
185.2 85.4 85.4 22.0 22.0 0dB 
FII Voice/Music for60.6 
Retransmission 
61.0 - 0.24 1.92 
7.68 
15.36 
30.72 
5.1dB 
ICompressed Band­
width TV 
73.5 73.5 - 12.0 12.0 
24.0 
36.0 
0 dB 
1.6dB 
5.1dB 
FM Voice/Music 
Direct to User 
57.0 57.5 57.5 0.1 2 
8 
16 
 
32 
5.ldBI 
Config Type
uration Signal 
Aao 
dant Aflog 
Non 
Analog
Redun­

dant 
Redun- Analog 
dant 
Non Digital 
Redun­
dant I 
Non 'Analog 
Bedun­
dant
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TABLE 4-7 S-Band & UHF Margin Requirements 
FrqunI Margin* Applied to JFrequency Analog Sys. Dig. Sys. I 
:S- Band . 3dB 2dB ­
,UHF 4dB ­
*Margin is not varied as a function of link outage at UHF and S-Band. 
TABLE 4-8 S-Band & UHF Satellite Downlink Antenna Gain* 
Antenna Gain (dB)lFrequency 
'U.S. Coverage Time Zone Coverage 
S-Band 29.5 32.5 
f 
UHF 29.5 32.5 
*Gain does not change with location in the country. 
TABLE 4-9 Ground Complex and Satellite Channel Access Pairing 
No. TV For TVDirect FI/Voice Music Compressed FM Voice/Music 
of [Letransiion 
6Term. (s)) NTC NSC 
To User 
NTC I NSC 
for Retransmission 
NTC NSC 
Bandwidth Tji 
NTC NSC 
Direct to 
NTC 
User 
NSC 
'10 10 1 10 1 10 1 - -
102 25 4 - 25 4 25 4 - -
103 250 4 250 4 125 8 125 8 250 4 
a 
0 1250 8 2,500 4 625 1 625 16 2,500 4 
105 6250 8 25,000 4 3125 32 3125 32 25,000 4 
106 - - 250,000 4 - - 250,000 4-1 
i 107 - - 2,500,000 4 - - - 2,500,000 4 
10 8 -­ 25,000,000 4 - - - 25,000,000 4 
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4.2 
cost combination selected as optimum. This reutine can provide optimizations for both 
redundant and non-redundant versions of the receiver. It is essentially identical to the 
routine discussed in detail in Section 3. 5 except that the transmitter and ground terminal 
EIRP are not involved. The receive-only terminal costs versus G/T curves are provided 
in Appendix 7. 
The satellite routine is summarized in Section 3. 1. C and discussed in

detail in Section 3.7. The latter discussion deals with both broadcast and transmit/

receive satellite cost and performance relationships. The only difference is that

batteries sufficient to maintain communications operation during eclipse are not provided

for broadcast satellites.

The output of the receive-only system optimizations is summarized and


analyzed at length in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Section 4.2 exanines cost variations as a


function of Ku-band link outage. The results are almost identical for all services


eliminating the need for a derailed service by service evaluation. The remaining results


are evaluated service by service in Section 4.3. The format, for each service, involves


considering in order: (1) annual cost versus satellite transponder bandwidth, (2) annual


cost versus number of beams per satellite (3) satellite performance requirements,


(4) satellite and ground terminal cost versus network size, (5) ground terminal performance 
requirements, and (6) total system costs. In the "TV for Retransmission" 
and 'TV Direct to the User" services, cost versus satellite transponder bandwidth is 
not a consideration. 
AVERAGE ANNTJAL COST VS. PERCENT Ku-BAND LDJK OUTAGE 
Satellite and ground complex cost versus link outage trends vary 
little from one receive-only service and system configuration to another. Other services 
having bandwidths of 32 MHz, 22 IIMHz, 240 KEz and 100 KHz are examined along with a 
6 Mbps digital service. One and four-beam satellites ranging in size from a Delta 2914 to 
a Dedicated Shuttle payload are considered. Ground networks from !0 to 108 terminals are 
evaluated. The similarity of all results is depicted in Figures 4. -1, 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4. These 
figures are chosen to bound the system options considered. The full set of system costs 
versus link outage curves are given in Appendix 7. 
As shown, there is an almost negligible cost increase as the link outage 
decreases from 1% to 0. 1%. Cost increases do not become significant until link outage 
decreases to 0.05%. As the outage requirements decrease further, system costs rise 
rapidly and become totally unreasonable at an outage of 0.01%. These results are in general 
agreement with those described in Section 3.2 for the interactive services. However, in 
the interactive case, the system noise contributions due to rain attenuation are significant. 
This causes the outages, at which system costs start to be impacted by rain margin, to be 
higher by a factor of about two (i. e.,0.1% instead of 0.05%). Once again, average costs 
means that costs of the terminals in the Southeast, Northeast, Central and West sections 
of the U.S. have been averaged before being combined with the allocated satellite cost per 
terminal. Further, it is once again observed that factors impacting the cost versus outage 
trends include: 
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403 
* 	 Rain attenuation versus outage 
* 	 Minimum margins necessary to establish clear sky requirements 
" 	 Differences in minimum margins applied to digital and analog 
services 
o 	 Variation in rain attenuation and rain margin requirements from 
one section of tire cbuntry to andther. (See Section 3.2 for a further 
discussion of these factors and their influence on the annual cost versus 
link outage trends.) 
Observations worth emphasizing are those associated with designing systems to handle 
the differences in Ku-band rain attenuations across the county. It is concluded that equal 
satellite antenna gains and identical ground terminals can be used in all areas of the country 
when the link outages required are 0.5% or greater. For outages between 0.5% and 0.05%, 
unequal satellite antenna gains are cost-effective in countering the effects of differences in 
rain attenuation. At lower outages, the higher satellite antenna gain offsets the need to be 
compensated by variations in the ground terminal capabilities. Finally, at a system outage
of 0.01%, it may be necessary to accept slightly poorer performance in the Southeastern U.S. 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE/COST TRADE-OFFS 
A. TV FOR RETRANSMISSICN 
1. Average Annual Cost Vs Number Beams Per Satellite 
The 	 same basic cost comparisons between the one-and four-beam satellite 
design, observed for the transmit/receive services, also pertain to receive-only systems. 
The 	 major difference is that traffic reauirements can be regionalized by time zone. If 
one broadcast signal is distributed across the country to all terminals, there can be no 
advantage in-employing four beams since four satellite channels are required instead of one. 
However, if the requirement is for four channels broadcasting to four time zones, then the 
four-beam satellite has a potential advantage since four channels are required on both the 
one 	 and four beam satellites. Consequently, the regionalized broadcast scenario is 
adopted for all receive-only services. System cost comparisons between the one and 
four 	 beam Ku-band satellite designs for the "TV for Retransmission" service are dis­
played in Table 4-10. Additional cost comparisons and similar ones for S-band satellites 
are 	 presented in Appendix 7... 
Table 4-10 shows that for a small ground network, the four-beam apprcach
is the most effective only for satellites larger than a Delta 3914. In contrast, it is the most 
effective for all satellite sizes considered when the ground network is large. Notice that 
the required satellite power per channel is small for the small network and large for the 
large networks. A low satellite transponder power implies a large number of transponders 
and a major percentage of the available communications paylcad consumed in filters, fre­
quency converters, and transmitter drivers. In such a case, the weight penalty for four 
receivers and antenna feeds for the time zone design can be signficiant and the smaller the 
satellite the more signficiant the penalty. 
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Table 4-10. Average Annual Cost/Terminal Vs. Number of Beams/Satellite 
(Ku-Band Satellite) (TV Distribution) 
of LaunchNo. 
 
Beams Vehicle .1% OUTAGE .05% OUTAGE


Exp. 
2914 
Exp. 
3914 
Shuttle 
 
1 39141 
IExp.
A/,CI


Shuttle 
A/C 
Ded. 
 
Shuttle 
Exp. 
2914 
Exp. 
3914 
Shuttle 
3914 
4 Exp. 
A/C


Shuttle 
A/C


Ded. 
Shuttle 
10 Term. 
153,855. 
130,945. 
I 
108,605. 
91,130. 
 
76,410. 
56,675. 
 
163,565. 
127,995. 
105,575. 
79,440. 
66,225. 
46,290. 
 
105 Term. 
3,935. 
3,625. 
3,315. 
3,035. 
 
2,815. 
2,330. 
 
2,595. 
2,335. 
2,190. 
1,890. 
1,755. 
1,430. 
 
10 Term. 105 Term. 
159,520. 4,745. 
135,920. 4,480.


112, 890. 4,030.


95,195. 3,670.


79,955. 3,320. 
59,325. 2,740.


165,735. 2,965. 
130,750. 2,630. 
I 
108,080. 2,420.


81,695. 2,050.


68,385. 1,890.


48,455. 1,530.
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These penalties are magnified at S-Band as indicated in 
Appendix 7. In this case, the receiver, channelization components, feeds and antennas 
are all considerably heavier. Further, there is a signficiant difference between the weight 
of the one-and four-beam S-band antennas while the gain advantage for the latter is only 
about 3 dB. Such a modest difference in antenna patterns is a result of the coverage overlap 
between the time zone beams; it is less practical to shape the antenna patterns at S-band 
than at Ku-band. See Section 3.3. A. 1 for a discussion of the beam shaping available at 
Ku-band through the use of multiple antenna feeds. The resultant difference between the 
one-and four-beam antenna gains is 5. 5 dB. With these facts in mind, the 4-beam config­
urations are selected for examples on all Ku-band systems. However, large satellites 
operating with large networks are considered for S-band systems, so that one beam system 
is applicable. 
2. Satellite Reauirements 
The coinciding increases in satellite power per channel and ground network 
size indicated above, is verified in Figure 4-5 for a Ku-band satellite. A similar trend 
is displayed for the S-band satellite in Appendix 7. As the number of terminals receiving 
a single broadcast signal from the satellite increases, the satellite cost per terminal 
decreases. This makes it cost-effective to increase satellite transmitter output and decrease 
the terminal G/T. The figures indicate the increase in the power per channel as the satellite 
becomes larger is a result of a corresponding reduction in the cost of power. As shown in 
Appendix 7, this pattern is disrupted at S-band by the selection of single beam antennas for 
the smaller satellites (i e., Expendable 2914 and Shuttle 3914 payloads) which results in 
comparatively higher satellite power in order to compensate for the loss of satellite antenna 
gain. As a result, the one beam small satellite power curves overlap the four-beam large 
satellite (i. e., Shuttle Atlas-Centaur and Dedicated Shuttle payload) power curves. However, 
the power increases are not as rapid as might be inferred by the increases in network size. 
because the scenario adapted for system growth includes an increase in the number of satellite 
channels as the network increases. It is unlikely that the redistribution systems in the country 
will use only four network channels. Accordingly, Figure 4-5 shows that tIe number3 
of satellite channels required is, one for a network of 10 terminals, four for i02 and 10 
terminals, eight for 104 terminals, and 16 for 105 terminals. One wideband satellite 
channel is employed per signal access. 
Figure 4-5 also indicates that the percentage of satellite payload consumption is 
quite modest until the network approaches 104 terminals. At 10 e-im-iuals more than one small 
to intermediate size satellite or almost all of a Dedicated Shuttle satellite is required. 
This is understandable since 16 channels with power requirements on the order of 40 to 
150 watts per channel must be providqd. Reaonable network sizes, in the period before 
1985 are anticipated to be between 10 and 10 terminals. Accordingly, a Shuttle Atlas-
Centaur sized satellite is a reasonable selection. 
The Ku-band coordination limits displayed can be read directly from the


four-beam satellite curve shown in Figure 3-5. Satellite backoff is not a factor since


there is only one signal per channel. Further, the effective bandwidth over which signal


power is spread is about 27 MHz even though the channel bandwidth employed is 32 ifMl z.


This means no adjustments have to be made to the curve.


S-band power at the flux density limit, shown in Appendix 7, is determined


as follows. The basic CCIR requirement applicable to the 1 GHz to 10 GHz segment of the


frequency spectrum is:
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Es (dB) = 	 -152 + a/I (dBW! Id2 ) in any 4 KHz channel 
where: a Es is the allowable flux density at the surface of the earth in dBWAVI2 
* 	 9 is the satellite elevation angle at the earth terminal in degrees 
above the horizon and 7.50 is taken as a worst case requirement. 
- -This translates ifito the following kmP/signai, Ep, requirement at the 
satellite: 
Ep (dBW) + log 2 03B 	 = -151.5 
RB is the slant range from the satellite to the earth terminal 
* 	 W is the bandwidth over which signal power is dispersed as a 
result of the spreading waveform employed. 
* 	 B 1 is bandwidth, (i.e., 1 Miz) over which signal pove r is 
dispersed as a result of the audio subcarrier added to the baseband 
TV signal 
This further translates into the following satellite power per channel,


Pso (displayed on the S-band satellite requirement curves.):
 
/3+W'~Bsc( 
-Gs 	 +M 0 +10 log 0 -Bs Ps 	 (dB) = 11.S +10 log 10  +x10) -5 log10 32+/ 
where: 
* 	 Gs is the edge of coverage gain (i. e., 3 dB down from peak). 
It is 32 dB for a 4-bean S-band antenna and 29 dB for a 1-beam 
S-band antenna. 
a 	 Ls is the loss between the satellite transmitter and the antenna 
feed. It Is 0, 5 dB for the S-band satellite. 
o 	 5 log!0( 32 + Wris one-half the total increase to the link C/N
\ 32 I 
due to the presence of the spreading waveform. It represents 
an addition to the Psc determined without considering the presence 
of a spreading waveform. It is allowed to be 0. 5 d in this case, 
which corresponds to W=8.3iflz of spreading. The other 0. 5 d1 
of increased C/N must be compensated by increasing the derived 
ground terminal G/T by 0.5 an. 
* 	 MBO is the satellite transmitter output backoff. It is 0 dB in this 
case. 
o 	 10 log1 0 (B/s ) accounts for the fact that there may be several 
signals accessing a satellite channel. B.C is the indicated satellite 
channel bandwidth and B is the indicated signal bandwidth. Neither 
of these values include the expansion necessary if spreading is em­
ployed. However, the ratio of BSC to B S is the same in any case 
(e. g. =1) for this service. When the appropriate values are 
inserted in the above equation, it is determined that PSC=21 wafts 
for a 4-beam satellite and 42 watts for a 1-beam satellite. 
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S Satellite and Ground Terminal Cost Vs Network Size 
The average annual cost pe'r terminal decreases dramatically in broad ­
.cast systems as the size of the ground network increases, which is illustrated in 
Figure 4-6. The reductions are a result of the wider distribution of satellite costs as 
the number of terminals per signal increases and the increased size of the ground ter­
minal buy. The figure compares the results at both Ku- and S-band. The S-band results 
do not take the satellite flux density limitations into consideration. As shown, S-band 
has the potential for providing a considerable cost saving, due primarily to the lower 
cost of the ground network. For small network sizes (where satellite costs predominate) 
the S-band system is at a disadvantage because the increased weight of S-band compo­
nents and the S-band antenna produce a less cost-effective, low power, satellite than is 
the case at Ku-band. 
Imposing the satellite flux density limitations has little effect on the 
above results. Appendix 7 shows that the flux density limitations become a factor only 
at a network size of about 104. This means in order to be in compliance with the regula­
lations, the satellite power per channel and earth station Q/T must be frozen at about 
20 watts and 9.25 dB respectively. This does not mean that the cost of the service stays 
constant as the size of the ground network increases. The satellite cost allocation 
continues to be spread over a larger number of ground terminals and the size of the ground 
terminal buy continues to increase. It does mean that the rate of cost decrease is somewhat 
reduced since the system can no longer optimize. However, when the S-band costs for a 
10 network are recomputed on this basis, they increase by only about 17%. That is, 
they increase from $725 per terminal (see Figure 4-6 ) to $850 per terminal, and this 
still compares favorably with a corresponding Ku-band cost of about $1, 750 per terminal 
(see Figure 4-6 ). 
4. Ground Terminal Requirements 
Variations in Xifu-band performance parameters, as a function of 
increases in the ground network size, are depicted in Figure 4-7. Similar results for 
the S-band terminals are depicted in Appendix 7. As expected, the Gi? changes are 
counter to the satellite power changes. G/i decreases are accomplished primarily by 
decreasing the antenna size, however, there are accompanying increases in antenna 
temperature. The terminal antenna sizes are large while the receiver requirements are 
moderate. For a network of 10 terminals, a 9.9 meter autotracked Cassegrain 
and a 2650K uncooled paramp receiver is required. For a network of 104 terminals, a 
4.4 meter manually steered Cassegrain antenna and a 4600K GaAs FET receiver is required. 
These results reflect a high performance application with a redundant receiver. Conse­
quently, the G/T requirements are relatively stringent and the burden of meeting them falls 
primarily on the antenna. Deviations in terminal parameters that increase system costs 
by no more than 10% are depicted in Table 4-11. The bounding parameters are read from 
the system optimization curves depicted in Appendix 7. For a Ku-band network of 10 2 
terminals, a 23-foot autotracked Cassegrain antennaand a 3500K GaAs FET receiver can 
be used. For a network of 104 terminals, a 13-foot manually steered Cassegrain antenna 
and a 745°X GaAs FET receiver is satisfactory. It should be noted that these parameters 
are for a terminal located in the Northeastern U. S. 
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Table 4-11. Bounds on Ground Terminal G/T, Receiver Temperature and Antenna Diameter 
(4 Beam Satellite (TV Distribution) 
rqency Number of Parameter Lower Bound 
FreuenyjTerminals 
G/T 	 31. 
dB/°K 
Receiver 350. 
 
10 Temperature 
5 I 	 CK) 
Antenna 7.0 
 
Diameter 

(meters) 

G/T i 23. 

(dB/cK 

4 -Receiver 
10 Temperature 745. 
 
Antenna 
Diameter 4.0 
(meters) 
!
G/TG/ 	 12. 
Receiver 
10 Temperature 275. 
 
CK)


Antenna


Diameter 	 3.5 
 
C11		 (meters) 
= 	 G/T 
(dB/K) 
Io Receiver a 
10 Temperature 275. 
(0K) 
Antenna 
Diameter I 2.0 
(meters) 
(1) All cases use shuttle A/C launcher. 
(2) Represents maximum G/T available. 
Upper Bound


(2) 
39.


265.


15.5 
29.


2 
580.


7.0 
25.


40. 
7.5


160.


2.5
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Further reductions are feasible if the 7 dB of extra Ku-band satellite antenna 
gain into the Southeast is eliminated. As indicated in Section 3. 3. A. 4, this results in a 
2. 5 dB adjustment to the satellite antenna gain in the Northeast and results in a corresponding 
decrease intheterminalperformance requirements. For anetwork of i02terminals, a19.0-foot 
manually steered Cassegrain antenna and a 450 0 K GaAs FET receiver is adequate. For 
a network of 104 terminals, a 10-foot manually steered Cassegrain antenna and a 9500K 
diode mixer receiver is adequate. 
Table 4-11 also displays S-band terminal parameters corresponding to the 
Ku-band parameters indicated above. As shown, the antenna diameters are smaller ani 
the receiver temperatures lower, because-S-band receiver technology is less expensive 
than Ku-band receiver technology while the difference in the antenna costs is not large. 
For an S-band network of 10 terminals, a 12-foot fixed pointed, prime focus fed parabolic 
antenna and a 2750K GaAs PET receiver can be used. No additional adjustments, by 
eliminating extra satellite antenna gain into the Southeast, are available in this case. The 
S-band terminal parameters indicated in the table do not take the satellite flux density 
limitations into consideration. At the flux density limits, a 9-foot antenna and a 275 0 K 
receiver is required. 
5. Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system cost per terminal, including the fixed perform a-ce items,


are summarized in Table 4-12. Annual costs for a Ku-band network of 10 terminals


is about $35K. This amounts to about $4. 9K per month. If each distribution terminal


serves an average of only 3,000 users, the average cost per user per month is less


than $1. As the size of the gound network increases, the system costs drop dramatically.


The fixed item costs are entirely2equipment costs, which are broken out in detail in


Appendix 1. For a network of 10 terminals, the average buy is in lots of about 10 and


the capital cost is about S7. 5K. When the 0.233 annualizing factor is applied, the yearly


costs become $1. 75K.


Table 4-12 indicates that satellite costs dominate the small networks


and remain important even in larger networks. Ground terminal costs become important


only in the larger networks. This distribution of costs is further verified in the sensitivity


analysis. Results of this analysis are discussed in Appendix 7. The analysis considers


independent + 10 dB variations in link performance, satellite cost, and ground terminal


cost with all other factors constant Table 4-12 also shows that fixed equipment costs


are not important in this service.


All this points to concentrating on the satellite in attempting cost 
reducing innovations. Longer life, higher reliability satellites, shuttle optimized 
satellites, higher efficiency solar arrays, ion jets, etc. are all of potential benefit. Further, 
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Table 4-12. Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/Terminal 
(4 bebm satellite) TV Distributiou) 
Number of Total Percent of Total Cost 
Frequency Ner ofs Annual Satellite_ Ground oF-LxedTerminals Cost (&) Terminal 
102 34,885. 68 27 5 
2I04,145. 1 33 55 I 12 
, 1024 139,460 86 1
 4 
10 2,330. 43 36 21


Note: Shuttle A/C used for all cases. 
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(based on the results of Section 3), it may be wise to consider wider satellite channel 
bandwidths with multiple signals per channel for network sizes of about 10 terminals. 
The latter may be particularly helpful in the case of the S-Band satellite. Finally, 
S-Band is an attractive operative frequency even with the flux density limits applied. 
B. TV DIRECT TO THE USER 
1. 0 Average Annual Cost Vs. Number Beams Per Satellite 
The same basic cost comparisons between one- and four-beam satellites, 
as observed for the "TV for Retransmission" service, pertain to the "TV Direct to the 
User" service. However, in this case, the network sizes of interest and the satellite 
power per channel are larger. Therefore, the weight of channelization hardware and 
antennas is less important and the advantages of the four-beam approach are more prom­
inant. The system cost comparisons between the one- and four-beam Ku-Band satellite 
designs, are displayed in Table 4-13. Similar cost comparisons are provided for S-Band 
and UHF satellites in Appendix 7. 
The table indicates 4-beam Ku-Band system, costs are less regardless of the siz e 
of the satellite as long as the ground network incudes 10 or more terminals. The same 
is not true at S-Band where, for a network of 10 terminals, the four-beam approah enjoys 
an advantage only for Atlas-Centaur sized payloads or larger. For a network of 10 
terminals, the four-beam approach enjoys an advantage for Delta 3914 sized payloads or 
larger. However, in any S-Band system configuration there is little cost difference be­
tween the two approaches to satellite design. The same is true for the UHF systems. 
In the latter case-only Atlas-Centaur sized payloads or larger are considered. As a 
result, the four-beam configuration enjoys a slight cost advantage for all UHF systems 
considered. With these facts in mind, the four-beam approach has been selected for 
illustrating Ku-Band, S-Band and UHF system characteristics. 
2. 0 Satellite Requirements 
The same increases in satellite power per channel and ground network 
size as observed for the "TV for Retransmission" service, exists for this service. 
The major difference is that the number of terminals per satellite signal and the power per 
satellite channel is larger. The trend for a Ku-Band satellite is displayed in Figure 4-8. 
Similar trends are displayed for S-Band and UHF satellites in Appendix 7. Figure 4-8 
shows that the maximum power per channel available on Delta 2914 or Shuttle 3914 sized 
Ku-Band satellites, is reached at a network size of 100 terminals. The maximm avail­
able on Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized satellites is reached at a network size of 10 terminals. 
On Dedicated Shuttle sized Ku-Band satellites, it is reached at a network size of 107 
terminals. In the case of S-Band and UHF systems, corresponding maximums occur at 
network sizes that are larger by a factor of approximately 10, a result of the higher max-
Lmum powers available on satellites operating in these frequency bands (see the satellite 
cost per channel curves of Section 3.7). All limits are based on four-beam satellites 
where the mimmum number of channels is four. 
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Table 4-13. Average Annual Cost (Terminal Vs. Number Beams/SateLire) 
(Ku-band System'. (TV Broadcast) 
0. 1% OUTAGE .05% OUTAGE 
103 TERM. i0'TERi. 103 TERI. 0TERM 
14,495 730 j 16,640 1100 

13,150 605 15,255 945 

11,770 605 13,860 940 

10,625 275 12,655 545 

9,635 270 11,530 545 

8,175 140 9,740 145 

11,830 355 12,495 405 

10,125 295 I 10,680 I 340 

8,880 295 9,375 340 

7,285 180 7,830 185. 

6,405 I 175 7,000 185 

5,305 125. 5,670 125. 
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As indicated by Figure 4-8, the satellitepowerper channel increases rapidly as 
the network becomes larger. The system requires only four wideband signal accesses 
and corresponding satellite channels regardless of the network size. Consequently, the 
increase in terminals per satellite signal is directly proportional to the increase in net­
work size. Consequently, satellite costs are spread over more terminals making rapid 
increases in satellite power cost-effective. 
The indicatedpercentages of the satellite payload consumed reflect the highpower 
requirements discussed above. At a network size of 10 terminals, the atellite capacity 
requirements are modest. However, for Ku-Band networks of 10 to 10 terminals only 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur or Dedicated Shuttle sized satellites are adequate. When the upper 
bound on a satellite's power capability is reached the system can no longer be optimized 
as the number of terminals incresg es. ,easonable network sizes for this service are 
estimated to be on the order of 10 to 10 terminals in the period prior to 1985, consequently, 
a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized satellite is considered a reasonable selection. 
The Ku-Band coordination limits displayed can be read directly from the 
four-beam satellite curve shown in Figure 3-5. Satellite output backoff is not a factor 
since there is only one signal per channel. Further, the satellite channel center to 
center bandwidth for this service is taken to be about 27 MHz, therefore, no adjustments 
have to be made to the curve in the figure. A second Ku-Band consideration is the flux 
density limitations on radiation into an adjacent administration's territory. This has not 
been a factor in other services since the limitations allow high satellite power levels. 
The requirement for broadc.st service (see section 3. 3. A. 2.) states that the flux densities 
shall not exceed -105dBW/M for 99%of the worst month. The allowable power per 
satellite channel is then given by: 
Psc(dB) = -105-10 log 10 (1/4 R2) -Gs + L s+ M 8 
where: 
* R, Ls andM BO are as defined in Section 3.3.A. 2 
* G is the satellite antenna gain at the edge of coverage. It is 
about 34dB for a four-beam Ku-Band satellite. 
With M1= 0 for this service, P = 316 watts which is a factor only when a Dedicated 
Shuttle satellite is used with networks of more than 105 terminals. 
The S-Band power at the flux density limit, shown in Appendix 7, is 
essentially the same-as that derived for the "TV for Retransmission" service. An ident­
ical amount of spreading (i. e., W = 8. 3 MHz) can be employed. In this case, the total 
satellite channel bandwidth becomes 30 MHz and the link losses due to spreading are 
1. 4dB. This compares with 40-MHz satellite channel bandwidth and 1dB of spreading 
losses for the "TV for Retransmission" service. With half of the link losses made up 
by increasing satellite power, the allowable power limit for this service is 0. 2dB less 
(I. w, 20.1 watts rather than 21 watts). 
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3.0 Satellite and Ground 	 Terminal Cost Vs. Network Size 
The dramatic 	 decrease in average annual cost per terminal as the 
network size increases is shown by Figure 4-9. In yis cases there is some 
reduction in the rate of decrease at network sizes of 10 and 10 terminals, because 
satellite costs have become insignificant and the limitations on available satellite power 
have frozen the ground terminal antennas at the appropriate compatible size. The figure 
compares Ku-Band, S-Band, and UHF costs. The S-Band results do not take satellite 
flux density limitations into consideration. At UHF, there is at present no satellite fre­
qeuncy allocations so there is no flux density limit to consider. Again, there is a con­
siderable potential system cost advantage at the lower frequencies resulting from the 
lower cost of earth terminal technology. 
Imposing the S-Band satellite flux density limitations does have a modest effect 
on the Ku-Band/S-Baid costtrade-off comparison. When a 4-beam Atlas Cintaur satellite is 
used, the S-Band limitations become a factor at a network size of about 10 -. The limits 
impose a 20-watt power per channel limitation on the satellite and freeze the S-Band ground 
terminal performance at a G/T of about 7. 6dB/°Ko The comparative Ku-Band/S-Band ground 
costs, when the S-Band limits are imposed, are summarized in Table 4-14. As shown, the 
S-Band costs are still sigmficantly below the Ku-Band costs for network sizes to 10 6 
terminals. At network sizes of 10 and 10 terminals, the costs of the two are about the 
same. 
Table 4-14. 	 Ku-Band/S-Band Cost (1 ) Comparison 
with Flux Density Limits Imposed 
Number of TerminalsFlux 
Frequency Limits 103 104 105 10
6 107 108 
Ku-Band (2 )  No S6,500 $2,000 $700 $320 $175 S145 
S-Band(2 )  Yes 4,750 983 420 253 160 160 
No 4,750 976 313 147 85 81


NOTES: (1) 	 Average annual cost per user for the satellite and ground 
terminal. 
(2) Four-beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized satellite. 
4. 0 	 Ground Terminal Requirements 
The variations in the Ku-Band ground terminal performance parameters, as 
a function of increases in the ground network size, are depicted in Figure 4-10. Similar 
results for the S-Band and UHF terminals are depicted in Appendix 7. The expected decreases 
in G/T with increased network size as shown by the figure are accomplished primarily with 
the antenna. 
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Flattening of the G/T trend at network sizes of 10 5 and 106 terminals Is due to the 
power limitations of particular satellites. The displayed receive system temperature 
curves are somewhat surprising in that they normally are expected to increase as the 
G/T decreases and hold constant when the G/T is constant. There re two reversals 
to that trend. The first occurs between network sizes of 10 and 10 -terminals when-a 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite is used. This is due to transitioning through one of the 
break points in the Ku-Band antenna cost and performance curves, (see the transition 
from the 12-foot antenna to the 7. 5-foot antenn%to the T,. 5-foot antenna in Appendix 1.) 
The second occurs between network sizes of 10 and 10 terminals when a Shuttle 3914 
satellite is used. This reflects a faster rate of cost decrease for receiver technology 
than for antenna technology as the size of the buy increases. Notice that this tradeoff 
effect is not general and does not occir for all matchings of antennas and receivers. The 
figure shows that for a network of 10 terminals operating with a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur 
satellite, a 3.7 meter (i. e., 12-foot) manually steered Cassegrain antenna and a 650 K 
GaAs FET receiver is optimum. Typical variations in G/T that produce no more than a 
10% increase in system cost are displayed in Table 4-15. The bounding parameters are 
read from the system optimization curves shown in Appendix 7. The table does not display 
the bounding parameters for the Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite with a network of 10 
terminals. However, the computer data base shows that the lower bound G/T is 2dB less 
than optimum (i.e., at 21. 3dB). This corresponds to a 3-meter (i. e., 10-foot) manually 
steered Cassegrain antenna with a 650°K GaAs FET receiver. If requirements are farther 
reduced by eliminating the extra satellite antenna gain to the Southeast, a G/T of about 
19dB results. This corresponds to an 8. 5 foot manually steered Cassegrain antenna and 
a 7000K GaAs FET receiver. 
Table 4-15 shows that the S-Band antenna sizes are smaller than corres­
ponding Ku-Band size4s while the receiver requirements are more stringent. The same is 
true at UHF, (see 10 terminals.) Again, this occurs because receiver technology at the 
lower frequencies is considerably less expensive while the antennas are only moderately 
less expensive. The deviations from this pattern at 10 terminals occur because the low 
frequency satellites do have sufficient power to allow system optimizatioi to occur while 
the Ku-Band Atlas-Centaur did not (see Figure 4-8). With a 4-beam S-Band, Shuttle 
Atlas-Centaur satellite operating with a network of 104 terminals and with the flux density 
limits imposed, the terminal parameters are: (G/T = 7. 6dB/ 0 K, antenna diameter = 2.4 
meters (i.e., an 8-foot fixed pointed prime focus fed parabolic reflector), and receiver 
temperature =275 K (I. e., a GaAs FET low noise amplifier). 
5. 0 Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including the fixed perrmance items, are 
summarized in Table 4-16. Annual costs for a Ku-Band network of 10 terminals using 
a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized satellite are about $2, 100. This amounts to about $175 per 
month or less than $2 per student per month if only 100 pupils are served in an educational 
TV system. The corresponding costs at S-Band are even less (I e., about $95 per month 
or less than $1 per 100 students per month). The fixed item costs are entirely equipment 
costs. These costs are broken out in detail in Appendix 1. 
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Table 4-15. Bounds on Ground Terminal Receiver Temperature 
and Antenna Diameter (TV Broadcast) 
LAUNCH No. Lower G/T Bound Upper G/T Bound 
VEHICLE Term. Frequency G/T Rec. Temp. Ant. Dia. G/i1 Rec. Temp. Ant. DialI t 
Ku - Band 23.5 580 (OK) 3.5 I 28.5 265 (OK) 4.5 
.1% db. (meters) I db. (meters) 
Shuttle 104 S Band 6.0 275 (OK) 2.0 J 10.5 160 (OK) 2.5 
3914 ) db. (meters) i db. (meters) 
UH1Ff' 	 -6.5 460 (°K) 2.0 -4.0 275 (K) 3.0 
db (meters) =db (meters) 
(2)
Ku-Band 	 18.0- 580 ( 2) .5 19.0 450(K) 2.5
.1% db 	 (meters) db (meters) 
Shuttle 6 S Band 3(2) 1220 (°K)(2) 1.5 0 5 1220 (OK) 2.0 
A/C 	 db (meters) db. (meters)1 
UHF -16.0 2200 (°K) 1.5 -10.0 590(K) 1.5 
db. (meters) db. (meters) 
4Notes: (1) Shuttle AC only considered for UHF at 10 
(2) Represents lowest cost point on curve that didn't optimize 
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Table 4-1&. Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/Terminal 
(TV Broadcast) 
Launch Number Total ($) Percent of Cost in 
Vehicle Terminals Frequency Annual Cost Satellite Ground Terminal Fixed 
Shuttle 104 Ku - Band 2675 35 63 2 
3914 .1% 
S - Band 1500 61 37 3(1) 
UHF 645 47 43 10 
Ku - Band 345 10 82 8 
.1% 

Shuttle 106 S - Band 175 15 70 15 
A/C 
UHF 105 15 57 28 
4 
Note: (1) Shuttle A/C only considered for UHF at 10 
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The table shows that ground terminal costs are dominant in almolt all 
cases with satellite costs important only for modest sized networks (i.e., 10 terminals 
or less). This distribution of costs is further verified in the sensitivity analysis. Re­
sults of this analysis are displayed in Appendix 7. The analysis considers independent 
- lOdB variations in link performance, satellite cost, and ground terminal cost with all 
other factors constant. Table 4-46 also shows that fixed equipment costs are not an 
important factor in this service. This all points to concentrating on the ground terminals 
in attempts to reduce costs. Obviously, low frequency operation even when flux density 
limits are considered is a promisivg approach. Satellite improvements are of benefit 
on modest sized networks (i.e., 10 terminals or less). Big satellites give considerable 
cost advantage provided the excess capacity can be sold. Wider satellite channel band­
widths might be advantageous on S-Band satellites in particular. S-Band operation with 
a one-beam satellite is also a consideration for small networks. Longer life and higher 
reliability satellites, shuttle optimized satellites, higher efficiency solar arrays, ion 
jets, etc. are all of potential benefit. 
C. FM VOICE/MUSIC FOR RETRANSMSSION 
1. Average Annual Cost Versus Satellite Channel Bandwidth 
Since this is a narrow band service, multiple narrow satellite channel 
bandwidths are considered. As in the transmit/receive system optimizations, variable 
channel bandwidths are used as a means for varying the allocation of satellite power per 
channel and cost per channel. This is accomplished by varying the number of signals 
accessing a satellite channel thereby shifting the system optimization point along the 
satellite transponder power-cost curve. In the case of the transmit/receive services, 
such shifts are used to optimize the satellite power per channel and thereby realize 
a more cost-effective satellite design. Similar shifts also can be expected to be of 
benefit in the receive only services when the network size is small. However. when 
the network size is large, satellite power requirements become large anyway as is 
shown for the two previous receive only services. In such cases, it is necessary to 
reduce satellite channel bandwidth and channel power so that the system optimization 
point shifts downward to a satellite power which is realizable for the particular 
satellite. Notice that these shifts to narrower satellite channel bandwidths are not 
necessarily real design changes, in fact, it is possible to use 36 MHz channels with 
all of the power allocated to a narrow band signal accessing that channel. 
The results of the bandwidth variations carried out on a Ku-band system 
are depicted in Table 4-17. Similar results for an S-band system are described in 
Appendix 7. As shown, the bandwidth variations considered do, in most cases, carry 
the satellite and ground complex costs through an optimum. At bandwidths less than 
optimum, inefficient low-powered satellite transponders result due to excessive filter 
weight. At bandwidths greater than optimum, the satellite transponder power is being 
divided between too many user signals so that an optimization cannot occur between 
the satellite and ground complex. Notice that the optimum bandwidths become narrower 
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Table 4-17. Average Annual Cost Vs. Bandwidth (Ku-band, 1 & 4 Beam Satelhte, 
0. 1% Link Outage) (Radio Distribution) 
1 Beam 
 
Launch fBsO 1 4
02 0 
 
Vehicle Mltz$ 102 10
$$$ 
1.92 9,115 1,725 
7.68 6,905 1,725 
[5.31 6,720 1,680 
S 0.71 6,760 1,795 
1.92 7,135 1 1,415 
017.681 5,825 1 1,330 
15.36 5,690 j 1,290 
30.12 5,675 I,310 
* Satellite Transponder Bandwidth 
10 2 
 
2 
 
7,515 
 
4, 470 
 
4,145 
4,730 
5,175 
3,505 
 
3,365 
3,355 
4 Beams 
10A 
I$ 10

1,090 
1,120 
1,345 
1,820 
885


885


930

1,160 
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as the size of the ground network increases and the size of the satellite decreases. 
These represent (for the satellite) "power-starved" cases. -Theresult is a complex 
set of applicable bandwidth elections. Those made and used in subsequent evalua­
tions of this service are depicted in Table 4-18. The2choices for the Shuttle 3914 
satellites are based on operation with a network of 10 terminals. The Shuttle Atlas 
Centaur satellite choices assume operation with a network of 10 terminals. 
Table 4-18. Bandwidth Selections for FM Voice/ Music for Retransmission 
Frequency No. Launch 1 Beam 4 Beam


Band Terminals Vehicle Satellite Satellite


102 Shuttle 3914 15.36MHz 15.36MHzKu-Band 
1104 Shuttle A/C 7.68MHz 7.68MHz 
30.76MIHzShuttle 3914 30.76MHzzS-Band 102 
1104 Shuttle A/C 15.36MHz 15.36MHz 
2. Average Annual Cost Vs. Number Beams per Satellite 
The system cost comparisons between one and four beam Ku-band satellite 
designs are displayed in Table 4-19. Similar cost comparisons for an'S-band satellite 
are given in Appendix 7. The comparisons are similar to those for the "TV Direct to 
the User" service, The four-beam satellite Ku-band system costs are significantly less 
regardless of the size of the satellite or network. The four-beam S-band costs are less 
for a network of 10 terminals only when an Atlas-Centaur or larger satellite is used. 
At a network size of 10 terminals, the four-beam S-band costs are less for Delta 3914 
or larger satellites. Such agreement with the four-beam system advantages observed 
for the "TV Direct to the User" service are somewhat surprising. The four-beam 
approach has genera-y been shown to be comparatively poorer when the system 
optimization occurs at low satellite power levels. This is a service where threshold 
extension FM allows operation at link C/N ratios of only 8 dB, the satellite channel 
bandwidths are, in general, less than 22 MHz, and the number of terminals/satellite 
signal are smaller. However, satellite output power backoff is required, redundant 
ground terminals are used, and the satellite channel costs are divided among a large 
number of signals accessing the channel. Compensating effects occur and reasonably 
high satellite channel power results even at small network sizes. Consequently, the 
four-beam approach is once again selected as an example for all further Ku-band and 
S-band system configurations. 
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Table 4-19. 	 Average Annual Cost/Terminal vs. Number of Beams/Satellite 
(Ku-Band Satellite) (Radio Distribution) 
105 Term. (2)10 Term. 
Launch I 
Vehicle 0.1% Outage 0.05% Outage 0. 1% Outage 0.05% Outage 
Exp. 
2914 
$$J11,060( ) j 12,380(1) 880 1,100 
Exp 
3914 10,315(1 )  11, 560 ( )  815 995 
Shuttled I 
3914 9,535(1) 10,715(1) 750 915 
Exp I 
F A/C 8,840(3) 10,440( 665 790 
Shuttle 
A/C 8,495 (3)  (3)539,475 (3) 610 700 
Shufle 
Ded. 7,030(3) 7,945(3) 520 570 
Exp 
2914 7,535 (1 )  8, 515 (1) 575 640 
Exp 
3914 6,540 ( ' ) 7,495 (1)  515 575 
Shuttle 
3914Exp 5,865 
(1 )  6,820(1) 480 535 
A/C J ,920 (3) 6,600(3)  425 450 
Shuttle 
A/C le5,285 
Shuttle 
(3 )  5,890 (3 )  400 415 
._fled. 4,225 (3) 4,765 (3) 365 360 
Notes: (1) Employs 15.36 MHz Bandwidth 
(2) Employs 1. 92 MHz Bandwidth 
(3) Employs 7.68 MHz Bandwidth 
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3. Satellite Requirements 
The Ku-band satellite power per channel as a function of the number of 
terminals in the network is depicted in Figure 4-11. Similar curves are displayed for 
the S-band satellites in Appendix 7. The same basic trend in power per channel 
observed in the previous receive only services (See Section 4.2 . A and 4.3. B) are 
illustrated in Figure 4-11. The Expendable 2914 and Shuttle 3914 s.tellites reach 
their maximum power per channel capability at a network size of 10 terminals. The 
power capabilities of these satellites are "magnified" relative to those of the Dedicated 
Shuttle and Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellites by the use of wide channel bandwidths 
(i.e., 15.36 MHz rather than 7.68 MfHz). 
This service is similar to the "TV for Retransmission" service because 
the required number of satellite signal slots is expected to increase as the network 
size increases. The assupied 'equilements are for 1, 4, 8, 16 and 32 signal slots 
at network sizes of 10, 10 , 10 , 10, and 100 terminals, respectively. When these 
satellite access requirements are combined with a capability to handle 32 signals 
in a 7.68 MHz satellite channel and 64 signals in 15.36 MHz channel, the composite 
satellite channel requirements become as indicated in the figure. These are 0. 03, 
0. 125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 channels in Shuttle Atlas Centaur or larger satellites and 
0.016, 0.063, 0.125, 0.2;and0.5 channels in Shuttle 3914 or smaller satellites 
at network sizes of 10, 10, 10 , 10-, and 10 terminals, respectively: * 
The required satellite payload capacity, shown in Figure 4-11, is quite 
modest as might be expected with the modest channel requirements indicated above. 
If the maximum requirement is for one channel, then the maximum consumption can 
be only 25% of a satellite having a minimum of four channels. 3ie indicated payload 
requirement follows the normal trend up to a network size of 10 terminals. At this 
point, the rate of increases falls for Shuttle 3914 and smaller satellites since the 
maximum power per channel is attained. From this point on only the number of 
channels required increases, which in turn increases the satellite payload "consump­
tion". A reasonable sizednetwo k for this service, in the time period prior to 
1985, is of the order of 10- to 10- terminals. Either a .iuttle tlas Centaur or a 
Shuttte 3914 satellite is sufficient at a network size of 10 to 10 terminals. However, 
at 10 terminals the Shuttle Atlas Centaur is the clear choice due to channel power 
limitations. 
The Ku-band coordination limits, shown in the figure, are based on 
the four-beam satellite curve shown in Figure 3-5. However, the limit has to be adjusted 
to account for satellite output backoff and a channel bandwidth of less than 27 MHz. 
Channel center to channel center spacings of 20 MHz and 10 TVIfz will be adopted. 
Accordingly, for the small satellites: 
curve +5.1+10 log 1 0 (20/27) or 
P P +3.8dB
coord curve 
* It is assumed that the remainder of the satellite channel is available for another 
service. 
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and for the large satellites:


=
Pcoord Pcurve - 5.i+ 10 log 1 0 (10/27) or 
p = P + 0.8dBcoord curve 
The S-band power at the flux density limit, shown in Appendix 7, is


determined from the basic equation developed in Section 4.3. A. 2. For this service


it is:


Psc(dB) = -20 + 10 log -4 , logl 2004W tM -10 loo B5 0 
SC1 	 0 200 BO B5 
where: 
* 	 200KHz is the signal bandwidth 
2 00+W 
* the satellite portion of the spreading loss (i.e., 5 log1 0 200 is 
0. 65dB and the spreading W is 70 KHz. 
0 MBO = 5. idB 
* B9= 0.24MHz is the center to center signal separation in the 
satellite 
S B S= 30. 72.MIz for Shuttle 3914 or smaller satellites and 
15.36MIIHz for Shuttle A/C or larger satellites 
Accordingly: 
PSC 60 watts for small satellites and 
PSC= 30 watts for large satellites 
4. Satellite/Ground Terminal Cost Vs. Network Size 
The same cost trends as a function of network size, observed for the


previous receive only services also pertain to this service, as indicated by Figure


4-12. The divergence in tte Shuttle 3914 and Shuttle A/C rate of cost decreases, at


network sizes of 10 -and 10 terminals, occur because of the output power limitations


of the smaller satellites. These constraints are such that a satellite-ground complex


optimization cannot take place. The S-band results do not take satellite flux density


limitations into consideration. As shown, there is considerable pozential cost


advantage at the lower frequencies.


Imposing the S-band flux density limitation does not significantly change 
the Ku-band/S-band cost trade-off results. The comparative 	 Ku-band and S-band costs, 
with and without the flux density limits imposed, are summarized in Table 4-20 
based on the use of a four-beam Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite. The flux density limits 
impose a 30-watt power per channel constraint on the satellite and freeze the S-band 
ground terminal performance at a G/T of about 4. 5 dE. As indigated by the table, 
the flux density limits are not a factor until a network size of 10 terminals is reacheg 
and the S-band cogts remain well below the Ku-band costs out 	 to a network size of 10 
terminals. At 10 terminals, the cost of the two approaches 	 is about the same. 
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Table 4-20. 	 Ku-Band/S-Band Cost ( I ) Comparison


with Flux Density Limits Imposed


(Radio Distribution)


Number of TerminalsFrqu c 
Frequency Limits 10 102 103 104 105 
Ku-Band(2) No $5,300 $3,500 $1,750 $880 S430 
$610 $400S-Band (2) 	 Yes $2,900 $1,800 $865 
No 2,900 $1,800 $770 $420 $220


Notes: (1) 	 Conts are average annual cost/user for the satellite & ground 
terminal 
(2) A four-beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized satellite is used. 
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5.0 Ground Terminal Requirements 
Variations in Ku-Band ground terminal performance parameters as a 
function of increases in ground network size are depicted in Figure 4-13. Similar 
results for the 5-Band terminals are-given-in Appendix 7. The-displayed G/Tttrends 
run counter to the corresponding satellite power per channel requirements (see Figure 
4-11') as expected. This includes a flattening of the ground terminal curve for a 
Shuttle 3914 satellite at network sizes larger than 10 terminals, due to the satellite 
power limit. Decreases in G/T are accomplished by both smaller antennas and higher 
noise temperature receivers. However, the rate that antenna size decrease appears to 
level off at an antenna diameter of about 2.3 meters (i. e., _ 7 feet), (see the Shuttle A/C 
antenna curve.) This is a size just below one o-f the break points in the Ku-Band antenna 
cost versus diameter curves (see Appendix 1) and reflects the change to a fixed pointed 
prime focus fed antennas with unpressurized feed. The resultant step in cost results in 
an antenna size that is optimum over a considerable range of G/Ts. The modest variations 
in the antenna and receiver pairings when G7T -s constant (see the Shuttle 3914 antenna 
and receiver curves) are a result of changes in the slope of the component performance 
cost curves as the size of the buy increases. 
The figure shows that for a network of 104 terminals operating with a 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite, a 2. 3 meter (i. e., 7. 5 foot) fixed pointed prime focus 
fed antenna and a 1200 K diode mixer receiver is oltimum. Typical variations in G/T 
that produce no more than a 10% increase in system costs are displayed in Table 4-21. 
The bounding parameters are read from the system optimization curves shown in Appendix 
7. The indicated lower bound C/T, when a Ku-Band Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite operates 
with 10 4 terminals 5 is about 2dB below the optimum. This corresponds to a 2.3 meter 
antenna and a 1950 K diode mixer receiver. If the extra satellite antenna gain to the 
Southeast is eliminated, the resultant earth terminal G/T is only about 10. 5dB, correspond­
ing to a 1.8 meter (i. e., 6 foot) fixed pointed prime focus fed antenna and a 21900K diode 
mixer receiver. 
The table once again shows that S-Band antenna diameters tend to be lower 
than those required at Ku-Band due to the availability of inexpensive high performance 
receivers. Notice that the terminal G/T requiremdnts are also comparatively less due to 
lower li k margins. When a four-beam, S-Band, Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite operates 
with 10 terminals and the flux density limits are imposed, the terminal parameters are: 
G/T = 4. 5dB/"K, antenna diameter = 2.3 meters (i. e., a 7.5 foot fixed pointed prime 
focus fed parabolic reflector) and receiver temperature = 660 K (i. e., a GaAs FET low 
noise receiver). These compare favorably with the Ku-Band parameters even though the 
G/T requirements have been inflated somewhat by the flux density constraints. 
6.0 Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including the fixed performance items are 
summarized in Table ,4-22. Annual coats, for a four-beam Ku-Band Shuttle Atlas 
Centaur satellite serving a network of 10 terminals, is about $1,400, or about $115 per 
month. If each distribution terminal serves a few thousand users, the average cost per 
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Table 4-21. 	 Bounds on Ground Terminal G/T, Receiver 
Temperature, and Antenna Diameter 
(4 Beam Satellite) (Radio Distribution) 
F Launch Para-Frequency I Vehicle meter L6Wgr Bound - Upper Bound 
G/T

_(aB/°K_ 	 22.0 27.0 
jReceiver 950 	 350
9) 	 Temap(OK) 
U 	 Ant. Dia, 
(meters 4.0 4.5 
~G/T


(d-lfK) 13.0 	 17.5 
-RI 	 Receiver


Temp(°K) 
 1950 700 
Ant. Dia. 
(meters 2.5 2.5 
(dB/'K) 4.5 	 9.5 
Receiver 
Temp(OK) 750 275 
Ant. Dia. 
(meters) 4.6 2.5 
- IJ 
(dB°/K) 
-4.5 0.5 
O Receiver 
Temp(OK) 1950 1200 
Ant. Dia, 
(meters 1.5 2.0 
2 
Notes: 1) 	 Shuttle 3914 assumes 102 terminals, Shuttle A/C assumes 
104 terminals. 
2) Shuttle 8914 assumes 15.36 MHz bandwidth, Shuttle A/C 
assumes 7. 68 MHz, both launchers assume 0. 1% link outage. 
3 Shuttle 3914 assumes 30.76 MHz bandwidth, Shuttle A/C assumes 
15.36 MHz. 
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Table 4-22. Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/Terminal (4 Beam Satellite) 
(Radio Distribution) 
L - launch 	 Total Ave. Percent of Cost In:Frequency Vehicle 	 Annual Satell]ite Gnd Terminal Fxed


Costs (S)


o 	 5,445 27 49 	 24 
1,390 18 46 36 
55< 
Z 3,520 31 32 	 37 
MO 	 930 9 36 55 
LN 
(1) Shuttle 3914 	 Assumes 102 terminals, shuttle A/C assumes 104 terminals 
(2) 	 Shuttle 3914 assumes 15.36 MHz bandwidth shuttle A/C assumes 7.68 MHz. 
Both launches assume . 1% link outage. 
(3) 	 Shuttle 3914 assumes 30.76 MHz bandwidth, shuttle A/C assumes 15o36 MHz. 
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user per month becomes pennies. The corresponding S-Band costs are even less (i. e., 
$930 annually without considering the flux density limits and $1100 annually when the limits 
are imposed). The fixed item costs are entirely equipment costs, which are broken out 
in detail in Appendix 1. 
The table shows that ground terminal costs are, generally, the dominating 
element in the system costs. This is similar to the situation in the "TV Direct to the 
User" service. The distribution of costs between the satellite and ground terminals is 
further verified in the sensitivity analysis. Results of this analysis are displayed in 
Appendix 7. The analysis considers independent + 10dB variations in link performance, 
satellite cost and ground terminal cost with all other factors constant. Table 4-22 also 
shows that fixed equipment costs can be significant, particularly at the larger network sizes. 
These are primarily the costs of a threshold extension demodulator interfacing at IF. The 
cost of this technology does not drop rapidly as buy sizes increase. The best hope of re­
ducing costs appears to lie in operating at lower frequencies and encouraging the deployment 
of large networks. Employing big satellites (e.g., Shuttle Atlas-Centaur) is also of some 
benefit. Other improvements in satellite design are likely to have little impact. 
D. COXVI PRESSED BANDWIDTH TV 
1. Average Annual Cost Versus Satellite Channel Bandwidth 
The satellite channel bandwidth variation, and cost implications for a 
Ku-Band system are summarized in Table 4-23. Similar results, for S-Band systems, 
are given in Appendix 7. In this service, the impact of eliminating the satellite output 
power backoff is considered once again. The signal is identical to that of the Compressed 
Bandwidth TV/Facsimile service, discussed in Section 3.3. B. Accordingly, the satellite 
channel bandwidth variations also are identical. That is, they encompass the one, 
and three signal per satellite channel cases. The results, displayed in the table, are 
quite similar to those for the "FM Voice/Music for Retransmission" service, discussed 
in Section 4. 3. C, (where eliminating the backoff is not a consideration). The implication 
is that once again the optimization point on the satellite channel power and cost curves 
has a greater impact on satellite and terminal costs than the backoff. This is in general 
agreement with the results for the transmit/receive services (see Sections 3. 3. B and 
3.3.E). 
Table 4-23 shows that, for a Ku-Band network of 104 terminals, the 
bandwidth varition carries the satellite and terminal costs through an optimum. For 
networks of 10 terminals, the maximum bandwidth results in the lowest cost and appears 
to be nearly optimum since the cost decrease in going from a 24 MHz to a 36 MIHz band­
width is small. Based on these results, and the S-Band results summarized in Appendix 
7, the bandwidth selections applied to all subsequent evaluations of this service are as 
depicted in Table 4-24. The cho ces for the Shuttle 3914 satellites reflect a system 
configured to provide service to 10 terminls. The choices, for the Shuttle Atlas Centaur 
satellites, assume service is supplied to 10 terminals. The narrower bandwidth select­
ions represent the satellite "power starved" cases. The S-Band Shuttle 3914 choices are 
at the maximum bandwidth available, however, this is the one instance in this service 
where it appears that wider bandwidths may be of some benefit. The rate of cost decrease 
remains huge at this bandwidth (see Appendix 7). 
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Table 4-23. Average Annual Cost/Terminal Vs. Bandwidth (Kuband Satellite, 
0. 1% Link Outage' (Compressed TV Distribution) 
Launch BC* 
Vehicle IMlzj 
12 
2 -1Beam 
102 
34,540 
10 -
2,975 
102 
36,725 
4 eams 
10 
2,320 
. 24 22,170 2,660 21,475 i1,840 
36 
12 
20,085 
23,885 
3,275 
2,270 
17,375 
22, 420 
2,030 
2,570 
= . 24 15,945 
361, 510 
*Satellite transponder Bandwidth 
2,245 
2,745 
13,440 
11,600 j 
1,320 
1,600 
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Table 4-24. - Bandwidth Selections for Compressed 
Bandwidth TV 
Frequency No. Launch 1-Beam 4-Beam 
Band Terminals Vehicle Satellite Satellite 
Ku-Band 1102 Shuttle 3914 36MHz 36MHz 
104 Shuttle A/C 12MHz 24MHz 
S-Band 1102 Shuttle 3914 36MHz 36MHz 
104 Shuttle A/ C 24MHz 36MHz 
2.0 Average Annual Cost Vs. Number of Beams Per Satellite 
The system cost comparisons between one and four-beam Ku-Band satellites 
are given in Table 4-25. Similar cost comparisons for an S-Band satellite are given in 
Appendix 7. The comparisons are sim lar to those observed for the three previous re­
ceive only services. The four-beam system advantage does not become significant unless 
the size of the satellite or the ground complex is sufficiently large so that large satellite 
output powers channel (e.g., 720 watts) are required. FTrther, the four beam advantage is 
less and occurs at even larger satellites and network sizes when S-Band is considered. 
At S-Band with 10 terminals in the network, there is no advgntage to four beams until a 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized satellite is considred. With 10 terminals in the network, the 
break even point occurs at Delta 3914 sized satellites and all larger satellites provide an 
advantage. Once again, the one-beam S-Band system is never at a serious cost disadvan­
tage relative to the four-beam system, (see Section 4. 3.A. 1 for reasons). However, based 
on the Ku-Band results, the four-beam approach is selected for further consideration in 
all cases. 
3.0 Satellite Requirements 
The Ku-Band satellite power per channel as a function of the number of 
terminals in the network is depicted in Figure 4-14. Similar requirements for the 
S-Band satellites are given in Appendix 7. As in previous receive only services, the 
power per channel increases as the network and satellite size increases, (see Section 
4. 3.A.2 for reasons). However, the trend as a function of Ku-Band satellite size, is 
broken by the wider bandwidths selected for use on the Expendable 2914 and Shuttle 3914 
satellites. This selection results in satellite channel powers that overlap those of the 
Shuttle Atlas-Centaur and Dedicated Shuttle satellites. The trend, as a function of S-
Band satellite size, is broken by the abrupt "flattening" of the Expendable 2914 satellite 
cost per channel versus power per channel curves at an 11-watt power level, (see Section 
3.7), which results in no significant cost improvements at lower channel powers; there­
fore, lower powers are never selected. 
The power per channel requirements are, in general, somewhat lower for 
this service than for previous TV services. The C/N requirements are low due to digital 
operation and the use of error correcting coding. The number of terminals per satellite 
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Table 4-25. 	 Average Annual Cost/Terminal Vs. Number of Beams/Satellite, 
Ku-band Satellite) (Compressed TV Distribution) 
5 
10'Term. 	 10 Term. 
Launch ' 

Vehicle 0. 1% Outage 0.05% Outage 0.1% Outage 0.05% Outage 
Exp (1)	 $ $ $ $ 
2 1(1)2914 51,351 55,188 1,801 2,500 
Exp( 
3914 (1) 44,558 48,385 11,694 2,311 
Shuttle 
3914 (1) 
m Exo
AC (2) 
37,745 
64,576 
41,530 
67,797 
1,581 
934 
2,128 
1,350 
Shutt] 
A/C - 53,088 55,7-9 837 1,218 
Ded.(2Shuttle 36,523 38,580 689 1,000 
I Exp (1)1 2914 55,528 58,069 1,099 j 1,507 
Exp 
3914 CI) 43, 975 46,920 989 1,331 
Shuttl1)[ 
3914 j 36,495 38,962 906 1,235 
A/C 35,478 37,290 564 807 
ShuttleI 
A/C 29,034 30,846 513 732 
Ded.

Shuttle (3) 19,578 21,213 430 593

Notes: (1) Employs 36 MHz Bandwidth 
(2) Employs 12 MHz Bandwidth 
(3) Employs 24 MHz Bandwidth 
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Figure 4-14. 	 Satellite 1iower and Capacity Requirements 
(lKu-band, 4 Beams, .1% Link Outage (Compressed TV Distribution) 
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3N's 
o~'vo@ 
signal are comparatively small and inexpensive, non-redundant ground terminals and 
employed. Further, the satellite channel costs are not prorated among a large number of 
signals. These factors more than offset the channel output power backoff. The figure 
shows that the required number of satellite channels differs depending on whether small 
or large satellites are considered, because of the difference in the bandwidth selections. 
Three signals per channel can be handled in the small satellites while two signals per 
channel are handled by the large satellites. The total signal access peqmjements 5 
been defined to be 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32 for network sizes of 10, 10 , 10 , 10 , and 10 term­
inals, respectively. Combining these requirements with the satellite bandwidth selections 
results in 0.3, 1.3, 2.7, 2.3, and 10. 7 satellite channels required on small satellites, 
at network sizes of 10, 10 , 10 , 10 , and 10 terminals, respectively. On 1ayge aEitelltes 
0.5, 2.5 4, 8 and 16 satellite channels are required for network sizes of 10, 10 , 10 , 10­
and 10 terminals, respectively. 
The satellite capacity requirements, shown in Figure 4-14, are quite2 
modest until a network size of 10 terminals is reached. Networks on the order of 10 
to 10- are considered more appropriate for this service. Its best application is probably 
in the provision of educational and instructional television. Accordingly, a Shuttle 3914, 
or Shuttle Atlas-Centaur satellite appear adequate. The Ku-Band coordination limits, 
shown in the figure, are based on the four-beam satellite curve provided in Figure 3-5. 
However, the limits have been adjusted to reflect satellite output backoff and channel 
bandwidths other than 27MHz. In the case of the large satellites, the only adjustment 
needed is for satellite output backoff. Accordingly, 
Pcoord = PCurve 1 6dB for Shuttle A/C and Dedicated Shuttle satellites..
In the case of the small satellites, adjustments must be made for both channel backoff 
and power, accordingly, 
pCoodpCurve-5. dB + 10 log10 (36/27) or 
PCoor i Curve +6. 4dB for Expendable 2914 and Shuttle 3914 satellites. 
The S-Band power at the flux density limit, shown in Appendix 7, is deter­

mined from the basic equation developed in Section 4. 3.A. 2. As applied to this service,


it becomes:


B ) + 10 log(N7I/4xfl - P/APSC (d )= -20 1 "'S 3 
++VBO 10 log 10 (Bs/BS) 
where: 
o W is the bandwidth of the digital signal (i e., 9 MHz based on a 
bandwidth to bit rate ratio of 1. 5) 
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a P is the ratio of the peak power density of theS X spectrump/A \X 
to the average power density across the signal bandwidth as expressed 
in dB. It is determined as follows: 
P/A 10 log 10 P'Peak/ P Ave where P' Peak-is 1-04-as shown 
inthe power density spectrum displayed in Figure 4-15. 
4. 5x106 
Sinr f/xlO 6or 
DAVE f 6))o 10 
~(irf/GxIO)j(J 2 
6 /9
-4.5x10


P'AVE z 0.58871; therefore 
PIP/A ; 2.5dB 
* M = 5.IdB 
o B = 12MHz is the signal center to signal center separation in the 
satellite


* BSC= 36MHz for all satellites 
Accordingly: 
PSC 012 0 watts 
This is a high enough value that no spreading is required with the transponder power. 
4.0 Satellite and Ground Terminal Cost Vs. Network Size 
Average annual satellite and ground terminal costs as a function of network 
size for this service are illustrated in Figure 4-16. The sharp decrease in cost with 
increase in network size is in agreement with previous results. In tis service, the S-
Band flux density limits are not a factor in the cost tradeoffs with Ku-Band systems. In 
spite of this, the figure shows that the S-Band cost advantage tends to be less than in pre­
vious cases. Because satellite costs are more important in this service 
(see Section 4. 3. D. 6). The use of wider channel bandwidths may benefit the S-Band 
service and Increase its cost advantage (see Section 4.3. D. 1). 
5.0 Ground Terminal Requirements 
Variations in the Ku-Band ground terminal performance parameters as 
a function of increases in ground network size are depicted in Figure 4-17. Similar 
results for the S-Band terminals are given in Appendix 7. In the figure, G/T decreases 
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Figure 4-15. 	 Power Density Spectrum 
for 6 Mbps Signal 
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as the network size increases, thus compensating for corresponding increases in satellite 
power. G/T decreases are accomplished through reductions in both antenna and receiver 
performances. The portions of the Shuttle A/C antenna curve, where the diameter is 
essentially constant, reflect sizes that are just below break points in the antenna cost 
versus diameter characteristics (see Section 3.6 and-Appendix 1). The first-diameter-plateau 
is at 14.5 feet and the second is at 7.5 feet. As the antenna transitions to the second plateau 
the gain and cos t reductions are such that it is cost-effective to use a higher performance 
receiver. In the case d the Shuttle 3914 curves, the trends tend to be fairly consistent. 
Th2 leveling off in the rate of increase in the temperature curve for network sizes of 
10 to 10 terminals, occurs because receiver cost reductions tend to be larger than 
antenna cost repctions as the production quantities increase. The figure shows that for 
a network of 10 terminals operating with a Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite, a 2. 3 meter 
(i.e., 7. 5-foot) fixed pointed prime focus fed antenna and a 5800K GaAs FET receiver 
are optimum. Typical variations in G/T producing no more than a 10% increase in 
satellite and ground terminal costs are displayed in Table 4-26. The bounding para­
meters are read from the system optimization curves shown in Appendij 7. At the lower 
bound, when a Ku-Band Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite operates with 10 terminals, a 
7-foot antenna and a 950°K GaAs FET receiver can be used. The performance requirement is 
reduced further if the extra satellite antenna gain to the Southeast is eliminated resulting in an 
earth terminal C/T of about 13. 5dB, which corresponds to a 7-foot antenna and a 1730 0 K 
diode mixer receiver. Table 4-26 also shows corresponding S-Band terminal para­
meters that reduce system costs by no more than 10%. As in the case of previous receive 
only systems, the S-Band antenna diameter generally tends to be smaller than that at 
Ku-Band while the receiver requirements are more stringent (see Section 4. 3. A. 4 for the 
reason). This is not a rigid rule since the tradeoffs relative to the satellite are not the 
same at the 10% cost increase point (i. e., the S-Band optimization curves tend to be 
broader at the minimum). In this case, flux density limits are not a factor in S-Band results. 
6.0 total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including the fixed performance items, 
are summarized in Table 4-27. Annua costs for a four-beam Ku-Band Shuttle Atlas 
Centaur satellite serving a network of 10 terminals, is about $7, 060. This amounts to 
about $590 per month or less than $6 per student per month if 100 pupils are served in 
an educational TV system. Corresponding S-Band costs are slightly less (i.e., $6, 730 
annually). The fixed item costs are entirely equipment costs, which are broken out in 
detail in Appendix 1. 
When the costs of Table 4-27 are compared with comparable conventional 
TV service costs (see TV Direct to the User, Section 4. 3. B.5), it becomes obvious that 
this service is much too costly, because of the fixed equipment costs. TV coding/decoding 
to reduce the bandwidth does reduce the satellite and earth terminal costs, however, these 
reductions are insignificant compared to the cost increases introduced by the TV processing 
equipment. The table also shows that satellite costs can be a significant factor. However, 
earth terminal costs are not very important. This distribution of costs between the 
satellite and the ground terminals is further verified in the sensitivity analysis. This 
analysis, given in Appendix 7, considers independent + 10dB variations in satellite and 
ground terminal cost with all other factors constant. The best hope of reducing costs 
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Table 4-26. Bounds on Ground Terminal GIr, Receiver Temperature, 
and Antenna Diameter (4 beam satellite) (Compressed TV Distri­
bution) 
:FrquecyI Launch I Para­
Frequency Vec lre Lower Bound Upper Bound 
G/r

(dB/pK 26.0 34.5 
C Received 450 150 
j=Ant. Dia. 
-­ _ (meters) 4.5 7.0 
C r

c (dB/K) 16.0 21.0

Received 
Temp (OK) 950 745

nt. Die. 2 
(meters) 2.0 3.0 
G/T
(G/) 
 9.0 19.5 
Received 
1emp(°R) 275 
 160

I: 
 Ant. Dia. 

CO (meters 2o 5 6.0 

G/ir


(dB/°K) 2,5 	 8° 
Ia Received 
Temp. (q 755 460 
Ant. Dia. I 
.TMete rs) 2.0 	 3.0 
Notes: 1) 	 0. 1% Link outage assumed, 
 36 TM-z for Shuttle 3914, 4 iM-Iz for 
Shuttle A/C.

2) 	 Shuttle 3914 assumes 102 terminals; Shuttle A/C assumes 10 
terminals. 
3) 	 36 Mfiz bandwidth assumed for both launchers. 
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Table 4-27. Total Average Annual Cost per Terminal (4 Beam Satellite) 
(Compressed TV Distribution) 
F'"q launchVehicle TotalAnnual Percent of Cost In: 
.... 
Cost ($) Satellite Gnd Terminal Fixed 
0 Q 26,860 48 17 35 
7,060 15 4 81 
,£5 33,945 67 5 28 
o - 6,730 9 6 85 
Note: (1) 0.1% link outage, 36 MHz bandwidth for 3914, 24 MHz bandwidth for A/C. 
(2) 102 terminals for 3914, 104 terminals for A/C 
(3) 36 MHz bandwidth for both launches. 
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2.0 
lies in considering cost performance/tradeoffs on the TV bandwidth compression equipment. 
An extensive survey of vendors could not be conducted daring this study, the state­
of-the-art in picture signal coding/decoding, is still evolving, and quantity production of hard­
ware is non-existent. However, impact of LSI is considered in the interface equipment 
cost (see Appendix 1). Consequently, there is no reason to expect substantial cost de­
creases. However, the magnitude of these decreases will have to be large before a 
viable broadcast service application can exist. Wider satellite channel bandwidths, S-
Band operation, bigger satellites, longer life and higher reliability satellites, shuttle 
optimized satellites, higher efficiency solar arrays in space, and the use of ion jets on 
spacecraft can also be of some help in reducing costs. 
E. FM VOICE/MUSIC DIRECT TO THE USER 
1. 0 Average Annual Cost Versus Satellite Channel Bandwidth 
The satellite channel bandwidth variations and their cost implications for


a Ku-Band system are summarized in Table 4-28. Similar results, for S-Band and UHF


systems, are given in Appendix 7. The table indicates that a 2 fMHz bandwidth is


optimum and this is the bandwidth carried forward in the evaluations. The same is true


at S-Band and UHF. Such a narrow bandwidth selection results from this being a


power starved service. The number of users per satellite signal is large since only four


time zone radio channels provide direct service to a large number of users. Further, even


at a satellite channel bandwidth of 2 MHz there is sufficient bandwidth for 20 radio channels,


e.g., each broadcast signal is allocated only 1/20th of the channel power. As a


result, it appears that optimized results have not been obtained for networks of 10 term­

inals and higher. Still narrower channel bandwidths might be more optimum.


Average Annual Cost Vs. Number of Beams Per Satellite 
The system cost comparisons between one and four-beam Ku-Band satellites


are given in Table 4-29. Similar cost comparisons for S-Band and UHF satellites are


giverTin Appendix 7. In the cases of the one-beam satellite configurations at network sizes


of 10 terminals, an 8MHz satellite channel bandwidth is used for the purpose of equaliz­
ing the one and four-beam comparison. At these network sizes, neither the one or four­
beam satellites have enough power to reach system optimization. However, if 2blHz band­
widths are used on both systems, the one-beam approach comes much closer to optimiza­
tion. In contrast, the four-beam satellite can select no fewer than four 2MHz channels. 
Therefore, all its available power is spread over 81MHz of bandwidth. Assuming an 8MHz 
channel for the one-beam satellite in the power limited situations equalizes the comparison 
between the two. Note that the problem here is simply one of equalizing the portion of the 
satellite payload allocated to the service. Further, this bandwidth is optimum at S-Band and 
UHF when the satellite or network size is large. This is quite smilar to the results for the 
other receive only services. Accordingly, the four-beam approach is selected for further 
consideration in all cases. 
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Table 4-28. Average Annual Coat Vs. Bandwidth (Ku-band 
Satellike, .1%-Link-Outage) (Radio Broadcast) 
Launch 
Vehicle 
soC 
MHz 
2 
4 
10 
600 
I Beam! 6 
10 
150 
10 4 
435 
_ 
4 Beams 0 
10 6 
160 
8 595 215 605 280 
f16 750 
32! 1,145 
2 510 
295 
500 
125 
875 
I1,315 
380 
430 
625 
130 
8 
16­
490 
510 
160 
195 
410 
520 
185 
245 
32 625 260 765 365 
* Satellite transponder bandwidth 
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Table 4-29. Average Annual Cost/Terminal Vs. Number of Beams/Satellite 
(Ku-band Satellite) (Compressed TV Distribution) 
103 Term. (1) 10 Term. 
Launch 
Vehicle 0.1% Outage 0.05% Outage 0.1% Outage 0.05% Outage 
Exp $ $ (2)
2914 2,030 2,480 170 196 ) 
Exp(2() 
3914 1,850 2,330 145(2) 165(2) 
Shuttle 
3914 1,875 ,14(2) 165(2) 
c~ T~pI(2)(2
A/C j 1,510 1,890 120 130(2) 
Shuttle 
(2)  
 A/C 1,365 1,710 120' 130(2) 
100 (2)  110(2)
 
Shuttle 1,135 1,405 
Exp 1 1j2914 1,280 1,465 i0 ( ) 125(1)

Exp

116(1)
 
3914 1,120 1,280 120(1) 

Shuttle


3914 1,025 1,165 120 (1) 180(1)


A/C 890 1,000 95(1) 130 ( ) 
Shuttle jIA A/C 820 915 95(1) lO(1) 
Ded° 
Shtle 700 770 6 (1) 70(1) 
Notes: (1) 2 MHz Bandwidth Employed 
(2) 8 MHz Bandwidth Employed 
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3. Satellite Requirements 
The Ku-band satellite power per channel as a function of the number of 
terminals in the network is given in Figure 4-18. Similar requirements for the 
S-band and UHF satellites are given in Appendix 7. As inprevious receive-only services, 
th power -perchannel increases as the network and satellite size increases, (see Section 
4.3.A.2 for reasons). 5Figure 4-18 clearly shows the Ku-band satellite power limitations 
for network sizes of 10 terminals and larger. The limitations are not as severe at S-band, 
wherg the Dedicated Shuttle satellite has adequate power up to and including a network size 
of 10 terminals. At UHF, both the Dedicated Shuttlednd the Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellites 
supply enougheower to optimize networks of up to 10 terminals but these also run out 
of power at 10 terminals. The figure clearly shows that these power limitations are 
primarily a satellite allocation problem because only about 5% of any satellite payload is 
consumed even though the channel power is at a maximum. Four signals access the 
satellite regardless of the size of the network. With a 2 MHz satellite channel band­
width, 20 FMW voice/radio signals can access a single channel. This means 1/5th of a 
satellite channel is needed regardless of the netiork size. The service ca i readily be 
handled by any of the satellites considered for network sizes up through 10 terminals, 
however, use of a Shuttle Atlas-Centaur makes the service more cost-effective. The 
Ku-band coordination limits, shown in the figure, are based on the four-beam satellite 
curve provided in Figure 3-5. However, the limits are adjusted to reflect the need for 
satellite output backoff and use of channel bandwidths other than 27 MHz. If the channel

center-to-channel center frequency allocation for 2 MHz channels is 2.5 MHz, then:

PCoord = Curve + S. 1 + 10 log1 0 (2. 5/27) or 
PCoord pCurve -5.2dB 
Note that this limit assumes the 27 MHz spectrum is filled with radio broadcast or


equivalent signals.


The S-band power at the flux density limit, shown in Appendix 7, is 
determined from the basic equation developed in Section 4.3. A. 2; it is: 
Ps(dB)= -20 + 10 logl 0 -(") -5 logl 0 ("W )+ M + 10 log 10 (-- ) 
whe re: 
" 85KHz is the signal bandwidth 
* The satellite portion of the spreading loss 
, 85+w\ 
i.e., 5 log 1 ( -8-) is 0. 75dB and the corresponding spreading, 
W, is 35KHz 
* MBO = 5. idB 
* BS = 100 x 103 Hz is the signal center to signal center separation 
in the satellite 
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4. 	 Satellite and Ground Terminal Cast vs. Network Size 
Average annual satellite and ground terminal costs as a function of network 
size are given in Figure 4-19. In this service, the normally observed rapid drop 
in receive only system cost as network size increases is mitigated by the limitations 
on satellite power. The lii5ations, resulting in non-optimum system configurations, 
start to be a factor at 10 to 10 terminals. The figure shows the flattening of the cost 
trend in this area. The S-band results do not take the satellite flux density limitations 
into consideration. There is considerable potential advantage in operating at the lover 
frequencies. Imposing the S-band flux density limitation produces the Ku-band/S-band 
cost comparison given in Table 4-30, based on the use of a four-beam Shuttle Atlas-
Centaur satellite The flux density limits impose a 5-watt power per channel constraint 
on the satellite and freeze the S-band ground terminal at a G/T of about 3.5 dB/ I<. As 
indicated by the table the flux density limits increase the S-band costs over the entire 
range of network sizes. Further, the S-brd costs are increased above those for 
Ku-band at network sizes greater than 10 terminals. 
Table 4-30. 	 Ku-Band/S-Band Cost (1) Comparison 
with Flux Density Limits Imposed Radio Broadcast 
Number of Terminals 

Frequency 	 Flux 4 1--- of6T1m1nls
-5 
Limits 10 0 10 1 0 ___________

Ku-Band(2 )  	 No 820 370 195 125 94 82 
175 125 	 125
Yes 595 	 370 
 250S-Band(2) 	
 
No 1510 210 90 37 36


Notes: (1) 	 Costs are average annual cost/user for the satellite and ground


terminal.


(2) A four-beam Shuttle Atlas-Centaur sized satellite is used. 
5. 	 Ground Terminal Requirements 
Variations in the Ku-band ground terminal performance para-Meters as a 
function of increases in the ground network size are depicted in Figure 4-20. Similar 
results for the S-band terminals are given in Appendix 7. The figure shows the G/T 
trends running counter to the corresponding satellite power per channel requirements 
(see Figure4-18) as expected. This includes leveling off to a constant G/T, for 
network sizes of 105 terminals or greater, due to the satellite power per channel limit. 
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Decreases in G/T are accomplished by using both smaller antennas and higher noise 
temperature receivers. However, in the constant G/T region, the antenna size decreases 
while the receiver performance becomes more stringent, because receivers decrease 
in price more rapidly than antennas as the size of the buy increases. 
The figure shows that for a network of 106 terminals operating with a 
Shuttle Atlas Centaur satellite, a 1. 5 meter (i. e 5-foot) fixed pointed prime focus fed 
antenna and a 3,100 OK diode mixer receiver are optimum. Notice once more that 
these performance requirements would be even less if more satellite power were available 
to achieve system optimization. Typical values of G/T producing no more than a 10% increase 
in satellite and ground terminal costs are not meaningful in this service. Reducing G/T 
requires the avgilability of more power in the satellite. The values obtained at a net­
work size of 10 terminals represent both the lowest cost point and the minimum G/T 
on a non-optimum configuration. Nevertheless, the G/T increases causing the system 
cost to increase no more than 10% above the values found are tabulated in Appendix 7. 
Tabulations are provided for all three frequency bands of interest (i. e. Ku-band, 
S-band and UHF). Some reduction in the Ku-band G/T can be obtained without 
substantially affecting system cost if the extra satellite antenna gain to the Southeast 
is eliminated. The resultant earth terminal G/T is about 5 dB/K, which corresponds 
to a 4-foot fixed pointed prime focus fed antenna and a 3, 100 K diode mixer receiver. 
S-band and UHF ground terminal results, given in Appendix 7, repeat 
the tendancy observed in previous receive only services. The antenna diameters are 
less while the receiver performance requirements are more stringent than those of the 
corresponding Ku-band cases, (See Section 4. 3. A. 4 for the reason). When the S-band 
flux density limits are imposed, typical terminal parameters are: G/T = 3.5 dBiK, 
antenna diameter = 1. 9 meters (i. e., a 6-foot fixed pointed prime focus fed parabolic 
reflector), and receiver temperature = 550 0 K (i.e., a GaAs FET low noise receiver). 
6. Total System Cost Breakdown 
Total system costs per terminal, including the fixed performance items, 
are summarized in Table 4-31. Annua1 costs, for a four-beam Ku-band Shuttle Atlas 
Centaur satellite serving a network of 10 terminals, is about 5180, or 
about $15 per month per user, which is expensive for a radio service. The S-band costs, 
with the flux density limits imposed, are not dramatically different (iee. $230 annually). 
However, if a UHF satellite allocation can be obtained, the costs are about $85 annually 
or about $7 per month per user, which is more reasonable. Note that none of these 
results are optimized values due to the satellite power limitations. Consequently, there 
is reason to believe that an acceptable service may be provided at a reasonable cost. 
Notice that even the indicated costs are significantly less than those for the TV Direct 
to the User service, (see Section 4.3. B. 5). The fixed costs indicated in Table 4-S1 
are entirely equipment costs, and are broken out in detail in Appendix 1. The table 
shows that ground terminal and fixed equipment costs are the significant items in this 
service; satellite costs are not important. This distribution of costs between the 
satellite and the ground terminals is further verified in the sensitivity analysis. Results 
of this analysis are given in Appendix 7 considering + 10 dB variations in satellite and 
ground terminal costs with all other factors constant. 
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Table 
-~ 
4-31. Breakdown of Total Average Annual Cost/Terminal 
-
-(Radio Broadcast) 
Launch 
Vehicle 
Number 
Terminals 
Freq­
uency 
Total Annual 
Cos+ (S) 
Percent of Cost 
GroundSatellite Terminal Fixed 
4 
Ku-band 
1% Link 
Outage 
560 17 61 22 
Shuttle 
3914(2) 
S-band 405 17 52 31 
UHF(I)  260 6 46 48 
Shuttle 
(2) 106 
Ku-band 
1% Link 
Outa ge 
S-band 
180 
105 
1 
2 
71 
50 
28 
48 
UHF 85 2 39 59 
Note: 1) 
2) 
Shuttle A/C only considered for UHF at 10 
4 beam satellite and 2 IMHz bandwidth employed. 
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The first step to reduce system costs is to allocate more satellite power 
than permitted in the present model and obtain optimized system costs and performance 
parameters. Beyond this it appears that operating at lower frequencies without 
restrictions on radiated satellite power density offers the best hope of reducing costs. 
Fixed equipment costs are those of a threshold extension demodulator interfacing at 
IF. The cost of this technology decreases modestly as the buy size increases. Further,


the oplimized satellite and ground terminal costs decrease signficantly


as 7the network size increases. Therefore, the deployment of large networks (e.g.


10 terminals) and operation of a big satellite (e.g., the Dedicated Shuttle) canproduce


significant reductions in per user costs.
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SECTION 5 
ORBIT CAPACITY CONSIDERATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this section is to determine the communications 
-capacity of-bioadcast aid fixed service satellites in terms of half duplex channels of 
Voice, TV and data in the K, S and UHF bands. No weight and/or power limitations are 
imposed and also it is assumed that the uplink power does not limit the capacity. 
A. METHODOLOGY 
The methodology that has been used in the capacity configurations is 
given here briefly in a descriptive manner. The details and underlying mathematical 
and computational methods are separated and included in Appendix 6. Various system 
and modulation parameters are also included there. 
In the capacity computations, the effect of both thermal noise and 
interference is considered. The thermal noise depends upon the link parameters of the 
communication satellite system while the interference noise depends upon the RF inter­
ference that the link experiences from other communications satellite systems through 
antenna sidelobes. The thermal noise and the interference are first determined at the 
receiver input and their effect is subsequently translated into the baseband. The base­
band quality is fixed at a preset value and the capacity that can be supported in the presence 
of thermal noise and interference is computed. The computation of the capacity thus 
consists of the following steps for a given satellite separation: 
* 	 Computation of receiver input carrier/thermal noise ratio 
0 	 Computation of receiver input carrier/nterference ratio 
* 	 Conversion of thermal noise into baseband effects 
* 	 Conversion of interference into baseband effects 
* 	 Adjustment of modulation parameters so that the resultant baseband 
effects of thermal noise and interference yield a preset communication 
quality. 
The carrier/thermal noise ratio at the receiver input is determined in the 
normal manner by using various link parameters which include transmitter powers, 
antenna diameters, frequency, system noise temperatures, and bandwidth. This compu­
tation is made for the desired communications satellite system and the earth station 
receiver which is associated with it. This desired communications satellite system is 
assumed to be operating amongst other similar communications satellite systems which 
are the interfering communications satellite systems. The interference at the input to 
the desired receiver is computed by considering the various interfering communications 
satellite systems and adding the interference contribution due to each system. Both up 
and downlink interference contributions are considered in computing the resultant 
interference at the receiver input. 
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5.2 
The pertinent stage in the communications system where the effects of RF 
'input thermal noise and RF input interference are considered is the baseband in the case 
of Voice and TV. Since the quality is measured in baseband, the capacity computations 
have been based upon a criteria assigned to baseband quality. The capacity computations 
thus require that the baseband effects of RF thermal noise and interference be evaluated. 
For FDM-FM voice and FM-TV, the baseband effect of thermal noise is expressed in terms 
of noise transfer factor which yields baseband thermal noise when the BF carrier to thermal 
noise ratio is known; and the baseband effect of interference has been expressed in terms 
of interference transfer factor which yields the baseband interference noise when the RF 
carrier to interference ratio is known. The baseband effects due to the two causes are 
combined to yield the resultant baseband quality. For specified link parameters and 
intersatellite spacing of satellites in the orbital arc, the modulation parameters are 
varied so that the baseband quality becomes equal to the preset value. The capacity, at 
this point, is then computed. In digital transmission, the terms baseband effects or 
noise and interference transfer factors cannot be used. In the presence of interference. 
the digital carrier has to incur an expenditure of carrier power in order to resist the 
effect of interference in addition to that of noise. In the presence of RF thermal noise 
plus RF interference the Eb/N o required for a given probability of error is more than 
that in the case of RF thermal noise alone. As a consequence, the supportable data rate or 
the capacity is governed by interference. 
B. GEOMETRIC MODEL 
The geometric parameters of the model pertain to satellites and earth 
terminals. The communications satellites are assumed to be located in geostationary 
equatorial orbital arc at uniform intersatellite angular spacing. The angular spacing is 
measured at the center of the Earth. The desired satellite is assumed to be located at 
1000 W Longitude and the interfering satellites are located on either side at uniform 
spacing and there are equal numbers of them on either side. The satellite receive and 
transmit beams have been assumed to be coaxial beams, and the earth station transmit 
and receive antennabeams are perfectly aimed at the satellite. A transmitting and receiving 
terminal is associated with each satellite. Althoughthe satellite stationkeeping effects are 
not considered in the computations, their effect on capacity and technology is discussed 
wherever pertinent. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A. SATELLITE SERVICES 
The services considered in capacity computatLons are: 
1. Single Carrier FDM-FM Voice 
2. FM-TV 
3. Single Carrier 4-phase PSK data 
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4. Multiple Carrier FDM-FM Voice 
5. Multiple Carrier 4-phase PSK data 
The modulation parameters associated with these have been included in Appendix 6. 
B. SYSTEM MODEL 
In comDutations, a homogeneous system model is considered which 
assumes that: 
* 	 All the satellites are located in geostationary orbit. 
" 	 The interfering satellites are located on either side of the 
desired satellite 
* 	 The satellites are uniformly spaced and the angular spacing 
is measured at the Earth's center. 
* The satellites have identical characteristics. 
" The carriers are identically modulated. 
* 	 The modulation parameters on each carrier are identical. 
* 	 All satellites have identical EIRPs 
C. ANTENNA PATTERNS 
Various antenna radiation patterns which enter into capacity compu­
tations are: 
* 	 Earth terminal receive pattern 
o 	 Earth terminal transmit patterns 
* 	 Satellite receive pattern 
* 	 Satellite transmit pattern 
For 	 all antenna diameters and wavelengths, the FCC radiation pattern is used. * However, 
computations have been made by modifying the sidelobe characteristics in order to evaluate 
the effect of different sidelobe characteristics. Specifically, computations with two 
modifications to the basic FCC pattern are considered. These meet the FCC profile until 
the sidelobe patterns are down X db from the mainlobe peaks and then remain constant 
where 
• 	 An illustrative comparison of the results obtained by using CCIR based model is 
given in Figures 5-5, 6 and 7. 
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Table 5-1. Cases Representing Antenna Slidelobe Models Used For Ground


Terminal and Satellite Antennas


Case Ground Terminal Antenna Satellite Antenna 
Number Sidelobe Model Sidelobe Model 
I 1 1


2 2 2


3 3 3


4 1 4


5 2 4


6 3 4 
Note: The mathematical description ot the sidelobe models is given in Appendix - 6. 
(1) X = 4G


and (2) X = 60 
These three antenna sidelobe models are respectively denoted Model 1, 2 
and 3. A fourth antnItia sidelobe model derived from the CCIR antenna model and identified 
by number four (4) is also examined. The combinations of the earth terminal antenna 
sidelobe model and the satellite antenna sidelobe model used are identified by case numbers, 
as listed in Table 5-1. 
D. INTERFERENCE CRITERIA (PREDETECTION) 
When the receiver associated with a desired communications satellite 
is operating in the presence of other communication satellite systems, both thermal noise 
and interference are present at the receiver input. The predetection interference that is 
acceptable depends upon the baseband interference that can be accepted. In an interference 
limited environment when high capacity is the objective, limiting the baseband interference 
and hence the predetection interference even though the baseband interference may be well 
within the total quality objectives may not be the right strategy. From this viewpoint, when 
the baseband quality objectives are satisfied, the fixed resource of the geostationary orbit 
is better used by accepting varying amounts of thermal noise and interference noise into 
the baseband and letting their proportions vary to such an extent that baseband interference 
noise dominates the baseband thermal noise. In the capacity computations, this philosophy 
is adhered to. In the case of FDM-FM and FM-TV, where the modulation schemes exhibit 
threshold predetection interference, interference also determines whether the receiver is 
above or below threshold. When the sum of thermal noise and interference reaches a Level 
which is 10 dB below the desired carrier, it has been assumed that threshold is reached 
and no further capacity computations are made. In the case of PSK transmission, however, 
such a restriction is not made. In this case data, capacity computations are made for 
carrier/(thermal noise + interference) ratios of less fhsn IdP. 
E. INTIF!ENCE CRITERIA (POST-DETECTION) 
Before considering post-detection interference, it is necessary to 
describe how the bandwidth is used and how the modulation parameters are varied to make 
the system interference resistant. 
In the case of FDM-FM voice, capacity computations are made on the 
basis of a 36 MHz fixed bandwidth which is typical of current satellites. In the multiple 
carrier FDM-FM case it is assumed that six (6) carriers are present in the satellite trans­
ponder each with a bandwidth of 6 MPz. Similar assumptions are made for PSK data. In 
the case of FM TV capacity is computed on the basis of variable bandwidth occupancy where 
it has been implicitly assumed that the allocated bandwidth can be divided amongst as many 
transponders as the number of FM TV channels that could possible by accommodated in 
that bandwidth. Modulation parameters are varied such that the quality is equal to a preset 
value in the presence of thermal and interference noise. In the case of FDM-FM voice, 
the number of voice channels per carrier is varied so that the resultant baseband signal 
to noise ratio when both thermal and interference noise are taken into account is equal 
to a preset value of 52 dB. The proportionate amount of thermal and interference noise 
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5.3 
in the baseband channel is therefore not the same in all circumstances. In the case of 
FM TV the deviation and consequently bandwidth occupancy is varied so that the required 
amount of resistance to interference can be provided by the desired signal and the resulting 
quality is equal to a preset value of 56 dB. In the case of data, it is data rate which is 
varied so that the supportable data rate in a given bandwidth satisfies a preset error 
probability requirement of l0 - 4 . 
F. "OTHER DITERFERENCE" 
Besides interference due to other satellite systems, the possibility of 
"other interference" is explored. Frequency allocations for various communications 
services, terrestrial communications and studio to transmitter links and examination 
of site/frequency coordination procedures reveal that other interference can safely be 
ignored.


RESULTS AND TRADEOFFS 
A. SERVICE CAPACITY 
The communications capacity for cases characteristic of Broadcast 
and Fixed Services has been computed. Representative results revealing the factors 
which influence capacity are described in this section.(Figures 5-1 thru 5-22 and Tables 5-1 
thru 5-19 )The detailed parameters used in the computations are given in Appendix 6. 
In order to express the orbit capacity, the three descriptors given 
in Table 5-2 are used. 
Table 5-2. Capacity Descriptors 
Information/ 
Modulation 
I 
Capacity Descriptor Units 
FDM-FM 
Voice 
Voice channels in a specified 
bandwidth for a given inter­
satellite spacing (Intersatellite 
spacing, degrees). (Specified 
bandwidth, MHz) 
Voice Channels 
Deg - MHZ 
FM-TV TV Channels in allocated band­
width for a given intersatellite 
spacing (Intersatellite spacing, 
degrees) 
TV Channels 
Deg 
BW 
- Allocated 
- MHZ 
Data Data Rate in a specified bandwidth 
for a given intersatellite spacing 
(Intersatellite Spacing, degrees). 
(Specified BW, MHz) 
Data Rate 
Deg - -MHZ 
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Figure 5-1. K-Band Broadcast Voice Capacity (Conus) 
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Figure 5-3. K-Band Broadcast TV Capacity 
SAT EIRP = 57. 6 dBW 
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b DESIRED DOWNLINK FADED BY 7 dB. 
c DESIRED UPLINK POWER INCREASED 
by 3 dB. 
d 	 DESIRED DOWNLINK POWER10 INCREASED BY 3 dBK a 
e 	 BOTH THE DESIRED UP AND DOWNLINK 
POWERSINCREASED BY 3 dB EACH. 
S 	 -REC:DIA:1. sm 

XMT: DIA: 9. irn 

z SAT EIRP: 50.5 dBW 
zUPLINK C/N 10 dB HIGHER THAN 
,- DOWNINK C/N. 
AND
Zcd, 
 
05 
z 
2 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
INTERSATELLITE SPACING, DEG. 
Figure 5-20. 	 Effect of Fading/Power Control in Interference 
Environment on Voice Capacity - (Downlink Fading) 
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" CURVE1 FADE/POWER CONTROL MODE 
a UNEADED 
a b DESIRED DOVNLINK FADED BY 7 dR
aI


C DESIRED UPLINK POWER INCREASED 
I BY dB 
d DESIRED DOWNINK POWER 
I INCREASED BY 3 dB 
BOTH THE DESIRED UP AND DOW'NUINK 
POWERS INCREASED BY 3 dB EACH. 
, _REC DIA;1.Sin 
SX'GT DA 9 in 
SAT EIRP 50.5 dBW 
Z:-_ UPLINK CiN 10 dB HIGHER THA N 
d.' DOWNINK C/N\
-	 C-HAND 
'-I 
o05


0 2 4 	 6 8 10 12 14 16 
INTERSATELLITE SPACING, DEG. 
Figure 5-21. 	 Effect of Fading/Power Control in Interference Environment 
on FM TV Capacity (Downhnk Fading) 
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CURVE FADE/POWER CONTROL MODE 
a UNFADED 
b DESIRED DOWNLINK FADED BY 7 dB. 
c DESIRED UPLINK POWER INCREASED 
BY 3 dB. 
d DESIRED DOWNILINK POWER 
INCREASED BY 3 dB. 
e BOTH THE DESIRED UP AND DOWNLINK 
POWERS INCREASED BY 3 dB EACH. 
r3 REC: DIA: 1.8 in 
C 6 a 
lXMT: DIM 9.lm 
SAT EIP- 50.5 dBW 
Ila 7-UPLINK C/N 10 d3 HIGHER THAN 
" 4 -- DOWNLINK K-BAND 
C/N. 
< 
P4 
z/b 
5 
0 2.5 5 7.5 10 
INTERSATELLITE SPACING, DEG. 
Figure 5-22. 	 Effect of Fading/Power Control in Interference Environment 
on Data Capacity - (Downllnk Fading) 
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B. FUTURE TECHNOLOGY 
Future technology involving multiple satellite beams and Satellite Switched 
TDVIA (SS/T lMA) is considered. The capacity is computed by using the methodology 
given in Appendix-6 and the results are presented in Figure 5-8. It is assumed that 
CONUS is coverfed by 1705 spot beams which uniformly cover the feographical area. In 
terms of angular dimensions, since CONUS is approximately 6.8 from East to West 
and 3. 5 from North to South, the angular area covered by one spot beam is 0. 238 (degrees)2 
which yields a half 3dB beamwidth of (1/ --) = 0.250. It is assumed that these beams 
are arranged in a 7 (N-S) by 15 (E-W) matrix and of these only fifteen (15) beams are 
copolarized and transmit cochannel carriers and hence present potential interference 
possibilities. These 15 beams are assumed to be symmetrically situated within the center 
of the geographical area in a 3 beam by 5 beam matrix with three beams in the N-S direction 
and five beams in the E-W direction. Various spot beams with the fifteen identified are 
shown in the Insert in Figure 5-8. The capacity is computed for three receive antenna 
diameters of 1. 8, 3, and 4. 6 meters at K-band by assuming that the sum of the satellite 
EIRP and the gain of the receive antenna yields a C/No of 90 dB - Hz. This normalization 
reveals the effects of antenna sidelobes. The probability of error is kept constant at 10 - 4 . 
The indicated capacity can be enhanced by increasing C/No. 
C. RF BAND AND POLARIZATION PLANS 
Various BF band, polarization and satellite arrangements are possible. 
There are six such arrangements defined in Table 5-3(a). In Table 5-3(b) the polarization 
and frequency bands on adjacent satellites are shown for the six arrangements. Although 
there will be many satellites in the orbital arc, only the arrangement on three contiguous 
satellites is sufficient to identify the arrangement. The total BF band available is dependent 
on the frequency band: 500 MHZ is used in the figures for illustration. The frequency bands 
are shown by rectangles and the bands are either "full" or "split". The polarization is 
indicated by P1 and P2 ; and when polarization P2 is used, the connotation is that it may be 
linear or circular but orthogonal to P1 . 
In the first arrangement shown in Table 5-3(b) the band is split into two 
halves and the alternate halves are used on adjacent satellites. The predominant inter­
ference in this case is from the alternate satellite. 
In the second arrangement in Table 5-3(b), the assigned band is split into 
two halves and both halves are used on each satellite. Also, both polarizations are used on 
each satellite and the manner in which they are used is such that adjacent satellites are 
orthogonally polarized on cochannels. In this case also, the predominant interference is 
between alternate satellites. 
In the third arrangement in Table 5-3(b), alternate halves of split bands 
are used on adjacent satellites and the polarization is switched to its orthogonal counterpart 
on adjacent satellites. In this case also, the predominant interference is between alternate 
satellites. 
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Table 5-3 (a). RF Band, Polarization and Satellite Arrangements 
Polarization and 
Satellite 
Arrangement 
RF Band 
Single 
Polarization 
on 
all Satellites 
Dual 
Polarization 
on 
all Satellites 
Ort hogonal 
Single 
Polarization 
on 
Adjacent 
Satellites 
Split Band 2 3 
Full Band 
-­ - . . . . 
4 
. . . 
5 
. ... . . . . . .-... . 
6 
C0 
Co4 
-
Arrangement 
Number 
Table 5- 3 (b) 
RF Band/Polarlzatlon Arrangement 
P- PI PI 
j-c-500 MHz--j 
1l,< >4 250 ,Hz 
PI P2 P2 P1 PI P2 
2 f<-500 MHz->j 
k--> 
P1 
250 MHz 
P2 P1 
S <­ 500 MHz-->q 
k[-
P1 
250 MHz 
P1 P1 
<- 500 MHz -% 
_-
P2 
I 
-­
\P1 
-. 
P2 
IL---------J 
P1 
I 
_j LI U.­
-
P2 
P1 
-­
-500 MHz -­>4 
PI P2 PI 
6 m 
304 H-500 MHz -­>4 
The fourth arrangement shown in Table 5-3(b) is a "full" band case and 
polarization is the same on each satellite. The predominant interference is between adjacent 
satellites. 
The fifth arrangement in Table 5-3(b) is the full band case but both orthogonal 
polarizations are used on each satellite. This represents a case in which the frequency 
band is used twice. The predominant cochaunel interference is between co-polarized bands 
on adjacent satellites. 
The sixth arrangement in Table 5-3(b) is also a full band case in which 
polarization is alternated on adjacent satellites. The predominate interference is also 
between alternate satellites. 
In all, six arrangements have been discussed. But so far as capacity 
per degree of arc is concerned, these six arrangements are really only two sets with set 
#1 consisting of arrangements 1, 3 and 4, and set #2 consisting of arrangements 2, 5 & 6. 
Set #2 gives double the capacity of Set #1. 
D. ORBIT-SPECTR M UTILIZATION 
In an effort to reveal influential factors, the orbit-spectrum utilization is 
studied for FDM-FM voice and FMTV for some representative antenna diameters at K-band. 
The results are described in Figures 5-9, 11, 13 for FDM-FM voice. In these figures, the
ordinate issOrdinate Voice channels in specified bandwidth 
(Intersatellite Spacing) (Specified bandwidth, MHz) 
degrees 
which is the same as the first entry in Table 5-2. For these curves, the abcissa is 
Voice channels in specified bandwidthabeissa = (Specified bandwidth, MHz) 
Each figure corresponds to a particular diameter and the C/N ratio for each curve in the 
figure is marked. As one traverses a particular curve from bottom to top, the inter­
satellite spacing (although it is not explicitly shown in the figuiire) decreases. Near the 
abeissa, the curves corresponding to various CIN ratios approach parallelism. Near the 
abcissa the intersatellite spacing increases and, therefore, for the fixed voice channel 
quality the interference noise is less than thermal noise. Along the abcissa the channel noise 
is completely thermal because a zero value of the ordinate implies that the intersatellite 
spacing is infinite and consequently the interference noise is vanishingly small. Although 
the curves for various C/N ratios separate as they approach the horizontal axis, they merge 
at the top and tend to be indistinguishable; the reason for this is that in this region the 
Intersatellite spacifig is small and hence the carrier/interference ratio is small and the 
carrier to thermal noise is irrelevant; the noise in the channel is almost all interference 
noise and the utilization is governed only by the interference transfer behaviour. The 
curves terminate in the top lefthand edge at a point when the interference and thermal noise 
at the receiver input combine to yield a net carrier-to-thermal plus interference noise ratio 
which is equal to the set threshold (10 db). If FM operation below 10 db threshold is 
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permitted, the curves will continue their upward trend, merging as one curve until 
the curves become asymptotic to the vertical axis. This behavLour indicates that as the 
abcissa (voice channels in specified BW/Specified BW, MHZ) approaches zero the ordinate 
(voice channels in Specified BW/(Intersatellite spacing degrees) (Specified BW, MHZ)) 
approaches infinity. When the value of the variable along the abcissa approaches zero, a 
very large carrier-deviation or bandwidth i- being used for very small or vanishingly 
small numbers of channels. When the value of the variable along the ordinate approaches 
infinity, the intersatellite spacing approaches zero and as a consequence the value of the 
abcissa (or the number of channels per MHZ) approaches zero in order to keep the inter­
ference plus thermal noise at a constant level. 
These curves show that as long as the Cl N ratio keeps the system above threshold 
in the presence of interference, higher C/N ratios lose effectiveness and do not allow improved 
orbit utilization. The spectrum utilization can be traded with orbit utilization, however, orbit 
utilization cannot be enhanced by making more use of very low noise receivers. 
Figures 5-10, 12, 13 depict the orbit spectrum utilization behaviour for FM-TV


for representative antenna sizes at Ku-Band. In these figures, the variable represented


along the ordinate is


TV channel s in allocated bandwidth 
Intersatellite Spacing 
and the variable represented along the abcissa is 
abcissa = TV channels in allocated bandwidth. 
In order to highlight the behaviour, the effect of interference has been increased 
by assuming that the receiver transfer improvement factor is 6 db lower (i.e. in equation 
74 Appendix-6, K = 0 db); therefore no conclusion about capacity can be drawn from these 
figures. In this case the C/N ratio is constant for each curve; while one traverses a 
particular curve from the bottom righthand end towards the top left the interference noise 
increases so that the resulting net quality due to the baseband effects of thermal and 
interference noise remains constant at a preset value. Increasing the CN ratio increases 
orbit utilization but soon a point of diminishing returns is reached when proportionately 
larger amounts of interference (compared with thermal noise) make up the preset baseband 
quality. Increasing C/N buys'comparatively little in orbit utilization. The orbit and spectrum 
utilization curves exhibit peaks beyond which any decrease in spectral utilization causes a 
decrease in orbit utilization also and operation in this region is not advantageous. The 
curves stop when threshold is reached. 
E. EFFECTS OF FADING AND COMBATTING MEASURES 
When a communications satellite system is operating in the presence of other


interfering communications satellite systems, fading has to be looked at in an unconventional


way. In such a situation, harmful fading can take place when the desired communications 
satellite link fades while the links of the interfering satellite communications systems do 
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not fade. In this case, the desired link suffers in two ways: the carrier/toise ratio of 
the desired system degrades, and the carrier/nterference ratio degrades. In other 
situations both the desired link and the interference fade together in which case the 
system thermal noise increases vis a vis the interference. So far as fading is concerned. 
the following possibilities exist: 
(i) The desired uplink fades 
(ii) The desired downlink fades 
(iii) Both the desired up and downlinks fade 
In these three modes of fading, the worst that can happen is that the interfering links do 
not fade. Capacity degradation ih these fade modes are shown for voice, TV and Data in 
Figures 5-14 through 5-22. 
Since the satellite transponder normally has constant gain, any uplink fade will 
automatically cause a downlink fade, the extent of which will depend upon the operating point 
of the transponder. The results depicted in these figures assumes that AGC has been 
employed in the satellite by means of which the effect of uplink fade on the downlink fade 
is eliminated. The reduction in capacity due ta fading can be recovered by "power control" 
and the following three power control strategies are examined. 
1. Uplink power control (via earth station HPA) 
2. Downlink power control (via satellite transmitter) 
3. Both uplink and downlink power control 
When considering the effects of fading, it is assumed that 7dB fades occur and while 
counteracting the effects of fading it is assumed that the power can be increased by 3 db, 
i. e., uplink power can be increased by 3dB, the downlink power can be increased by 
3 db or each up and downlink power can be increased by 3 dB. 
The following inferences can be made from Figure 5-14 thru 5-22. Since AGC 
is assumed and the limiting link is the downlink, uplink fading has a smaller effect on 
capacity in comparison with equal amount of downlink fading. By the same token, uplink 
power control is less effective in combatting the effects of fading since during fading the 
interference also increases, if a system is required to be operative in the presence of 
fading without the use of power control the intersatellite spacing has to be kept larger to 
reduce interference before fading. However, this technique is wasteful because fading 
is an occasional phenomena and in order to ameliorate its effects, loss in orbital capacity 
is incurred. The downlink fading has a significantly larger effect on capacity and at the 
same time can be compensated bydownlink power control. 
When both up and downlinks fade (highly unlikely) the effects are comparable 
to downlink fading. 
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The effect of fading and power control on FM-TV is similar to that on 
FDM-FM voice. That is, when the downlink is limiting, uplink fading causes an in­
significant loss in capacity. At the same time uplink power control is comparatively 
ineffective in curing the loss of capacity due to fading. Downlink fading is more serious 
but at the same time downlink power control is more effective in recouping the capacity 
lost by fading. When onily the uplink fades, using downlink power control as the remedial 
measure might even cause an enhancement in the capacity because a 3dB increase in the 
downlink power has more effect than a 3dB increase in the uplink power. Since it is 
generally true that the downlink will be the limiting link, downlink power control is more 
effective and should be given consideration in future satellite implementations. 
The effect of fading and kower control in the case of data is shown in Figures 
5-16, 19, 22. The same ground rules apply as in the FDM-FM and FM-TV cases. Again, 
the downlink is the dominating link and therefore the uplink power control is ineffective in 
recouping capacity lost due to fading. Generally, downlink power control is effective 
except in the special circumstance when the uplink is the limiting link. Again, in order 
to make fading less harmful with no power control the intersatellite spacing should be 
kept large; but this, for same reasons as before, is not a prudent artifice. 
F. FACTORS AFFECTING CAPACITY 
Various factors that affect orbital capacity are: 
a Antenna sidelobe characteristics 
* Modulation 
* Propagation effects 
* Earth station power and noise performance 
Capacity is limited by the interference received at the Earth terminal 
receiver input. The amount of interference depends upon the sidelobes of various antennas 
involved in communication. These antennas are satellite receive and transmit antennas 
and the earth terminal transmit and receive antennas. Increased amount of interference 
costs capacity whether the communications service is FDM-FII voice, FM-TV or Data 
Commumcation. Sidelobe levels in a practical situation depend upon the type of the antenna. 
In the case of typical paraboloidal antennas radiation characteristics are determined by 
the nature of aperture illumination function and by blockage. The illumination of the antenna 
aperture by the feed subsystem can be shaped to yield low sidelobe radiation and thereby 
result in enhanced capacity. In general, larger earth terminal antennas allow smaller 
intersatellite spacing and vice versa. The orbital spacing and hence the overall orbital 
capacity when the satellites make use of the same spectrum is related to the earth station 
antenna gain. Progressively narrower intersatellite spacing decreases as frequency increases 
for the same antenna diameter and vice versa. Small antennas are certainly attractive at 
K-band. Capacity computations reveal that it does not make much difference when the FCC 
Sidelobe pattern is modified such that the Sidelobe radiation remains constant after the 
Sidelobes are down 60 db from peak (X = 60 dB). But for X-40dB the capacity suffers 
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slightly only for smaller receive antennas. Needless to say, the capacity improves if the 
close in sidelobe radiation can be suppressed. When the satellite antenna gain is increased, 
the capacity increases and becomes insensitive to the sidelobe radiation characteristics of 
the earth terminal antennas.* High gain antennas on board the satellites can be used to 
reduce the intersatellite spacing and/or can be used to offset the effect of larger sidelobes 
of earth terminal antennas and hence reduce antenna costs. While stationkeeping tolerances 
have not been taken into consideration, certain inferences about its effects can still be 
drawn. Because high orbit utilization is achieved at small intersatellite spacing it is natural 
to expect that satellite stationkeeping tolerances will have an important effect on capacity. 
Stationkeeping tolerances will be important for larger antennas and higher operating fre­
quencies. 
Modulation and modulation parameters are certainly pertinent in affecting 
the capacity. In the case of FDM-FM voice when the satellite allocated bandwidth is 
channelized (like the 36 MHz wide sections assumed in the computatibns) the orbit utilization 
increases as the satellite spacing is narrowed (until system threshold is attained). Highest 
utilization of the orbit is achieved at satellite spacings of 1-20. In the case of FDM-FM 
the parameters which affect orbital efficiency is (voice channels in a specified BW)/ 
(Specified BW) and this can be directly traded for orbit utilization. Reducing this 
parameter or the number of channels/MHz allows a reduction in intersatellite spacing. 
No preferential treatment should be granted to a particular communications satellite in 
the orbit. The communications capacity of a particular communications satellite system 
can be enhanced by increasing the above parameter but at the expense of larger inter­
satellite spacing and as a consequence, the overall orbital capacity will be degraded. 
In the case of FM-TV operation is not under fixed bandwidth conditions 
as in the case for FDM-FM voice. Here for a fixed baseband quality the carrier devation 
is increased to provide increased resistance to interference from other satellite systems. 
With such an operation the orbit utilization incresses as the intersatellite spacing is reduced 
(until threshold is attained). An appropriate parameter affecting the orbital efficiency is 
(TV channels in allocated BW) and this can be traded for orbit utilization in the same manner 
as in the case of FDM-FM voice. 
In the case of 4-phase PSK data the capacity descriptor is: 
Data rate in Specified BW 
(Itersatellite Spacing) (Specified BW) 
Variation of this parameter as a function of intersatellite spacing exhibits a peak. Below 
this peak on the left (smaller intersatellite spacing) there is no excess satellite power and 
below this peak on the right (larger intersatellite spacing) there is excess satellite power. 
Exactly the reverse is true so far as bandwidth is concerned. This peak is sharp when 
power is low and interference is large (see Figures 5-16, 19, 22). 
• Compare Tables 5-4, 9, 12, 15 with 5-5, 10, 13, 16 respectively 
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Predipitacion and propagation have at least * a dual effect on capacity. Car­
rier power reduces capacity due to fading and if the desired link fades and the interfacing links 
do not, the interference power rises in relation to the desired carrier power. Both these 
effects limit capacity. Two remedial measures involving keeping the intersatellite spac- Q6 
ing larger or implementing means for downlink power control ** 
Capacity is also a direct function of the Earth Station performance parameters, 
the most important of which are the antenna size, and the system noise temperature. These a 
affect capacity in the usual manner but with the additional influence that interference will be 
less with a larger antenna. 
G. RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a result of the Study the following recommendations can be made: 
" 	 Smaller intersatellite spacings of around 20 can be used at Ku band 
* 	 Sidelobe radiation characteristics of the satellite antenna can and 
should be improved. 
* 	 The close in sidelobe radiation characteristics of the ground terminal 
antennas can be improved. 
o 	 For a fixed baseband quality constraint in the case of FDM-FM voice and 
FM-TV baseband noise may be predominantly due to interference. This 
might require additional experimentation to assess the subjective effects 
of increased baseband interference noise on Voice and TV. 
o 	 The effective radiated powers per MHz of communications satellite 
systems in the orbit should not be significantly different. 
* 	 Means of implementing downlink power control should be investigated 
in future satellite designs. 
* Depolarization and Scattering 
** While not considered herein, an alternative to power control is earth station antenna 
systems diversity. 
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Table 5-4 
K-Band Bio-,dc.ist Cominmunliction Cavacitv 
TIME ZONE * Xmt Antenna dia -9 im 
1G.1ni t 	 VO I Cn 	 TV DA'1A 
icaso Bee. Me.,		 18 3 *O , _181 3 
1.38E 1.IIE7 
1 	 1 7. * 30. - - 1 . E5 .13E7 16E7I- 'i I~, 	 I- V12E5 38E6 11E70.5 -
I1 -1.157E7 6 9 
- . 	
7.7 1. 167 ~30.1 	 __ 3E 167E731 -­ I. 17.6 ,23.8 l- -- _ 11.6_ 115.8 .35 6 .1E7 7 
8 .7 7.s .33E6 .167E .183E7 
7714 1 . 	 31
r6.7 T ,3 1 17.6 3.8 : 30.1 - 7.6,Ii10.7 15.8 .35E6 .I3E7 .17E7 
12 -. 5 16 112 2 176 1. 36 3E 331 	 I031 83E, 
120	 t7.5 14.5 30 	 83I E 6 .56 
1 1 3.1 71.3.6E6 	 56E6 83E62 .6.
2 5.2 	 11.9 13 I 13.6 3 5.8 6.7 8 . 33F6 .33E 
1 20.2 30 3.1 7.6 j 10.7 . .33E6 _33E6 _ 33E63 1.6 t ++_ I 	 I. . -,I .	 ' 	 I 
6.6 12.9 19.7 25.6 3 j7 t94 11.4 l.56E6 t.5E6 .56E61 . 	 .. 	3 .38. 9. .426 .42E6
 -.....
11. 16.1.
-__. L _. ~ - ! .~. I * . L 2 . . 
6.42 9. 	 05 10.5 2. 5.4 ,6 5E656E6 I .56E613 	 5. 3 1. 25. 31_ ,in .61. 
.719.. 13.1 9.4 1 I.~b~F.6E .5E 
­
_____2~
_1_ 5.9 1691. .1 . 	 .-. 
- 0. 86 	 . . 1..4E 1 4 
3 . 117 .17 19.5 3 6.4 i . . .42E6 .42 E SE 
i f5.2j 10.13.9 15.7 2.8 5.7 72 8.2 33E6 .33E6 
10.4] ___ 	 __ __ 	 .33E6 .33E0_ .33E6 
5_2 . _ 5 	 7 7.4 7.5 2.6 3.8 4 4 .3 E * 3 6 SE 
, .. 3 5.2 10.5 13.9 15.7 2. 5. 72 82 .3E .3E 
p Voiee - The numbers represent (voice channels per MHZ/ tersatellite spacing, deg) 
o TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MHZ BW/Intersatelhte spacing, deg) 
o Data - The immbers lepresent (Bit Rate per MHZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
o A e - t the intersatelhite soacing in degrees 
* Antenna dta.neters ire in meters 
e (-) - Dash indicates 5stein below threshold 
Easternmost
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Table 5-5 
K-Band Broadcast Communication Canacitv Xmt Antenna d= 9. Im 
TIMM ZONE, SHARP SATELLITE BEAM 
" LE [ain t VOICE TV DATAMPodel 
 
r Case ft5~ 34 l i 
 3 
0.* 1.8 3 4. 1 05 1. 8 .8 3 
33 
51.4 104 139 _157 28 57.2 71.9f 
. = 51.46 104 139 28 57.2 71.9 83 .33EV .33E E7 
6 51.4 104 139 151 57.2 71.9 83 37 .33E7 .33E7 
4 29.4 58.2 70.4 79 17 32.3 39.4 44.4 .167E7 .167EV 167EV 
i 0 29.4 50.2 _ _.4_70 _$___... . 17-17I9 
5 2 5,6.2 70.4 79 11 32.3 39.4 44.4 167E7 .167E7 .167E72..:9.4 356.2 70.4 74,, 3. 44.4 .167E7.167E7.167E7 
79 17 32.3 39.4 44.4 .1EV 16V .16n' 
1 _ 3.5 9.8 17.8 1 22.2 E .83E6 .83E . 
16____ 29 3. 3 9 2 1 .83E6__ 
 
2 5 16 [29 j35.3 39.5 
 98 16 21 22 .83E6 .83E6 ES-
SM _____ .83E6 
-- _____ -
___.9.8.­
16 29 39.5 9.8 17.6 21 23.2.836 .3E8 .83E .j35.3 
1 19. 5 236.4 6.9 12.2 14.4 15.8 .56E6 .56E811.1 3-6 6.9-S4 1116 _ __ __ _. 
19.5 23. 26.4 6.9 12.2 14.4 15.8 .56E6 .56E6 
6 11. 19.5 22.6 26.4 6.9 12.2 14.4 15.8 .56E6 .56E6 .56E6 
S .. 1,5 14.7 17,7 1, 5.4 9,.4 10.9 12 .42E6 -42EI° 42E6 
4 5 8.5 14.7 17.7 19.8 5.4 9.4 10.9 12 .42E6 .42E6 .42E8 
6 8.5 14.7 17.7 19.8 5.4 9.4 10.9 12 .42E6 .42E6 *42E6 
4 6.8 11.8 14.2 15.8 4.4 7.6 8.8 9.6 .33E8 .33E6 .33E6 
5 6.8 11.8 14.2 15.8 4.4 7.6 8.8 :9.6 .33E6 .33E6 .33E5 
6 6.8 11.8 14.2 15.8 4.4 7.6 8.8 9.6 .33E6 .33E6 .33E6 
P Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MHZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg)


)D TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MHZ BW/Tntersatellite spacing, deg)


o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per IIHZ/Intersatellte spacing, deg) 
o A E - is the intersatellite spacing in degrees 
* Antenna diameters are in meters 
* (-) - Dash Indicates System below threshold 
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Table 5-6

K-Band Biccdcast Comrwuncatton Capacity

ALASKA Xmt Antenna dia = 9 1 in 
Oilf [ VOICE TV D %XTA 
Ax I Model 
C,,, [Rec . D a ij1.	 3 E1 	 3 -_0.6 -j.6 , 1. . 0.6 1.8 . 
0.51 2"I-	-	 . -. I-3 3E 
2 	 - .27 .27E2 	 9E2 i3 	 .29._ .3E. ..
 lE3 .
, T I ... I.. .s3' 	 4 
1 14 5 1-18.3 	 5. 8 .48E3 .14E 167E7 
1_ 2 26 142.. 	 5.6 M3 .E 1i67E7( 
1-- 5 	 18.2 5.8 8.1 4.E .14 j .167E7 
15 - . 5. 8 .32E5 .83E6 83E6 
- 8.9 12 	 3.9155. 
-- ,. _ _.i -. ..
 ­2- 2--	 . . 

.3 8.9 12 14 	 5..9 .35E5 . 83 3E6 
7.8 10.4 13.4 - 3.9 5.6 73 16. 56E6 .566 
326.4 	 7,1 1.4 	 - - 2.9 345.6 VE6 .56E61.56E6 1l 

. 10.4 13.3 3.9 I. .56E6 1.56E6 
3.5 	 6.7 9.15 11.8 3.6 5 1 6.5 16E6 .42E6 1.42E6 
.-- .- 5E . 42E6 
4 2 3.4 5.5 6 6.2 2.6 3 3.1 .15E6 
11.7 3.6 5.1 6.4.9.1 	 
3. 61 .lf -4E ~ 1 '.42E6 .1E 
S 1 	 3.2 6.1 18.2 10.5 1.44 3.5 4.7 5.9 .2E6 .33E6 .33E6 
5 2 3.1 4.8 5 5.2 1.4 2.4 2.6 2.7 .18E6 .33E6 .33E6 
3 	 8.2 6.1 8.2 10.5 1.5 3.5 4.7 5.8 .2E6 .33E6 .33E6 
t Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MHZ/Tntersatellite spacing, aeg) 
* TV - The numbei s represent (TV channels m 500 MHZ BW/ Imersateilite spacing, deg) 
* Data 	 - The numbers represent (Bit Rate uer MHZ/tntersatellte.spacing, deg) 
o " 0 	 - is the Inersatellite spacing in degrees 
o Antenna diameters are in meters 
o ) -	 Dash indicates System below threshold 
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Table 5-7 
K-Band Boadcnst Commun cation Capacity 
HA1WAIr Xmt Antenna dia-9. Im 
GnVO rC E TVDATA 
Caso Rec. Dia. 4A106118I S ' 0 1 
[ . . ___ __I - 1- 1­.. J - 1-1- - '...--1 .37 .3E2 4I__ 
0.5 	 1 2 - I_ ..- - - . j.35 .28E2 9E2 
3 • "E3-| ." 1 
L4918.8 	 63 1.167E7 .167E71

113 	 14.7 4.9 5.9 1.7E3 .13E7 .167E7 t 
1-3 149 1. 	 4 .167E7 .16___176E3 
JP- ,_--- --	 _-
L - ..... J -- -- -- -	 -_-- -- ----_--- -­
-	 9.- 12. -.. - 4. .9 . .4E 5 .8E6 .8E 
2 2 - 8.1 9.4 10 - . 4.2 4.6 1.43E5 .83E6 .83E6 
, _- I- . . - - __________.____o_,
3 - 6.7 7.4 17.7 3.1 3.6 3.8 .13E6 .56E6 .56E6J
12 I-.-..­
- 8 .1 110.8 13.9 - 4.1 5.9 17.5 .15E6 .S. *56E6 
1 3.7 7.1 19.7 112.6 - 3.9 5S.S 16.9 .2E6 .42E6 .42E6 
4 2 3.6 5.7 6.2 6.3 - 2.8 3.1 3.2 .19E6 .42E6 .42E6 
3 3.8 7.1 9.7 12.4 - 3.9 5.5 6.8 .2E6 .42E6 .42E6 
1 3.4 6.4 18.6 11 1.6 3.7 15 6.1 1.24E6 .33E6 .33 6 
- 3.2 4.9 15.3 5.4 1.5 2. . . 2E6 .33E6 I.33E6 
3. .4 18.6 10.9 1 . 6 j . 5 6. .24E6 .33E6.26 
" Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MIZ/ Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
" TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MHZ BW/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per MHZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
* A 9 - is the intersatelite spacing in degrees 
* Antenna diameters are in meters 
* (-) - Dash indicates System below threshold 
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Table 5-8 
S -Band Biondeas-t Corn ,wircatron Caoaciti 
CONUS 
Xmt Antenna dia 9 im 
A-,\S"ajoel " VOICE 	 I TV " DATAV.i..oe O 'i ,I 	 I 
.Lc,, Rec Dta, .		 r I
.6 I 1.8 3 40.6 	 3 0.6 1.8 3 
'2__1-.i.41j 	 -=. - I -_i-ES LSE3 .76E61 .33E7 
5 - k----I....	 .15E3 .75E6 1 .33R7i00.52 1		 -----.- i 

____ 15E3 .79E6I .33E7 
.....4 8 7- 2.9 6E3167E7i167E7 
17. 	 .


13 7 16.8 	 2 2 7 .66E3 167E7 .167E7 
3 11 14 I17.9i- 2 I3 66E3 .16E 167E7 
I 	 I 
I S 6 11, 1 6 _4 2 91 .58E51.83E6 I83E6~ 
2 - 8 11 127 1.4 2 25 .65E5 .93EG .85E6 
} 3 8.7 11-7 4814 	 22 3 ].65E5 9 5E6 .85E6


3 - 8.711.14 8 -7 f;4 12.2 3, 
i7.5[ 10 1 1-3 2 14 2 2 7 .2E6 .56E6 .56E6 
3 	 2 7.4 9.2 10 6 -4 1.4 8 2 1 9_ _ 56E6 .56E6 
37 10 4 13.6 14 2.1 2 8 .23EG .56E6 .56E6 
1 3.5 67j9.2 12.6 53 1.3 1.9 2.4 32E6 .42E6 .42E6 I 
4 2 3 6 6 6 8.2 9.3 56 1.3 1 7 1.9 .37E6 .42E6 .42E6 
3 36 69 96 13.3 56 124 2 37E6 .4216 I2.5 
42E6f

1 3 15 6 8 5 12.2 51 1.2 1.7 2.2 .33E6 33E6 33E6! 
5 2_ 3.3 6 7.3 8.2 .55 12 1 5 1.7 33E6 .33E6 33E6 
3 3.3 6.+4 89 12.8 55 1. 3' 1.8 2.3 :.33E6 .33E6 .336 
o Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per IIIHZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
p TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MHZ BW/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
" Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per MHZ/Intersatellite sDacing, deg) 
" A 0 - is the intersatelite spacing in degrees 
o Antenna diameters are m meters 
o (-) - Dash maicates System below threshold 
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Table 5-9 
S -Band Broadcast Communication Capacitv 
TIMEf ZONE Xmt Antenna di= 9. Im 
in VO0TOC 	 'VDA TA 

IS inoelse ' Rec:Di1a. 	 L . 

e 0.6 1.8i 3 4.6 0.6 1.8 3 4.6 0.6 7.8 3 
--.. 	 
- .73 .23E5 
- -_ -_ 763­
0 1 " I-- ".22E5	 E-; 
1	...2, 
 I .3E ,
1.167137 
1 _t 6.68.4 95 1.3 .22E3, .83.B 
3 I I.6 ~-8.4 - 95.4 t, , , 
....­
_ 
'84
1 _ 4 5 5 6 9 - .65 [.98 1.35 .36E5 [ 42E6 .42E6 
4 	 2 - 4 52 6.3 - .64 [.93 1.2 .381351


3 4 5 6 1 . ­

1 - 3 8 5 6.5 - 65 I98 1.35 .88E5 33E6 3316 
5 	 2 - 3.8 8 5.69 1. .6E4 "93E 
8 5 6.6 .65 1 1.4 
"e Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per ATHZ/ Tntersatellite spacing, deg) 
"TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MEIZ BW!Intersatelte spacing, deg) 
SData - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per AM/Intersatellite spacing, deg)
- the 5 
.s 
spacing indegrees 6ntersatel4te 

SAntenna diameters are in meters


S(-) - Dash indicates System belowv threshold (or data capacity very small)
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Table 5-10 
S-Band Blodd.ost Conw-tu.cation CaDnCILV Xmt Ahtenna Dia=9 Im 
TIME ZONE-Sharp Satellite Beam 
Cain VOIC. TV DATA


; -kTre-co17i -a


,as f e8 	0.6 46 0e3 	 46 0.6 1.8,3 
*4 _ 43.5 585 .76 - .9 11.6 15.3 217 I.33E7 I.33E7 
0.5 5 - 5 58.5 76 7 9 11 6 1 5.3 ] 
--..
-i 4--rr--- -r..--	---- --. - -.... ....r.. 
9
S 43.5 5. 	 7 1 
4 13., 26.3 36 5 50 2 52 7.4 9.6,.167 .l6'E71.167E7 
1 5 1 .28 F3. 	 4 - 6 . 
6 13.8 26.3 1 36.5 50 2 5 2 4 9 6 "I" I{7S I ' 215 	 - ­
1-8 , 23 35 1.4 3 3 4.6 5 71 83E6 
18 2.3 36.5 35i505 1 8.3 116 1 123 35 i 1 4 
'I 3 3 f34 6 i 5.7 , - | , 
I 	 I--t­- - --	 --- __13 ia, 11612 35141346 	 7 I­4 6,2 12 1 18 25 1 12 5 3 4 4 2 8s6 5 
2_1815 6 2 19 	 1 _25 83 4. 
~1 5.1 12 11 5 112.5 3.42 11 
.6 5210 4 15 1 1 2 8 -.3 . 42E6 42E6 42E6 
6 5.1 0 15 19 1 2 2 8 3 3 	 11 
4810 .5 15 1.8 2.3 2.8 _.3 6 42E6 42E6to .		 33ts 33E28!3. 
55 .3 3.4 12 5 15 8 1 8 2.3 2.6 
25i 1 al.=8 2 3 2.68 
p Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MHZ/ Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
p TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 1111Z W/ Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per \fHZ/Intersateilite spacing, deg) 
* _ e - is the intersatellite spcing in degrees 
* 	 Artenna diameters re in meters 
S(-) - Dash indicates System below threshold 
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Table 5-11 
K-Band Fixed Service Communication Capacitv 
CONUS 
Gnrn VOICE 	 TV DATAA0 'Mo;del ;D46-. , Z		 IC.se. 
3 4.6 7 I 9.14 3 4.6 7 9.14 3 1 4.6 7 
S I -. ,- - -I - I- i(.85E5) (.2E6) (.48E6) 
2 	, p-75E5)1(186. 6 .E7 .24E75__ 2ff 	 - ... (. 6) 
25 	 32 141 48 14 18.6 24 2.8 I.167E71.167E7 1.67E7I 
i__ a j%) (2_L_ 1 ($0 _HL (10) (14) (17) .1E7) F .167E7) 
1 21 23 124.6 [25 10 12 12.4 12.7 1.167E7 .167E71.167E7 
- 1 1 (1 . ) -- (6.2) (6.4) [(.9E6)_ -) i") 
, -4 	 14- 28 7 I.167E .- I7ET­18.6 J4 7Y6 f7 (15)(30 (o0 ) 13 	 ... ) W.(20 	 1( 0) (14) (17) I I 
18 23 26 9 12 i15 17 .83E6 '.83E6 .83E614 
.(.171. 54 ( (9 (11) .E ) _ 12 _1). ! ( LL 
2 2 .... .4 14 115(9.3- 15.4 7 (4)7.7 (4.3)8.1 [(4.4)8.3 .8E6S .83E6 .83E6(-	 _.57M6)1 )-|" 
14 118 23 26 9 12 15 I17 .83E6 .83E6 .83E63 (9) (12) (15) (17) (5) (7) (9.3)I (1) .6E6 "I 
10 12.5 15.5 17.5 6.5 8 10.5 12 .56E6(6) 	 (8) (10) (12) 	 .56E6 .56E6(3.5) 	 (5) (6.6) (3) (.4EG) ;( " ) i ") 
6E 6 .5 6E6 .5 6E 611. 5 6.8.9 	 1 0 11 
(5.5) J6) (6.8) (7) (2.6) 3 (3.3) (3.4) . 4E6) " " 
1110 	326 12.5 15.5 17.5 6.5 8 10.5 12 j.56E6 .56E6 .56E63 io. 1 .51 o t R 4
(6) (8) (15) 	 __._ (9)  f6.5) (6) 4.3E6) " " ) 
(4.2) (5) (5.5) (5.7) (2.1) (2.5)1 (2.8) j(2.9) (.3E6) 
3 57.(5) 9.5(6) 12(7.6) 13(9) 5(2.7) 6.4(4) 8(5) 9(6) .42E6 .42E6(. 3 ) I( " ) .42E6( "1 ) f 
6 7.6 9 10.5 4 5.2 6.4 7 .33E6 .33E6 33E6 
1 (4) (5) (6) (7) (2.2) (3) (4) (4.8) (.24E6) ( ) (') 
2 5.513 5) 6.5-4W 7.3 I4& 7.8 (4 8) 3.3 1.81 4 1 (2.1). 
4.2 
(2.3) 
4.3 
2.A4­
.33E6 
(. 24E61 
.33E 
1 " 
3E6 
6L I 7.61 (5 9(6) 10.5(7) 4 (2,.2) 1 5.2 1 (31 6.4 (4 7 (4.8) .33E8 .33E6 
.33E6 
_.24ES) 
po Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MHZ/ Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
.o TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MHZ BW/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per MHZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
oA G - is the intersatellite spacing in degrees 
* 	 Antenna diameters are in meters (Receive and transmit antenna diameters are equal) 
(-) - Dash Indicates System below threshold 
* 	 (a ) The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink has faded 
by 7dB while the interfering downlinks have not faded. 
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Table 5-12 
K-Band Fixed Service CommunicanonCanactv 
TIME ZONE 
IV-0-
C ,'ieootl 
 
c150Dia3 
t1 i-
VOICE 
1I 4.6 
-
I7 
-	
9.14 
'i-
T 	 
3 4.6 
- I.16 
7 
D\TA 
9.14.3 4.6 7 1 
- l(2)E .27E6 (IM-4E55)(135 
0.0. 
2 
2 	 I 
I 	 [ 1%9E5 
1.f(2E5) 
5 ES) 
. 24E6 
(.5E) 
(13E6)
1.57E6- I 
(.1ES) 
21 27 
-'IE 	 
136 43 
I­
10 14.2 1 19 
K 
123 
A r .__ 64E27E6 
2E5) (.5E5) 1(.SE6)i 
j.167E7I.167E7 .167E7 
-1 (1) (17) 	 [(22) L(25 _ (-) 1 (7 : 1)! ( 0.54 (13) (') !(",) (18 20 22 j22.4 I 9 95 [ A10.4 1 8E6 I3167EiTE 
36 1 0 *21 
1160 2 43 -$ -2_-_-- 1. 	 19 1 23 __7-_7-_ _E:6779 7 	 " ,53E
-- 2-.5..j 13 1 	 14.23! 1 23 2 "7TTI83E6[(lO (13) 	 ( (17) (25) 15) ( 10), 5. (13 ) ( ) ( ) (") 
16 21 29 1 34 9 12 15 1 1j.86 .836E6 836 
2 	-2.12. .111 . 3 69 74 7. .683E6-I.3E6683 5E 
(8 (0.)(13) 15T ) (5.).8E 	 i ) ..83)(9E6") I(( 	 ) 1 (8.21 (8.5) (8.6) (3.2) 	 I51(3(7)) *69' ( 167E7?) (')16E10) 2 1 29134 9 21 
I 1 1	(8) (1o3 (1) (15) (4.4) (7) . 1 113 
(6.6- _(_.) (4.4) (6) (") (1") (")O 	 ) (12) 	 (8) (.) 
osre -" 
5. 	 1 5.6 .56 2E6 -- 6E6 2 l0 13 10 161 10.5 	 10. 6 	 .5n 5.4 	 .526 .E65M :.5269.5 1 7 	 9. 12 013 () (6.3) (6. (6.5) (2.7) (2.9)1 (')) ((3) (") 
13 161.5 21.3 23 8 .8 TTFTij .12EINJ.6Ea 
3 (8) ( 1.3)(13) (15) (4.4) (6) I (8) (8)) (") (") 
-2E6 .42E6 .42E68 	 9.61 1 
5.4) (8.3) (10.) (12) (3.8) (5) (6.7) (7. 
2 7.8 8.4) 8.7 8.8 4.3 46 	 E6 33---3-")I(5 ) (5.3) (2.3) (2.5) (2.5) 2 (6.)(5.2) 	 (.6) '(5) 	1 	 __5. ___ ___ ____ _ _ 	 .33E6 
8.5 13 16 14 5.5 8 8.6 .33i6 .( I 3E 42r 
6.6 7 74 7.5 3.7 3. ~ ......3 (5.4) (7) (8.7) (10) (3.3) (4.4)i (5.6)a A(6.4) (' 33E6, E6 ) .33E6 
__4_(_6d__4(10__ (4.4) (4__ 
p Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per ,4HZi Intersatelhte spacing, deg) 

p TV - Te numbers represent (TV channels in 500 AIHZ BW/Intersatelhte spacing, deg) 

* 	 Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per MHZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
* 	 A 0 - is the intersatellite spacmg in degrees 
o 	 Antenna diameters are in meters (Receive and Transmit antenna diameters are equal) 
(-) - Dash indicates System below threshold 
* 	 (.) The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink has faded

by 7dB while the interfering dowuInIks have not faded.
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Table 3-13 
K-Band Fixed Service Communication-Capacity 
TIME ZONE - SHARP SATELLITE BEAM 
jGn, VOICE j TV DATA 
A E Model f I I 
e 	 .6 7 9.11 3!4.617 19.14! 3 4,.6* 4 _7 
=62 ia 	 5 638 80 8 33E7 .37.3E 
0. 4 J4) (70) 1'(87) (100) (33) (4) (7 (65) () (} V~'­
''- ,, I 	 ft, ft 	 IS6 , 	 ! , 	 
L__ 18) (34) " .. .. _ 
S 1 I[ I t _ I ,.f it ,t ii It I I Yi 
-43 32 3 6 150 295 41 442167--7 .167E7 .16E 
41_.A8L.I(L L.._.LL5oLJ J23j. (30) '.	 I 
1.H - i 	 ,	 I"i =-Ji .. __ .. .  "! ,, " ­ -3.(I 	 ' 
0.571 ''I'" " 	 " 0 
j5o1 65ff :''' .. .... .. 
2 247i. 35(7,(1.3)i  (9)12. 10(.93 12() j_14(7.) 1(117 .8616 .83E .3E 
16 15I I 1 
111 13.4 16 17.4 7.5 9 10.5 11.3 .42E6 .42E6 .42E6 
1 (I (11 . 12.7 4.7 
() (7.7) (8.7) 
( ") 
_____ 
41 
(__) 
13 
_ (7.3) (9) (10) 6 (3.8) 7.3 (5) 8.4 (6.2) 9 (7) *3E.33 3 ) ( E6 ) *SSE S]K~ 
p Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MNHZ/ Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
A TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 M1HZ BW/ ntersatellite spacing, deg) 
o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per M1HZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
" A E - is the mtersatellite spacing In degrees 
* Antenna diameters are in meters (Receive and Transmit antenna diameters are equal) 
* 	 (.) The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink has 
faded by 7dB while the interfering downlinks have not faded. 
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Table 5-14 
S-Band Fixed Serviee Communication Canacrtv 
CONUS 
t CGin VOLPE TV DAJTA 
T 4.61 3 4.6 19.147 I9.14 7 4.6 
4. 7 191 1 * 
S , I - - 4E6 172E7 33E7 
'0 .5_ -, . . . _ -- . . ...| ] ...-i . . . . . . .. . 33-E.. 
0.* - I - - -- '- 39E6 I.15E7 33E7 
S I I , * 
.. .. . . -- .. . . - --. 4 -. . .. " - .. .. . - - . 
1 2 - 15.5 j 18.9 21 2.4 I 3.2 3.7 167E7 167E7 167E7 I 
3 - 6. 20.9 -. 2.6 3.7 !4.6167E7 .167E7 167E' 
I I* Ii t 
1 0 121-.8 16.7 20 1.8 2,6 13.5 4.1. .83E6 .83E6 .83E6 
9.7 11.9 j13.7 14.7 .7 2.3 2.8 2.9 .83E6 83E6 83E6 
3 I 12.9 16.9 20.2 2,6 r83.5 4.2 83E6 83E6 .83E6 
1 8.4 10.8 14.1 16.9 1.7 2,3 1 3 3.5 5 
1 9 . 3. 
3 7. 116 1.6 2.3 2 42E .56E62.3 10.9 2 2 .4 5E6 
3 .5143 7. J.V 242 .6 .336E6 .33E6 .3...... . '1. 9711.4 1.7 2.9 .42E6o .42E .o42E 
1 .8 9.2 11. 13 .4 51. 12.63 426726 .26 
-
.I , l ., ,I. - I o I o ! 
oVoice - The numbers represent (Voice channels per IHZi Intersaelhte spacing, deg) 
, TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 ',IHZ BWV/Intersatellite spacing, deg)
* Data The numbers represent (Bt Rae pe M4Z/inersael2e spacing, deg6 
* A 6 is the in.ersatelhite spacing in degrees 
* renna dias'eteis are in meters (Receive and Tralnsmit antenna diameters are equal)


* -) - Dash Lnitthopes S stenm below threshold


* (o) The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink has 
faded by 7dB while the interfering downlmks have not faded. 
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Table 5-15 
S-B and-FixedS ervice-Communzcatio n-Capacity 
TIME ZONE 
Gatn VOICE 	 TV DATA 
'A ejmodel 	 - -' I 
Case Dia.14 	 3 1461 19 a 4.6 7l 
* 1~ -- - f - - 12E4 -98E4 .4E5F I 1 - - , 1 - , - - . . 8 . 7 1 7 , 
-12E4 	 .98E4 [ "4E5 
3-5.13.9 	 - -2.1 .78E5 ..15E [.167E7 
2 - -1-3.1 1.9 	 j.14E7.75E5 .167E7J 
. 14.9 - - 2.1 ".8E5 .157 
I ___ -5.3-IT. 10 11.7 - 1.2 1.7 2.2 .83E6 .83E6 .83E6 
1 I-13227.5 	 9.2 10.2 - 1.1 1.5 18 
1 .37 . . 1.2 17 	 56E.66.1856E 6ts4
3 - . 10. . . . . . 
. :.8 10.5 .8 1.2 1i.7 121 
1 	 I1.74. 6.2 8.2 9.8 .8 1.2 2 .42E6 .42E6 .42E6 
4 	 2 4.8 5.9 6.8 7.3 .8 1.1 1.3 1.5 " 2? 
3 4.9 6.2 8.2 9.8 .8 1.2 1.7 2 , 
1 4.8 	 1.2 1.6 1.9 33E6 "33E6 33E6 
5 2 4.4 5.2 6.1 6.4 .8 1.1 1.2 1.3 11__ 
pVoice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MHZ/ Intersatellite spacing, deg)

" TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MIIZ BW/ Intersatellite spacing, deg)


e Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per MTHZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg)


" A e - is the mtersatelhte spacing in degrees


" Antenna diameters are in meters (Receive and Transmit antenna diameters are equal)


" (-) - Dash indicates System below threshold


* 	 (.) The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink has 
faded by 7dB while the Interfering downlmks have not faded. 
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Table 5-16 
S-Band Fixed Servwe Communication Capacity 
TIME ZONE - SHARP SATELLITE BEAM 
*:c. 1C I TV DATAAO JAol 
* (Cse Din. j , 1 ~ %i - 1 
,. 4. 7 9.14 3 4.6i 7 .9.14 3 . 7___ 
0.88 :111 - j- -U- '.-''.. .
 
'1 18 21 SE6 7E 
-- - - .. I [ - I .. . | .... 
45 30 .9 2 63 1 6 18 11 1 i.167E7j.167E7 .167E7 
*' " t . .. ... -. . . . .I[ - i . .. . . 
5 0 116.3' 'I _ _'- I ­
6 30 6.. 
17 22 28 33 5 6 7 .83E6 .83E6 
2 s 17 3.8 
I EI 
6 17 I3.8 T 
--- 12 15.5 .. ...'2_.3.6 1 56E6 .56E6 
15
 
. . '19 d .. . 56E6 
3 1.2 11 2.8_____I. f I"__________ 
­
6 - 12 .. .. 2.8 i fi 
4. 9.4 12 15 17 2.2 2.8 3.4 3.8 .9E6 42E6 42E6 
S 5 9.4 ". . -2.2 
I 6 9.4 2.2 .. 1, 
4 7.7 9.7 12 13 1.8 2.3 2.8 3 .33E6 .33E6 33EG 
5 7,7  17. " 
6 7.7 1.8 
P Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MIZ/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
, TV - The numbers represent (TV channels in 500 MHZ BW/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
" Data - The numaers represent (Bit Rate pet -IHZ/Intersatelite spacing, deg) 
A-SC is the intersatelite soacing in degrees 
" Artcnna diameters are in meters (Receive and transmit antenna diameters are equal) 
" (-I - Dash indicates System below threshold 
" (,) The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink has faded 
by 7dB while the interfering dowalinks have not faded. 
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.. .. ~ #Carners = 6-(6MHz BW) 
Ree: Antenna dia. = 9.1 m 
Multicarrier Fixed Service Communications Capacity Xmt Antenna dia. = 9.1 in 
C ONUS 
K-BAND S-BAND 	 UHF BAND 
Voice Data Voice Data Voice Data 
0.5 2 
3 
16 	 .167E71 	 (. 86E6) - .12E6 ­
10 	 . IE7 
2 	 (.38E6) - .9E5 ­
16 .167E7


3 (-) (.86E6) - .12E6 ­

9.9 .83E6 
1 (6.2) (.52E6) 5.3 .57E6 - .12E4 
6.7 .83E6 
2 2 (-) (.33E6) 4.6 .42E6 - .11E4 
9.8 .83E6 
3 (6.2) (. 52E6) 5.3 .57E6 - .12E4 
6.8 .56E6


1 (4.5) (.35E6) 4.8 .56E6 
 -	 .9E4 
5 	 .56136 
.26E6 4.1 .52E6 - .85E4 
6.8 	 .56E6 
(4.5) 	 (.35E6) 4.8 .56E6 - .94E4 
5.2 	 .42E61 (3.4) (..26E6) 4.2 .42E6 - .16E5 
4 .42E6 
4 2 	 (.22E6) 3.6 .42E6 - .15E5 
5.2 	 .42E6(3.4I (. 28P.61. 4.2 .42E6 	 . 6 
1 4.2 
.33E6(2.8) 	 (.21E6) 3.6 .33E6 - .33E5 
5 2 3.4 .33E6 ( 2 ) 	 (.18E6) 3.1 .33E6 	 .S1E5 
3 4.2 .33E628 .21 	 6) 3 6 . .33E6-	 . 35E5 
OVoice - The 	 numbers represent (voice channels per MHz/TIersatelite spacing, deg) 
o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per Mz/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
o A 8 - is the intersatellite spacing in degrees. 
o (-) - Dash Indicates system below threshold (or data capacity Very small) 
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-Carriers = 6 (6MHz BW) 
Table 	 5-18 	 Rec: Antenna dia. = 9.1 m 
Multicarrier Fixed Service Communications Capacity Xmt Antenna dia. 9 1im 
Time Zone 
K-BAND 	 S-BAND UHF BAND 
0 C 
o Voice Data Voice Data Voice Data 
. 2E5 
1 	 (.14E5) .2E4 
*18E5 
0 5 2 13(.SE5) .18E4 
2E5


3 	 (.14E5) - .2E4 
23 .167E7 
1 (17) ( " ) 9 1E7 - .2E0 
16 .167E7

2 (8.7) ( ) 8.3 .9E6 
 - .2E3 
23 .167E7 
3 (17) (" ) 9 .1E7 - 2E3 
12 .83E6 
1 (10) (1 ) 8.2 .83E6 - .35E5 
9.5 336 
2 2 (5.9) (" ) 7.2 .83E6 - .34E5 
12 .83E6 
3 (10) 11 ) 8.2 .83EG - .35E5 
.56E6 (" 
1 (7) 6 8 .56E6 	 .15E6 
6.9 56E6 
2 (4.5) (" ) 5.9 56E6 .14E6 
8 .56ES 
3 (7) (") 6.8 .56E6 - .15E6 
1 (.2 (42E6 
.42E6 2 3 26E6 
5.4 .412E6 
2 (3.7) (")" 4.9 .42E6 2 3 .26E6 
6.2 12E 6
T-I 5 "-5.5 	426	 .42E6 2.3 27E61 	 ,__3E6. )
15 	 33E6 
(4.3) (" ) 4.6 .33E6 2.3 .33E6 
S2 4,4 .33E6 
(3) (") 4.1 33E6 2.3 33E6 
.33E63 5(4 3) i ") 4.6 33E6 2.3 .33E6 
o Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per MHz/Intersatellite soacing, deg) 
o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per MIIz/Intersatellite spacing, deg) 
o A 8 - is the rntersatelite spacing n degrees. 
o (-) - Dash indicates system below threshold (or data capacity very small) 
o 	 (-) - The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink 
has faded by 7 dB while the interfering downlinks have not faded. 325 
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Table 5-19 ... Re Antenna dia. = 9.1 in 
Multicarrier Fixed Service Communications Capacity Xrnt Antenna dia. 9.1 in 
Time Zone - Sharp Satellite Beam 
K-BAND S-BAND UHF BAND 
'! Voice Data Voice Data Voice Data 
50 .33E7 
(43) (it) 47 .33E7 .18E5 
0.5 i" it it it­
6 i­
25 .167E7 
(22) (") 24 .167E7 17.2 .167E7 
6 
12 .83E6 
(") (") 12 .83E8 9.8 .83E6 
it I tr II ii 
4 8 .56E6 8.1 .56E6 6.9 .56E6(7) (") 
6 itT II It it t 
6 .42E6 6.1 .42E6 5.3 .42E6 
4 (5.5) (") 
5 ii it ii t Ii t 
6 ! it II Ii iI 
4 5 .33E6 (4.3) (it) 4.9 .33E6 4.3 .33E6 
5 II I 'T I 
6 
o Voice - The numbers represent (voice channels per IMIHz/Atersatellite spacing, deg) 
o Data - The numbers represent (Bit Rate per MIHz/IntersateUite spacing, deg) 
o A 0 - is the Intersatellite spacing in degrees. 
o (-) - Dash indicates system below threshold 
o (-) - The numbers within the parenthesis indicate the capacity when the desired downlink326 has faded by 7 dE while the interfering downlinks have not faded. 
SECTION 6 
TECHNOLOGY IMPACT (to 1985) 
6.1 INTRODUCTION: 
This section summarizes earth station, satellite and system technology 
which is believed to be significant for the cost-effective realization of the services de­
scribed in this study. While this technology applies principally to the so-called small 
user, which restrcts earth station technology essentially to that of small, low cost earth 
stations, it may also impact larger users through more efficient satellite or system 
design. It will be recalled that economy of scale is an important factor in service cost. 
For earth stations this is reflected in unit cost reductions for quantity "buys". For satel­
lites, this is reflected in the economy of larger satellites on the basis that larger multi­
purpose, multi-frequency band, or multi-service satellites cost less in terms of annual 
cost per user than do smaller satellites (provided the larger satellites are reasonably 
utilized). This economy of scale has been discussed elsewhere in this study and will not 
be discussed further in this section. This section will be confined to discussions on 
technology. 
A prediction of technology performance out to 1985 is subject to some 
conjecture even if there is a reasonable consensus on the nature of future development and 
funding. Some development may be needed to achieve the performance and/or costs used 
in this study and presumably these developments will be funded and will be successful. 
The state-of-the-art may even progress faster than anticipated. These uncertainties 
should be accepted by the reader. This section does not discuss mnor device improve­
ments that may be expected to routinely occur or certain non-recurring costs necessary 
to achieve the stated service performance and costs but rather areas where concentrated 
R&D might achieve significant improvements. Emphasis, therefore, is placed only on 
technology which can make a significant difference in terms of cost-effectiveness, or per­
formance. On die other hand, it also is important to recognize technological areas which 
have matured to the point where additional R&D investment will reap relatively small 
dividends. Therefore, this summary section is intended to highlight fruitful areas for 
R&D expenditures either by the public or private sectors. There are three pertinent 
areas, earth stations including interface equipment, satellites and launch vehicles, and 
systems. Each of these three areas will be discussed in the following sections. Much of 
the following summary is elaborated upon in more detail in Volume 3. 
6.2 EARTH STATION TECHNOLOGY 
Earth Station Technology is divided into four major subsystems, the


antenna, LNR, HPA and interface. In general, the antenna, LNR and HPA technology
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are mature technologies and present experience and the supplier surveys did not disclose 
any prospects of a revolutionary nature, although there are small improvements being 
accomplished by suppliers in each of the subsystem areas, and there are novel compon­
ents and subsystems which improve cost-effectiveness and/or performance. With 
regard to interface equipment, there are significant cost reductions in progress for 
digital subsystems and components due to an evolving LSI industry. If sufficient 
production is available to pay for the non-recurring costs, production costs of 
digital circuitry can be reduced substantially. Unfortunately improvements due to 
LSI in analogue circuits are not comparable to those in digital circuits so that in general 
overall cost reductions depend on how much of the total system is digital, and how 
much of the "digital" system is really composed of digital logic. 
A. Earth Station Antennas. 
While new methods for fabricating and erecting low-cost antennas 
are constantly being sought, and certain technical developments relating to antenna 
efficiency and side lobe control are currently active, the conclusions reached with 
respect to antenna technology is that this is a mature technology and only minor 
improvements in low-cost earth station antennas are to be expected out to 1985. The 
most significant improvement in antenna technology relates to control of antenna side­
lobes. While this does not seriously affect the performance and cost-effectiveness of 

the services in this study, it does have serious consequences regarding the ultimate 

orbit capacity achievable and this is of concern to all users. Manifestations of this 

problem are currently experienced in the U.S. at C-Band, where the FCC has limited 

the deployment of small apertures and placed at least implicit limits on minimun antenna 

diameters (approximately 4.5 meters). These restrictions have hindered development 

(or commitment) to systems utilizing small apertures - such as radio networks and point­

to point data applications using small terminals. In addition, the 1977 WARC has 

indicated similar concern regarding Ku-Band, resulting, in Region II, in the orbital 

separation of fixed service and broadcast service satellites, and in Region I, with 

recommendations on minimum acceptable G/T ratios, as well as coordination guide­

lines for both regions. Consequently, R&D relating to the use of antenna shrouds, absorbers, 

complicated illumination factors, arrayed feeds, etc. in the context of small antennas 

to supress sidelobes (or at least close in sidelobes) can ultimately be important. However, 

the possible performance improvements achievable by concerted R&D are probably dwarfed 

by the magnitude of tr cost uncertainties of large-scale production. 

With regard to the land mobile service, however, R&D is recommended 
to develop and test suitable antennas. Not only must these antennas achieve significant 
performance in gain and beamwidth and be cost-effective as well, but they also must 
satisfy other important requirements. Among these are: (1) immunity to windage and 
weather, (2) immunity to vandalism, (3) the ability to be esthetically pleasing (depend­
ing on the type of vehicle on which it is mounted), (4) no restrictions on vehicle access or 
right -of-way, (5) low-cost installation. Other technical issues of equal importance are 
performance in field service with regard to ground and obstacle multipath, obstruction 
loss characteristic of various types (such as trees, wood buildings, open steelwork 
bridges) which may intercept the satellite-vehicle path. These problems which are 
only treated perfunctorily herein are deserving of a concerted R&D effort. 
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B. Low Noise Receivers: 
Most of the service tradeoffs identify FET low noise receivers as an 
optimum choice. Such receivers bridge the gap between high performance and high 
cost paramp and low performance, low cost mixers, thereby superseding tunnel diodes. 
FET low noise performance is constantly improving. At C-Baud, where FET develop­
ment is now exceedingly active, FET performance is approaching paramp performance. 
Unit amplifier noise temperature is below 1000K. While not as active presently, 
similar progress is expected in Ku-Band. The FET amplifier is inherently a low-cost 
unit. It is a two-port device with reasonable impedances, requiring simple low-cost 
stub tuning readily provided by high performance, low-cost, reproducible microstrip 
circuitry. Paramps, in addition to requirements for a high frequency pump (60 GHz 
or better) are single port devices requiring complex RF junctions and complex RF 
circuitry. Consequently, design, production and test costs are significantly higher. 
Inaddition, experience indicates that FETs can be field replaceable on a modular 
basis (that is, amplifier by amplifier) whereas troubleshooting and repairing paramps 
is much more difficult. Nevertheless, despite these attractive possibilities, the 
advent of FETs has not resulted in a dramatic jeduction in the cost of "G/T". Com­
parisons of G/T vs cost with previous studies ( ) indicates that inclusion of current FET 
capability does not substantially change the G/T vs. cost curve. Consequently, it is 
concluded that while FETs are a definite advantage and have wide application, this device 
will not have a substantial effect on the economic viability of the various services. Some 
attention has been given to image enhanced mixers which are capable of moderate noise 
performance. However the computer tradeoffs seldom result in the selection of this 
device because of its relatively high cost. Like the paramp, the image terminated 
mixer requires a complicated microwave circuit which is expensive to design, manu­
facture and test. All in all, FET development is proceeding at a rapid pace and while 
Ku-Band FET development might be enhanced by additional R&D the study results show 
this is unlikely to have a serious impact on the service cost-effectiveness. 
C. Earth Station High Power Amplifiers. 
Wideband interactive user services require a significant amount of 
transmitter power, greater than 10 watts, which appears only possible with tube 
technology (TWTs or Klystrons). Tube technology is nn ture, the supplier industry 
is producing tubes in substantial quantities, and this industry is highly competitive, 
so that significant technological improvement affecting cost or performance out to 1985 
are not expected. 
A dominant part of tube-type HPA cost is the high voltage power 
supplies and control circuitry. The former are large, high voltage units, 
some of which must provide precise regulation. Above 30 watts, sequencing units, 
overload tripouts and "crowbars" significantly add to the expense. Both the high 
voltage circuits and the control circuitry even though built to commercial practices 
require frequent maintenance. Typical tube lifetimes are 10, 000 hours (and often are 
less), and skilled personnel are required to perform maintenance because of the 
mechanical assembly complexities and the complexity of electrical adjustments. 
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Figture 6-1. Block Diagram of SCPC Digital Channel Unit. 
On the other hand, narrow band interactive services can use solid state 
amplifiers at levels of less than 10 watts. Both IMPATT and FET devices are attractive 
and both reduce costs compared to tubes and simplify servicing because there are no high 
voltage power supplies. Solid state HPAs consist of several stages in cascade, e. ., 
modular so that module replacement is simplified and unlike tubes, there are essentially 
no wearout mechanisms. IMPATT amplifiers, of course, are not new; however, recently 
improved devices, both in Silicon and Gallium Arsenide are available. The FET amplifier 
will likely be favored in future applications because circuitry is simpler to build and test 
and FET two-port devices are simpler to design, particularly over narrow bands. 
No significant changes in HPA technology is expected through 1985. The 
availability of solid state HPAs, while helpful in narrow band interactive systems, does 
not have a major influence on system costs because HPA costs in this case are small 
in relation to the total earth station. 
D. Interface Equipment. 
This is a complex assortment of multi-functional equipment that can be 
a dominant cost in the earth stations of some services. For example, the compressed 
TV teleconferencing application involves vidicons, cameras, special lighting, possibly 
"video compressors", accompanying TV monitors, TMODEMS, TV/audio diplexers, etc., 
as well as the normal earth station components. All this equipment is readily available 
commercially and is manufactured on a scale that is likely to be unaffected by demands 
for satellite/video teleconferencing equipment. The same is true for the other telecon­
ferencing systems and for the multiple data and voice service. Consequently, technolog­
ical break throughs significantly affecting cost and performance characterstics are not 
really expected except for one very important item, and that is LSI. 
The development and use of LSI has caused a truly remarkable revolution 
in the microprocessor (communications) field and in the pocket calculator. In fact, 
wherever low cost, high production of digital logic circuits is required, LSI is the 
preferred answer. Unfortunately, while the two examples given above are dramatic, the 
"wholesale" application of LSI to earth station interface equipment, even so called digital 
interface equipment is not possible. For example, consider the elements of a typical SCPC 
channel unit for digital transmission, shown in Figure 6-1. This unit multiplexes and 
scrambles incoming data, provides convolutional coding for forward error correction 
(trading bandwidth for signal to noise ratio), modulates an assigned carrier and performs 
the inverse upon receiving, including carrier acquisition. All these blocks except for the 
MODEM are essentailly composed of digital logic and thus amenable to LSI. And in fact 
these elements are available today as LSI_chips for specific limited applications. For ex­
ample, a voice CODEC based on variable slope delta modulation, and convolutional coder/ 
Viterbi docoder are examples of LSI chips currently advertised and available. Unfortunately, 
the most difficult and complex subsystem in Figure 6-1 is the MODEM itself which is com­
posed mostly of analogue circuits, e.g., amplifiers, voltage controlled oscillators, 
multipliers, filters, crystal oscillators, etc., which are not readily amenable to LSI. 
Some manufacturers have attempted to develop hybrid units using digital logic and ana­
logue amplifiers, but with limited success to date with respect to size reduction, 
testability, reproducibility and cost. Therefore, while it is possible that analogue 
circuits may be LSI'd by 1985, it appears that only the digital circuits (and there are a 
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goodly number in many of the service configurations) will be LSI's by 1985. A perusal 
of Volume 3, Appendix l (where interface equipment costs are broken down into consider­
able detail) will show the reader how the cost allocation with regard to LSI was performed 
in the study and the importance of LSI to particular confurations 
E. Miscellaneous. 
It is worth mentioning that operations and maintenance costs are assumed 
to be minimal expenses to the annual service cost because all earth stations are assumed 
to be unattended but capable of servicing by locally available personnel. This means that 
outages due to failure and repair are longer than outages for earth stations with skilled 
technicians. However, a skilled technician costs an operating carrier approximately 
$30, 000 a year including overhead and benefits. Thus, even the more complex earth 
stations such as for video teleconferencing are expected to be unattended but locally main­
tained. Part of the annual cost for O&Mis a sum required to develop and maintain-the-­
skills of a local maintenance man. No umnterruptable power supplies (diesel generators 
and batteries), air-conditioning, exotic alarm and control or personnel facilities is 
assumed. Those rare locations requiring these items are associated with such a small 
number of terminals that these situations can be neglected as far as cost impact is con­
cerned.


6.3 SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY 
Beginning in 1962, with the launching of the Telestar and Relay and later 
Syncom experimental communications satellites, operational communication satellite 
technology evolved quickly, first via the Intels tat System, then by Canadian and U.S. 
Domsat Systems and finally by so-called Foreign Domestic Systems. Along with this 
evolution, NASA sponsored satellite and subsystem development programs such as the 
ATS series complemented the evolution and provided much technical support. Corres­
ponding developments, particularly by NASA in launch vehicle technology was thorough 
and timely such that satellite operational capability was limited by traffic and not by 
launch vehicle technology. Today sophisticated satellites such as Intelsat IV, Intelsat V, 
the U.S. Domsats, and the Military "777", for example, are available to meet ever grow­
ing demands for more and better service. 
Technical innovation is still going on at a rapid pace, however it is 
interesting to note that this innovation is mostly confined to communication hardware. 
More efficient TWTs, approaching 50% (expected to be near the practical limit), are 
available. Exotic but light weight filters and multiplexers composed of gr'aphite composites 
and large deployable and/or multiple beam antennas are examples of industry efforts to 
improve communication satellites. Recently, GaAsFet amplifiers have been developed 
to the point where satellite use is possible; these amplifiers offer a substantial reduction 
in thermal noise compared to tunnel diodes, (from approximately 11000 K to 500°0K at "C"T 
Band) resulting in significant savings in earth station -PA costs. In addition, demands have 
required design and construction of larger and more complex satellites (Intelesat V, ATS 6 and 
Fleetsatcom) indicating industry competence in developing large complex satellites. Even 
larger'launch vehicles are still available, if needed. Further, more efficient solar arrays 
both "blue" and "violet" cells are, in use increasing solar array efficiency by about 25%. 
These developments are significant and have been taken into account in the Study. 
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In addition to the above, the land mobile satellite capability can benefit 
substantially if a linearized Class B silicon bipolar transmitter can be developed so that 
"back-off" and intermodulation penalties can be avoided. Considerable success has been 
achieved to date using both 'Teed forward" and feedback methods over modest bandwidths. 
Without linearization a power loss up to 5db is encountered. Linearization techniques 
also apply to carrier type domsats. Frequently these transponders are operated in the 
linear region, e.g., in the "backed-off" multiple carrier mode and are power limited, 
not bandwidth limited. The resultant 5dB backoffcauses a 5dB reduction in capacity 
and presumably therefore-a 5dB increase in trafisuonder ?tcost ' t. Consequently, 
there are applications for linearized amplifiers in both the potential land mobile service, 
and in the carrier systems. In the latter case the applications are 4GHz and 12GHz using 
primarily GaAsFet technology. It should be noted in passing that little success has been 
achieved to date in linearizing TWTs, basically because of the large bandwidth involved 
and the complex impedance functions caused by internal reflections. 
For point-to-point communications multibeam satellites can focus more 
energy into the regions of interest, thus improving the communication efficiency and 
offering the possibility of frequency re-use through spatial separation of the beams. 
However, several problems arise in connection with this basic concept. It is desirable 
because of weight considerations to use only a single aperture to develop the multibeams 
using individual feeds. Both parabolic and spherical reflector antennas, front fed, 
Cassegrain, or offset fed have been considered and have been developed. Limitations 
occur due to sidelobes caused by limited focal region for feeds, blockage, feed coupling, 
etc., so that for manybeams, single aperture-single beam arrangements are favored or 
resort is made to heavier more complex lens antennas. At high frequencies as high as 
say -Band, the multiple antenna solution is reasonable if only modest beamwidths, say 40 
are desired. Another substantial problem is the signal routing problem within satellites. 
When only a single wide coverage antenna is used as in the present U.S. domsats, all the 
satellite transponders are available to users within the single coverage area. When 
multiple beams are used, signals arriving at the satellite must be directed to the correct 
downlink spot beam. For complete access using FDMA, and a satellite with "b" discrete 
beams, at least b 2 routing filters are required; for this minimum the transmitters driv­
ing the downlink beams are operated in the multiple carrier mode, normally requiring a 
5db-6db backoff. The combination of the filter weight and power penalty reduces the 
attractiveness of this concept. Use of 2b 2 filters and b2 output amplifiers avoids multi­
carrier operations, but results in a heavy satellite. These limitations can be overcome 
by the use of a version of satellite-switched TDMA., described in Appendix 6 in which an 
onboard switch matrix switches received TDMA signal bursts to the proper downlink 
beam. The "destination" filters are thus avoided and the transmitters only amplify one 
carrier at a time and so avoid the ase of "backoff". The satellite switch composed of an 
Im x n" array of high frequency switches (using PIN diodes for example) is similar to a 
crossbar telecommunication switch, controlled by a small computer and updated by the 
satellite command system. The satellite switch is state of the art. The disadvantage of 
such a system is the costly TDIVIA equipment in the earth stations and the high aggregate 
bit rate per station. Provision of network control, redundancy, synchronization, fail 
soft, demand assignment, etc. relating to the TDIVIA approach have not been developed 
because of the expense and market uncertainties. 
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Dual polarization is in use in Intelsat, Comstar and Satoom to increase 
capacity by providing polarization isolation to co-channel bands. These techniques pri­
marily benefit high capacity carrier systems. Isolation is limited by the antenna tech­
nology and by depolarization due to rain. The systems considered in this study did not 
consider use of dual polarization directly except for the land mobile case. 
Similarly, components offering substantial increases in satellite payload 
such as cesium or mercury bombardment ion engines, with high specific impulse have 
been developed and flight tested as experiments. Such devices offer promise of reducing 
the approximately 15% of the satellite payload allocated for hydrazine fuel, making most 
of this available for extra communications. Similarly, fuel cells in various forms 
offering substantial reductions in the weight of energy storage systems are being developed. 
The transition from experimental or conceptual status for SS-TDMA,


fuel cells and ion engines is inhibited by a lack of orbital demonstration programs.


Commercial carriers and other satellite owners, faced with the prospect of untried


technology do not accept the risks and opt for the "tried and true", established technology.


This trend is increasingly prominent in latter years since the decline of government­

sponsored R&D in communications satellites; ATS-6 and CTS being the last of the
 

demonstration satellites. Consequently, for the purposes of this study it has been


assumed that this status quo will continue and that these valuable technologies will not


be applied to operational communications satellites in the near future. Recognizing


the long gestation period for satellite systems, the cutoff for 1985 technology is 1980 to


1981. There are apparently no existing plans to demonstrate these technologies by 1981


except for a limited SS-TDMA system being implemented on TDRSS. 
The Space Shuttle is one final technical innovation having a bearing on 

the study results. The more obvious cost benefits such as lower launch cost and lower
 

insurance cost (man-rated reliability and Shuttle return-to-earth if the mission aborts)


have already benefited the study results. A larger available spacecraft volume reduc­

ing the cost of deployable elements also can have a bearing on space segment costs.


Many of the configurations discussed herein can benefit from the larger shroud volume.


The cost savings, however, are not expected to be dramatic and there is every indication


presently that satellite designers will not radically change spacecraft design or test


procedures or change piece-part quality. Such radical changes will likely only occur with


the advent of on-orbit repair or return -from-orbit capability forecast in the future for


Shuttle operations.


However, present Shuttle operational plans call for weekly launches of 
modularized payloads, a large step forward in launch turn-around time as contrasted 
with the 60 days currently required if a launch vehicle is available at the launch site 
and six months to a year if one is not. It is believed that such short turn-around times, 
particularly if warranted by emergency conditions, might encourage the use of single space­
craft in orbit for operational systems, with backup provided by a ground spare. Some 
added redundancy would be necessary - for example, the satellite operator may be re­
assured if completely redundant and independent propulsion, attitude control and power 
electronics are provided even if the satellite communication performance is somewhat re­
duced. In the event of a disastrous on-orbit failure - or for more likely a threathened failure 
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6.4 
- a backup satellite can be rushed into orbit with an accelerated Shuttle launch schedule. 
The operating risks of single in-orbit satellites have already been accepted by satellite 
carriers for extensive periods of time so the procedure is not necessarily new. The 
payoff can be estimated by considering a specific example. The Shuttle launched -
Atlas/ Centaur type space segment annual cost used in this study is $26. IM per annum 
including cost of two on-orbit satellite, two launch vehicles, one ground backup satel­
lite and other sundry costs listed in Volume 3 Appendix 2, Satellite Characteristics. 
Table 2-18. Eliminating the second on-orbit satellite and its launch and related costs 
reduces the annual cost from 826. 1 M to $17. iM, a cost reduction of 35%. While this 
estimate is idealized to some extent, (the single satellite will require additional equip­
ment), it is clear that substantial savings are possible from this operational mode. This 
operating mode was not considered for the purpose of this study because neither the Gov­
ernment or industry currently have plans to operate systems in this manner. The savings 
are more dramatic than improving propulsion or energy storage effieicncy. 
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
Aside from satellite and earth station technology considerations there are 
system concepts which can benefit performance and cost. Many of these have been used 
in the study to indicate benefits and costs. An important consideration is satellite mul­
tiple access or method for routing signals through to their destinations. For most of the 
systems considered herein the satellite access is rudimentary since the satellite has only 
one or four beams. Even so, both FDMA and TDIAA is considered in the important audio/ 
fax teleconferencing case as an example. Single channel per carrier (SCPC) is another 
access method, essentially a version of FDMA, which permits access to users sharing 
a transponder and within a view of a common antenna beam access has been discussed 
above in relation to satellite technology. A novel approach to access, not considered 
herein, coded with an address is packet switching, exemplified by the ALOHA system 
in wich candom data bursts are transmitted through the same satellite facility. The 
destination recognizes only its coded address. Communications is such a system can 
be blocked, and the average efficiency of the transmission system is low. Nevertheless, 
there are applications for such systems. 
In setting up the service models various modulation, coding and detection 
schemes are considered. While there may be, for each particular service an optimum 
arrangement, this optimization is beyond the scope of the study. Alternately, modula­
tion, coding and detection schemes assumed are essentially based on experience and 
tradition with regard to the different services. For example, radio broadcasting mod­
ulation is assumed to be FM with threshold extension. Multiplexed data and voice is 
assumed to be digital (4 0 PSK, convolutional coded with Viterbi detection). The rea­
sons for these selections are discussed in Volume 2 Section 2 for individual services. 
It is clear that considerable development is ongoing with digital, communications and con­
sequently digital modulation, coding and detection development is active. LSI is aiding 
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this development because LSI favors digital logic performance and cost. LSI is causing 
a revolution in digital system application and it is believed will finally result in clear 
cut preferences for digital techmques over analogure techniques in the future. The in­
tense activity today in signal processing, modulation and detection is sponsored by govern­
ment (primarily military) and by commerical interests. Much of this work -is-used as- ­
-background in selecting-suitable, o6'fensibly attractive, communications parameters for 
the study services. 
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